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Abstract

Managers make choices regarding the types of employment structures that meet the

needs of the firm, and workers make choices regarding the type of arrangement that

meets their needs. Various streams of literature (for example, economics, human
resource management, industrial relations, and organisational/industrial psychology)

offer perspectives on why an employment relationship or a contractual relationship
might be preferred under particular circumstances. However, it is often the needs of
the firm that are deemed of primary importance, and it is the perspective of the firm
that dominates the analysis. This kind of single perspective weakens our
understanding of the employment relationship.It lacks recognition of the importance

of matching the needs of the worker with the needs of the business. This thesis brings

together the employer perspective and the worker perspective in an attempt to deepen

our understanding of core/periphery preferences in today's labour markets. The

research utilises a multiple case study design to investigate managers' decisions to use

self-employed contractors or employees for particular jobs, and workers' decisions to

seek or accept organisational employment or self-employment (contracting). Field

research resulted in the development of seven case studies, encompassing two very

different industries, and two very different groups of workers. The thesis attempts to

build theory through explaining management 'analyses' of the factors relevant in the

decision to employ or contract, and worker decisions to prefer employment or

contractor status. In examining employer and employee 'employment structure

choice', the thesis seeks to deepen our understanding of the interactional dynamics of
employment relationships. It concludes that managers and workers who more

car"futty assess the extent to which a particular employment structure best meets the

needs of both parties are better placed to build highly effective relationships'
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Chapter One

Introduction

1.1 Objective and Overview

The objective of this chapter is to introduce the research and place it in its context. This
introduction begins with an expansion upon the title of the research, and an attempt to locate
it within literature interested in employment relationships. It then provides an outline of the
thesis. The final part of the introduction examines the growth of contingent forms of
employment in New T,r'aland and examines features of the New Zealand context that have an
impact on employment relationships.

l.2Introduction

Given that there is work to be done and that people are needed to do it, organisations and
managers face choices about how best to engage labour. Likewise, an individual with a set of
skills and other attributes faces similar, though often limited, decisions about what form of
engagement meets their needs best.

This thesis examines the relationship at the heart of the field of Employment Relations. It
examines how both managers and employees weigh up the costs and benefits of alternative
employment structures. The specific employment structures of interest in the study are
contracts of employment and contracts for services. That is to say, employees and contractors.
On the one hand there is an employment relation, sometimes called an 'authority relation'
(Williamson 1985), which represents an incomplete form of contract. The employees accept
work assignments within a 'zone of acceptance' (Simon, l95l), defined implicitly and
explicitly by an employment contract, and are subject to direction and supervision. On the
other hand, the firm may delegate tasks to a contractor who may enjoy a wider degree of
autonomy, be subject to general performance constraints, and who may invoice the firm in
some way for the work that has been done.

The 'employment relationship' is not an abstract notion. It provides the structure for
interactions between employers and employees, and from this source, other aspects of
employment relations develop @lyton & Turnbull, 1994). The terms 'costs and benefits' refer
to the full range of factors that might be taken into account when deciding if a particular
arrangement meets the needs of the pafty concerned, not just purely economic considerations.
This study does not consider wider issues such as potential costs and benefits to the wider
society.

There exists a range of contractual options from full+ime pennanent employment to
independent contracting, to casual and fixed term arrangements. If such arrangements can be
located on a continuum, some assert that contemporary employment practices are creating a
drift towards the externalised end (Capelli, 1995, Pfeffer & Baron, 1988). Decisions about
the structuring of employment often involve trade-offs between many different factors in
order to achieve desired outcomes. With the rapid expansion of the externalised workforce,



research devoted to understanding the full range of costs and benefits of different forms of
employment is warranted (Davis-Blake & Uzzi,1993).

Managers make decisions about which types of employment practices to pursue in their
organisations. These choices could sometimes be seen as strategic choices complementing
other aspects of an organisations' higher level planning. An organisation implements its
business strategy through its human resource practices (Rousseau, 1995). Alternatively,
human resource practices can be seen as more pragmatic responses to everyday operational
requirements. Davis-Blake and Uzzi (1993) argue that these choices are constrained and
guided by a large array of factors. Macro level factors such as industry practice, company
history, technology, structure (e.g. Jackson, Schuler & Rivero, 1989) and legislative
frameworks are examples. On a more micro level, job specific factors such as personal
preferences, skill levels and training requirements may be considered, as well as factors such
as operational efficiency, and productivity requirements. The outcome of this decision
process is evident in a set of employment contracts and relationships of different types visible
throughout the firm. The type of employment relationship entered into has many and wide
ranging implications for both the organisation and the individual employee. The empirical
part of this thesis deals with an investigation of how managers and workers view these issues
and how they influence decision-making. The underlying area of interest is the exchange
relationship between employee and employer. Therefore the focus is both how this exchange
relationship is changing shape in the contemporary work environment, and what this means
for the participants in the relationship.

The concept of the employment relationship is an evolving one. For many people the terms
'work' @ahrendorf, Kohler, & Piotet 1986), and the concept of a Job' (Bridges, 1994) have
lost their original meaning of full-time secure employment within one organisation.
Dahrendorf et al (1986), and others such as Cordova (1986), speculate as to the likely effects
of new forms of employment on labour relations, the economy, and society. However, at a
more micro level, any change in the nature of the employment relationship will have major
consequences for organisations and individuals. In an environment of unprecedented
competitiveness, managers must find ways to manage their business and their people more
efficiently and effectively. The need for increased productivity and flexibility in the face of
such an environment means that management will increasingly look at alternative
employment structures as a way of achieving these ends. But will, as Mckan-Parks and
Kidder (1994) suggest, a short-run, myopic focus on efficiency and cost containment, lead to
a depletion of quality, productivity, human capital, commitment, and teamwork? These are
issues managers must deal with.

Likewise in a competitive and rapidly changing labour market, workers must constantly re-
evaluate their skills and employability. They must consider how their needs for work can be
met today and how this is likely to change in the future. Individuals must also balance their
working lives with the impact that paid employment has on the rest of their lives. The impact
of work on the individual is one of the classical themes in the sociology of work. Labour is
seen by some as fundamental to the shaping of human consciousness (Vallas, 1990). For
many individuals, the relationship with the organisation is a significant source of identity
(Belous, 1989). Indeed the employee/employer exchange is a fundamental concept in
organisational behaviour and there is plenty of evidence that there is more to employment
than merely a stream of income. The work that we do and the employment relationships that



most of us enter are central to our lives. Competitive labour markets provide challenges as

well as opportunities for workers, who, like firms, face choices about what kinds of
employment suits their needs.

The employment relationship is not just an economic one, buying and selling labour, but a

social, psychological, and legal one as well. Therefore, this work draws its theoretical
framework from a range of disciplines.

L.3 0utline of the Thesis

This thesis investigates the full range of costs and benefits that managers and workers might
take into account when making choices about employment structures. It brings together
diverse streams of literature to offer a multidisciplinary approach to understanding
employment structure choices. It examines both sides of the employment relationship by
considering management and worker perspectives in parallel. It does this through the use of
seven case studies in two different industries, considering both relatively high and relatively
Iow skilled workers.

This research takes as its starting point the apparently increasing preference of managers for
externalising employment. The academic literature and the media indicate that the world of
work is changing. Many commentators have suggested that work is becoming more
casualised, more flexible, and more contractual. It is often said that standard employment,
that is to say full-time, permanent employment is giving way to other arrangements. But why
is this happening, what factors drive it, what considerations shape managers and workers'
decisions? These are questions to be addressed here with respect to one specific form of non-
standard employment - self-employed contracting.

Firstly, it is important to investigate the extent to which more flexible forms of work are
emerging, and this is done briefly in the section that follows, with an examination of part-
time, temporary, and self-employment figures. While accurate and reliable figures on more
flexible forms of employment are hard to come by, the available data shows an increase in
these forms of employment, both in relative and absolute terrns. Moreover, there is evidence
that employers expect to continue to increase employment in various non-standard
employment categories.

The evaluations and choices that firms and workers make regarding employment relationships
are heavily influenced by environmental, contextual, and historical factors. Therefore it is
important to examine some of these factors, and the wider employment relations climate. The
final part of Chapter One examines the New Zealand context, and in particular Iabour market
deregulation that has radically changed the environment in which employment relations
occur.

Chapter Two examines some of the attempts that have been made to conceptualise the
attachment between the individual and the firm, and discusses the changing nature of these
attachments. Initially, the fact that the employment relationship is, among other things, a legal
relationship is examined. Therefore, it is important to give brief consideration to how the law
defines employment. Of particular importance is the often highly contentious question of
when an employee is an employee, and when they arc deemed to be in a dffierent form of



contractual relationship. The difference is often highly important to both parties as it radically
alters the ground rules under which the relationship operates. A variety of attempts have been
made to represent the relationship between the worker and the firm. The complexity of this
task is hinted at by the vast array of terminology that is applied. Several models are presented
which attempt to explain the relationship in different ways. The bulk of the chapter looks at
some of these conceptualisations. The discussion moves into a consideration of internal and
external labour markets.

Chapter Three begins an examination of the literature on the employment relationship, from
several diverse disciplines. A review of labour economics literature provides a starting point,
as, perhaps above all, employment is most readily identifiable as an economic relationship.
This literature provides an economic explanation for the pervasiveness of employment
relationships as opposed to market meditated arrangements. The conventional economic
approach would lead us to the conclusion that efficiency considerations are paramount when
making decisions about the structuring of employment. Radical economists, on the other
hand, direct our attention to a wider consideration of efficiency and the importance of issues
such as power and control.

The literature review continues in Chapter Four, with an examination of the psychological
implications of different employment structures, using the framework of the psychological
contract literature. This literature suggests that different employment contracts give rise to
different psychological contracts, which in turn lead to different attitudinal and behavioural
responses that could be seen as beneficial or detrimental to the organisation. Concepts such as
commitment, loyalty, and trust, have a long history, and are important variables when making
employment decisions. More recent work uses concepts such as 'pro role' behaviour and 'pro
social' behaviour to examine the range of discretionary behaviours that workers exercise at
work.

Chapter Five brings together literature on flexibility, human resource management, and
industrial relations under the generic heading of Employment Structure Choice and
Management. It starts with an investigation of the concept of flexibility and examines some of
the important debates in that literature. It then examines the human resource management
literature with specific reference to the implications of the use of contractor for human
resource strategy and the resource-based view of the firm. It concludes with some of the
general management literature on the management of contractors.

Chapter Six attempts to redress an imbalance in the literature on employment relations.
Much of the literature treats the employment relationship from the perspective of
management. While the needs of the worker are sometimes taken into account, it is the needs
of management and the needs of the organisation that are paramount. For, instance, despite
the large literature on labour flexibility surprisingly little examines the effects on workers
themselves (Geary, 1992). The chapter entitled 'Workers' Choices of Contracting
Arrangements' seeks to explicitly redress this imbalance in the literature, by focusing on the
question of why individuals might choose one employment structure over another.

Chapter Seven (Method) deals with the practical considerations involved with conducting
this study. In order to generate the depth of information required to gain an understanding of
employment relationships, a case study approach was chosen. The research uses two sets of



case studies in two different industries. Industries have their own unique histories in terms of
dominant employment patterns and practices. Therefore it is important that each set of cases
is Iocated in the same industry as doing so allows us to describe and account for the multitude
of contextual and environmental variables. This is made even more crucial by the large
amount of economic restructuring that has occurred in New Znaland. Whilst recognising that
there may be some unique features in each case, locating the firms in their industry context
allows us to hold these variables relatively constant. In this way, comparisons can be made
between firms that have made different choices in how to structure the employment of a
similar group of workers. Furthermore, because two significantly different industries and
groups of workers have been chosen, interesting contrasts can be made between them. This
section deals with a range of method related issues.

Chapter Eight presents the results in the form of seven case studies. Each case study stands
alone and is presented with a summary of the main findings.

Chapters Nine and Ten present an analysis of the case studies and cross-case and cross-
industry comparison. Chapter Nine deals with the management perspective and Ten deals
with the worker perspective. The analysis indicates the main factors that drove employment
decisions, and draws upon the experiences of the managers and workers involved to indicate
how decision-making might be bener understood and improved.

Chapter Eleven provides a discussion of the main themes of this research. It proposes
models to encapsulate management and worker decision-making and discusses the
possibilities for mutually acceptable relationships. It then evaluates the contribution of this
research and indicates areas for further research, and provides some concluding comments.

1.4 The growth of contingent employment in New Zealand

The use of contracting arrangements is part of a trend towards non-standard or contingent
forms of employmsnt. That non-traditional forms of employment are on the increase seems
self-evident to many commentators on contemporary employment relations. In 1993, Time
Magazine predicted that by the end of the century, half of the American workforce would be
in some form of contingent employment; some form of temporary employee, part-time, or
independent contractor. Bridges (1994) trumpets the end of full-time permanent employment,
although clearly, some of these claims have not materialised. Although this research deals
only with one form of contingent employment (self-employed contracting), it is interesting to
briefly look beyond the rhetoric and establish the extent to which these forms of employment
are on the increase in both absolute and relative terrns. To this end it is instructive to briefly
examine the New Zealand labour force statistics for three categories of non-standard
employment; part-time employment, self-employment, and employment through a temporary
employment agency. These categories are chosen as they are often used as proxies for a
general trend of employment extemalisation.

Part-time Employment

Part-time employment is often cited as the most obvious example of employment
externalisation, and for that reason it will be dealt with first. Media and academic discussion
of part-time employment offers the impression that this category of employment is steadily

)



increasing and will continue to increase (kvenson, 1996). Whilst employment figures for
part-time workers are available over a long period of time, the figures provided by the
Household Labour Force Survey (IILFS) during the last ten years are useful. HLFS survey
figures are available from the end of 1985. In addition, the Census, Half-Yearly Employment
Survey, and the Quarterly Employment Survey, all provide information on part-time work.
However, the measures used are not strictly comparable (Whatman, 1994). The HLFS
provides evidence of a steady increase in the numbers of part-time workers and their growth
relative to full-time employment. For instance, in December of 1985, part-time workers were
16.577o of the labour force compared to the 83.437o who were full-time. The percentage of
part-time workers steadily increased to become 23.777o by September of 1996. Over this ten-
year time frame, the numbers of part-time workers continued to increase even as total
employment plummeted in the recession following the stock market crash of 1987. It is clear
that the decrease in the total number of workers came at the cost of full-time workers rather
than parttimers. Between 1994 and 1999, the full-time workforce increased by 8.5Vo but the
part-time workforce increased dramatically by over 2l7o (Statistics New Znaland,2000). In
their survey, Brosnan and Walsh (1996) found a similar pattern and their results show that
permanent part-time work is the largest form of non-standard work in New Zealand. Boxall
(forthcoming) suggests that New Zealand employers remain primarily concerned with
workforce stability.

The growth in part-time work in relative terms can be seen more dramatically when expressed
in terms of the ratio of full-time to part-time workers. In December of 1985 there were 5.04
full-time workers for every parl-time worker. By March of l99l that ratio had fallen to 4.01,
by March of 1992 it had fallen to 3.67 , and by September of 1996 it was 3.21. By 1999 the
ratio had stabilised around 3.25 (Statistics New Zealand,2000).

Prior to the end of 1985 the numbers of part and full-time workers can be tracked using the

Quarterly Employment Survey as far back as February of 1980. Prior to that the surveys were
conducted half yearly and prior to 1973 they were conducted on an annual basis. The
Department of Statistics conducted the aforementioned surveys. However, there are
differences in the measures used. For instance, in 1986 the definition of full-time work was
changed from 20 hours a week to 30 hours per week. Despite these difficulties, the data
provides evidence of a general trend. These data are used here to indicate that part-time
employment is increasing both in absolute and relative terms. The general trend is clear and it
is a trend that seems likely to continue. It should be added that a closer examination of the
employment statistics indicates differences in gender, industry, and participation. However,
the purpose here is to indicate a general trend in employment.

In an analysis of trends in part-time employment in the United States of America,I-evenson
(1996) challenges the conventional wisdom that there has been a perTnanent shift towards this
form of employment in recent years. I-evenson points out various definitional difficulties
with regard to part{ime and temporary employment and shows that despite earlier rises the
number of part-timers remained relatively constant in the period 1984-1993. Irvenson
attributes the perception of an increase in part-time employment to a concomitant increase in
temporary employment. This will be discussed further below.



Self-emploranent

The most important figures in the context of this research are those that relate to self-
employment. There are various statistics available on self-employment, although accurate
figures are difficult to come by. According to Rainbird (1991), statistical information on the
self-employed can vary between sources based upon tax rpturns or sources based upon self-
reporting. Additionally, many surveys use the term as something of a catchall category that
fails to add much to our undetstanding. However, the census figures relating to 'self-
ernployed persons not employing others' is probably the most accurate for targeting persons
who might be working as contractors, con$ultants, or in other words, 'entrqlreneurial
workers' (Rasmussen, Deeks, & Street, 1996). It can be seen from the gaph below (Chart 1)
that the last hundr-ed years has seen an overall general increase in this category of
employment. A steeper increase is apparent between the 1981 and 1996 census figures. As
participants in an external labour market, the opportunities for this group of workers are
strongly determined by the overall state of ecsnomic activity. This can explain the peaks and
troughs that appear on the graph.
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Chart I
Source: Statistics New Zealand, 2001.

In 1891, as a proportion of total wage and salary earners, the self-employed werc l8.MVo.
This category of workers peaked in the following census at22.I5Vo and then steadily declined
throughout the middle part of the century to reach a low in 1971 af 7.Ulva.This was due both
to fluctuations in the numbers of self-employed and increasing numbers of wage and salary
earners. Self-emploYed, as a proportion of wage and salary earners, increased in the last two
census figures to 12.48Ta, but there afe still fewer self-employed now than there were in the
late 1800s. However, the number of people in self-employment has increased in recent years
despite slow growth in total employment over the same period. HLFS statistics show that



between 1994 and 1999 the number of self-employed individuals rose by 19.8Vo (Statistics
New Zealand, 2000). Rasmussen et al (1996) point out that given the increase in multiple job
holders in categories such as service and sales, professional, technicians, and administrators
and managers, one could speculate that there are many other workers out there engaged in the
kind of work arrangements of interest here. Research by Anderson et al (1994a) suggests that
organisations expect to make increasing use of contractors

In summary, it is clear that the numbers of persons 'self-employed and not employing others',
is increasing in relative and absolute terms, although not to the extent that writers (for
example Bridges, 1994) would suggest, and not at lgth century levels of significance.

Temporary Employment

Temporary employment can be taken to mean employment of a limited term or fixed term
duration or it can be taken to mean employment through a temporary employment agency.
Accurate figures for both forms of employment are somewhat hard to come by. Figures for
employment through a temporary employment agency in New Zealand, are not available.

Questions on temporary employment are not asked in the labour surveys cited earlier and the
National Association of Personnel Consultants (NAPC) has only general estimates.
According to the NACP (1997), some member organisations have been reluctant to provide
accurate figures on grounds of commercial sensitivity. Therefore no historical or present day
data exist. Presumably it is a matter of time before a researcher with an interest in the industry
undertakes a survey of temporary employment in New Znaland. There is anecdotal evidence
to suggest that temporary employment in New T.ealand has grown dramatically.

Overseas figures on the rise of temporary employment are more readily available, as the
U.S.A. National Association of Temporary and Staffing Services (NATSS) provides
statistics. For instance, in the first five years of the 1990's, in the United States, temporary
employment almost doubled from l.l7 million in 1990 to 2.17 million in 1995 (Frazee,
1996).I-evenson (1996) tracks the growth in temporary agency employment from 0.l5Vo of
total employment in 1971, to 0.2Vo of total employment in 1981, and then a rapid increase to
0.7Voby 1989. By 1994 this figure had risen to l.65Vo at an average annual rate of increase of
Il.ZVo (Douglas & Motwani, 1996). According to lrvenson, the share of temporary services
in employment more than tripled during the 1980's. In terms of payroll, by 1994 the
Temporary Help Services industry was paying $24.7 billion, representinganS}Vo increase
over 1990 (Douglas & Motwani,1996). Mangum, Mayall, and Nelson (1985) found that3S%o
of firms reported using temporary help agencies. It would appear that there has been a large
rise in temporary employment, but from a low base level. The dramatic growth of the industry
is not, of course confined to the USA, as European researchers tell a similar story of dramatic
growth (e.g. Purcell & Cam, 2001).

In their study of non-standard employment in public and private sector organisations in New
Zealand, Anderson, Brosnan and Walsh (1994a), found that that I77o reported using
temporary agencies regularly. This is considerably less than the United States figure reported
by Mangum et al (1994), although Anderson et al (1994a) point out rhat the former figure
came from a sample of firms known to be heavy users of this form of labour. Despite this, it
would appear that New Zealandemployers use temporary employment agencies less than
United States firms do.



Summary

Whatman (1994) points out that there is a dearth of accurate statistical information non-
standard employment in New Z,ealand. Despite this, there is clear evidence that non-standard
forms of employment are becoming more prevalent. Most forms of non-standard employment
are on the rise. The workforce flexibility survey conducted by Anderson et al (1994a) offers a
snapshot of the incidence of various employment categories. In addition, they asked
employers whether in the past they had increased or decreased the numbers of workers in
each category, and whether they were likely to do so in the future. The study showed a
striking trend toward the use of non-traditional forms of labour and a likelihood of this
continuing. Boxall (forthcoming) cites 1997 Cranfield survey data to show that most NZ
organisations used some form of employment flexibility in the 1990s. In fact, only 34o

reported not using some temporary or fixed term labour in the last three years. However,
despite the increase in non-standard forms of employment, more traditional forms remain the
norn. Boxall goes on to suggest that, despite the need for flexibility gained through non-
standard types of employment, most NZ employers seem to what to retain a permanent
workforce for reasons of stability.

1.5 The New Zealand Context

One cannot gain a satisfactory understanding of issues in contemporary employment relations
without some consideration of the context within which they operate. The choices that are
made by managers and workers are shaped by contextual influences and so it is important to
set the scene for the research that follows. It is important to identify some of the important
contextual elements that might impact upon employers' and workers' evaluations of
alternati ve employment structures.

A comprehensive review of the New Zealand context would be a daunting task and would
surely involve examination of political, social, economic, and technological forces impacting
on employment relations. It could well examine other aspects of the structural adjustment
package that has been visited upon many aspects of the New Zealand economy since 1984.
However, such an undertaking is beyond the scope of the present work. This section
particularly focuses on the reforms to, and deregulation of, the New Zealand labour market,
and how the philosophy underpinning the labour relations system has changed. The ten-year
period of the 1990s will be of particular focus as this thesis deals with events that occurred
within that period.

Early History
According to Deeks and Boxall (1989), the early characteristics of the New Zealand industrial
relations system were largely inherited from Britain. This saw British capitalist economic
alrangements and traditions, and English laws adopted by the new settlers. Thus, British law
and social attitudes heavily influenced New Zealand's labour history.

Influential in New Zealand's early employment relations history was the Industrial
Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1894. The belief was that the new legislative framework
would avoid disruptive and wasteful industrial conflicts, and produce befter and fairer
outcomes (Rasmussen et al, 1996). The Act was designed to:



" ... encottrage the formation of industrial unions and associations and to facilitate
the settl.ement of industrial disputes by conciliation and arbitration. " (Deeks &
Boxall, 1989, p.31).

The Act set up a system whereby either party to a dispute could call the other to a conciliation
board. This board, comprised of employer and union representatives would then render a

decision on the case. In the event that the board was unable to reach a decision or if either
party were dissatisfied with a decision, the matter could come before the Arbitration Court.
This body had the power to make binding decisions. The Industrial Conciliation and
Arbitration system encouraged and strengthened the role of unions, provided an avenue for
dispute resolution and enforcement, and attempted to provide restrictions on direct industrial
action outside of the conciliation and arbitration process (Deeks & Boxall, 1989).

Rasmussen et al (1996) and Deeks et al (1994) summarise the legacy of this state regulated
arbitration system. It was overly legalistic and tended to channel disputes through specialised
institutions making informal settlements difficult. There was an adversarial approach where
there were no structures to promote co-operative solutions to disputes. The union registration
process tended to prop up small and weak unions that might not otherwise have survived.
Legally binding documents (awards) set minimum standards across industries and
occupations in a 'blanket' fashion. Bargaining was restricted to narrowly defined matters.
Individual employment contracts were dealt with under common law as opposed to labour
law. Finally, the bargaining and negotiating system was highly centralised. Deeks et al neatly
offer a flavour of the arbitration system in the following quote:

"Tlze arbitration system divorcedwage fixing from the concerns of individual enterprises
and from the purvietv of individual workers. For employers and workers alike, basic wage
rates were sonzething establislrcd through mysterious processes in smoke filled rooms in
Wellington. The limited antourtt of direct bargaining at plant or enterprise level meant that
bargaining and negotiation ski.lls becarne largely the preserte of full-time union and
employer fficials." (1994, p. 64).

According to Rasmussen et al (1994), the basic system remained, for many years, relatively
unchanged except for changes to various areas such as the right to strike, and whether
arbitration and union membership should be voluntary or compulsory. Although the system
provided protections for weaker groups of workers and a relatively stable and predictable set
of outcomes, it had a key weakness in that it was relatively inflexible in response to peaks and
troughs in business cycles. For instance, in times of relatively full employment, pressures to
increase wages were such that 'second-tier agreements' became common, whereby employers
offered a pay settlement above the award rate. Additionally, the arbitration and conciliation
system was undermined by the fact that the government might directly intervene, either to
enforce a settlement to a particular dispute or to ensure an outcome in keeping with other
economic policy.

Decentralisation
Boxall (1990) regards the period from the mid-I960s to 1990 as being a slow drift towards
decentralisation and direct bargaining. The general direction of these changes was to make the
system more responsive to, and to give precedence to, the forces of the labour market @eeks
et al, 1994). The election of the Fourth Labour Government in 1984 saw the beginning of
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sweeping changes to many aspects of the New Zealand economy and further changes to the
labour relations system. These changes were directed towards allowing more direct
bargaining while maintaining some of the protective mechanisms of the arbitration system
(Rasmussen et al, 1996). The Labour Relations Act 1997 introduced various changes,
including making the parties enforce their own agreements, allowing a wider choice of
collective agreements, and legalising lockouts and strikes. State regulation remained a

prominent feature of this wave of policy, as union membership remained compulsory, the
minimum wage legislation was strengthened, second-tier agreements were outlawed, and
weaker bargaining groups were protected by final offer arbitration (Rasmussen at al, 1996). It
was not until the defeat of the Labour Government in 1990, that the changes sweeping
through almost all aspects of the New Zealand economy were extended to the labour relations
system.

A Philosophical Shift
The principles and philosophy of the system historically can be:

".... described as Keynesian, interventionist, welfarist, pluralist, collectivist or
welfare corporatist" (Rasmussen et al, 1996).

The Employment Contracts Act l99l represented an important philosophical shift. The
philosophical debate that surounded the reforms of the labour market hinged upon issues
such as whether the employment relation was best left to the parties to determine and the role
that government should play in regulating this relationship (Deeks et al, 1994, Walsh & Ryan,
1993). The assumption of the arbitration system was that the employment relationship was a
special relationship that requires forms of state involvement and intervention. The late 1980s
saw the emergence of a viable alternative to the existing system, which centred on market-
driven neo-liberal analysis based on concepts such as, the individual, freedom, choice, and the
market (Rasmussen et al, 1996).

The philosophy underlying this alternative approach can be traced to classical economic
theory and the work of F.A. Hayek. The neo-classical or what has become known as the
'Chicago School' approach to economics has been very influential @eeks et al, 1994). Its
predecessor, Classical economics, follows from ideas laid out in Adam Smith's 'The Wealth
of Nations'. Put simply, the belief is that the individual is usually the best judge of their own
best interests and that the pursuit of individual self interest under a freely competitive
economic system, will produce the best economic outcomes for the community (Bullock,
Stallybrass & Trombley, 1998). It follows from this that government intervention is generally
seen as undesirable. The employment relationship is a private contractual relationship where
the parties sell and buy labour and the operation of the market, free from state regulation,
ensures optimal labour market outcomes (Deeks et al, 1994). The role of the government is to
support and ensure fair market exchanges and individuals should be free to choose the nature
of the employment relationship. The philosophy clearly promotes an individualist perspective
as opposed to its more collectivist predecessor.

The Employment Contracts Act (ECA), which came into force on l5 May 1991, introduced
substantial deregulation, or reregulation, of the labour market. It abolished the award system,
compulsory unionism and monopoly coverage, promoted enterprise bargaining, and it created
a single legislative framework for employment matters (Rasmussen et al, 1996). The key
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principles of the Act are outlined in its long title. The act aimed to promote freedom of
association; hence the end of compulsory unionism. It aimed to promote freedom of choice by
allowing choice of contract tlpes, either individual or collective, and of bargaining agents. It
aimed to promote sanctity of contract by leaving it to the parties to establish the detail and
enforcement of aspects of the employment relationship, and to provide easy access to
institutional dispute resolution. A detailed description of the contents of the ECA is
unnecessary here. However, some of the main features included establishing that individuals
and employers could decide whether to negotiate for themselves or engage a bargaining agent
to act on their behalf, no longer assuming that the latter would be a union. Individuals could
choose to be a party to a collective or individual contract, and access to personal grievance
procedures is available to all employees. The Act located responsibility for the enforcement
of the employment contract at the level of the parties concerned and sets out a dispute
resolution procedure, while establishing two specialist institutions to deal with employment
disputes and other matters (Deeks et al, 1994, Rasmussen et al, 1996).

Despite the fact that the construction of the ECA was heavily influenced by the neo-liberal
philosophy outlined above, it contained elements of the traditional approach to labour
relations. It maintained the integrity of the statutory minimum framework and did not allow
the parties to contract out of basic conditions such as holidays. It also provided a strong role
for procedural fairness and protection from arbitrary action in the form ofgrievance
procedures. Furthermore, there remained a strong role for labour institutions to play in the
system (Walsh & Ryan, 1993). Thus it can be seen that the Act did not leave the regulation of
employment entirely up to the market and the civil courts. It has been argued that:

"... the ECA was a compromise berween acceptance of the ideology of market
regulation and the realities of the employment relationshlp" (Deeks et al, 1994).

The introduction of the ECA resulted in a number of labour market changes that are of
relevance to this thesis. There was a shift to enterprise based and individualised employment
situations. Enterprise bargaining and individual contracting became widespread (Whatman,
Armitage & Dunbar, 1994). Prior to the ECA around 60Vo of employees were covered by
collective agreements. By 1993, roughly the same number were covered by individual
agreements (Rasmussen et al, 1996). Boxall (1997) estimates that by 1997,75Vo of workers
were covered by individual agreements. Such a level of de-centralisation of bargaining
presents many challenges for unions (e.g. Boxall & Haynes,1997). Not surprisingly, there
was a large decrease in union density from 4l .5Vo in 1991 to 2l.7Vo in 1995 and I7.77o in
1998 (Crawford, Harbridge & Walsh, 1999). A more individualised employment environment
seems more conducive to the utilisation of the type of contracting iurangements being studied
here.

The decline in the number of unions and in union membership since l99l has been dramatic
(e.g. Hince & Harbridge, 1994). With the rise of individually determined contract
development and negotiation, some of the differences between employees and contractors
begin to disappear. Rasmussen et al (1996) argue that the decline of collectively determined
employment relationships might facilitate the transition to the use of contractors.

Another important change is the drift towards an output evaluation and performance culture.
New Zealand firms are increasingly introducing performance related pay schemes
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(McAllister, 1994). Data from the Cranfield survey suggest that two thirds of New Zealand
employers (with more than 50 employees) have implemented pay for performance schemes in
the last decade (Johnson, 1997). The trend towards greater focus on performance outputs, and
the linking of those outputs to remuneration is another factor that brings the structure of the
contract of the employee closer to one which might be offered to a contractor. These systems
and the organisational culture presumably engendered thereby would tend to blur the
distinction between employee and contractor. The promotion of a 'contractual' or 'vendor-
minded' culture could be promoted by increased use of contractors. Or it could be promoted
amongst employees using certain performance management systems as a way of capturing
some of the supposed benefits of such a culture. The emergence of an output-orientated
culture would seem to be a culture into which contractors would fit relatively easily.

A final change, described by Rasmussen et al (1996), relates to the protection of 'atypical'
workers and the lack of understanding that some groups of workers have regarding their
rights and entitlements. For instance there is some ambiguity regarding the status of fixed
term contracts. Concern over this, as well as several other aspects of the deregulated
employment relations environment, led to the introduction of the Employment Relations Act
2000. Although this legislative change fell outside of the time period of this study, it is worth
noting that it represented another interesting philosophical shift. While it is not a
revolutionary change in the style of the ECA, the legislation sought to encourage collective
bargaining and promote 'good faith bargaining'. These were two areas that the government
saw as being negatively affected by the ECA.

As we have seen from the above discussion, the philosophy underpinning the labour relations
system in New Zealand has changed in the 1990s. This thesis considers a period in New
Zealand's employment relations history (1993-1999) where considerations of the economy
emerged as being of prime importance. Historically, unions had a key role on the system and
have been very pro-active. In the context of the 1980s and 1990s it is management who are
the proactive party in the ideological debate over the nature of the employment relationship
and the regulation of its terms @oxall, 1993). Of the many voices offering their views as to
what contemporary employment relations should involve, groups such as the Business Round
Table and the Employers Federation are among the most influential, along with the
economists of the Reserve Bank and Treasury. On the side of employers' arguments for
reform is the fact that employment relations now take place in a time of unprecedented
economic uncertainty. It is an environment characterised by increase competitiveness and
deregulation and the ever-present threat of recession (Boxall, 1993).In such an environment
economic arguments for the needs of business to respond flexibly and to demand flexibility
are persuasive, and seem to have widespread acceptance. In such an environment:

"... employers want to be able to lfuk the pay ctnd conditions of tlrc worlcforce more
tangibly to 'the needs of the business' " (Boxall, 1993 p.150).

This desire on the part of management is to some extent, reflected in their increased interest
in alternative employment structures.
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1.6 Summary

Studying the changing nature of employment relationships is of considerable importance and
interest both from the perspective of managers and workers. Given the significance of the
employment relationship in the lives of many, it is worthwhile to attempt to learn more about
how they are changing and why. This chapter has described an employment relations
landscape that is now significantly different from what existed for most of this countqr's
history. It has shown how contingent forms of employment are becoming somewhat more
common. This chapter has placed this research in its context of legislative and philosophical
change. In its language and in the philosophical underpinning, the new employment relations
environment represents a diminishing of the collectivist tradition and a movement towards
greater individualism. Given this shift, it is hardly surprising that contracting becomes an
issue of heightened importance. It is in this climate that we seek to examine issues
surrounding evaluations regarding contracting or employment as alternative structures.
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Chapter Two

Conceptualising the Employment Relationship

2.1 Objective and Overview

The objective of this section is to examine the concept of 'employment relationships' and
how this has changed over time. Without a clear conceptualisation of the connection between
the firm and the individual, studying alternative employment structures is difficult. Firms
adopt different strategies with different groups of workers and there have been several
attempts to map, categorise, and conceptualise these strategies. There have also been many
attempts to attach labels to the variety of arrangements in use. This section starts with a
discussion of how employment relationships are changing and evolving over time and moves
on to defining 'employment'. The starting point for this section is the legal distinction
between employee and contractor. Examination of the legal aspects of the relationship is
important in that it attempts to draw a 'line in the sand' based on some key variables. The
remainder of this chapter deals with how researchers and theorists have used a variety of
models to express the full meaning of the relationship.

2.2The Changing Nature of Employment Relationships
It is important to note that the employment arrangements visible today have not always been
the norm, nor are they assured to remain in the future. In seeking to understand the
employment relationships of today it is appropriate to examine what has gone before.
Rousseau (1995) describes employment relations as having gone through a number of
historical stages including 'emergent', 'bureaucratic', and 'adhocratic'. Each of these stages
has given rise to different forms of employment and contracts.

Rousseau (1995) describes the employment relations and contract forms of the late eighteenth
century as 'emergent'. According to Cappelli (1995, 2000), the employment relations of the
period were primarily market-based. However, the label 'emergent' seems appropriate given
what Littler (1982) describes as the lack of theory and conscious planning in relation to
labour matters. This period of time, around the industrial revolution, saw the widespread
avoidance of direct employer/employee rel ationships (Littler, 1982).

The late eighteenth century saw a movement from craft production to production in large
factories, initially in the United Kingdom and then elsewhere. The farmer-craftsperson
produced goods at home for sale to a merchant who in turn sold the goods to retailers or
others to meet the growing demands of the cities. Despite possibly providing equipment and
material, the merchants had little control over the craftspeople, who often worked according
to seasonal or weather considerations or whether they were inclined to perform the work at all
(Rousseau, 1995). The emergence of factories can be seen as a way for capitalists to gain
greater control over the productivity of workers, thus ensuring a more constant and
predictable supply of finished product. A more detailed analysis suggests that the origins of
the factory system are rather more complex than just being about control of labour. Scale,
efficiency, and technology considerations are also relevant (see, for example, Jones, 1994).
The workers in these early factories, however, were not necessarily employees of the factory
owner. Rather, the capitalist frequently contracted with a subcontractor who would be
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responsible for the hiring and management of a group of workers (Littler, 1982). Recruitment
and employment around this period:

" ... was ustmlly ad hoc, casual, and based on.family contacts. Wtere subcontracting
existed it was left to the subcontra.ctor to take on the number of workers required.
Where labour was directly entployed, recruitment was delegated to the foreman who
made his own selection at the factory gate. " (Gospel, 1992, p.23).

The contractor's income consisted of the difference between the lump sum paid by the factory
owner and what he paid out in wages. Examples offered by Uttler are arrangements such as a
master craftsman overseeing a group of other craftsmen, where the craftsmen and apprentices
are bound to the craftsman rather than to the business for which the work is being done,
Another example is from the cotton spinning industry where a skilled spinner might be put in
charge of a machine and recruit and pay assistants, often members of the spinner's own
family. Arrangements such as these and other internal sub contracting systems, or 'inside
contracting' (Buttrick, 1952), were widespread until the end of the nineteenth century when
they went into decline (Littler, 1982).

Rousseau (1995), and Jones (1994) provide various arguments regarding the necessity of
gathering together large numbers of workers under one roof. Having craftspeople perform
their work in a factory setting enabled supervision and monitoring of the quality and quantity
of the work and provided the means to enforce discipline among workers. The efficiency
gains provided by this new means of organising work made craftspeople operating from home
uneconomic. Technological breakthroughs allowing the use of steam and other power
machinery, associated with the industrial revolution, acted to further speed production.

Rousseau (1995) characterises the emergent phase as being one where work took place in a
centralised location with organisational (capitalist) ownership of the means of production.
Control over the work passed from a craftsperson to a manager or supervisor and there were
hierarchical supervisor/subordinate relationships and controls enforcing hours of work and
productivity.

The mixture of contractual relationships being used in the factories of the late nineteenth
century offered the factory owners a number of advantages (Littler, 1982). The arrangements
were flexible, allowing for fluctuations in demand without having permanent staff.
Accounting and cost calculation systems were simple, as owners were able to pay fixed sums
for certain amounts of production. There were strong financial incentives and some upward
mobility for key groups of skilled workers. They allowed owners to run a business without a
great deal of technical skill or knowledge, and provided a means to stabilise effort and
allocate tasks efficiently. In summary, these contract systems provided the owner with a way
to deal with the problems of managing a business of increasing size in the context of scarce
managerial resources (Littler, 1982).

Emergent employment relations and contract forms gave way to a more bureaucratic phase,
characterised by complex hierarchical organisations with internal labour markets (Rousseau,
1995). An array of forces acted to bring about this change. Littler (I9SZ) describes the greater
economic pressures resulting from the great depression at the end of the nineteenth century,
and the growth of the labour movement and opposition to the harsh and oppressive
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employment conditions of the time. Rousseau (1995) attributes the change to pressures for
greater efficiency and predictability. The bureaucratisation phase corresponds to what Pfeffer
and Baron (1988) describe as internalised employment. In this model there are long term

relationships between the employee and the firm, there is administrative control over the

individual by the firm, and there is physical proximity between the firm and the individual

worker. Employees develop firm-specific skills and, in larger organisations may climb the

rungs of a company ladder. The creation of internal labour markets facilitates long-term
retention, assimilation into an organisation's culture, and partially delays rewards for
contributions made to the organisation. The minds and skills of the employees and managers

may then become a source of competitive advantage (Rousseau, 1995). The nature of the

relationship facilitates commitment and identification with the goals of the firm.

Rousseau (1995) labels the present and future of employment relationships and contracts

'adhocratic', due to what she sees as a fundamental shift in the nature of work. Pressure is

placed on the old bureaucratic structures, as organisations need to become more flexible and

responsive. Various authors (for example Handy, 1989) have speculated on the emerging

features of contemporary employment relationships. These features include the emergence of
differentiated employment relations within one firm, decreased emphasis on upward career

mobility within an organisation, and increased emphasis on the development of new skills.

There are several similarities and differences between the employment relations and contract

forms that we see today and those that were common in the l9th century. Among the

differences are that many of the harsh and oppressive conditions and employment practices

are largely a thing of the past. Also the New Tnaland workforce is very different from their

predecessors. Among the similarities are that one can no longer enter a firm and assume that

workers within the walls of that firm are engaged under the same terms and conditions or

even work for that firm at all. Not only are there a variety of contractual arrangements in
place but also the subcontracting arrangements entered into by many organisations bear a

strong resemblance to their nineteenth century counterparts. Witness, for instance, a

contractor taking over a small part of the operations or maintenance on a large industrial site

and hiring and managing his or her gang of employees. It could be said that the consultants of
today are modern equivalents of the many skilled craftspeople that operated inside and

outside of the boundaries of firms around the time of the industrial revolution.

What seems clear is that the human resource managers of today have at their disposal an array

of options in the structuring of employment relations in their firm. The assumptions of the

bureaucratic phase that a single model of employment will offer the most efficient and

effective method of engaging labour, no longer hold.

2.3 Defining the Employment Relationship

What is an 'employment' relationship? Part of the complexity involved in understanding the

relationship of the individual to the firm comes from the terminology involved. Despite the

fact that the word 'employment' is casually used in everyday discourse, it has a specific legal

meaning. A distinction is made in law between contracts of and contracts,/or service(s). For

the purposes of this research, it is important to note the distinction between an employee and

a contractor. Furthermore, it is an important distinction for those involved in the relationship,
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as the relationship is in each case governed by a very different legal framework. Each implies
different duties, rights, and liabilities, and there are tax and pension implications.

The basis of a relationship between employer and employee is a contract. The older and less

politically correct terminology of 'master' and 'servant' is rarely part of everyday discourse.

The terms employer and employee are more indicative of a line of thinking that regards the

employment contract as a voluntary contractual relationship. It is interesting to note how the

terminology has changed over time. The terms 'master' and 'servant' were replaced in the

Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act (1894) with the words 'employer' and 'worker'.

The Labour Relations Act (1987) continues this reference to 'workers' and 'employers',

whereas the Employment Contracts Act (1991) replaces the word 'worker' with the word
'employee' in an effort to neutralise combative implications (Bartlett, Hodge, Muir, Togood,

& Wilson, l99t). The Employment Relations Act 2000 continues the use of the word
'employee'.

Hughes (1990) explains the difference between contractors and employees with the following
example. One could have a house built by hiring the necessary trades people and supervising

the work and directing the manner in which the work is done. The personnel involved would

then be employees engaged under a contract of service. A more common practice would be to

enter into a building contract to produce the desired result. In this case, one has the power to

direct what is done but not the manner in which it will be done. This is a contract for services.

The work is being done for a price as opposed to being done for wages. This distinction is of
fundamental importance for a number of reasons. For example, an employer may be held

legally liable for the actions of his or her employees, but it would be unusual to be held

accountable for the actions of an independent contractor (Hughes, 1990). An employee would

be entitled to certain protections such as those that relate to minimum wages and holidays

(Szakats, 1981). An employee would have access to personal grievance procedures where a

conrractor would not (Bartlett et al, 1991). An employer is required to deduct PAYE tax from

wage and salary eruners whereas an independent contractor eaming over a certain amount

must pay their own tax and register for Goods and Services Tax (GST).

The distinction between employee and contractor status is at the heart of many industrial

disputes. Unions and employees are often suspicious of companies' use of contractors. The

use of contractors by some companies can be seen as a way of avoiding their legal

responsibilities by disguising an employment relation with a contractual one:

".... the use of 'owner drivers' and 'labour only' contractors fu the roa.d transport

and. construction industries respectively is seen by some employers as an fficient
means of accelerating production, avoiding collectively negotiated restrictions and

cutting overheads, as well as conferring benefits on the employees corzcerned"

(Hughes, 199O,p.122).

According to Hughes, there are four main reasons why unions are suspicious of the use of
independent contracting arrangements. Firstly, that the use of contractors disrupts union

membership representation and organisation. Secondly, self-employment threatens to

undercut the existing 'floor of rights' that have emerged and been negotiated over time.

Thirdly, the use of contractors is said to lead to increased risk taking and corner cutting and
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hence leads to accidents. Fourthly, the lack of basic protections offered by employment law

would allow the exploitation of some groups of contracted workers.

The Employment Contracts Act (1991) defines 'employee' in the same way that the Labour

Relations Act 1987 defines 'worker'. That is to say:

"... any person of any age or of eitlrcr sex employed by an entployer to do any work

for hire or rewerd."

Despite the seeming clarity of this statement, courts have often been asked to decide whether

an individual can be deemed to be an employee or not. As Lord Denning observed, one may

recognise a contract of service when ones sees it but have difficulty in stating wherein the

difference lies (Szakats, 1981). To determine whether an individual is an employee or not, the

courts have applied a number of tests. The control test, the organisation test, the mixed test,

the intention of the parties, the totality test, the business test, and the 'ordinary person' test,

have all been used by courts to determine the existence of an employment relationship
(Szakats, 1981, Hughes, l99l).

The most definitive statement on the issue is the 'fundamental test' (Bartlett et al, 1991). This

test basically asks whether the worker is performing the work as a person in business, on his

or her own account. It also takes into account other factors such control, provision of
equipment, degree of responsibility and risk, and other factors, and it recognises that a range

of factors need to be considered when making a judgement. According to Bartlett et al (1991)'

the courts have made several statements that can be regarded as being authoritative in

determining employee or contractor status. The question is essentially one of interpreting the

contract. This is obviously easier where the terms are in writing, and the intentions of the

parties can be arrived at from a consideration of the document in the light of the

circumstances surrounding its signing. The control test is relevant but not decisive, as is the

label attached to the relationship.

That the law has difficulty in keeping up with contemporary employment contracting seems

obvious. Szakats (1981) suggests that the evolution of more complex forms of contracting,

increasing mobility and borderline contracts, will result in the disappearance of the distinction

between contractor and employees. This change has yet to occur.

Attempts to study employment relationships must deal with the complex language that

surrounds them. A range of terminology is used, in general and academic discourse, to

describe both types of workers and their connection to the firm. This discourse uses words

and phrases such as: employee, contractor, contingent worker, permanent worker, insider,

outsider, entrepreneurial worker, interim worker, consultant, independent contractor'

dependent contractor, labour contractor, professional contractor, networked worker, primary

*or.k"r, secondary worker, flexible worker, atypical worker, standard worker, non-standard

worker, precarious worker, interim worker, temporary worker, self-employed contractor,

subcontractor, ad hoc worker, casual worker, part-time worker, full-time worker,

complementary worker, fixed-term worker, peripheral worker, just-in-time worker, core and

non-core workers.
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Each of the above tenns conveys something of the connection between the worker and the

firm. Several of the terms are largely synonymous, and yet each has a slightly different
flavour and conveys some nuance of the relationship. There are such a variety of potential

employment arrangements that to attempt a taxonomy would be a major undertaking.

Different writers use some of the terms above in different ways. Some are more significant

than others are, and some are more widely used. One of the more significant terms is that of
'contingent'. This can be defined as:

"Any job in which an individual does not have an explicit or implicit conffact for
long-ternt employmetxt, or one in which the minimum hours worked can vary in a non-

systematic manner" (Polivka & Nardone, 1989, p. l l).

This useful definition captures the notion that in some situations there is a commitment

between the parties to an ongoing relationship. This point is clearly fundamental in

distinguishing between the terms and conditions of employment of groups of workers. The

latter part of the definition relates to the lack of stability and income security that some

groups of workers face. However this definition has its limitations. For instance, there are

some perrnanent workers whose hours are free to vary significantly, and many part-timers

whose hours do not vary.

Complicating our attempts to define contracting and employment is that it is sometimes

referred to not as a relationship but as a process for organising work. One often hears the

words 'subcontracting', 'contracting in' and 'contracting out'. Essentially, both contracting

'in' and contracting 'out' refer to the same phenomenon. Work needing to be done by an

organisation is offered by contract to an individual or individuals. This contract would be

typically regarded as a contract for services. The difference between contracting in and

contracting out says something about the degree of attachment between the firm and the

contractor. This 'attachment' could be conceived of in a number of ways. It could be about

physical location, that is to say, whether the work is being undertaken on the premises of the

iontracting company or elsewhere. It could be about whether the work is being contracted to

an outside organisation or to an outside individual, or whether the work uses the resources of

the contracting company or the contractor's own resources. Attachment could be about the

Ievel of control or supervision of the contracting organisation, or whether it is seen as palt of

the 'core' business of the firm, or a more peripheral activity. One might also ask whether the

contractor is working solely for the contracting company and for no other. Depending on

some of the above, one might be inclined to describe a situation as contracting in or out.

Furthermore, depending on how one answers the above questions one could argue that it is

not a contracting situation at all but rather an employment relationship.

The kind of contracting of interest here is 'contracting in', where this is defined as when a

firm enters into a contract for services with an individual to perform work that might

otherwise be done by an employee of the firm. For the purposes of this study, the more

generic title of 'contractors' is used. By this is meant workers who are operating as business

in their own right, who are not employing others, and whose services have been retained

under contract by the target firm in this study. Therefore it is the legal definition that is being

applied in this research. There are other descriptors, from the list above, that could be applied

to these workers. For instance, Pearce (1993) uses the term 'labour' contractors to describe

her sample of engineers in the aerospace industry. Others might use the term 'professional'
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contractors to differentiate between the nature of the work being contracted. ln New Tr-aland,

the word olabour' has connotations of blue-collar physical work, whereas 'professional' has

connotations of white collar, high skill work. The prefix 'self-employed' may sometimes be

appropriate. However, we are interested in the self-employed-not-employing-others category,

not the self-employed generally. Perhaps the most accurate descriptor from the terms above is

'dependent' contractor. This is taken to mean contractors who are dependent upon a single

firm for all or a large majority of their work. For the purposes of this study we are interested

in this group in contrast with their counterparts within the organisation, full-time permanent

employees.

2.4 Conceptualising the relationship between the individual and the firm.

According to Davis-Blake and lJzzi (1993), research on employment externalisation has been

hampered by a lack of a theoretical framework. This causes difficulties for researchers:

" ... because past studies generally hante not been based on a clearly articulated
theory of extenmlisation, potential similarities between extenzalisation and other

more extensively studied aspects of employment relationships, such as internal labour

markets, have not been uncovered. Failure to understand the similarities and

differences between diverse aspects of the employment relationship hampers progress

towards d,et,eloping a coherent theory of the employment relationsltrp " (Davis-Blake

&U22i,1993, p. 197).

The employment relationship is a multidimensional relationship, and it may not be possible to

develop a single conceptualisation of it. Several writers have used different features of the

relationship to serve as a basis for some kind of conceptual modelling of it. For example, one

of the most fundamental dimensions along which employment relationships can be said to

vary, is that of contractual stability. One might even go as far as to say that the long-

term/short-term employment idea is the fundamental defining dimension of the employment

relationship (Ouchi, 1980). Pfeffer and Baron (1988) suggest a continuum of contractual

a.rong"*"nts ranging from long-term 'permanent' attachments to the firm on one hand to

relatively weak, flexible attachments on the other. They describe the trend towards the latter

end of the continuum as employment 'extemalisation'. The model is more sensitive to the

different types of relationship than the pure long-terrn versus short-term distinction as it uses

the more generalised concept of attachment. However, the notion of attachment remains

problematic in that it is vague and poorly defined. Pfeffer and Baron (1988) do not provide a

robust definition of the concept, despite the fact that it is central to their analysis.

Pfeffer and Baron's (1988) externalisation - internalisation continuum is a conceptual

construct similar to ones used by other writers on employment relationships' For example,

Belous (1989) talks about relative affiliation to the firm and suggests on the one hand strong

affiliation under a model of lifetime employment and on the other weak affiliation under the

day-labourer model. Whereas the model of Pfeffer and Baron (1988) tends to combine

duration of employment and other concepts such as 'connection' and 'attachment', Rousseau

(1995) separates them into a two dimensional model. One dimension is the short or long-term

duration and the other is 'insiders versus outsiders'. Rousseau uses the term internalisation to

describe the embeddedness of the individual in the organisation. She goes on to define it in

terrns of the depth of knowledge some individuals acquire about the organisation, its
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technology and markets, and the psychological attachment of those individuals to the

organisation. The model yields a two by two matrix that can classify workers. Under this

classification a long-term insider is a core employee, long-term outsiders are casual workers

called in on an as-needed basis, short-term insiders are 'careerist' individuals who are

employees using the job as a stepping-stone to another, and finally, a short-term outsider is a

temporary worker or a contractor.

Rousseau and Wade-Benzoni (1994) attempt to classify employees' contracts according to

two key contract terms. Firstly, the timeframe of the contract, long or short term. Secondly,

the performance requirements and whether they are well specified or weakly specified. As

with the previously described model, this produces the sort of two-by-two matrix often

favoured by social science researchers. The 'transactional' contract has a limited timeframe

and well-specified terms, such as one might find with an independent contractor. The
'relational' contract is a long-term relationship and has weakly specified performance

requirements, where an employee is hired to perform various duties as and when required.

Rousseau and Wade-Benzoni (1994) identify two further categories that differ from the two,

more traditional models above. The 'balanced' contract is a long-term relationship with well-

specified contract terrns. The authors see balanced contracts as being characteristic of more

successful firms and representative of moves toward a more performance-based culture and a

closer linkage between remuneration and performance. In contrast, the 'transitional' contract

seems to contain the worst of both worlds, where performance criteria are weakly specified

and the relationship is a short term one. As the name would suggest, this is not an option that

a firm would deliberately pursue.

The underlying dimension of contractual stability versus instability can be seen in most

accepted models of the labour market. Atkinson's (1985) model of the flexible firm, involving

the core, the periphery and external groups, has been perhaps the most influential of these.

This model, discussed in more detail later, has been criticised for its oversimplification.

However, it remains very influential, mostly due to its strong intuitive appeal. A similar

model is suggested by Handy (19S9) in his model of the 'shamrock Organisation'. The terrns

used here are similar - the core, the contractual fringe, and the flexible labour force' In this

case, the contractual fringe are actually external to the organisation, and hence, as with the

model of the flexible firm, it has an internal labour market consisting of two components: the

core providing functional flexibility and the periphery providing numerical flexibility'
Despite the criticism, the dual labour market model does seem to offer some useful

explanatory value. However, the problem remains as to how segments of the labour market

might best be defined. Edwards (1979) suggests that no single defining characteristic is

fundamental or decisive.

While stability of contract is clearly an important defining characteristic of an employment

relationship, there may be others that tell us more about the true nature of that relationship-

For example, Deeks, Parker and Ryan (1994) suggest that how management view labour is

important. They suggest that in addition to stability, a second variable is the extent to which

labour is seen by the employing organisation as a cost or an investment. There are important

differences between, for example, workers on stable contracts who may be treated as a cost of

business, or those who may be more involved in the business and in whom investments might

be made by the company. Gaertner & Nollen support the idea that investment in the form of
training and development can be:
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".... interpreted by entployees as an indication of the company's commitment to its
httman resources." (1989 p. 979).

Deeks et al (1994) describe two categories of employment relationship of relevance to this

research. The 'participative worker' is so named because the organisation is prepared to

invest in the worker, and offer contractual stability in order to ensure a return on that

investment. It is this type of worker that the organisation seeks to fully involve in the

organisation, and in turn it is expected that this employee will become fully committed to the

organisation. In contrast, the 'entrepreneurial worker' is offered neither contractual stability

nor investment.Investment takes place primarily by the individual and it is up to the worker

to ensure that they have the skills and knowledge that can then be sold to the organisation.

Investment from the organisation is likely to be restricted to firm-specific training that will

allow the worker to function more effectively in that environment. It is obviously in the

interests of the worker to develop skills which are in demand and transferable as that worker's

attachment to the employing organisation is short-terrn or for the life of a project. Deeks et al

point out that there are several groups of worker who have traditionally operated in this way,

iuch as truck, and taxi drivers, couriers, consultants and freelance journalists. Deregulation

has increased opportunities for this kind of work, and writers such as Kanter (1989)' Hakim

(1987), Arthur und Rour*.au (1996), and Bridges (1994), write enthusiastically of the

possibilities for this group.

Investment and tenure are, of course, not totally unrelated dimensions. The shorter the tenure

the less likely investment in worker skills becomes. Nevertheless, investment is an important

added dimension to contractual stability for the statement it makes about how the employer

views the employment relationship. The philosophical difference suggested above is well

expressed UyMites and Snow (1980) who describe 'make'-orientated firms and 'buy'-

orientated firms. 'Buy'-orientated firms follow a strategy of purchasing specific skills for

specific needs ut rp"iifi. times, and do not offer long-term employment or developmental

opportunities. 'Make'-orientated firms tend to hire at entry level and train and develop

employees through the organisation providing long+erm employment. Tornow (1988)

describes the same situation as 'buying' versus 'building' employees.

ln examining how different theorists and writers have conceptualised employment

relationshipi it ir important to note that firms are not monolithic in their choices of

employment arrangements. As the work of Osterman (e.g. 1982,1987) illustrates, firms often

adopt different approaches with different groups of workers, and it is useful to examine

components of ttre firm, rather than the firm as a whole. Osterman argues that within a firm

seveial distinct employment sub-systems may coexist, and that the relationship of the

individuals in each of the sub-systems to the firm differs in some important respects. Each of

the employment systems identified by Osterman provides a very different employment

experience for the individuals concemed, and each has attendant advantages and

disadvantages for the firm. The sub-systems approach suggests that firms make choices as to

which employment sub-system a task is placed in. Furthermore, understanding how choices

are made and how to influence them is of considerable interest (Osterman, 1982). Thus the

subsystems approach has much to offer this research as we investigate managers' and

workers' choices of alternative employment structures. In the cases, we investigate managers

have made choices regarding the type of employment sub-system that will be used for
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particular kinds of work. Each of Osterman's (1932) four sub-systems, described below, is

relevant to this research.

The 'industrial' sub-system has the characteristics often associated with an internal labour

market. There are limited ports of entr!, and wages are set by bureaucratic procedures,

insulated from the pressure of the external market. Wages attach to jobs and increase

according to seniority. There are well-defined career ladders and investments are made in the

individual in the form of on-the-job and firm-specific training. This model is seen as a

traditional model for blue-collar work, and was the primary model in use at the electricity and

gas companies, with respsct to their manual workers. Meter readers were originally part of

this subsystem.

The 'salaried' model is the white-collar equivalent with more flexible administrative

procedures and more flexible job descriptions. In this model, the pay of individuals is free to

vary according to merit considerations in a way that the industrial model is not free to do.

This model describes some of the employed draftspeople and engineers in this study.

The 'craft' sub-system differs from this in that the workers are more mobile and have more

non firm-specific skills, which may lead to greater identification with the occupation or

profession rather than the firm. As the name suggests, the skills involved here are portable

ihus giving these individuals more market power and labour turnover is higher. Training for

these types of jobs typically occurs outside of the firm in some sort of formal training. Jobs in

this caiegory iould be some blue-collar trade jobs, or white collar consulting or project-based

jobs. This category describes the balance of the engineers and draftspeople in this study,

particularly engineers.

Finally the 'secondary' sub-system involves jobs that provide little or no mobility within the

firm. These tend to be the low skill,low wage, high turnover jobs, and they exist at the

boundary of the organisation. According to Osterman (1982), attempts to expand the

secondary sub-system include contracting out work, use of temporary employment agencies

and converting full-time to part-time jobs. Many of the meter readers in this study were

moved into the secondary sub-system as part of the contracting process. The contract

engineers and draftspeople in this study were also part of this sub-system, although their skill

levels are Somewhat higher than Osterman originally theorised.

The difficulty with Osterman's (1982,1987) work is that it is primarily focused on the

structuring of 'employment' and does not adequately capture the diversity of relationships

that are present in contemporary organisations. In critiquing previous attempts to provide a

framework for understanding employment relationships, Sherer (1996) suggests what he

thinks is a more robust framework. Sherer's Organisation and Labour Relationships (OLR)

framework focuses on 'agency' as the key dimension of difference among relationships.

Labour operating under the direct control of management is an 'employment' relationship.

Labour operating as a quasi-agent under indirect control is a 'contracting-in' relationship, and

acting as both an agent and as an owner iS an 'ownership' relationship.

Sherer's (1996) classification is particulady useful for the purposes of this research for a

number of rcasons. We deal here with two groups of workers. These are meter readers who

either work as standard employees or who do the same work as self-employed contractors,
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and engineers and draftspeople who are self-employed or organisationally employed. In the

case of engineering firms, the ownership relationship is also present in employees who are

also shareholders. While this research deals with externalisation generally, the most useful

classification system will be the one that most accurately reflects the fundamental points of
difference between the relationships. Therefore, while the various conceptualisations

discussed here all identify important aspects of the relationship between the individual and

the firm, the extent to which a worker is acting as an agent of an employer, or is acting as a

quasi-agent is a fundamental point of difference. When taken together with the legal

distinction discussed earlier, Sherer's 'contracting-in' classification provides a basis for

distinguishing between meter readers, and engineers and draftspeople, as employees and as

contractors.

2.5 Summary

This chapter has examined conceptualisations of the relationship between the individual and

the firm and established a distinction between employees and contractors for this research. It
has shown how employment relationships are evolving over time. Over the last several years

our understanding of what is 'normal' in employment relationships has been challenged.

Arrangements that may appear 'normal' or 'standard' today may not always have appeared so

and may not appear so in the future.

Employment is a legal relationship and this chapter examined legal approaches to defining the

relaiionstrip. It is the legal distinction between employment and contracting that is used in this

research. However, writers from other disciplines have their own conceptualisations of the

complexities of the employment relationship. Each points to important dimensions along

whiCn relationshipr.un br said to vary. An examination of these models points to the multi-

dimensional and multi-faceted nature of the employment relationship. Each of the models

contributes a piece of the Etzzle yet none provides the full picture and none are entirely

satisfactory. Fo. 
"^urple, 

it would be misleading to state that contractors are necessarily
,unattached', as some contractors may enter and exit the organisation scarcely noticed and

others might have very strong networks of social contact within the organisation. Some

contracto;s might perform work that is peripheral to the core business of the organisation and

others might be involved in key strategic decisions. Sherer (1996) points out that just because

a relationship is externalised it does not mean that it is necessarily casual and unstructured.

This chapteiconcludes that 'agency' is the most solid basis upon which to distinguish

between contractors and employees. This chapter is important in that it provides a

conceptualisation of the domain of interest, a vital task in any study of employment

relationships.
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Chapter Three

Economic Perspectives on the Employment Relationship

3.1 Objective

The objective of this section is to examine one of the most readily identifiable features of the

employment relationship, which is that of the relationship as an economic exchange. This is

not to say that the worker - firm transaction can be understood in purely economic terms.

Rather, this section applies an economic lens to aid our understanding.

There is a vast amount of economic literature devoted to attempting to explain and understand

why various forms of employment arise, and the appropriateness and efficiency of those

forms. For instance, Williamson, Wachter, and Harris (1975) believe that non-economic

arguments cannot sufficiently explain why labour markets are structured in different ways.

They believe economic efficiency arguments can help us to understand why structured labour

markets are more efficient than unstructured ones. Radical economic approaches offer an

alternative explanation. Of the conventional economic approaches, agency theory and

transaction cost economics are examined. This discussion is followed by an examination of
radical economic perspectives and a discussion of the limitations of the economic perspective

on the employment relationshiP.

No discussion of the costs and benefits of alternative employment structures would be

complete without consideration of the economics involved. Therefore, this chapter is central

to this thesis. Economic arguments are often at the forefront of decision-making. However, in

critiquing economic approaches, our attention is drawn to a number of other important

factors.

3.2 Agency Theory

According to agency theory, exchange relationships can be understood as a series of contracts

in which one party (the principal) enters into a relationship with another party (the agent)

(Boston, 1991). The principal might be the buyer of some goods or service and the agent

might be the supplier, in exchange for some form of compensation. Agency theory focuses on

thJrelationship between the parties, which is governed by a contract that specifies how the

agent should act on the principal's behalf and how they should be compensated. The problem

oi ogrn.y (inducing the agent to act in the best interests of the principal) is quite general and

occurs at all levels of management in all forrns and organisations (Jensen & Mecklin g, 1976).

In common with other economic theories, agency theory assumes that individuals are rational

utility maximisers, generally preferring leisure to work, and hence prone to opportunism:

"A good deal of agency theory, therefore, focuses onfinding the most satisfactory

way of negotiating, writing and rnonitoring of contracts, so as to minimise the

likelihood of violations resulting from opportuttism on the part of the agenL " (Boston,

1991, p. 3).
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If agents are utility maximisers, then there will be a divergence of interests between the two

parties. The principal can limit these divergences by setting up appropriate incentives and

incurring costs associated with monitoring the behaviour of the agent (Jensen & Meckling,

r976).

Key concepts in agency theory are 'adverse selection' and 'moral hazard'. The former is a

problem that arises prior to the inception of the contract and is due to asymmetries of

information between the parties. The principal has only limited information about the

prospective agent and his or her skills and abilities. Furthermore, the principal has limited

means to find out all of that information, and determine whether the agent is representing

him/herself accurately (Williamson, 1991). In an employment setting, despite investments in

selection and recruitment process there are limitations on an employer's ability to determine a

job applicant's competence or expertise and hence the employer cannot be certain of hiring

the best person for thejob. The tendency and necessity forjob candidates to present

themselves in a positive light further limits the selection process and adds to the risk of

adverse selection.

The moral hazard problem refers to lack of effort on the part of the agent, which arises due to

a tendency towardi shirking and the difficulties that the principal faces in monitoring the

agent's behaviour (Jensen & Mecklin g,1976).In many jobs the marginal product of a worker

rnay be very difficult to measure accurately. There are a number of ways in which the

principal attempts to overcome the problems associated with moral hazard.In addition to

increased monitoring, an obvious option is the development of a performance-based appraisal

system. Also, performance-based pay schemes and the redesign of jobs to make individual

effort more transparent are options. In attempting to ensure that the agent acts in accordance

with the interests of the priniipal, there are a number of options. Possibilities include bonding

uurangements, monitoring, or incentive systems. Each of these options creates agency costs

(Boston, l99l).

In determining whether contracting or employment options offer the best solution to agency

problems, agency theory does not appear to offer a clear-cut answer. It applies the stark

assumptions of economics to explain contracts and organisations (Perrow, 1986). Clearly'

ugrn.y considerations would be greater or lesser depending on the nature of the work that

needs to be done. Factors such as uncertainty and information availability are key variables

(perrow, 1986). It would seem that agency arguments could be presented in support of either

contractual or employment relationships. Engaging labour creates agency problems, and the

issue is how best to deal with them. On one hand, high agency cost could be seen as an

argument for the employment of workers. Where problems of adverse selection, moral

hazard, and monitoring are high, it may be more efficient for the organisation to intemalise

the employment relationship. Boston (1991) argues that rigorous screening and selection

procedures, comprehensive training programs, and the increased opportunities for monitoring

ihrough internal appraisal and promotion procedures can deal with these agency problems.

Furthermore the refeated and long-term nature of the employment contract may facilitate the

development of trust in the agency relationship, which may overcome other inefficiencies

(Zucker, 1986).

Conversely, the agency approach suggests the use ofcontingent short-term contracts as a

control mechanism (Rouiseau & Parks, 1993). Short-term contracts may be more efficient
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than long-terrn ones as they facilitate regular renegotiation of contracts in response to

environmental changes (Perrow, l936). In this case, the more detailed contingent contract

may produce a greater likelihood of detection of deviant behaviour (reducing monitoring

costs), is easier to terminate (reducing the problem of adverse selection), and may provide for
penalties in the event of non-compliance. This latter interpretation of the implications of the

agency approach for employment contracting is probably more indicative of the general thrust

of agency theorising. The fact that the approach focuses on external sources of motivation and

forms of control (Rousseau & Parks, 1991), suggests a transactional focus which has perhaps

more in common with a contracting approach than an employment one.

3.3 Transaction Cost Economics

Simon (1951) provided an early attempt to explain the circumstances under which an

employer and employee will enter into an employment contract, as opposed to a sales

contract. According to his 'formal theory of the employment relationship', Simon (1951)

suggests that an employer will enter into a contract of employment when the firm cannot

accurately predict exactly what work will need to be done. A worker will enter such an

rurangement when they are indifferent to the exact duties that will be asked of them.

Therefore, from the perspective of the organisation, the key variable in determining whether

the employment option ii prefened is uncertainty. While many would agree that uncenainty is

a key variable, other theorists have offered more complex analyses.

It is in the field of New Institutional Economics (NE) that economists try to explain when

activities will be carried out through markets, and when they will be carried out within the

'skins' of firms (Simon, 1991). According to Williamson:

".... transactional considerations... are typically decisive in determining which mode

of or ganisation wiII obtain in what circumstance s and why " (191 5, p. 2)'

Transaction Cost Economics (TCE) was developed as an explanation for the emergence of

large organisational forms and to explain the conditions under which these large organisations

are more efficient that other organisational forms. The work of Williamson (e.g. 1975, 1986'

and l99l) is particularly important in this area, and it builds on the earlier work of Coase

(Ig3j).The level of analysis is both at the level of the market (inter-firm) and within the firm.

Central to Williamson's analysis is the 'market failures framework'. This framework suggests

that transactions can be completed through markets or firms and that efficiency will

determine where the transaction is executed. Markets fail when the costs of completing

transactions become too great (Ouchi, 1980). The costs of completing transactions vary

according to characteristics of the human decision makers involved and properties of the

market, and the identification of these characteristics and properties leads to an explanation of

why 'contingent claims contracts' may become costly. A contingent claims contract is a

contract that attempts to specify completely the detail of the relationship. It is the interaction

of the market environment factors of uncertainty and small number exchange relations, with

human characteristics of opportunism and bounded rationality that impedes market exchanges

and creates an incentive to conduct transactions internally to the firm (Williamson, 1975,

1986). 'Uncertainty' refers to unforeseeable changes in the market or environment' 'Small

numbers exchangerelations' or bargaining refers to the fact that if a firm enters into long term
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contracts with a few individuals it upsets the normal market. The long-term contract means

that both parties gain knowledge of each other and experience that improves their competitive
position with respect to other parties. An employee gains specific skills or assets through his

or her interactions with the firm thus giving that individual an advantage over others. The

emergence of 'asset specificity' creates leverage that employees, customers, or suppliers can

use in bargaining with the firm (Rousseau & Parks, 1993). Bounded rationality refers to the

fact that there are limitations on the abilities of the parties to process and evaluate all of the

relevant information available about each other (Simon, 1951). In addition, the fact that each

party has limited information about the other to begin with ('infonnation asymmetry'), means

that the parties cannot know whether the other is representing themselves accurately or

honestly.

This analysis assumes a tendency on the part of individuals to act in a self-interested fashion

and to take advantage of other market participants. Williamson defines this opportunism as:

"... en effort to realise individual gains through a lack of candour or honesry in

transactions. lt is a somewhat deeper variety of self interest than is ordinarily
employed in economics, opportunism is self-interest seeking with guile. " (1986, p.

258)

It is the combination of, and interplay between the factors outlined above, that creates

transaction costs. Simply put, transaction costs are the costs of conducting an exchange, or the

costs of running an economic system (Williamson, 1991, p.269). Furthermore, they emerge

when it is difficult to determine the costs or value of the goods or services being exchanged

(Ouchi, 1980). With regard to the employment relationship, transaction cost factors might

include recruitment costs, training costs, costs of monitoring workers' behaviour and other

similar costs (Rasmussen & Boxall, 1995). Indeed, the difficulties associated with separating

and evaluating the productivity of individual employees is a central pillar of Williamson's

work (Malcomson, 1984). As businesses generally try to reduce transaction costs, they may

respond by vertically integrating, or in an employment relations context, bring workers inside

thg' organisation by substituting an authority relationship (employment) for a contractual one

@oston, 1991).

"The markets and hierarchies approach attempts to ... explain the circumstances

under which contingent claims contracts wiII be costly to write, execute and enforce.

Faced with such dfficulties and considering the risks that simple (or incomplete)

contingent claints contracts pose, the firm may decide to bypass the market and resort

to hierarchical modes of organisation. Transactions that might otherwise be handled

in the market are tluts performed intenmlly, governed by administrative processes

instead" (Williamson, 1975, P. 9)'

Transaction Cost Economics provides an explanation of why a firm might find it more

efficient to internalise workers. This means pursuing long-term employment relationships

within a bureaucratic structure, or internal labour market, rather than pursuing shorter-term

spot market type relationships. The distinction is made between market-type relationships,

where the transaction is moderated by the price mechanism of a competitive market, and a

bureaucratic relationship, where the transaction is moderated by the administrative systems

and processes of the firm (Ouchi, 1930). In the first instance, market forces reassure the
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parties that the terms of the exchange are equitable, and in the latter, acceptance of the

legitimacy of the bureaucratic hierarchy provides this moderation (Ouchi, 1980). ln other

words, an authority relationship is used to substitute for a contractual one.

Williamson et al (1975) examine a number of options available to the firm for structuring

employment and suggest a number of reasons why structured labour markets are more

efficient than market mediated arrangements. They conclude that, for idiosyncratic tasks,

internal labour market structures provide greater efficiency. By having a structured and

bureaucratic employment system, the internal wage structure is rationalised as wages attach

primarily to objective characteristics of jobs. Internal organisation offers the advantage of
'fiat' (Williamson, 1991), whereby adaptations are made more efficient because employees

accept the legitimacy of the authority relation. In addition, bargaining costs are lower as

individuals are offered a standardised employment package. Furthermore, Williamson et al

(1975) suggest that internal labour markets, and the atmosphere of collective organisation that

they foster, promote 'consummate cooperation' over 'perfunctory cooperation'. They argue

that more important than whether employees do as they are told or not, is their attitude

towards co-operation. Whereas perfunctory co-operation is performance of a minimally

acceptable sort, consummate cooperation is a positive job attitude and a predisposition to

helping and taking initiative.

Of the structures identified by Williamson, two are of particular interest in this research.

These are 'sequential spot contracting' and the 'authority relation'. The former involves the

worker contracting to provide services as and when needed. This mode of contracting is

feasible when there are low transition costs and the work being done is not idiosyncratic.

Williamson (L975) offers the example of migrant farm labour. The skills required are not

specific to any particular firm and are very portable, and labour is quickly and easily engaged

a-nd released. The principal problem with spot contracting is opportunism:

"... because employees are encouraged to take advantage of their bargaining position

wltenever they can" (Edwards, 1990).

Williamson examines the transactional difficulties that beset sequential spot contracting and

he concludes that there are more efficient alternatives. Nevertheless, the discipline of market

forces and the profit motive are powerful forces to elicit performance from individuals

engaged in spot contracting arrangements'

Williamson's (1975) description of the 'authority relation' follows Simon's (1951) formal

treatment of the employment relation. An employment relationship is said to exist whenever a

worker agrees (within u 'ron" of acceptance'), to accept the authority of a boss in return for

which the boss agrees to pay the worker a stated wage. An employment contract of this type is

sometimes called an incomplete contract:

".... that is to say some of its tenns are unspecified. Employees agree to do, over the

life of the contract, what they are ordered to do; but the orders wiII not be issued until

sometime afier the contract is negotiated" (Simon, 1991, p' 30)'

A key advantage of the authority relation is that it copes with uncertainty and environmental

changes rnor" 
"ffi.iently, 

as adaptations can be made within the zone of acceptance. The
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other key advantage is that the transaction costs of repeated contracting are avoided.

Opportunism is attenuated as the parties have now entered a longer-term relationship and are

less likely to act in short-term self-interest. Where firm-specific training is required and skills

are acquired, both parties to the relationship are now assured by a longer time horizon that

there will be some return on those investments.

Williamson (1991) demonstrates how the incentives differ between internal and market forms

of organisation. Markets offer powerful incentives to perform or behave in certain ways! as

changes in effort may have an effect on compensation. The contractor is often paid by some

type of piece rate system, or by the job. Repeated contracting is only assured where both

parties are satisfied that the transaction is delivering what was promised. The internal labour

market is shielded from external market forces and uses a flat or low powered set of
incentives (1991, p.275). This flat incentive system elicits greater cooperation and

accommodation, as the pay is the same regardless of the exact duties that workers perform.

The cooperative nature of the relationship is further enhanced by the fact that long term gains

and promotional prospects are often dependent upon an accommodating attitude.

A major problem that an internal labour market reduces is the problem of opportunism

associated with individual bargaining. When tasks are idiosyncratic, individuals have the

possibility of bargaining opportunistically. Investments, such as training, and changes such as

minor modifications of job duties, can be made more safely in the structured environment of
the internal labour market. Furthermore, the collective atmosphere referred to earlier creates

an incentive to cooperative. Williamson et al (1975) believe that the:

" fficiency gains of internal labour markets hwe hitherto been somewlzat neglected.. -

the structure of intental labour markets serves to economise on bounded rationaliry

and opportunism... " (p. 27 5).

The efficiency gains described above are similar to Ouchi's (1980) comparison of

bureaucratic forms of organisation with market-type relationships. The long-term nature of

relationships within a bureaucratic system allows the development of an atmosphere of trust

and commonality of purpose. The organisation may reward good performance, and punish

poor performance and attempt to develop some measure of goal congruence. To use

Williamson's terminology, bureaucratic iurangements may create an atmosphere that

develops consunilnate co-operation more than a market relationship is able to.

The transaction costs approach suggests that whefe transaction costs are high, a long-term,

open-ended contract will be preferred to explicit contractual ones. Additionally, where a task

is relatively standardised and non-idiosyncratic, where work outputs are able to be closely

specified, where performance is visible and measurable, and where uncertainty is low, it may

bL possible to rely on precise contractual formulations. However, for core employees who

111oy huu" had higher levels of training, who have higher levels of responsibility and

discretion, more complex contracts are required (Rasmussen & Boxall, 1995). These more

complex contracts with their attendant transaction costs, and their dependency on positive

attitudes and trust amongst employees, may mean that explicit contractual relationships only

become attractive for non-core employees.
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Pfeffer (1982) summarises Williamson's approach in the following way. One can contract for
labour: for instance, hire a painter to paint a room. One would set a price or hourly rate and

specify the work to be done. This will work if one is able to closely specify exactly what

needs to be done, where the technology involved is well understood, and where there is

competition among painters. If on the other hand, the task is more complex and

unpredictable, close specification and pricing will not be possible. For idiosyncratic tasks, the

contracting option becomes less viable and the employment relationship option becomes

more attractive. One is able to hire unspecified labour, subject to the acceptance of an

authority relation. Enhanced skill and benefits derived from the execution of the work are

captured by the organisation. The importance of the aforementioned point about capturing

firm-specific skills is recognised by Williamson in his discussion of human asset specificity:

"Specifically, skitls that are acquired in a learning-by-doing fashion and that are

imperfectly transferable across employers lruve to be embedded in a protective

governance structure lest productive values be sacrificed if the employment relation is

unwittingly severed" ( I 985, p. 243).

Williamson's analysis provides a clear logic behind employment structure choice. Certainly,

repeated contracting may, in some circumstances, be less than economically rational, and his

analysis explains why this might be the case. Nevertheless, there is much that is observable in

employment relationships that does not seem to be adequately explained by Williamson's

rather n:urow analytical focus. Other economic approaches have taken a somewhat broader

approach.

3.4 Challenges to Economic Approaches

Writers have challenged both agency theory and transaction cost explanations for

employment structure choice from both within the discipline of economics and without. For

example, radical economists provide a perspective on the evolution of the employment

relationship that provides a counterpoint to that provided by more traditional economic

approaches. Radical approaches link changes in the organisation of work to the need for

*unug"*"nt to gain gi"ut"t power and control over the production process. More traditional

economic approaches link these to efficiency considerations. Much of the debate between

radical approaches and traditional economic approaches deals with the internal organisation

of work. It is usually assumed that workers are employees of the firm and 'deskilling"

scientific management, and bureaucratisation are key issues. While some of these issues are

interesting, they do not directly address the more fundamental questions regarding

employment and contracting as alternative models'

An important challenge to traditional economic approaches is the extent to which labour

inputs can be treated as if they were the same as other inputs into a production process.

Goldberg (1980) argues that the employment exchange contains a separation between

promise and execution and that the simplifying assumptions of microeconomic analysis

preclude the acknowledgement of the gap. Malcomson (1984) argues that employment

exchanges are unique in this regard. The reason for the gap between promise and execution is

that even after the contract is negotiated the employees retain their own interest in working

less hard and retaining some control over their work. Indeed, in the absence of any form of
penalty for non-perforrnance, it pays for a party to not perform their part of the bargain
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(Goldberg, 1980). Karl Marx (e.g. l97l) makes the distinction between labour and labour

power. Labour cannot be treated as if it were a good, service, raw material, or capital good

because what is exchanged on the market is 'labour power', or capacity to work, not labour

itself. The type of work and the intensity of work actually performed are dependent upon the

firm's ability to gain expression of it from the worker. What is exchanged is the ability to

work but not the work itself, therefore the quality of the effort is often outside the contract

(Cartier, 1994). The labour forthcoming from the worker is dependent on a number of
variables including skills, organisation of the work process, and market conditions (Gintis,

1976). Thus, managers are challenged to get work done, that cannot be closely specified in

advance, that they may have already started paying for, where the abilities of the employee are

somewhat unknown, using methods of management whose effects are uncertain (Cartier,

lgg4\. One could argue that contracting is a mechanism that assists the firm in leveraging

labour power into work actually done, where the costs of non-delivery are borne by the

worker. Generally it is up to the employer to structure the terms of the interaction in such a

way as to capture the benefits of cooperation and labour, and to preclude the possibility of

opportunistic behaviour (Goldberg, 1984). This point relates directly to one of the main

quistions being addressed by this research; which is, do managers believe that labour can be

better leveraged by employing or contracting for it?

The work of radical economists collides with the assertion that issues relating to the

organisation of work mainly involve economising on transaction costs (Williamson, 1980, p.

6). According to Edwards (Ig7g), organisations confront a wide variety of possible choices

when it comes to modes of organisation, and there is an important social element in their

choice. The firm's calculus of profitability or efficiency may be governed by considerations

other than those traditionally dealt with by economists:

"While it remains true that capitalists undoubtedly seek those technologies that are

more projitable ... there are several considerations that enter into the calculation of
profitabiliry. One is technical fficiency, the ratio of physical inputs to physical

outputs; another is the cost of various inpurs and the value of outputs; yet a third is

the extent to which any technology provides nxanagers with the leverage in

transfonning purchased labour power into labour actually done" @dwards, 1979' p'

rL2).

The firm can gain the necessary leverage through key sanctions such as direct supervision and

monitoring, und th. threat of contract non-renewal and unemployment. In the case of

employees, the supervision and monitoring option is available, and in the case of contractors

theie is the ever-present possibility that the service provided might no longer be required.

According to Edwards (igZq), changes in the employment relationship over the years can be

traced not so much to efficiency in the traditional economic sense, but rather to pursuing

profitability through greater control over the labour process. According to Goldberg (1980)'

ihe formulation of 'eificiency' as used by Williamson and others, is misleading as it regards

efficiency as simply a technital matter, rather than the multifaceted approach described above

bv Edwards.
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The Example of Inside Contracting

In order to reflect more closely on the question of whether purely economic explanations need

to be supplemented with other considerations, it is useful to look at the system of inside

contracting', a historically important mode of structuring employment that gave way to

internalised employment structures, The widespread use of contracting iurangements is, in

fact, nothing new:

"(Jncler the system of inside contracting, the managenxent of a firm provided the floor
space and machinery, supplied raw material and working capital, and arcangedfor
the sale of the finislted product. The gap between raw material and finished product,

however, was not fiIIed by paid entployees arranged in the descending hierarchy so

dear to the hearts of personnel experts but by contractors, to whont the production iob
was delegafed" (Buttrick, 1952, p. 205).

Typically these contractors would then hire and supervise their own employees as necessary

for the completion of the work. An advantage of the inside contracting system is that it
permits the employer or firm to limit their involvement and/or knowledge of the work being

done and deploy managerial and capital resources more efficiently elsewhere. Management in

this instance is limited to negotiating contracts and inspecting and coordinating the flow of
product (Williamson, 1980). According to Littler (1982), inside contracting was a common

nineteenth century method of work organisation. Of that era, Littler (1982) comments that

there was a lack of management theory and conscious planning in relation to labour and

labour control, and a widespread avoidance of direct employer/employee relationships. ln

tracing the decline of inside contracting, Littler (1932) finds that a variety of factors were

responsible. The Great Depression in the late nineteenth century placed huge pressures on

firms and coincided with a stronger labour movement, which was able to challenge the

employer's position. As inside contractors sought to make more intensive use of labour it led

to t*iating' and the breakdown of relationships between the contractors and the firm' Littler

(19S2) argues that the inside contracting system began to face opposition from trade unions,

the public, and the workers themselves, and was subsequently supplanted by internalised

forms of employment.

Bulrick (1952) examined the inside contracting system at the Winchester Repeating Arms

Company (USA), and the reasons for its demise. The system as it existed at Winchester

offered management several benefi ts :

"The systent offered the fficials of the cotnpany a simple method of controlling the

significant costs of production. TIrcy were able to avoid the problem of organising

and disciplining a large part of what was called tlrc 'productive' Iabour force, while

the piece-rate ntethod of paying the contractors functioned as a crude incentive

system. Almost more importantly, the system enabled the capitalist to shift part of the

risk of operating to the contractors" (1952, p.210).

Despite these economic advantages, a number of economic and social problems combined to

bring an end to the inside contracting system. Butterick (1952) suggests that contractors

developed monopoly power in terms of knowledge of production processes and techniques'

Furthermore, they had an incentive to develop this power in order to enhance their bargaining
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position. The incentive of the piece-rate system did not always operate properly as the rates

might be cut in the event that the contractor earned too much. It was difficult to regulate the

flow of work between the contractors to ensure final assembly at the desired time. Contractors

were sometimes able to build inventories of product in order to manipulate the system.

According to Buttrick (L952),central to the demise of the contracting system was the belief
on the part of management that they could run the business much better without the

intervention of the contractors. Thus:

".... the stage was set for the replacement of the contractors by some system which

offered the cotnparxy greater control over the workforce and the process of
manufacture " (1952, p. 2 I 5).

The reasons for the demise of the system that emerge from Buttrick's (1952) research provide

an interesting counter-point to traditional economic approaches. One of the main reasons is

the fact that the contractors were paying their help too little and working them too hard'

Another reason is that contractors were taking advantage of the company, holding back

innovations, using unskilled or inexperienced help, or making too much money. Indeed, an

important factor seems to have been that the contractors endangered the status of company

officials in terms of income and prestige:

"We were told of contractors driving to work in fine cariages, carrying ca nes, and

sporting stickpins. Such men, it turned out, had delegated all their work in their

departments tu rheir assistants and were 'outmanagering' the nxanager" (1952' p.

2r7).

Thus, a key set of reasons in the demise of the inside contracting system were not economic,

but social, and may have related to maintenance of the existing social order'

In contrast, Williamson (19S5) evaluates the efficiency properties of various contractual

arrangements and finds the inside contracting structure to be inferior to the authority relation'

Not zurprisingly, the decline of earlier modes of organisation such as inside contracting and
.putting out' is auributed to their inferior efficiency properties. The inefficiencies identified

by Williamson (1985, p.225) are such things as 'product flow attributes', where work flows

fiom one part of the process to another. The inside contracting system is said to provide

incentives for the worker to hold work back in order to gain gleater autonomy. 'Interface

leakage' is identified as a problem in that there may be incentives to suboptimise quality' A

further problem is that contractors may be more prone to subgoal pursuit than employees, and

-uy n"id to be incentivised to act cooperatively. Finally, it is suggested that as the

termination of the contract nears, contractors lack incentive to take actions from which they

recover no benefit. For instance, there may be an incentive for a contractor to refrain from

making an effort to solve problems or make repairs until the contract is renewed for a further

period.

The above discussion of inside contracting illustrates that a traditional economic approach

such as transaction costs has a lot to offer in understanding the structuring of employment'

However, the radical approach clearly adds another layer to that understanding. In the

discussion of insider contracting it is clear that there was more involved than just efficiency in
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a narrow economic sense. While efficiency considerations are obviously part of the picture,

social and other considerations need to be taken into account.

As Williamson (1984) admits:

"The'rational spiit'which distinguishes econondsts.... commonly manifests itself in

a pre-occupatiorz with fficiency, sometimes to the neglect of other important

considerations" (p. I 16).

Clearly the efficiency approach is important in aiding our understanding of the employment

relationship. However, it has been the subject of considerable criticism, and through their

criticism of the approach, various writers have added to our understanding of the complexity

of the employment relationship. This section below discusses some of the main points that

have been made in this regard.

In his critique of the organisational economics literature, Donaldson (1990) highlights several

inherent problem areas: the assumption of opportunism, the economic approach to

motivation, and different levels of analysis. These provide useful headings under which to

begin a discussion of the limitations of Agency Theory, NIE, and other economic analyses.

Assumptions about Opnortunism and Moti vation.

Two areas that have been targeted by critics of NIE, and economic analyses in general, are

assumptions about opportunism and the limited view of human behaviour and motivation

held by some economists. These assumptions can be seen as interrelated and hence will be

considered together.

Economic analyses sometimes make some strong assumptions about human nature. For

example, Perrow (l9Sl) regards agency theory as a dangerous explanation as it shapes the

way we see the world. It draws our attention to cheating and not cooperation. Managers may

be more inclined to blame subordinates' lack of performance on self-interest and laziness

than poor management and faulty structure:

"It is evident tlmt laziness, cheating, absenteeism, pilfering and misappropriation,

abuse and exploitation exist... but to postulate a general principle of shirking rests

on a view of human behaviour and a lack of objectivity which does not contribute to

serious economic analysis" (Cartier, 1994' p' 186).

Economic analyses treat the individual as a rational, or boundedly rational, person

maximising a single utility (usually a trade-off between money and leisure):

" ... rather than a sentient one with conflicting goals, vague values, and personal ties

to others" (Perrow, 1981,P.222).

Granovetter (1938) points to the failure of economic literature to consider non-economic

motives such as the striving for sociability, approval, power and status. Granovetter (1988)

adds that there is nothing irrational about the pursuit of such objectives-
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According to Donaldson (1990), the economic approaches are often based upon what Mc

Gregor (1960) identified as 'Theory X' assumptions. Assumptions that individuals seek

wealth status and leisure by shirking or acting opportunistically, and therefore need constant

monitoring and appropriate incentives, are typical of the Theory X model. As Donaldson

(1990) points out, writers on human behaviour have identified a huge array of human motives

that provide a much broader and more realistic understanding of human action based upon a

combination of both 'Theory X' and 'Theory Y' factors. Thus, the apparent fixation on the

part of economists with the former is clearly disabling.

The economic analyses have also been criticised for the apparent one-sided treatment of
opportunism. Opportunism by principals is ignored (e.g. Boston, l99l), and this

asymmetrical view is problematic (e.g. Rousseau & Parks, 1993). One need not look very far

to find examples of employers taking advantage of a superior power position, either in

bargaining, or in day-to-day employment. One could just as well adopt a more radical

interpretation and suggest that if workers do act opportunistically, it is because the

relationship that they are in is seen as an exploitative one (Edwards, 1990).

Differences in Level of Analysis

According to Donaldson (1990), organisational economics is guilty of 'reductionist

methodological individualism'. There is an unwillingness to look beyond the individual as the

unit of analysis, and agency theory, in particular, focuses on the pursuit of individual interests

and how they conflict with others. This contrasts with more system-level analyses more

common in management theory, which emphasise more holistic concerns. According to

Donaldson (1990), a more systems oriented approach would better take account of the

willingness of individuals within a system to cooperate towards common goals. The micro-

level of analysis ignores interactional effects and other important considerations about how

humans behave in different contexts. The macro level of some economic analysis is also

problematic as the generality of the conceptual framework makes it inadequate in dealing

with complex social relationships such as employment relationships (Rasmussen & Boxall,

1995). Or as Herbert Simon has suggested:

"(Classical economic theory's) way of viewing the employnzent contract and

management of labour involves a very high order of abstraction - such a high order,

infact, as to leave out the most strikhtg empirical facts of the situation we observe in

rhe real world" (1951, P.293)'

Economic analyses operate at many levels, from economies to markets, and down to the level

of the firm and its constituent parts:

"Although aII theories simplify, their most extreme simplifications must be at the

levels above and below the one at which they choose to work; at the level at which

they do their work they must be rich and complex" (Perrow, 198I, p.222).

Perrow (1981) makes the point that simplifications made at one level of analysis can be

acceptable at one level but not at others. He uses the example of self-interest as a simplifying

factor that might be appropriate when looking at the level of an economy or industry but it
can be regarded as an oversimplification when applied to actors in an employment
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relationship. Boston (1991) adds that agency theory, in particular, oversimplifies to the point

of being one dimensional, as looking at principal-agent relationships ignores the fact that

there may sometimes be multiple and competing principals. It can be questioned whether

economic theories provide the richness and complexity demanded by Perrow (1981)'

Accounting for Transaction Costs

Perrow (1936) suggests that the transaction costs approach fails to consider all transaction

costs, particularly those that are less quantifiable. Transaction costs occur within firms as well

as between firms, however they may not be equally as transparent. Within firms there are

often political and personality problems that serve to create transaction costs. Internal pricing

and intemal costing systems may be expensive and unreliable, whereas the market may

appear relatively cheap. In their attempt to account for the cost factors in employment

relations, there are always a number of variables one might consider, from the important to

the quite trivial. Perrow (1981) offers the example of adverse selection and suggests that

*uny jobs are designed at a level such that getting someone who can do the job is a relatively

easy-matter. It often does not matter too much who is hired as long as they are good enough to

do the job in a minimally acceptable manner'

Cartier (1994) points out the one-sided nature of some economists' preoccupation with

transaction costs. Although TCE helps one to understand the problem organisations face in

deciding whether to 'make' or 'buy', it implicitly assumes that the benefits to the firm of an

activity;re equal whether carried out inside or outside its boundaries' Cartier (1994)

discusses the transaction benefirs of the incomplete contract of employment. Whereas

economists place a great deal of emphasis on the costs associated with shirking, they

Sometimes ignore the benefits associated with conscientious behaviour:

"There is much evidence for the converse of shirking, resportsible behaviour under

the contract, and of one or botlt parties delivering more than could be reasonably

expected. There is no reasorr to suggest that it is more or less common than shirking.

Conscientious belmviour in wtsupervised work may reflect respect for oneself, for the

contract, for other workers, or tlrc employer; or responsibility under the law for the

standards and sanctions ofa professional association. It can springfromthe sense of

identiry, craftsmanship, satisfaction and pride which work can confer on workers at

all levels" (1994, P. 186).

The transaction costs approach fails to explore workers' cooperative behaviour in the

workplace (Edwards, f-q-901. Cartier (lgg4) argues for a balanced view of the costs and

benefits of implementing a contract. One of the aspects of the employment relationship that

has been neglected by economists is the way in which the job develops the worker and the

way the *otk"t develops the job. Through work, the worker often develops a whole

constellation of cognitive attributes that may provide the firm with a source of competitive

advantage.

Understanding the choices that firms make about the structuring of employment requires

consideration of the benefits that are the primary reason for making a transaction as well as

considerations of economising on the costs. It has been argued that real efficiency is more
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dependent on the active cooperation of workers in the production process than in the

containment of 'shirking' (Edwards, 1990).

The Role of Power in Exchange Relationships

Economic approaches are often criticised for ignoring the role of power in employment

relationships. The tacit assumption seems to be that contracts are made on equal terms, and

that individuals and firms freely contract in an open market. However, this ignores the fact

that agents are often not free to exit, without incurring considerable cost and disruption to

their lives (Boston, l99l). Whilst both parties clearly incur costs as contracts are entered into

and exited from, it is misleading to assume that the costs and consequences of doing so are

rhe same for both parties. Whilst Williamson does not totally ignore the place of power in

offering an explanation of alternative employment structures, he argues that the concept of
power is poorly defined and can be used to explain virtually anything and hence is

unsatisfactory for studying complex phenomena (Williamson, 1984, p. 103.) Many would

find sympathy for this view. However, issues of power cannot be dismissed lightly. As

Goldberg (1980) points out in his discussion of the radical approach to economics, non-

radicals need to leam to take issues of power more seriously. The employment relationship is

an exchange relationship, but the exchange rarely takes place on equal terrns. While issues of
power are often ignored or smoothed over, it should not be forgotten that it is a power

relationship. The power, in its several forms, that each party has relative to the other has an

effect on the tems under which the relationship is entered into and on the behaviour of the

parties during the relationship.

The Problem of Embeddedness

The work of Granovetter (1992,1985) draws our attention to the problem of embeddedness.

That is to say:

".... economic action is socially situated and cannot be explained by reference to

individual motives alone" (1992, p.9).

According to Granovetter, economic approaches view actions as being carried out by

atomised actors and thus the approach fails to account for the social context in which action is

taken:

"ln New Institutional Economics, the enrcrgence and nxaintenance of social

institutions is rypically explained through their alleged fficiency ... such

propositions, popular because of their apparently parsimonious solutions to

otherwise intractable problems, appear increasingly inadequate as soott as otrc starts

to seriously map out the social structure involved" (1992, p.9).

Thus, Granovetter (1992) is tapping into a line of thinking which can be traced back to

Durkheim (e.g. 1984) and his belief that economic actors are linked by ties that extend

beyond the brief moment in which the exchange occurs, Jacoby (1990) supports the argument

that an understanding of employment relationships depends on recognition of the social

relations that underpin them. Understanding concepts such as trust, co-operation and altruism

and the social conditions that promote those behaviours is important. Funhermore,
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employment relations are not ahistorical; they take place within a specific social and

historical context (Goldberg, 1980, 1984). In recognition of this fact, any research into

employment relations must take into account the unique context in which it occurs. Factors

such as historical patterns of interaction in the firm, dominant modes of interaction, the

industry, and wider social, economic, technological and political factors should all be taken

into account. As Edwards states:

"Custom is a living force that interprets how workers and managers view their world,

for they do not enter tlrcir relationships as economic actors operating on the bleak

terrain of labour contracting but as political animals, pursuittg a battery of interests

in a world already shaped by existing understandings about wltat is feasible" (1990,

p. 58).

Thus, one should not ignore the importance of historical factors and traditions and customs

within industries when studf ng employment relationships.

3.6 Summary and Conclusions

Economic approaches offer some powerful explanations for why firms choose particular

arrangements. In a competitive economic environment, managers need to pay careful

attention to the efficiency considerations associated with their actions, and managers are often

keen to explain their decisions in economic terms. Agency theory draws our attention to the

importance of the correct alignment of incentives and the careful construction of contracts.

TCE shows how certain kinds of jobs are more amenable to contracting and that for others it

simply costs the firm less money to internalise those activities and have them performed by

..ploy"r*. According to Williamson (1975), the power of economics is its unremitting

emphasis on the analysis of net benefits. No rational decision on employment structures

would ignore economic considerations. Therefore, the economic approaches to the structuring

of employment, discussed in this chapter, serve to highlight important costs and benefits of

contracting and employment. However, a narrow focus on economic efficiency alone fails to

explain complex human behaviour satisfactorily. In discussing some of the limitations of

some economic analyses, this chapter has served to illustrate the complexities and subtleties

of assessing the full range ofcosts and benefits.

Economic perspectives are often unable to account for the 'social' aspects of employment

choices identified by Edwards (1990), and the importance of the contexts in which they occur.

They tend to focus on efficiency considerations from the perspective of the firm and rarely

apply those same considerations to choices that workers make. Narrow definitions of
economic efficiency do not always match managers' needs to balance more general notions of

effectiveness and efficiency. Assumptions regarding shirking and opportunism may be

justified in some contexts but seem dated and unsophisticated in a modern context. In

accounting for transaction costs, one should also consider how certain kinds of transaction

could create real, although possibly less tangible, benefits to the organisation' Therefore, this

chapter concludes that although economic theories are useful and valuable, they need to be

*uppl"*.nted with other explanations and understandings in order to give us a more complete

picture of the costs and benefits of employment structures.
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It is intuitively appealing that economic arguments 'ought' to be able to explain a large part of
management decision-making. However, if as Williamson, Wachter, and Harris (1975) assert,

non-economic explanations cannot explain the existence of employment relationships, then it
might also be true that purely economic explanations fail to account for much that is

observable in employment relationships. Clearly, economic explanations need to be

supplemented with others that show how organisations can form relationships that produce

desirable outcomes for both parties, and this is not purely an economic problem. When

discussion turns to how best to create an 'atmosphere of co-operation', trust and commitment,

the tools and terminology of psychology become important. Therefore, it is to this body of
literature that we turn next.
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Chapter Four

Psychological Perspectives on Employment Relationships

4.1 Objective and Overview

The objective of this section is to examine some aspects of the psychology literature and what

they have to offer our understanding of the employment relationship. Fundamentally, what

does the discipline of psychology have to say about the relative merits of contracting and

employment? Of particular interest is what psychological literature has to say about the

relationship between the structuring of employment and work-related attitudes and

behaviours. In the first section, a number of key psychological concepts, such as security,

commitment, and control are examined, in order to understand how they relate to the

structuring of employment. The second section introduces the concept of psychological

contracts, as a way of clarifying this relationship. It is suggested that the two employment

structures being investigated in this study, contracting and employment, are likely to produce

different 'psychological contracts'. The third section examines the attitudinal and behavioural

consequences of these contract types, and the final section attempts to summarise what we

can theorise about the difference in organisational psychology between contractors and

employees.

4.2 Key Psychological Concepts

Among the key questions that need to be addressed here are, what implications do

employment relationships have for employees' work-related attitudes and behaviour, and,

what does this mean for the organisation and the individual? Mcl-ean Parks and Kidder
(lgg4) suggest that work relationships are undergoing radical change and will never be the

same again:

"Over the last several years, economic conditions, along withwhat might be a short-

run myopic focus on the part of organisarions, may have rung the death lotell of the

'organisation tnan"' (p. l1 I ).

Despite the fact that many organisations believe that the use of alternative staffing

arrangements can lead to economic benefits, it has been suggested that contingent

employment may have negative consequences for workers, which might ultimately be

negative for organisations (Beard & Edwarcls, 1995, Pfeffer & Baron, 1988). We will start

wiih one of the most obvious and defining characteristics of most externalised work

arrangements - job security.

Job Security
One of the main variables that has been investigated with reference to work-related attitudes

and behaviours is that of the impact of loss of employment stability or job security. When the

element of stability is removed or is not present, job insecurity is likely to result with a

number of attendant consequences. Job security has been almost universally recognised as a

major extrinsic component of job satisfaction (Jacobson & Hartley, 1991)' Security is an

important outcome that most people want from their work (Kreitner & Kinicki, 1992).If one
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were to ask people on the street to list the key things that they look for in their work, one

would expect to hear the words job security mentioned frequently. For some people, security

is a key aspect of career choice (e.g. Schein, 1978). Maslow (1943) suggested that security is

a vital component of motivation. One US survey study of non-managerial employees

(Kovach, 1987) found that job security was rated as the fourth most important work outcome.

It was rated lower than interesting work and recognition, but higher than good wages and

good working conditions.

Insecurity is an important factor impacting on employment relationships in the contemporary

labour market. Even employees in relatively stable firms and industries are coming to the

realisation that a 'permanent' position is often permanent in name only. However, for the

contractor and other contingent workers, job security is something that has been traded off,

either voluntarily or involuntarily. Job insecurity is often a fact of life for these people.

Despite the scarcity of research on job security and its consequences, what research there is

tends to suggest that it is bad for one's health (Kuhnert, Sims, & Lahey, 1989)' The existing

research seems to use employees in organisational settings where there are varying degrees of

security. The level of security can be measured using a multidimensional scale taking into

account company concern for the individual, job permanence, job performance' company

growth and stability, and long-range perspectives (Kuhnert et al, 1989). The measures of

health often include physiological and well as psychological health. Unfortunately, research

on job security often-assumes that the individual is engaged in an employment situation and

feeiing insecure about it. Thus we are left to speculate about differences between employees

and contractors in this regard.

A widely accepted definition of job insecurity is that offered by Greenhalgh and Rosenblatt'

which is:

,'The perceived powerlessness to maintain desired cotxtinuity in a threatened iob
situation" (1984, P. a38).

The key dimensions of job insecurity relate to the severity, or the likelihood that the job will

end, and powerlessness, or the ability to protect or prevent the job from ending' Any

uncertainty or lack of communication surrounding the continuity of the work is likely to add

to feelings of insecurity. For many contractors, the Job' is certain to end and the end point is

often explicit or impli.it in tt'r" work being done. Beard and Edwards (1994) cite a number of

studies ttat relate job insecurity to a range of negative outcomes for workers. Job insecurity

has been associated with lowered job satisfaction, career satisfaction, well-being, job

involvement, and work and organisational commitment. If it is the case that there are

motivational problems caused by lack of security, there are likely to be implications for

productivity. Therefore, how to motivate employees on short-term contracts becomes a

challenge that management will increasingly have to face'

In applying the findings of insecurity research to the issues being addressed here, one would

want to be cautious. One would not want to assume that all contractors suffered from negative

consequences of insecurity. Obviously, security is a factor that many people take into account

when deciding whether a job meets their needs or not, but job security is not important to

everyone. Oni could hypothesise that some individuals enter independent contracting
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arrangements because security is not as important to them as other factors. Conceivably, some

contractors may believe that there is sufficient work in the market for them, that they have job

security regardless of who they are working for at the time. Indeed, some self employed

contractors may have long-term linkages through professional or occupational networks

which may substitute for those that might be found through traditional employment (Beard &
Edwards, 1994\.In some cases, contractors may in fact believe that they have some measure

of de facto job security, as long as the work they are being asked to do remains necessary to

the functioning of the organisation concerned. It is conceivable that a contractor engaged to

perform work regularly may believe that they have more de facto job security than an

employee at the same firm who believes that their position is at risk.

When all is said and done, however, independent contractors generally do not have job

security in the conventional sense. In choosing contracting as an option, firms and workers

accept that a gleater degree of job insecurity may be inevitable. Whether or not this increased

insecurity leads to some of the negative consequences mentioned briefly above, is likely to

depend on the circumstances of the exchange and be moderated by characteristics of the

workers themselves. Howevef, it is reasonable to suggest that, at the very least, contractors

are likely to be somewhat preoccupied with issues related to continuity of work and where the

next job is coming from.

Control
In their discussion of the psychological experience of contingent workers, Beard and Edwards

(1994) identify five key issues. These are job insecurity, control, predictability, social

comparison, and the 'psychological contract'. The first has been dealt with and the last three

will be dealt with in a subsequent section'

It is reasonable to suggest that individuals need a certain amount of control in their lives and

over the events that surround them, and that the feeling of being powerless to control events

is unpleasant for most. Beard and Edwards (1994) adopt Ganster's (1994) definition of

control as:

"The ability to influence the nature, onset, or termination of conditions or events

experienced by the individual." ( p. I I4).

Contingent workers may experience loss of control in several ways. They sometimes lack the

ability io influence the length of the assignment or the ability to convert it into full+ime or

permanent work. They are often unable to maintain a stable number of hours worked, thus

creating difficulties in terms of planning, lifestyle, income, and spending habits. Contractors

sometimes have limited control over the type of work performed and may be in a position of

having to take what work is available. Beard and Edwards (1994) cite a number of studies

that relate control to a range of negative outcomes for workers. Many of these studies have

used laboratory settings where the effects of subjects' control over aversive stimuli were

studied. Lack of control has been associated with heightened physiological arousal, negative

affect, and decreases in performance. Studies of perceived control in employed adults show

various negative outcomes such as reduced job satisfaction, commitment, job involvement,

motivation, performance, increased role stress, and mental and physical ill-health'
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The issue of control touches on similar issues to job security, in that both insecurity and lack

of control may elicit a sense of powerlessness associated with some employment

relationships. If one is unable to do anything about the situation one finds oneself in, then any

negative consequences are sure to be heightened. Mclran-Parks and Kidder (1994) make the

distinction between contract 'makers' and contract 'takers', according to the asymmetries of
power in the employment relationship. The makers and takers distinction draws our attention

to the fact that contractors and employees are contract takers most of the time. While they

may be f'ree to easily enter and exit relationships, they often have the terms of the relationship

dictated to them. While the relationship may appear to be a free and voluntary contractual

relationship, there is often an element of 'duress' in the setting of the terrns of the relationship

(Rousseau & Parks, 1993). Where such 'duress' is involved, one might hypothesise

heightened sensitivity to issues such as lack of control, and other issues being discussed here'

The issue of control is interesting as it relates to the study of contractors. It can been seen as a

two-edged sword, and whether one sees contractors as having conffol or lacking in control

might depend on ones' perspective, and the particular aspect of power being examined. For

instance, Beard and Edwards (1994) seem to operate from the assumption that a full-time

permanent employment position is the ideal work situation. Their model of the contingent

worker focuses on individuals with very weak labour market power. There are a wide variety

of types of contracting work, from basic manual labouring to large-scale consulting work.

Obvi,ously a worker's control over their situation will be relative to their skills, experience

and position in the market for their services at a given time. It is no doubt true that some

contractors have little control over what they do, when they do it, and for what reward'

However it is likely that many choose to enter contracting jobs precisely because it gives

them greater control over their own destiny. They may argue that it is the employee who has

giveniontrol over aspects of their working life to the firm and that it is the independent

iontru"to, who has broken the shackles of 'wage slavery'' Contractors may choose

contracting over employment because of control. Hence, the rhetoric surrounding the 'end of

jobs as *" knor" them' has a basis in reality for some people. Many contractors would surely

be reluctant to trade away the lifestyle benefits associated with being able to choose when and

where to work. They might argue that having a supervisor overseeing one's work is a

negative experience that they are able to avoid. As was seen in the section on the legal

distinction between contractors and employees, the contractor is expected to control their own

work and exercise autonomy.

In summary, it is clear that lack of perceived control over important aspects of ones' life can

be negativi in many ways. For those in the position of relatively weak labour market power,

and or those in unstable work situations this is especially likely to be the case. However, for

those with greater labour market power and those with a desire to take greater command of

their own working life, conffacting may be empowering rather than disempowering'

Predictability
Ctogety relaied to the discussion above are issues relating to the effects of predictability on

workers. predictability is distinguished from control as control implies the ability to influence

the occurrence of 
"u"nt, 

whereas predictability refers to the knowledge of whether events will

occur or not. It is about the knowledge of the conditions under which an event will occur,

what ir will be like and what effects it will have (Beard & Edwards,1994). As with the
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discussion of security and control, it is reasonable to assume that, on balance, this is a factor

that employees have more of and that contractors and externalised workers have less of,

According to Beard and Edwards (1994), contingent forms of work lack predictability

because the worker cannot be sure when his or her services will be required as it is the firm
that usually initiates contractual arrangements. A contractor might go for a period of time

with no work and then have several work offers at the same time. There is also

unpredictability as to the length of the assignment and the number of hours worked. For some

contractors, the exact nature of the work assigned is unpredictable, as is the place at which

that work will be performed, and the people with whom it will be performed.

To support their contention that unpredictability has negative consequences for the individual,

Beard and Edwards (1994) cite studies finding associations with reduced levels of job

satisfaction, self-esteem, job involvement, organisational commitment, and well-being. The

research on this issue is limited however, because of the confounding effects of control, and

the fact that some are laboratory studies involving aversive stimuli. Thus, the generalisability

of some studies to an employment situation or a contracting situation may be limited.

If contracting arrangements have the potential for greater unpredictability than more stable,

employment arrangements, then some of the negative consequences outlined above may

t"rult. It appears likely, based on the above discussion, that lack of predictability is associated

with negative psychological effects.

Social Comparison
It is well supported that individuals make comparisons between themselves and others on

various dimensions (for example, Festinger 1954, Adams 1965). The various aspects of
employment relationships provide room for individuals to make comparisons between

themselves and referent others. Although one may make comparisons against a variety of

standards, the most common is another individual, or what is called a oreferent' or

'comparison other'. This 'other' is usually chosen on the basis of perceived similarity,

availability, or proximity (Beard & Edwards,1994). A contractor might make comparisons

between his or her own employment contract and that of the employee. In weighing up what

each party brings to and takes from the relationship, the contractor might look at such things

as skills, experience, effort, and qualifications, versus such things as pay,job security,

supervision, and other terms and conditions of employment. These comparisons rely heavily

on the individual's cognitive process and thus it is one's perception of the situation that is

important. An individual can be relatively well off in some objective sense while their

peiception can be that they are disadvantaged. When two gloups of workers are working

utongiia" each other on very different contractual arrangements, the opportunities for social

comparison are many.

Having contractors and employees working in the same environment might create a number

of difficulties. As a result of the social comparison process, one group of workers might feel

disadvantaged compared to the other. For instance, the contractor may feel that they are

disadvantaged financially, with fewer opportunities for promotion and advancement, or fewer

employment benefits such as holidays or training opportunities. Or one could examine the full

range of inputs and outputs of the contractor and employee and determine that on the whole



one pany is getting a better deal than the other is. The resulting feelings of inequity may have

some behavioural consequences elaborated upon below.

Beard and Edwards (199a) cite several studies that have demonstrated the negative outcomes

associated with the feeling of being disadvantaged. Relative deprivation has been associated

with reduced job satisfaction and feelings of injustice. Pay inequity has been associated with

lowered job satisfaction, lowered performance, reduced commitment to managerial goals,

effort and co-operation, increased absenteeism and turnover, and increased sickness and

accident compensation costs.

It addition to individual level problems with perceived inequity, group level problems have

also been identified. Two-tier employment systems, where one group of workers is engaged

on one set of pay and conditions and another group under a different sent of pay and

conditions, can create an environment where conflict is possible. One group may perceive the

other as a threat to their own working conditions. Two-tier employment systems create the

possibility for conflict, and co-operation between the two gloups may be difficult. Although

iwo-tier systems have several benefits for the firm, workers often exhibit negative reactions to

them, which bring their own costs (Greenberg & Baron, 1993). One would expect the

situation to be more pronounced where one group is organised and represented by a union.

pearce (1993) foundlhat employees working alongside contractors reported lower trust of

management, possibly seeing the presence of contractors as being evidence of a management

desire to erode conditions of employment. Some collective agreements have clauses

restricting or preventing management use of alternative employment structures such as

contracting.

The literature on social comparison draws managers' attention to the importance of

perceptions of fairness in thi work place. Having workers working alongside each other under

hff".Lnt terms and conditions of employment invites comparison. This process of

comparison may potentially have negative implications for the firm, as well as for workers

who perceive that they are not being fairly treated.

Trust
ln Pearce's (1993) study of contractors and employees, she hypothesised that:

" Employees with contractor co-workers wiII report less trust in their organisatiotts

than wiII employees in employee-only work units" ( 1993, p' 1086)'

This hypothesis follows from the ideas discussed in the section on social comparison above'

If empioyees chose referents that are comparable to them, then differences between the

.ontro"ti of employees and contractors might lead to the employees questioning the fairness

of the situation. Pearce (1993) suggested that the presence of contractors might remind

employees that they are in a market where parties might act to exploit one another. The

pr"r"nt, of contractors might indicate to employees that they work for a firm that is prepared

io take advantage of peopli wherever possible. The organisation could be seen to be avoiding

their responsibiiities unOlr an employment relationship by contracting. If one were to view

the situation in this way, one might question the motives and fairness of the organisation. An

employee might take the presence of contractors to indicate that their own status is less than

secure' 
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From Pearce's (1993) sample of engineers, she found support for her hypothesis regarding

loss of trust. If it is the case that the presence of contractors creates a climate of mistrust in an

organisation, then this should be regarded as a serious issue. Various studies have linked trust

to outcomes important to the smooth functioning of the organisation. Organ (1988) suggests

that distrust might lead employees to reduce their levels of performance. Dwivedi (1984), in a

study of employees in an Indian industrial organisation, found significant positive

relationships between trust and performance and negative relationships between distrust and

employee performance. Rotter (1980), in a more general social context, suggests that people

who trust more are less likely to cheat, steal, and more likely to give others a second chance

and to respect the rights of others. Porter and Steers (1973) found that trust was related to

employee turnover. In his discussion of the influence of trust in the workplace, Taylor (1990)

suggests that trust, among other effects, facilitates co-operation, and facilitates responsiveness

to change. A study by Robinson (1996) highlighted the importance of maintaining employees'

perceptions of trust in the organisation. She suggested that the maintenance of trusting

ielationships with employees 'inoculated' them from the negative impacts of subsequent

contractual transgressions on the part of the employer. Pearce (1993) concludes that as

organisationr -uk" increased use of contractors, the effects of trust on organisational climate

and working relationships need more research attention. A key point for this thesis is the

extent to which employment structure choices affect factors such as trust. It can be concluded

from the foregoing discussion that where arrangements such as contracting are used, care

should be taken to avoid possible negative consequences through lack of trust.

Commitment
a pry.f,ofogical concept that has attracted a great deal of research in the organisational

literature is organisational commitment (e.g. Mowday, Steers, & Porter, 1979, Mathieu &

Zajac,1990). Commitment has been identified as an important work-related attitude and it has

been the subject of a great deal of research and debate. One of the main reasons for the

amount of attention iihas received is the central position commitment occupies in human

resource management. It is perceived to have a direct influence on a number of employee

behaviours related to produitivity. A pervasive assumption in the literature on commitment is

that, the more of it there is, the better it is for the organisation, with the occasional warning

about the dangers of having too much (Randall, 1989)'

One of the most influential definitions is that of Mowday, Porter, and Steers who define

commitment as:

,'...- tlxe relative strength of an individual's identification with and involvement in a

part icular organisation" (1982' p.27 )'

They operationalise it in three parts, which are the desire to remain a member of an

organisation, a willingness to exert high levels of effort on behalf of the organisation, and

Uetief in and acceptance of the values of the organisation. The Organisational Commitment

euestionnaire (OCQ) is a tool that uses this definition to study the consequences and

antecedents of commitment. The OCQ has been used to establish a connection between

commitment, job satisfaction, and labour turnover. tn a longitudinal study of psychiatric

technicians, Porter, Steers, Mowday and Boulian (1974) found a negative relationship

between commitment and turnover intentions, and found that this relationship is strongest
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leading up to the time when the individual leaves the organisation. Porter, Crampon and Smith

(1976) found support for this with a longitudinal study of managerial trainees. Interestingly,

Pearce (1993) compared contractors and employees using a short form of the OCQ and found

no difference in overall commitment. Despite that finding, there does seem to be good

evidence to connect commitment with labour turnover and other factors. In her review of the

research on possible consequences of low levels of commitment, Randall (1989) cites research

showing a number of negative outcomes for the organisation. These outcomes include

tardiness, absenteeism, lack of intention to stay, low quantity of work, illegal activity against

the firm, limited extra-role behaviour, damaging role modelling, whistle-blowing, and loss of
control over employees. Conversely, Randall (1989) cites several positives for the

organisation fiom having a moderate to highly committed workforce. These factors include a

greater willingness to accept organisational demands, and higher levels of task competition

and performance.

l,ow levels of commitment have potential negative outcomes for workers as well- For

instance, low levels of commitment can be damaging to career advancement and promotion

(Randall, 1989) or might result in the individual feeling detached from the organisation or

being ostracised by more committed colleagues. Conversely, moderate and high commitment

,un b. positive for the individual, producing enhanced feelings of belongingness, security'

efficacy, creative individualism, enhanced career advancement, and opportunity to become

passionately involved in work pursuits.

As mentioned earlier, the literature speaks of commitment as generally being positive,

although high levels commitment may have negative consequences as well. A firm might find

high lwels of commitment problematic if workers are overzealous, commit unethical acts, and

have too much attachment to past policies and procedures (Randall, 1989)' For workers, there

may also be some negative consequences, such as stress and tension in family and social

relationships, and limited time and energy for events outside work (Randall, 1989). In their

critical appraisal of the work on organisational commitment, Iles, Mabey and Robertson

(1990) suggest that too much commitment may lead to conformity and stagnation in an

organisation.

It seems to be a commonly held belief that contractors are less committed or can be expected

to be less committed than employees, and that commitment is traded off when contractors are

engaged (Atchison, 1991). After all, why should a worker be expected to show commitment

wtrin the organisation is offering a 'no commitment contract'? While this belief has intuitive

appeal and some research support, a closer examination of the concept of commitment is

warranted.

Redefining Commitment
part of the problem with understancling the implications of employment structure choice for

commitment is the problematic nature of defining and studying commitment, and the fact that

the concept is often used uncritically (e.g. Iles et al, 1990). Attempts to define commitment

have revolved around two dominant themes. Commitment can be seen as having a

behavioural component or as being about attachment and identification, or a sense of

devotion, loyalty or allegiance. This may conflate different concepts. Therefore, in talking

about commitment it is important to specify to whom or what an individual is said to be

committed. For instance, one might be committed to a job, to a company, to the goals of a
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company, to a supervisor, to colleagues or workmates, to departmental goals, or to an

occupational or professional group. A pluralist perspective would draw the organisation as a

collective of different goals and interests and hence multiple, sometimes conflicting
commitments. It would be a somewhat narrow view to suggest that a worker was 'not

committed' because he or she failed to share the values of a dominant coalition.

Gaertner and Nollen (1989) find a distinction in the literature between exchange-based

definitions of commitment and 'moral' or 'psychological' commitment. This can be seen as

perhaps paralleling the idea of transactional and relational psychological contracts, discussed

below. Exchange-based commitment involves utilitarian gain from the relationship, where

there is ideally a favourable inducement/contribution balance. In this instance, the employee is

committed in that he or she desires to remain in the relationship. Psychological commitment is

defined as affective attachment to the organisation; identification with, and internalisation of
the goals and values of the organisation. Gaertner and Nollen (1989) draw a link between

psychological commitment and perceptions of employment practices in the firm, and between

psychological commitment and actual employment experiences. They examine promotion

within the firm, company provided training development, and employment security, and

report a clear connection between perceptions of employment practices, actual mobility, and

tenure; and psychological commitment. Caldwell, Chatman, and O'Reilly (1990) made a

similar attempt to link employment practices and commitment. Their multi-firm study

investigated both instrumental, compliance based commitment, and commitment based on

internalisation and identification. Their study linked 'exchange-based commitment' to the

company's reward and career progression systems and 'psychological commitment' to

recruitment and socialisation practices that communicated a strong, clear organisational value

system.

Differing forms of employment relationship are likely to lead to differing types of
commitment. Exchange commitment is likely to be least affected by contractual working,

although one would expect to see workers whose tenure is short-term adopting a reciprocal,

short-term commitment. These workers would be expected to remain commined to the

exchange as long as it is the best exchange situation available to them at that time' They

would be expected to leave as soon as a more desirable situation came along. Psychological

commitment is likely to be dramatically reduced in those workers with short-term tenure and

no development opportunity. Research by Gaertner and Nollen (1989) suggests that

employees are mori psychologically committed to the organisation if they believe that the

organisation is providing long-term developmental opportunities such as internal mobility,

training, and employment security. According to Gaertner and Nollen:

"Psychological commitment is higher among employees who believe they are being

treated as resources to be developed rather than as commodities to buy and seII"
(1989, p. 987).

The evidence seems to point to the fact that employees with more tenure have a stronger

identification with the values and goals of the organisation and more willingness to exert pro-

social behaviours on behalf of the firm (O'Reilly & Chatman, l936). Identification, according

to O'Reilly and Chatman (1986), derives from one's pride in affiliation with the organisation

in question. Contractors and employees are likely to differ in this regard and Pfeffer and

Baron (1988) offer the example of a gardener, working at a hospital to illustrate why this
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might be the case. The hospital is an example of an organisation where there is much that one

might identify with, such as healing sick people, and progressing medical research. From the

point of view of commitment, and more specifically, identification, it does matter whether

one is an employee of the hospital, an employee of a subcontracting firm doing work for the

hospital, a self-employed gardener contracted by the hospital, or an individual sent to work in

the hospital gardens by a temporary employment agency. In short, the employment structure

can be expected to affect the development of commitment.

Given the problematic nature of defining commitment and the disagreement as to the

underlying concepts, O'Reilly and Chatman (1986) suggest a more useful notion. They state

that the psychological bond between the individual and the organisation could be described as

'psychological attachmsnt'comprising, compliance, identification, and internalisation.

Attachment, as defined by O'Reilly and Chatman (1986), includes ideas both of exchange

commitment and psychological commitment. Compliance conesponds to adopting specific

behaviours and attitudes in order to gain specific rewards. Thus, there is a similarity between

this and exchange commitment. Identification means accepting the influence of the

organisation and respecting its values and accomplishments. Here the individual is concerned

to maintain a satisfying relationship with the organisation. The final dimension of attachment

is internalisation, and as the name implies, this represents a progressively deeper level of
attachment. Internalisation occurs when the attitudes, values and norms of the organisation, or

group, are congruent with one's own.

If one accepts the conceptualisation of the bond between the organisation and the individual

outlined above, one might hypothesise as to the likely implications of new forms of
employment relationship. Employment relationships that are short-term and flexible could be

expected to be less likely to develop identification and internalisation. Compliance is likely to

be less affected. The worker may be less inclined to identify with the organisation and may

instead look to the work group, the self, the class, or the occupational community of which

that person is a member (Deeks et al, 1994).

Clearly, notions of commitment or attachment lead us to expect that flexible employment

relationships will have major effects both on the individual and the organisation' From a

management point of view, a lesser degree of attachment may mean that workers are less

willing to exert pro-social behaviour, or what is sometimes called 'citizenship behaviour', on

behalf of the firm. Much important activity in organisations relies on acts of co-operation,

altruism, and unrewarded help (Smith, Organ, & Near, 1983, Organ' 1988):

"Afailure to develop psychological attachment among members may require the

organisation to bear increased costs associated with more detailed and sophisticated

control systems. Having a membership that shares tlrc organisation's goals arzd values

can ensure that iltdividuals act instinctively to benefit the organisation. Without a

psychological attachment predicated on more than simple ntaterial exchange, high

tuntover is also possible" (O'Reilly & Chatman, 1986, p. a93).

The foregoing discussion suggests that much care is needed when discussing concepts such as

commitment and attachment. Commitment is a multifaceted concept (Iles et al, 1990). The

facr that externalised employees may be less able or willing to identify with the goals of the

firm can be seen as a cost to the firm (Belous, 1989). It runs against various organisational
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development strategies, which seek to make management goals more visible to employees

and build commitment to them. Organisations that ignore the importance of at least moderate

amounts of commitment are clearly losing something important from the exchange

relationship between the individual and the firm.

The foregoing discussion of security, control, predictability, social comparison, trust, and

commitment shows how the structure of the employment relationship has a major impact

upon the individual. Furthermore, it shows how the nature of the relationship can have

important implications both for the individual and for the organisation. Clearly there are many

psychological costs and benefits to be weighed when workers or managers consider the

alternative employment structure of contracting and employment. Managers are challenged to

accounr for the complexities of human behaviour in their attempts to build relationships that

are beneficial to both parties. A useful tool in this regard is the psychological contracts

literature to which we turn next.

4.3 Psychological Contracts

The work of Rousseau (1989, 1990, 1995, and 1996) has been important in the emergence of
'psychological contracts' as an important theoretical construct in organisational research. The

notion that contracts are a mainstay of organisational life is not new, nor is the idea of a

'psychological contract' new (for example, Barnard, 1938, Schein, 1980, Argyris, 1960).

Rousseau extends this work and shows how the concept of psychological contracts aids our

understanding of a range of organisational phenomena.

The psychological contract provides a useful explanatory framework for understanding the

employment relationship (Shore & Tetrick, 1994). Aside from any legally enforceable

employment contract, there is a psychological contract with significant implications for

employee work-related attitudes and behaviour. The psychological contract is defined by

Rousseau as:

"Individual beliefs, shaped by the organisation, regarding teftns of an exchange

agreenxent between individuals and their organisation" (1995, p.9).

The psychological contract is promissory and reciprocal, in that promises of future behaviour

are contingent on some form of reciprocal action (Rousseau, 1990). However, the notion of
the psychological contract has been the subject of some theoretical debate, with questions

being raised as to how it is conceptualised and operationalised (for example, Guest, 1998, and

Rousseau, 1998). A major problem with the definition offered above is that it does not

recognise that the employment relationship contains two parties. According to Coyle-Shapiro

and Kessler (2000), Rousseau focuses on the individual level rather than the level of the

relationship. This downplays aspects of mutuality that are central to this thesis. As later

discussion will show, it is through the integration of worker and management perspectives

that we gain a greater understanding of the dynamics of the employment relationship.

Research by Rousseau and her colleagues (e.g. Robinson, Ytraatz & Rousseau , L994) supports

the idea that employees tend to think transactionally about their relationship to the

organisation and believe that they are party to obligations. Once developed, the psychological

contract is relatively stable over time. However, it can change in an interactive process with
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the organisation (Shore & Tetrick, 1994). According to Shore and Tetrick (1994), the first and

possibly most important function of a psychological contract is that of uncertainty reduction.

Even though a reasonably comprehensive written employment contract may exist, it would be

impossible to fully specify all of the details of the exchange relationship. Therefore, the

psychological contract reduces uncertainty by creating a set of obligations, responsibilities

and conditions over and above any formal contract.

Making Contracts
The psychological contract is a mental model, or schema, that individuals use to frame their

relationship with another party. It is an interpretative framework, which, in an objective

sense, has only limited meaning beyond the individual holding it. It is a subjective

phenomenon and is, according to Rousseau (1989), unilateral in the sense that beliefs held by

one party about the exchange do not necessarily constrain others in the beliefs that they may

have. Contracts rely on individuals' perceptions of what is going around them. However, they

are active in that individuals create their own meaning for these events (Rousseau, 1989,

lees).

So how do the kinds of contracts between the individual and the firm, which are of interest

here, get made? The terms and conditions of a written contract, if one exists at all, are only a

small part of a picture drawn from many sources. The primary contract makers according to

Rousseau (1995) are managers, as the interaction between manager and workers is a basic

building block in the employment relationship. Managers have a key role in making and

managing the contracts of their employees as they are often in a position to mediate aspects of

the exihange relationship. For instance, managers are often in a position to bend rules, or

make special arrangements, or offer verbal support, or other actions that might smooth over

the inevitable difficulties that arise in an employment relationship. Clearly the relationship

that one has with one's immediate supervisor is important in shaping the overall work

experience. The nature of the relationship might range from a close mentoring relationship, to

onl that involves no more than the giving and receiving of instructions. The immediate

supervisor is often the primary point of contact with the organisation and an obvious primary

,ou.." of information about the relationship between the firm and the individual. The words

spoken by the immediate supervisor, and even the body language (Shore & Tetrick, 1994), are

likely to be observed by the worker and interpreted'

Co-workers also play a key role in providing the type of information that individuals use to

form their psychological contracts. Information can often be easily gained by direct

questioning, and this process is often encouraged by the organisation in 'buddy' systems

where experienced workers show the newcomer the ropes:

'" ... in organisations where there is little formal socialisation and training for
incomiltg employees, co-workers are likely to be a frequent sottrce of infonnatiott ott

the organisation, its management style, treatment of employees, and past practices

re garding p e rsonnel actions ( e. g. promoti ons, suspensions, pe rformance crit e ria) "

(Rousseau, 1995, p. 66).

Top management also has a key role in shaping psychological contracts despite the fact that

workers often have little direct contact with them. Top management are sometimes visible

and their actions and words send signals that are monitored and evaluated by members of the
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organisarion (Rousseau, 1995). Management policy is also a visible source of evidence

regarding the nature of the contract. Managers sometimes send signals that are of symbolic

significance and can be powerful. A speech made at a ceremony, comments made in an

annual report, or senior management presence at an orientation are all examples of managers

using their positions as figureheads of the organisation to convey messages to members. As

Rousseau (1995) points out, these messages are often closely scrutinised for evidence of
disparities between rhetoric and reality.

The recruitment and selection process send signals to prospective members about the firm

and the type of relationships that are anticipated. The method of recruitment, the quantity and

type of information offered and sought, the structuring of the interview process, discussions

otjob duties, testing devices, and other aspects of this process all provide information about

the nature of the job, the nature of the organisation, and its management practices.

Organisations differ radically in their approaches. While some firms recruit though networks

of contacts from existing members with little or no expenditure of resources; others may use

outside consultants to find the right people, or have complicated processes involving multiple

interviews, psychometric testing and job simulations. Rousseau (1995) points out the

difficulty oiganisations create for themselves when the process manages to convey an overly

optimistic or positive view of the job or the organisation. Organisations sometimes create

expectations that they will be unable to meet and unrealistic psychological contracts are

formed when organisations, or their recruiting staff, oversell themselves to prospective

members. The psychological contracts perspective suggests the importance, recognised in

some human resource management literature, of creating realistic expectations (e.9. Cascio'

1995).

The formulation and maintenance of psychological contracts is facilitated by numerous cues

from the work environment. Rousseau (1995) calls these cues 'structural signals'. There are a

wide variety of ways in which individuals gain contract information. An employee handbook

is an exampte of such a source of information that, despite the sometimes-informal style of

writing, can convey a set of expectations in a clear and explicit way. The way performance

evaluation and reward systems are designed send powerful messages about the nature of the

employment relationship. Issues such as what is measured, who measures it, how the

information is used, all powerfully direct employees' behaviour. Likewise, different

remuneration structures provide information about the contract. For example, a system that

defers compensation and rewards seniority conveys messages about loyalty and tenure

(Rousseau, 1995) whereas, a system of weekly bonuses explicitly rewards immediate

performance without much concern for the longer term.

ln summary, the process of contract formation is a complex process where cues regarding the

content of the contract are drawn from a variety of sources. The actions of the firm and those

representing the firm, provide information for individuals on the type of contract they have

with the organisation. For example, a series of layoffs (e.g. Brockner, 1988) may cause one to

reassess the contract even if one is a survivor of those layoffs. Similarly, the presence of

contractors in an organisation (e.g. Pearce, 1993) sends signals about how the firm views its

contracts with its u-iour groups of workers. If the individual sees the firm not carrying out

their obligations with one set of workers, it is likely other workers will revise their contracts

(Shore & Tetrick, lgg4), and move along the continuum to a more transactional contract,
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with a more short-term, specific focus (Rousseau, 1989). This in turn may have behavioural

outcomes elaborated upon further below.

Transactional and Relational Contracts
Although there may be an infinite number of contract possibilities, Rousseau (1989, 1995)

identifies two forms of psychological contract, relational and transactional. These types

occupy different ends of a continuum and can be said to differ in terms of focus (whether it is
purely an economic exchange), inclusiveness (whether there is concern for the person and

their development), timeframe (whether the arrangement is open or closed ended),

formalisation (whether it is written), stability (whether it is dynamic and subject to change),

scope (whether it flows over into other aspects of one's life), and tangibility (whether a third
party would be able to observe the conditions) (Rousseau, 1995).

The 'transactional' psychological contract focuses on the economic and extrinsic nature of the

exchange relationship. It is a static contract and is closed-ended and specific. It deals with

things that are public and observable and measurable. A transactional contract might involve

some specific skills needed by the organisation in exchange for short-term tenure, with a

competitive wage rate. Self-interest is an important aspect of transactional contracts

(Mcl-ean-Parks & Kidder, 1994).

On the other hand, the 'relational' psychological contract is an open-ended arrangement to

maintain some longer form of relationship. The relational contract might involve both

monetisable and non-monetisable exchanges over time. It is a dynamic relationship that is

more subjective and based on shared understandings than a transactional contract. As the

name suggests, a relational contract sets out to build and maintain a relationship between the

parties over time. In a relational contract, self-interest is moderated by the acknowledgement

of tn" value of the relationship itself, and thus the interests of the other party are of concern

(Mclran-Parks and Kidder, 1994).

Rousseau and Parks (1993) use the example of a marriage to exemplify a relational contract

and at the other end of the spectrum a 'spot' contract like those seen in economics. An

example more closely related to the theme of the present study would be a permanent

employee, perhaps a management trainee, hired as a graduate and developed by exposure to

various aspects of the company's operations, in preparation for a long-term management

career. This might be contrasted with a casual labourer offered a certain number of hours

picking fruit, where the relationship is quite explicitly one of a certain amount of money for a

certain amount of labour.

Using the above terms, it can be argued that some new forms of employment that are

emerging tend towards the transactional end of the continuum. Indeed the continuum

described by Rousseau (1995) could be roughly overlaid on Pfeffer and Baron's (1988)

internalisation - externalisation continuum described earlier. Moves to limit tenure and

increasingly tie rewards to specific measurable performance are certainly characteristics of a

transactional contract. It could be argued that it is the relational aspect of the psychological

contract that is less of a feature in externalised forms of employment. It would be something

of an oversimplification to say that the two types of psychological contract outlined above

roughly correspond to the two employment structures being studied here' The relational

psychological tontract could be associated with the employment model and the transactional
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psychological contract could be associated with the contractor model. However, many

employees may develop transactional psychological contracts and it is possible that

contractors may develop a relational contract, despite the contractor's formal contract being

more explicitly based upon an economic exchange, where job security and long term

employment are not part of the deal. The contractor's situation is clearly suggestive of a
transactional psychological contract, however, the reality is often more complex.

The psychological contract is a powerful determinant of behaviour in organisations (Rousseau

1989). The sections that follow examine work-related attitudes and behaviours and link the

idea of psychological contracts to attitudinal and behavioural outcomes'

4.4 Work-Related Attitudes and Behaviours

Given that organisations set up different kinds of psychological contracts with their workers,

it is useful to examine exactly what this means for their behaviour and performance. Katz
(1964) identified three basic types of behaviour necessary for effective organisational

functioning. At a basic level, an organisation must attract and hold people in a system' People

are needed to do the work, and high labour turnover and absenteeism is usually costly.

Because people may be physically present but psychologically absent, this first type of
behaviour is insufficient. At an intermediate level, dependable role performance is required'

The worker must carry out the assigned duties to an acceptable standard according to the

standards of quality and quantity set by the organisation:

"The nlan (sic) on the assembly line, the nurse in the hospital, the teacher in the

elementary school aII lotow what their major job is. To do a lot of it and to do it well,

then, are the most conspicuotts behavioural requirements of the organisation" (Katz,

1964, p. 132).

A higher level of behaviour is innovative and spontaneous behaviour. These are behaviours

that are generally not specified by any job description and yet are often important in

accomplishing organisational goals. The organisation that depends on attracting and holding

people, and dependable role performance alone is unlikely to be functioning as effectively as

it might and is likely to be in a vulnerable position. As the organisation cannot foresee all

possible eventualities, the full range of behaviours that people can bring to an organisation

become important. These behaviours, according to Katz (1964), are co-operative behaviours'

protection of the organisation's interests, the offering of constructive ideas, self+raining and

development, and a generally favourable attitude towards the organisation. While Katz (1964)

addresies the question of how organisations might go about facilitating these behaviours, he

does not address the difference between employees and contractors in this regard. The

discussion that follows focuses mostly on the types of behaviours described above as

innovative and spontaneous.

It has been suggested in previous sections that characteristics of the employment relationship

lead to various psychological states. The next step is to link those work-related attitudes to

work-related behavioural outcomes, A formal job description attempts to specify in general

terms the kinds of duties that the worker might be expected to perform. In addition,

management might make various other job requirements explicit, using various written and

verbal means. In its perforrnance management and remuneration systems, the firm will seek
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to reward workers for a job well done. Conversely, the firm may have ways to discourage

behaviour that management finds inconsistent with the requirements of the firm. However,

there is a vast array of job behaviours not able to be captured by any formal description or list,

which are important and assist the firm in its day-to-day functioning. Organ (1988) describes

these as'organisational citizenship behaviours' (OCBs):

"OCB represents behaviour that is discretionary, not directly or explicitly recognised

by the fonnal reward system, and that in the aggregate, promote the effective

functioning of tlrc organisation" (1988, p.4).

The key is that the behaviour is discretionary and over and above that which could minimally

be expected. Organ's model of OCBs contains five dimensions; altruism, courtesy,

sportsmanship, conscientiousness and civic virtue. His definition differs from what Brief and

Motowildo (1936) call 'prosocial' organisational behaviours, which could have positive or

negative effects for the organisation. This in turn derives from earlier social psychological

work on prosocial behaviour. The latter is behaviour occurring in society generally, whereas

what is of interest here is behaviour occurring in organisational contexts specifically.

The idea that workers can potentially make major contributions over and above that which

can be minimally anticipated, is extended by Mclran-Parks and Kidder (1994). Their

approach gathers together some of the variables involved in work related behaviour and

attitudes in a refreshingly simple way. The idea of 'extra role' behaviours is derived from

notions of organisational citizenship, which the authors define as behaviours which benefit

the organisation by maintaining, expanding, and enhancing the role that the employee has

been asked to take on. The idea of 'role behaviour' is set apart from other similar constructs

in that it keeps our attention focused on behaviours related to job performance. Mcl.ean-Parks

and Kidder ask:

"What are the potential contributions which employees make in return for the

inducements offered by the employer? Employees can choose to contribute tlnse

behaviours delineated by their job roles. Or they can invest additional energy and

personal resources by going beyond role requirements" (1994, p. I l4)'

Mclran-Parks and Kidder (lgg4) suggest a negative, mirror image of these behaviours that

they call 'anti-role behaviours'. Despite assumptions in some models of the employment

relationship that employees shirk, there is much evidence that workers often devote personal

energy and ,"sour"es to a job in ways that go beyond the minimal prescription of the job

description. In the discussion of economic perspectives, the point was taken from Cartier

(lgg4) that there is sometimes a tendency to ignore the benefits associated with conscientious

behaviour. Managers can increase the range of behaviours exhibited by the worker by

designing appropriate reward systems and by shaping how workers define and perceive their

role-Mclran-Parks and Kidder (1994) build on the earlier work of Organ (1988) and outline

a continuum of pro-role behaviours from minimal to maximal contribution. These are

compliance, conscientiousness, sportsmanship, civic virtue, and altruism.

Compliance is defined as meeting the requirements of the role by doing such things as

showing up to work on time and meeting the other requirements of one's job. It is the most

neutral of the 'pro role' behaviours. Conscientiousness is seen as being more deliberately
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positive and proactive. As the name suggests, conscientiousness involves things like superior

attendance and diligence. Sponsmanship is an unusual label for a work-related behaviour, but

is suggestive of a range of actions such as restraint and forbearance, and refraining from
complaining or other negative behaviour. Another unusual label for a work setting is what

Mcl-ean-Parks and Kidder (1994) call 'civic virtue'. In this context, it means being a good

organisational citizen by attending meetings and training, keeping informed on relevant

matters, and taking steps to avoid potential problems that might harm the organisation. ln
their longitudinal study of psychological contracts, Robinson and Morrison (1995) found that

employees who felt that the employer had failed to fulfil employment obligations were less

likely to engage in civic virtue behaviour. Altruism, as the name suggests, involves giving of
oneself to help others in a selfless way. The example offered by Mclran-Parks and Kidder
(1994) is that of helping a colleague to catch up on work after an illness. One can imagine an

altruistic worker staying after work or working through lunch to do this.

The opposite of the above are 'anti-role' behaviours that suspend or detract from role

performance. These are mere compliance, shirking/negligence, negativism, theft,

harassment/threats, and overt damage. The least extreme of these is 'mere' compliance, which

refers to the fact that the behaviour involves meeting the minimum requirements and nothing

more. Sometimes referred to as 'working to rule' or 'working to contract', this behaviour can

be effective in the context of organised industrial action as it has the tendency to be extremely

disruptive to the operating of the organisation. Shirking/I.{egligence is seen as being more

intentional and proactive than compliance and involves the intentional withholding of effort,

with obvious negative consequences for the organisation. Negativism is roughly opposite to

sportsmanship as it involves complaining and allowing minor matters to disrupt task

performance. As the name suggests, theft involves the taking of things to which one has no

entitlement such as office supplies, making personal telephone calls, or even taking money or

company product. The next most deliberately negative category of behaviour is harassment

and threats and this anti-social behaviour impedes the ability of others to do their job, and

causes distress to those on the receiving end. The most extreme category is overt damage,

where employees and contractors are in a position to do real damage to an organisation, its

equipmeni, its reputation, and other areas. Vandalism and sabotage are obvious examples of

this final category of behaviour.

Mcfuan-Parks and Kidder (1994) suggest that in a situation where employees perceive

themselves to be in a transactional psychotogical contract, then pro-role behaviours will less

likely be forthcoming, with the reverse being the case for those in a relational contract

situation. Therefore, in seeking long-term employment relationships rather than contractual

ones, the firm might be in a better position to reap the rewards of pro-role behaviours. There

are, however, a number of problems with this reasoning and Mclran-Parks and Kidder

(lgg4) admit rhat there are several problems with the model that they have proposed. One

might quesrion the intuitively appealing notion that the behaviours outlined above can be

placed on a continuum from passive to active, in terms of their orientation to helping or

harming the organisation, and whether this can be verified empirically. Particularly

contentious is the point at which required and expected behaviour end and voluntary 'extra

effort' behaviours start. Likewise one can easily take issue with how the various behaviours

mentioned have been drawn into categories. Within each category are a range of possibilities

from mild to severe and the extent to which the behaviour is pro or anti may be influenced by

such contextual factors as organisational norrns and values and culture. For instance, while
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theft is clearly a negative behaviour, the extent to which some behaviours are seen as being

acceptable practices or just plain wrong may vary greatly between and within organisations

and individuals. The key according to the authors is the intensity of the motivation that

underlies the behaviour and the nature of the behaviour itself. Therefore, behaviour in the

middle of their scale is neutral and not intensively motivated and behaviour further away from

the middle of their scale is more intensively motivated as well as greater in its impact. A
further problem is the need to separate out individual-level antecedents of behaviours and the

contextual antecedents. In the same way that commitment is influenced by individual

differences such as age, gender, and tenure (Mowday et al, 1982), prosocial and pro role

behaviours will be affected by these same antecedents (Brief & Motowildo, 1986). Therefore,

any attempt to draw a link between the psychological contract of the individual and specific

behavioural consequences is likely to be highly problematic'

Given the highly problematic nature of linking employment contract, psychological contract,

and behavioural outcomes, what can we conclude regarding the organisational psychology of

contractors and employees?

Mcl-ean-Parks and Kidder conclude that:

"A steady steam of research over the last decade would support the contention that

contracts with longer timeframes (e.g. tenure), higher quality social and exchange

relationships (e.g. Ieader behaviours and group cohesiveness; relationship orientation)

anr) higher commitment levels, are more tikely to produce pro-role behaviours" (1994, p.

l 17).

Can we take this to mean that employees, by virtue of their longer-term, relationally oriented

employment arrangement, are more likely engaged in pro-role or pro-social behaviours?

While the reasoning behind such arguments appears sound, it also appears oversimplified.

Clearly the nature of the relationship between the two parties is vitally important but the

model is limited in that it does not account for some other variables. The employment

relationship is a sufficiently complex exchange that there are probably other factors that one

would want to take account of, such as individual differences, organisational culture, and

work group norrns and values. Pearce (1993) did one of the few studies that has directly

addressed the issue of the difference between the organisational psychology of contractors

and employees. She questions the widespread presumption that employees have greater quasi-

moral involvement. Quasi-moral involvement is defined as commitment and extra-role

behaviour.

Pearce (1993, p. 1084) hypothesised that employees would engage in more co-operative and

extra role acts than contractors. The subjects were engineers and engineering technicians in a

large company, which manufactured sophisticated equipment for aircraft and spacecraft.

Supervisoi performance ratings and self-reported extra-role behaviour were measured. The

hypothesis was not supported and in fact contractors self-reported significantly more extra-

role behaviour than employees. The study suffered from a reasonably small sample size, but

nevertheless the results are indicative of the fact that the relationship between employment

status and behaviour may not be as straightforward as one might expect' Pearce suggested

that there were a number of factors moderating the relationship between employment status



and behavioural outcomes. It was suggested that team norms and social pressures to conform

ensured certain types of behaviours:

"Itx our interyiews, the contractors reporTed experiencing a conJlict between

immediate social pressures to be good tearn members and their contacts, which

calledfor timited involvement ... the prese,t results suggest that the opportunism of
contractors and employees may be muted more by proximal interpersonal processes

than by the nature of compensatiort, contracts " (1993, p. 1094).

In other words, worker behaviour is shaped by an array of forces and the role of the contract

should not be overstated. Another obvious explanation for the findings, not offered by Pearce

(1993), is that the contractors may have been under pressure to present a favourable

impression by engaging in certain behaviours in order to ensure the continuance of their

contract. The employees may not have been under those same sorts of pressure.

The part of Pearce's (1993) study that investigated commitment found no difference between

contractors and employees, a finding ascribed to proximal factors, as above. The tool used in

the study was the short form of the OCQ, on a relatively small sample. In the light to the

discussion in an earlier section, it would be interesting to examine the same situation with a

more sensitive tool examining some of the sub-dimensions of commitment.

I conclude that it would be a dangerous assumption to make that a contractor with a

transactional psychological contract would be predisposed to certain behaviours without

taking a number of other moderating and intervening variables into account.

4.5 Summary

The psychology literature makes an important contribution to this thesis through its mapping

of thl iomptexlties of human behaviour. The psychological perspective on the costs and

benefits of alternative employment structures suggests that the relationship between the firm

and the individual has important psychological and behavioural implications. Organisations

and workers must balance the attitudinal and behavioural costs and benefits along with the

economic ones. An examination of several important psychological concepts reveals that

contracting arrangements can potentially have negative consequences for workers and for

organisations. Insecure workers, mistrustful and uncommitted to their employer, working in

an environment where they feel unable to exert control over their lives, are unlikely to

perform to high levels. However, some workers may find that the more 'arms-length' nature

tf contracting meets their needs better than employment. On the whole, the literature

canvassed here suggests that contracting rurangements should be used with caution, and

seems to favour more traditional employment zurangements.

When an organisation engages labour, a psychological contract is formed, which in the case

of a contractor is likely to be relatively more transactional and in the case of an employee is

likely to be more relational. This chapter has shown that the contract forms are likely to be

associated with certain attitudinal and behavioural outcomes. These outcomes might be

helpful and harmful to organisational functioning, as well as having implications for the well-

being of the worker concemed. It is reasonable to suggest that each psychological contract

.un b. mapped to specific attitudinal and behavioural outcomes but beyond this the picture is
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uncertain and cornplex. F '*her research ic needed to clarify the exact linkages. Clearly it is
an oversimptification to stale fiat contractors will necessarily lack arelational componont to
their psychologicalllc'ontr,act , just as it is to expsct,empl'oyees to always:show high levels of
OCBs. HowevEr, as the foregoing diseussion illustrates, psychologieal variables are of great

importance when assessing,the merits sf alternative employnrent stnrotures.
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Chapter Five

Employment Structure Choice and Management

5.1 Objective and Overview

The objective of this chapter is to examine several areas of literature that have an important

bearing on employment structure choices. These are presented here under the generic heading

of 'employment. structure choice and management'. This chapter suggests that management

interest in alternative employment structures is driven by the desire for increased flexibility in

the face of a highly competitive business environment. Notions of 'flexibility' are important

in the industrial relations and human resource management literature, and have been the

subject of important theoretical debate. Therefore, this chapter takes as its starting point an

examination of 'flexibility' and how it contributes to our understanding of choices of
employment structures. Whereas the first section of this chapter draws largely from the

industrial relations literature, the second part is mostly drawn from the discipline of human

resource management. Writers and theorists in human resource management have much to

add regarding the strategic implications of employment structure choices. The third and final

section of this chapter looks to the more general and practitioner-oriented literature on the

management of contractors. This literature clearly points out significant practical difficulties

that can emerge with some employment structures and suggests that the use of contractors

presents significant challenges for traditional styles of management.

5.2 Flexibility

Despite its often-casual usage, the concept of flexibility is deceptively complex- The need for

greater flexibility is often given as a reason why firms choose to contract work that was

iormerly done by employees. Governments, employers, and bodies such as the Organisation

for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), and the European Commission have

actively promoted flexibility (Blyton, 1996). [n New 7-ealand, groups such as the Business

Roundtable have also been vociferous in their calls for greater flexibility, and flexibility, by

way of labour market deregulation, was a major goal of the Employment Contracts Act 1991'

From a management perspective, it is argued that labour flexibility, including the use of

contractors, offers a means to achieve various objectives such as lowering labour costs,

greater responsiveness to changing circumstances, greater utilisation of plant and equipment,

and increased quality of output @lyton, 1996).

Pressures for fl exibilitv
Various economic pressures such as the increasing need for competitiveness, unprecedented

levels of economic uncertainty, globalisation, and the shift from manufacturing towards

service-based industries, are often cited as creating a need for greater flexibility. By the

1970s, the momentum of the post-war economy was rocked by a series of shocks that were

highly disruptive (Hyman, 1991). In New Zealand, the reduction or removal of tariffs and

import duties, in the 1980s climate of deregulation, exposed companies to increased

competition. In order to compete, many firms moved manufacturing capacity to lower cost

countries, and locally attempted to reduce costs.
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Along with greater competition has come greater uncertainty (Blyon, 1996). In a climate of
anxiety over prospects for economic growth, many employers are unwilling to commit

themselves to investments and employing additional staff (Atkinson, 1984). In an

environment characterised by competitive pressure and uncertainty, the ability to change,

innovate, and diversify becomes increasingly important. Labour flexibility makes an

important contribution to overall organisational flexibility and assists organisations in

responding to these pressures (Streek, 1987). Organisations can manage uncertainty by using

contracting arrangements or by pursuing flexibility strategies with their perrnanent

employees. There are also pressures from the supply-side of the labour market. Various social

and economic pressures mean that some $oups of workers seek flexible working

alrangements. The most obvious example here is of women with childrearing responsibilities

who seek paid employment, but not necessarily within the traditional full+ime working hours

format. Not only are organisations seeking greater numbers of part-time and flexible workers,

but also these arrangements meet the needs of significant numbers of people @lyton, 1996)'

The Meaning of Flexibility
O"rptt. its widespread usage, the concept of flexibility is somewhat imprecise and confusing.

Atkinson (1987) suggests that this is due to the wide range of subjects that it encompasses'

the fact that it means different things to different people, and that the usage of the term is

ideologically loaded. In fact it may be more of a rhetorical slogan than an analyical

instrument (Hyman, l99l). Hyman comments that flexibility is an elastic, 'flexible' concept

(1991, p. 280). Hyman points out that it is an ambiguous, generic term that confuses several

different aspects and dimensions. These dimensions are explored below.

Writers such as Doeringer and Piore (19? 1) have suggested that employers, in their quest for

flexibility, have differentiated between a core of full-time permanent workers and a periphery

of part-time, temporary and contract workers' Atkinson (1984) developed a model of the

'flexible firm' comprising a 'core' of full-time, pefinanent employees, and a 'periphery' of

less skilled workers with part-time, temporary or insecure employment conditions. Atkinson

(1985, 1984) identified thiee forms of flexibility, which are functional, financial and

numerical.

Functional or task flexibility allows workers to be quickly reassigned to different jobs or

tasks. This might mean asking a meter-reader to take over the work of a co-worker

temporarily, oi asking on 
"ngin""r 

to leave a technical task and do some work in a sales role'

Functional flexibility meunr thut the firm can respond to changes (e.g' in product demand) by

smoothly changing their labour force internally. Functional flexibility is sometimes called
.multi-skilling;, as workers are equipped with multiple skills that allow them to cross job

boundaries when required'

contractors are usually brought in to pedorm defined tasks or duties and redeployment might

require substantial renegotiation, thereby inhibiting functional flexibility. However, Pfeffer

"nd 
B*on (1988) argue that exrernalised staffing affangements do offer functional flexibility

in the sense that the organisation is able to rapidly 'buy' in the specific skills needed for a

particular task. While flexibility can be gained by being in a position to bring workers in from

iutside the firm, a new rigidity is created in that those workers usually perform only those

tasks for which they were,contracted, and not other duties as may be required. It has been
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argued (e.g. Atkinson, 1987) that functional flexibility can be undermined by externalisation

or numerical flexibility, which is outlined below.

Numerical flexibility refers to the ability to achieve rapid increases or decreases in staff

numbers in response to fluctuations in workflow. The ability to vary the head count with ease

is essential in seasonal industries or other industries in which the demand for goods or

services varies greatly. Davis-Blake and lJzzi (1993) found a relationship between a firm's
reported need for variability in employment levels and the use to temporary employees and

independent contractors. A distinction is sometimes made between internal and external

numerical flexibility (Anderson et al, 1994b). Internal numerical flexibility is provided by

agreements that allow for altering the hours of work of employees, as with on-call workers or

casual workers. External numerical flexibility is the type where the level of labour input is

adjusted by the firm by bringing people in as needed such as a temporary employees or

contractors. Clearly, the use of contractors may have an important role to play in the creation

of numerical flexibility for the firm.

Financial flexibility allows employment costs to more closely reflect the supply and demand

of the external labour market (Atkinson, 1985). This does not mean simply paying as little as

possible, rather, the significance lies in the relativities and differentials between groups of

workers and individual workers (Atkinson, 1984). Thus, skilled workers can be paid

significantly more than their less skilled counterparts and pay can be more directly related to

pJfor-rn.". Contracting arrangements imply continual renegotiation of contracts over time,

possibly with different individuals. This means that the wages and conditions are less likely to

t" gou"*"d by, for instance, history and relativity, and more likely to be based on the market

rate for the job at hand. It is important to note, however, that the market rate may be govemed

by other relativities, extemal to the firm. By externalising employment, wages can sometimes

bL reduced by virtue of the fact that the externalised employee is less likely to be party to a

collective contract or union agreement, and not likely to be offered the same non-wage

benefits as perrnanent employees. Pfeffer and Baron (1988) add that externalisation can

provide financial flexibility by avoiding the tendency for homogeneity in wages' The

externalisation of lower paid jobs means that they can now be paid at lower rates, if there is

an excess supply of labour. Internalising the lower paid worker would mean that there would

be pressures toward homogeneity in wages that might result in that worker being paid more

than they might otherwise-be paid. Likewise, a highly paid specialist contractor can be paid

more than an equivalent employee and the firm can avoid a costly ripple effect on wages

brought on by the expectations of other workers throughout the firm'

For some firms, it will be more cost effective to buy in skills as and when they need them,

rather than incurring the fixed costs associated with a salary. It should be noted that having

the costs of labour more closely related to labour market forces might result in savings.

However, it does imply something of a gamble by the firm on a surplus of available labour

and competitive pressure to keep wages low. In choosing to seek workers from the external

labour market, organisations must accept the risks of that strategy as well as any anticipated

benefits.

Beyond the three types of flexibility identified by Atkinson (1985), several other forms have

been identified whiih linlt in with the other forms in various ways. For instance, temporal

flexibility refers to flexibility involving working time patterns. This might involve the
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scheduling of part-time workers over periods of heavy demands, or the scheduling of a full-
time working week in ways that reflect the needs of the business. Temporal flexibility can be

seen as a form of internal numerical flexibility.

Another form of flexibility is locational. L,ocational flexibility, or flexibility of place, refers to

the ability to do work or have work done in places other than the premises of the employer.

Work might be performed on the road or at home or in the premises of a client organisation.

Locational flexibility is fostered by new technology such as cellular telephones, laptop

computers, and internet access, all of which may reduce the necessity for work to be done in

the traditional workplace location.

A final concept of flexibility is 'legal flexibility'. That is:

" .. . the flexibiliry for an employer to operate outside of the legal constraints that have

been developed to protect working conditions and to Suarantee certain minimum

Ievels of protection " (Anderson, Brosnan, & Walsh , 1994b, p. 497).

This means the flexibility to enter into relationships with workers that are not direct

employment relationships. The nature of the relationship could vary widely between

relationships where work is performed by home workers, working at remote locations with

very little contact with the firm, to workers who are difficult to distinguish from regular

employees. An example of the latter might be individuals sometimes described as 'dependent

contractors'. These are individuals who have the legal status of contractors but who are

dependent on a particular firm for the majority of their work and hence, in real terms, are as

dependent as any employee would be (Anderson et al, 1994b). In such cases, legal questions

could be raised as to whether the 'contractor' is in fact a contractor or a disguised employee.

The major benefit of legal flexibility is the ability of the firm to pass on some of the costs and

risks of employment to the worker.

The Flexibility Debate
Atkinson's model locates full-time, permanent employees in the core. They offer functional

flexibility, as their employment stability is often won at the cost of reduced demarcation and

multi-skilling (Atkinson, 1984). The second layer of workers is the peripheral group or

secondary labour market. These jobs may also be full-time but tend to be less skilled; little

training is needed or given. Labour turnover will occur at a naturally higher rate, assisting

numerical flexibility. A second peripheral group are part-time workers and those on limited

term contracts, also providing a degree of numerical flexibility. The extemal groups are those

who are sourced outside the organisation, such as contractors.

The idea of the 'flexible firm' is well supported in the literature, although, it is not without its

critics. Pollert (1988), for instance, criticises the core/periphery model for oversimplifying the

situation. The reality, according to Pollen, is much more complex and uneven, and she would

like to see:

"...a more complex perspective which relates to the untidy dynamics of the real

world" (1991, p. 3l).
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The idea that the core equals skilled, and the periphery equals unskilled is a gross

oversimplification, and the many different modes of atypical or non-standard employment

cannot be easily collapsed into a peripheral category (Hyman 1991). Pollert (1991) attacks the

notion of the core and the periphery for being confused, circular, and value laden. How firms

define their core is quite idiosyncratic, and for some people defining the core depends on

where they stand in relation to it. The criticism that Pollert makes regarding the value-laden

nature of core periphery distinctions can be seen in the model by Rousseau (1995) mentioned

earlier. Whether an individual can be described as an 'insider' or an 'outsider' depends on a

rather vague and possibly value-laden notion of how embedded they are in the fabric of the

organisation.

Hakim (1990) defends the flexible firm model as being something of a Weberian 'ideal type'.

It simplifies in order to aid or understanding without necessarily being true to the 'real world'.

It focuses our attention on the basis of the relationship between the firm and the individual,

and its accessibility allows it to bridge disciplinary boundaries more easily than other models.

A problem pointed out by Hakim (1990) is that of the positioning of part-timers in the

periphery. In many firms, part-timers are seen as being vital to the operation of the business

and therefore are core workers. Despite this criticism there is a strong case for supporting

Atkinson's (1985) classification, as there is ample evidence that part-timers differ from full-

timers in many significant ways. These might include pay, training, and promotion

opportuniti"r, und importantly, how such positions are regarded by management and unionists

(Hakim, 1990).

The extent to which examples of 'flexible firms', can be attributed to deliberate policy, or

happenstance, is a matter of some debate (e.g. Procter, Rawlinson, McArdle, Hassard, &

Fonester 1994;Hakim, 1990; Cappelli, 1995). Furthermore the model is criticised for its

'historical amnesia', in the sense that it is debatable whether it is describing something

qualitatively different from labour practices of the past (Anderson et al, 1994b). kgge (1995)

suggesrs that some types of flexibility happen pragmatically and opportunistically as opposed

to 6y *uy of coherent strategy. These authors understand 'strategy' to mean the extent to

which management are proactive to events rather than reactive.

Despite the many criticisms that can be made of the core-periphery model it seems to have

enduring appeal with practitioners and academics alike. Despite Pollert's (1991) call for a

n1or".o.plex model to map the untidy dynamics of the real world, little progress has been

made. For the purposes of this research, Atkinson's model allows us to distinguish between

core employee meter readers, engineers, and draftspeople, and their counterparts on the

contractual fringe.

The Rhetoric of Flexibilitv
Overall, flexibility has become a well-used word in discussions of employment practices.

Some writers use its more global meaning, such as offering the firm the ability to respond to

changing market conditioni (e.g, Rousseau & Wade-Benzoni,1994). In general discourse, the

*otJn.iiUility has become something of a rallying cry for those who support labour market

deregulation. It is seen as something that is 'good' and something that there ought to be more

of. *gidity, on the other hand, is seen as being 'bad', when, of course, some flexibilities may

have negative outcomes and some rigidities may have positive outcomes. Blyton (1996)

suggests that the word has been accorded 'magic charm', or according to Pollert (1991)'
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'fetish' status, in some management literature. The word flexibility conjures up images of
adaptability and dynamism as opposed to rigidity and fixed attitudes. One does not often hear

people arguing for less flexibility, at least not in those words. However, one should be aware

that the term flexibility is not free from an ideological component. In discussing the politics

of flexibility, Pollert (1991) links aspects of the debate to a desire by those who favour neo-

classical economic policies to promote the virtues of labour market and job flexibility'
Anderson et al (1994b) describe flexibility as a 'neoliberal war cry'.

It is important to identify who the specific flexibility advantages and from whom the

flexibility is sought. Atkinson (1987) commented that flexibility in the UK context has come

to mean flexibility in the interests of capital. It is possible that when some managers promote

the need for greater flexibility, that they are, in fact, making a plea for greater managerial

prerogative. In theory, at least, flexibility offers opportunities for both management and

workers to have their needs met, although in practice the outcomes may not be so even. In

fact, the rhetoric of flexibility may serve to obscure or legitimate less attractive motives such

as work intensification, job enlargement, deunionisation, and more draconian methods of

labour control and management. The rhetoric of flexibility may provide the basis for an attack

on the legislative framework of protections for workers such as minimum wages, holidays,

and specialist employment courts'

The Paradox of Flexibility
t-uUo* flexibility is often seen as a component of organisational flexibility, which in turn is

viewed as an important ingredient in organisational success (Streek, 1987). However, close

examinarion reveals the problems inherent in seeking greater flexibility. Flexibility is

paradoxical in that it can be lost through attempts to gain more of it'

For example, as Blyton (1996) points out, the 1980s 'excellence' literature (e.g. Peters &

Waterman, Iglz\emphasised the importance of building a strong organisational culture

embodying high leveis of organisational commitment and the pursuit of quality' Seeking

flexibility can create problems for the kind of 'excellent' environment that Peters and

Waterman had in mina. Part-time, temporary, and contractual workers offer numerical

flexibility but have less complete involvement in the day-to-day running of the organisation'

They are likely to miss meetings and be left out of formal and informal communication

channels. It is likely that theselndividuals will be less involved and less committed to the

organisation than their full-time, perrnanent counterparts. These workers will likely not have

the same level of understanding of organisational procedures, rules and processes and they are

less likely to be involved in organisational training programs. Therefore, the use of flexible

workers is likely to make the development of a strong organisational culture extremely

difficult. unless the workers concerned are somehow separate from the main body of the

workforce.

Anorher potential pirfall of flexibility is the possibility of undermining stability and continuity

within the organisation. Blyton (1996, p. 278) suggests that many numerical flexibility

initiatives are pursued for their cost cutting and control potential rather than for wider

considerations of the overall contribution to the organisation. In fact, the desire for flexibility

may clash with other organisational initiatives such as the development of a strong

organisational culture, the use of teams, quality initiatives and many such others. ln these
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cases, it may be that pursuing numerical flexibility is a short-terrn strategy that needs to be

carefully balanced against other business factors (Osterman, 1988).

The pursuit of financial flexibility creates problems of its own. Increasing the heterogeneity

of wages may offer greater equity to high performing workers, but it can create a different set

of problems related to inequality. This in turn may be seen by workers offered inferior terms

and conditions, as unfair. In any situation where workers are engaged under different terms

and conditions of employment (for same or similar work), there is the possibility of
perceptions of lack of fairness and injustice.

Beer, Spector, Lawrence, Mills, and Walton (1984) use a somewhat broader notion of
flexibility when they talk of organisational adaptability. They state that:

"in the long run, organisational effectiveness means that the firm has beenflexible

and responsive to its market and social environment" (p. 35).

This is done through the development of high levels of commitment, high levels of

competence, cost effectiveness, and high congruence. Beer et al (1984) believe that the kind

of flixibility and responsiveness needed for organisational effectiveness comes from

developing these qualities within the organisation and this clearly presents a problem for

ro111" upp-aches to flexibility.Irgge (1995) agrees and states that both numerical and

functional flexibility can jeopardise commitment and quality. Walton (1985) argues that in an

increasingly turbulent environment, flexible, involved and committed workers are a vital part

of the organisation. An important distinction here is that in achieving flexibility, firms can

either look within the firm or attempt to gain flexibility from outside. In the former case'

firms seek flexibility through adaptability and in the latter case, to use the words of Hyman

(1991), they seek flexibility through disposability. Geary 0992) found support for this

ilrgument in his study of electroniis firms where one firm relied upon the recruitment of

t"*por-y labour to gain flexibility, and another firm developed flexibility internally through

technology, changesio the production process, and in the organisation of work' However, as

Streeck (1987) points out, these approaches are not mutually exclusive, and employers have

the opportunity to capitalise on the best of both worlds.

The fact that flexibility can be facilitated by somewhat contradictory human resource

practices, and that r""king flexibility sometimes creates tensions that can detract from

Lrganisational effectiveness, hints at its paradoxical nature. The study by Geary $992) found

a number of reasons why managers were concerned about the use of temporary employees as

a way of promoting RexiUltity. Som" of the key factors were difficulties training the workers,

the jeopardising of-managemlnt's efforts to maintain a committed workforce, the difficulty of

terminiting temporarie. on.. they had become integrated within the worKorce, the creation

of conflict between temporary and permanent staff, conflict between management groups

over the use of temporaries, and the feeling that the organisation was adopting ambiguous

human resource strategies through its dual standards for different groups of workers'

According to Geary dggZ),the reasons why management does not make greater use of

flexible employment practices are under-researched. It appears that some of the managers in

the Geary siudy would rather 'manage' their workforce by gaining their cooperation and

commitment than by creation of a secondary labour force.



Perhaps the main paradox of flexibility is that attempts to create a secondary group of
employees on inferior terms and conditions of employees runs contrary to much thinking
regarding the development of employees as a key resource. It also makes specific initiatives,

such as building teams, more difficult. Several writers have highlighted this paradox. For

example, Cappelli (1995) talks about the paradox of the weakening attachment between

workers and firms and the importance of teamwork and other idiosyncratic skills. These skills

need strong attachments to make them pay off. Stability is important to team-based initiatives

because of the team specific skills that are developed and need to be captured (Benson, 1995).

Cappelli (1995) points out that operating on a flexible, low commitment model creates long-

run challenges for the firm, especially in a climate of cutting back supervision and

monitoring.

How firms deal with these paradoxes is likely [o vary, and whether the paradoxes will remain

over time is debateable. Benson (1995) suggests that some of the flexibility strategies that

firms use are survival strategies that may be retreated from in the longer term, if negative

consequences arise. Experimentation is a feature of how managers deal with some of these

issues (Streeck, 1987). According to Benson, the:

"..inherent contradiction of attemptittg to maintain a competitive advantage with a

contingent workforce wiII be recognised. Wtile finns may enioy some short-teftn

financial advantages by adopting more market based stffing arrangemerxts, that

strategy will do little to meet the competitive challenges of the future. " (1995, p. 607)'

Managers are therefore challenged to manage the tension between short-term benefits and

longer-term strategic implications.

Summary
While the usefulness of 'flexibility' as an analyical tool may be in question, it retzuns a

strong currency in management discourse. The strength of its currency is, in part, due to the

readiiy observable 
"o*p"titiue 

pressures that managers face and the array of methods they

have at they disposal todeal with those pressures. This fact, combined with the use of the

term to promot; increased managerial prerogative in employment matters, has given it

perhaps greater rhetorical strength than analytical strength. Any difficulty with the concept as

un u"utyiral tool does not cletract trom the fact that the desire for greater flexibility is an

important factor in choosing between alternative employment structures. Flexibility is

however, a multidimensional concept that must be applied carefully. The multidimensionality

of it means that often trade-offs are inevitable. The paradoxical nature of flexibility means

that managers need to look closely at the trade-offs that are being made.

5.3 Human Resource Management

The HRM literature offers useful guidance when considering employment structure choices.

In choosing how best to manage the relationship between workers and the firm, HR managers

can adopt a variety of styles. These styles are dependent upon the context in which firms

operate and are also, to some extent, strategic in that they are an important factor in how

management goes about achieving their goals for the firm. The discussion that follows

examines some of the relevant contextual factors in HR decisions and moves on to an

examination of strategic aspects of employment structure choice. The resource-based view of
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the firm gives a more specific focus to the ways in which human resources can contribute to

competitive advantage. The discussion also highlights the importance of understanding

managerial ideologies and philosophies and how they impact upon management choices.

Perhaps the most widely used definition of HRM belongs to Beer et al:

"HRM involves all. management decisions and actions that affect the relationship

between the organisation and its employees - its human resources" (1984, p. l).

The Beer et al (1984) model is one where commitment is a central feature, and employment,

rather than contracting, is assumed. Obviously, such traditional models of employment cannot

be assumed in a study where contracting plays a central role.

Storey (1995) offers definition of HRM as:

" ... a distinctive approach to nranagement which seelcs to achieve competitive

advantage through the stategic deployntent of a highly committed and capable

workforce, using an integrated away of cultural, structural and personnel

techniques" (P'5).

This is a highly loaded definition that contains certain beliefs, priorities and assumptions'

What is needed for our purposes here is a more global definition of the HRM terrain, and the

work of Boxall (1995) is useful in this regard. Boxall describes HRM as being about the

management of labour in its widest sense and suggests that HRM is concerned with the

-unug.*"nt of all employment relationships in the firm (1995, p. 2). This definition

encompass", -unug"rial as well as non-managerial employees, as well as the wide range of

HRM practices thaimight be found in various segments, sub-markets, or sub-systems' In this

sense, a firm might have a number of discrete 'I{RM models', which might match the various

conceptualisations and categorisations mentioned in an earlier chapter.

In Britain, some writers talk of 'hard' and 'soft' versions of HRM (e.g' Storey, 1995 and

I-egge, 1995). The 'soft' approach is characterised by a developmental perspective which

views people as being vluea assets of the firm, who, though their commitment, adaptability,

and skills, -" u .our." of competitive advantage for the firm. On the other hand, the 'hard'

approach focuses on people as a resource to be managed as with other factors of production'

This model emphasises the rational, 'calculative', and strategic aspects of managing resources

(Legge, 1995). One of the key differences between the approaches is that in the 'soft' model,

people are seen as being more than just a factor of production. They are the most important

iu"to, of production und the only one capable of offering the firm a sustained competitive

advantagi. On the other hand, the 'hard' approach is suggestive of a labour cost minimisation

upprourh and possibly the use of secondary labour as suggested by the model of the flexible

firm.

According to Truss, Gratton, Hope-Hailey, McGovern, and Stiles (1997), the 'hard' and 'soft'

models of HRM are based upon opposing views of human nature. They suggest that as the
ohard' model is based on tight managerial control over behaviour and an economic model' it

can be described as a 'Theory X' approach (McGregor, 1960). On the other hand the 'soft'

model can be linked to the 'Theory Y' approach as it is based on commitment and
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development. Individuals are assumed to have the capacity for self-control and regulation.

Truss et al (1997) suggest that there is sometimes a gap between the reality of 'hard' HRM
practices and 'soft' HRM rhetoric. In their study, the firms did not adopt a purely 'hard' or
'soft' approach but instead a mixture of both, with the focus being firmly on improvements to

'the bottom line'. It is also possible that firms adopt the 'soft' approach with some core and

management groups of workers, and the 'hard' approach with secondary, peripheral, and

contractual workers (Geary, 1992).In the context of this research, the use of contractors can

be seen as a'hard' in the sense that it represents a more 'transactional' type of employment

relationship. The case studies that are presented later in this study show how firms have

utilised a blend of hard and soft human resource management practices, and some of the costs

and benefits of these approaches.

The Importance of Context in HR Decisions

As noted, one of the most influential frameworks for the study of HRM is the 'Harvard

Model' provided by Beer et al (1984). The Harvard model is particularly useful because of its

recognition of a range of stakeholder interests, its recognition of a broad range of contextual

influences, and its emphasis on management choices (Boxall, 1992). No consideration of how

firms make choices between alternative employment structures would be complete without

acknowledging that choices are made in specific and general contexts. Beer et al (1984)

explain frow fnU policies and practices must be designed and implemented to account for a

uuti"ty of situationil factors, both internal and external to the firm. Drawing from the Beer et

al model (19g4), the discussion that follows briefly surveys the contextual variables relevant

to this research.

'Characteristics of the workforce' provide constraints as well as opportunities for

management when considering alternative employment structures. Groups of workers differ

widely in terms of skill, education, and motivation and a variety of other variables. Some

workers may adjust well to a change of employment status, while others might find changes

difficult. For example, moving from employment into contracting demands certain

knowledge, skills and abilities, and some workers would find contracting a challenge even

with a degree of outside support. This means that managers may face a tension between the

optimistiJ view of what workers might live up to if given the opportunity, and the realistic

view of what people are capable of at a given time. In short, some gloups of workers may

take to contracting more readily than others'

'Labour market conditions' are another important situational factor affecting human resource

decisions, and in particular decisions whether to employ people or engage them as

contractors. Groups of workers operate in very different labour markets. For instance, meter

readers operate iJa labour market in the local community, whereas well-qualified engineers

operate in a labour market spanning much of the globe. Firms need to track long-term trends

in the relevant labour markets in order to be in a position to act to ensure continued access to

these resources.

'IJnions' are an important situational factor as well as a stakeholder in human resource

management practices. Decisions regarding changes to employment structures and the use of

contractors are likely to be controveisial, and unions may be in a position to resist or respond

to management initiatives. A major theme in American writing on HR issues is union

avoidanie, and firms are often cautioned to formulate HR policies and procedures that
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minimise union formation or organisation. A strong union presence may encourage managers

to use contractors as a way of minimising union influence, and unions are likely to view the

use of contractors with suspicion.

The 'task technology' (Beer et al, 1984), or the technology and equipment used to produce

products and services, is also a factor impacting upon HRM choices. The availability of

information technology is transforming how work is done everywhere from the office to the

building site. Laptop computers, cellular telephones, email, and other innovations raise the

possibiiity for different forms of work and these create challenges and opportunities for HR

managers. For example, the emergence of new technologies is likely to make the work of

physically reading an electricity or gas meter obsolete within a few years. This fact might

infl uence employment structure choice.

In considering the social and institutional contexts in which HRM choices occur' Beer et al

(1984) take the view of the firm as a mini-society. The wider society contributes the cultural

context in which the firm must operate by providing values, nonns and beliefs about how the

parties to an employment relationship should think and behave. In some contexts, permanent

employment may be the norm and in others contracting may be seen as a legitimate and
.appropriate'. Boxall (1995) discusses 'dominant models of HRM' which exist in different

counrries. He cites the work of Gospel (lgg2) who examines the development of employers'

HRM policies in Britain. Gospel a.gu"s that Britain has historically adopted market-based

employment practices rather than the more internalised practices found in other countries,

such as the United States, Germany, and Japan. New Zealand inherited many characteristics

of the British model and, therefore, the utilisation of contractors may be less controversial

than in other contexts.

Finally, the specific industry context in which firms operate also affects FIR practices (for

"*urnil", 
Jackson, Schuler, & Rivero, 1989). Davis-Blake andlJzzi (1993) link the use of

temporary workers and independent contractors to a variety of contextual factors both internal

to and external to the firm. In addition to industry related factors, factors internal to the firm

such as organisational size, bureaucratisation, and job complexity affect the choice of

employment arrangements. Davis-Blake andlJzzi (1993) found that the construction industry

was the most likely to use contractors followed by the manufacturing sector, with firms in the

service industry being least likely.

In conclusion, it is important to note that HRM decisions relating to contracting and

employment structurei do not take place in a vacuum. Any attempt to understand the choices

that are made relating to HR decisions must account for the constraints and opportunities

afforded by the context in which they are made. This fact is reflected in the choice of method

adopted by this study, as detailed in chapter seven'

The Importance of Strategy in Human Resource Decisions

Ciugl, ttr" ,t ut.gi. irnpti.utiottt of employment structure choices, and the need for HRM

policies and pra-tices io fit with business conditions and the firm's response to those

conditions, strategy is discussed here as a separate section. Also important, at a more micro

level, are the philosophies and ideologies that underpin strategies and affect how managers

manage the workforce.
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In making decisions about employment structures, HR managers and other managers are

making 'strategic choices'. The extent to which those choices can be seen as truly strategic, as

opposed to pragmatic and opportunistic, is a matter of some debate (e.g. Hyman, 1987). Other

perspectives, for example, the population ecology view (e.g., Hannan & Freeman,1977),

offer us a more deterministic view of organisational functioning. Decisions on the structuring

of employment are strategic decisions in the sense that one can see them as generally

important decisions best taken with a long-term perspective, in contrast to day-to-day

operational decisions.

Human resources are a 'strategic lever' (Belous, 1989) that influences the direction of a

company. The HR strategy is an important means to the implementation of the overall

business strategy (Rousseau, 1995). All definitions of HRM agree that there must be a link

between a firm's strategy and the utilisation of human resources. However, exactly what the

link is and how it works are separate matters (Purcell, 1995).

Several writers have examined the link between HRM and strategy. For example, Miles and

Snow (1984) offer a model of how IIR systems support business strategies. They argue that

certain practices are more appropriate than others in implementing business strategies' One

"un "nuiruge 
a firm operating in a market where it aims to be the least cost producer of a

particular good or service. In keeping with such a strategy one would expect that cost

containment and productivity would be the major focus of HR policies and practices. One

would not expect that firm to make large expenditures on training and development unless

these lead directly to productivity increases. One would expect the performance appraisal

systems to be appropriately focused on sales or outputs. The engagement of contfactors to

plrfor6o*" of th" work may appear attractive if it provides a means of getting the work

done for least cost. Schuler and Jackson (1987) label this approach a cost reduction strategy,

and the bottom line with such strategies is achieving greater output for every dollar spent'

This can be achieved by reducing wages, reducing the number of workers, using part-timers

and contractors, automation, woik simplification, and other methods. In seeking to gain a

comperitive advantage through this strategy the firm is likely to adopt certain HR practices'

Rmong these are tig[tly defined job descriptions, specialisation, short-term results-orientated

performance appraisalr, puy decisions closely related to market levels, and minimal levels of

Lmployee oevettpment (-Schuler & Jackson, 1987). All of these practices are compatible with

the use of contractors.

At the other extreme one can envisage a firm competing in a market on the basis of superior

customer service. One would expect to find a range of HR practices and policies that

contribute to the overall business strategy. For instance, one would expect to see performance

appraisal and reward systems that revolve around maintaining customer relationships as

opposed to short-term measures, or customer satisfaction rather than sales (Rousseau, 1995)'

One can envisage expenditure on training and development activities that promote a

customer-centred culture. If customer service is to be an important component of a firm's

success, then it needs skilled and dedicated employees (Pfeffer,1994). One might hypothesise

that those firms would want to have employees dealing with their customers rather than

contractors, in order to realise the benefits of developing such a culture.

In their research linking competitive strategies to HRM practices, Schuler and Jackson (1987)

offer three archetypicaf strategies of cost reduction (mentioned above), innovation, and
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quality-enhancement. The HR practices required to align with the latter two strategies are less

suggestive of the possibility of using contractors. Firms pursuing an innovative strategy are

likely to have jobs requiring close interaction and coordination between groups and

individuals, longer-term oriented performance appraisals, have jobs allowing for skill
development, pay systems reflecting internal equity, a broad range of career paths, and

compensation packages containing a wider range of options. The general thrust of these HR

practices according to Schuler and Jackson would be to:

"... facilitate co-operative, interdependent behaviour that is oriented toward the

Ionger temt, ancl foster exchange of ideas and risk taking" (1987, p.2I3).

The quality-enhancement strategy seems to require a set of practices somewhere between the

extremes of innovation and cost-reduction. They include relatively fixed and explicit job

descriptions, high levels of employee participation, short-term and performance-orientated

performance measures, egalitarian treatment and job security, and extensive training. The

general thrust of these practices is to promote quality through ensuring reliable and consistent

behaviour from workers. Therefore, one would expect to find an employment model used

where innovation and quality improvement are important business goals.

HR strategies can easily be out of alignment with the business strategy (Rousseau, 1995)' For

instance, features of HRM systems can send messages to workers that contradict some of the

wider expectations rhat a firm might have of it staff. Kerr (1989) offers an often-cited

example of academic settings where quality teaching is hoped for but research output is

rewarded. Systems that are out of alignment like this can only lead to workers orienting

themselves towards the behaviours that are rewarded by the organisation'

That there ought to be a connection between strategy and HR practice seems obvious, and the

nature of such linkages appears fairly clear. However, reality is less than clear-cut, and

various other factors rnup" how HR policies come to be operationalised at a workplace level'

Within a given context, managemsni fu."r a number of alternative strategic choices regarding

industrial relations. In explaining these choices, management preferences, values, or

ideologies play a key role (Kochan, Katz, &.McKersie, 1994). Godard (1997) argues that the

1990's have seen u irru.g.n.e of interest in the importance of managerial ideologies. The

suggestion is thatrnunugi*.nt decisions to adopt particular strategies, policies, and practices

"un 
U" explained u, -u.h by ideologies as by rational or boundedly rational choices driven by

contextual considerations (Godar d, lgg7 , p. 207). Godard borrows from the Kochan et al

model (lgg7) to attempt to systematically explore the extent to which the ideologies of key

managers make a difference relative to structural contextual variables. Unfortunately, this

research did not address ideologies surrounding the use of contractors. Rather, the study

involved ideologies regarding unions, participatory rights, and employee involvement

schemes, which had been identified and validated in a previous study. Using a questionnaire

survey targeted at 'key decision makers' in Canadian companies, Godard (1997) found that

each of the three managerial industrial ideologies appeared to play a role in managerial action,

after controlling for contextual variables. Godard (1997) concluded that ideologies play an

important role in managerial decision-making. His study is also important in that it draws our

attintion ro the difficulties of coming up with robust definitions of managerial ideology or

ideologies. For instance, Godard (1997) rejects Fox's (1971) argument that managerial
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industrial relations ideologies are nothing more than 'ragbags of assorted notions', but argues

for the need for further exploration of the specific dimensions of those ideologies.

In discussing how different approaches to management affect how business are run, Beer et al

(1994) use the term 'philosophy' and apply it in a very general sense:

"By 'managerial philosophy' we mean the explicit or irnplicit beliefs of key managers

about the nature of the business, its role in society, and how it should be run -

particularly how it wiII treat and utilise employees" (1984, p.27)'

Philosophies can come from an influential leader or company founder, or they can emerge

over time. Many companies do not have a clearly expressed philosophy towards their people,

although some sorr of philosophy is often implicit in HR decisions. Management actions,

communications, and behaviours all send messages regarding underlying values and

philosophies. In the absence of a clear philosophy, short-term, pragmatic considerations are

iit.ty to dominate, which can lead to inconsistencies in HR policies. Inconsistencies can

make it hard for employees to attach meaning to their relationship with the firm, or to develop

trust in the firm. A further problem with this inconsistency is that it may undermine attempts

to introduce new HR policies. Therefore Beer et al (1994) argue that a clearly articulated HR

philosophy will help to keep HR policies and procedures in alignment'

philosophical differences between firms are well expressed by Miles and Snow (1984)' who

identifytwo themes or clusters of HR practices in the companies that they studied. These are

particularly important when examining contractors versus employees' Some firms tend to
;gro* theii own' people or 'build' human resources. Whereas others tend to bring people in

from the outside or 'acquire' human resources. This is often referred to as 'making' versus

,buying' employees, although Miles and Snow's (19s4) original terminology is probably

*oi" *i"urate. Buy;-orientated firms follow a strategy of purchasing specific skills for

specific needs at specific times, and do not offer long-term employment or developmental

opportunities. 'Make'-orientated firms tend to hire at entry level and train and develop

employees through the organisation, providing long+erm employment.

In discussing management philosophy or ideology, one must be cautious not to assume

consensus or unity In 1nunug"1nentis views. As Boxall (1992) points out, management often

sends conflicting signals. Senior management could be making grand statements about how

people-centred the firrn ir while line mangers use temporaries to get the work done. Human

resource managers might espouse 'welfarist' principles while front line managers might adopt

a radically different upprou.tt. Similarly, management opinion can be divided horizontally as

well as virtically. However it seems clear that managerso ideology and philosophy will play a

role in decisions regarding the structuring of employment. The extent to which ideologies and

philosophies are implicit or explicit, can be articulated or have to be inferred, are widely

shared or diverse, is likely to vary a great deal between firms. Therefore, not only will the

strategic nature of employment structure choice be of interest in this study, but so too will the

ideological and philosophical nature of those choices'

The Implications of the Resource-Based View
According to purcell (1995), in recent years HR strategists have turned their attention away

from matching human resources to external market-related factors, and given increased
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attention to the Resource-Based View (RBV). This view entails a more internal focus on the

strengths and weaknesses of the firm. According to this view, the key to successful strategy

becomes the identification, creation, and maintenance of the distinctive capabilities of the

firm (Purcell, 1995).

The resource-based view of the firm suggests that human resources are potentially a source of
competitive advantage for the firm. According to the resource-based view, firms develop

resources and capabilities that are unique to the firm. These resources and capabilities provide

the firm with economic benefits. They cannot be entirely copied, and hence may become

powerful sources of sustained competitive advantage (Lado & Wilson, 1994). According to

Barney (1991), resources of a firm can be defined as:

".. all assets, capabilities, organisational processes, firm attributes, information,

lotowledge, etc. contolled by aftrm, that enable the firm to conceive of and

implement strategies that improve its fficiency and effectiveness" (p' 101).

Another way of seeing resources is as things that are strengths or weakness of a firm, and are

tied semi-permanently to the firm (Wright, McMahan, & McWilliams, 1994). It follows from

both of these views that employees can be regarded as more valuable resources than

contractors. The Wright et al (1994) definition of human resources, as a pool of human

capital under the control of the firm through an employment relationship, explicitly

reiognises that the connection between the individual and the firm must be strong for the

individual to be considered a resource of the firm.

Barney (1991) categorises the firm's internal resources in three ways, physical capital

resources (for example plant and equipment), organisational resources (for example the firm's

structure and systems), and human capital resources (consisting of such things as the worker's

experience, judgement, and intelligence). In some kind of combination, these have been

described elsewhere in the literature as 'distinctive competences, 'core competences', 'firm-

specific competences', 'organisational capabilities', and 'organisational capital' (Lado &

Wil*on, Lgg4). A resource, or organisational competence, is said to contribute to competitive

advantage when it creates value in a way that competitors are unable to match at the present

time. It offers a source of sustained competitive advantage when competitors are incapable of

duplicating the effects of the resource (Wright et aI,1994). The aforementioned authors

present a Jetailed argument to support this statement, which will not be repeated here. In

order for the."rour." in question to qualify as a source of sustained competitive advantage, it

must meet the criteria of aaaing value, rarity, non-imitability, and non-substitutability (Wright

et al, 1994). It is fundamental to the resource-based view that the resource in question be

heterogeneous (the first and second point above) and immobile (the third and fourth point

above). Heterogeneity requires that the resource be capable of adding value and enabling the

firm to exploit opportunities in its environment. Further, that the resource only be possessed

by a smalf numbli of firms. The condition of immobility requires that the resource cannot be

transferred easily from one firm to another, and that the economic benefits that the resource

confers cannot be duplicated (Lado & Wilson, 1994).

The problem with the definition of resources in terms of value, rarity, imitability' and

subsiitutability is that it leads to a narrow definition of who the people are who are really

important to the firm (Purcell, 1996). If one wer€ to apply this analysis to an organisation one
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mighr find that a small elite was providing competitive advantage. Purcell (1996) suggests

that it is important gain a more complete picture of the distinctive competence of a firm by

examining the firm's ability to utilise those resources (organisational capabilities), and its

ability to support those resources (organisational support). The core competence areas of the

firm cannot operate effectively without a certain amount of internal service. According to

Purcell (1996) this support could be tangible in the form of a service provided by another

depzrtment or it could be intangible in the form of an organisational climate or culture.

'Oiganisational capabilities' refers to the routines, procedures, and knowledge of the way that

things are done, which enhance efficiency. The utilisation of different employment structures

has implications for how organisational capabilities are created, maintained, and transferred.

The mobility of contractors and their lack of close organisational involvement may detract

from the development of capabilities or may add to them through the introduction of new

ideas and perspectives.

The RBV draws our attention to the fact that people are a key to competitive advantage'

Researchers have identified a number of ways in which this might happen. For example,

through their use of labour, firms have an opportunity to harness innovation and

*nt."f."n"urship. In a business environment of constant change, the need for innovation is

obviously vital, in order to take advantage of business opportunities and minimise threats.

Lado and Wilson (1994) cite the work of Schumpeter (1954) in showing the importance of

entrepreneurship and innovation in capitalist society. organisations with the appropriate

skilli knowledge and abilities, are able to engage in a process of 'creative destruction' in

which experimenting with new combinations of resources, methods, systems, and processes,

produces new products and services. In this way, firms can either create 'Schumpeterian

Revolutions' or be well placed to respond to those that occur in the business's environment.

According to Lado and wilson (1994) entrepreneurial talents are vital because they provide

the impetus for resource mobilisation and deployment and are a non-substirutable strategic

asset.

Another contribution to competitive advantage comes through organisational learning as

through repeated performance of work tasks, workers learn to respond in better ways and

become more efficient. The worker fine-tunes the knowledge skills and abilities that are

important to efficient task performance. Over time, repetition of work tasks becomes

embedded into sets of organisational routines (Lado & Wilson, 1994). As workers develop

routines for completing tasks, their skills become embedded in the work practices and culture

of the organisation, they become specific to the organisation, and thus they become harder to

copy by other organisations (Purcell, 1995). According to Purcell (1995)' it is the

combination of skills and routines that are the most likely to become sources of competitive

advantage. Through the maintenance of a stable workforce, firms are able to receive the

benefits of institutional memory (Rousseau & Wade-Benzoni, 1994) and avoid the problems

of having to constantly relearn efficient and effective firm-specific work practices. According

to Lado and Wilson (igq+), this organisational knowledge is generated by socially complex

interactions among members, and it enables members to think and respond divergently' Thus

both single and double loop learning are important in the context of flexibility and continuous

improvement, with double loop learning, in particular, offering the firm a means to gain

competitive advantage (e.9. Boxall, 1999).



Organisational culture has been the subject of much scholarly attention and has been

associated with competitive advantage (for example, Deal & Kennedy, 1982, Morgan, 1986,

Peters & Waterman , Lg82). Organisational culture is said to contribute to organisational

effectiveness by reducing uncertainty in decisions and actions, and promoting a broad set of
rules and values that unify and regulate the behaviour of organisational members (Lado &
Wilson, lgg4).It can also play a role in coordinating individual activity that might otherwise

require greater management time and effort. Therefore, it is worth considering the impact of

employment structure choice on culture. According to Barney (1986), firms with valuable,

rare, and imperfectly imitable cultures are in a position to enjoy positive economic

consequences, as the culture allows the firm to respond in ways that add economic value. A

firm making significant use of contractors might find developing a strong culture difficult.

There is also a growing literature and growing awareness of the importance of intellectual

capital and how this contributes to competitive advantage. A body of literature on intellectual

.upitut has emerged through the 1990s, building on the groundbreaking work of Sveiby (e'g'

tggl). It has been argued that competitive advantage increasingly depends upon

organisations being able to develop and leverage the knowledge that their workers possess

(eg. Snell, kpak, & Youndt, 1999). The increasing use of contractors forces managers to

think more carefully about the dynamics of knowledge acquisition and deployment within

their organisations. It is of vital importance to have a workforce of known skills and abilities

who are trained and developed and able to respond to the needs of clients' In some contexts

where the product that the iornpony is selling is the professional expertise of its people,

building up the intellectual capital of the firm is a vital strategic issue. Professional services

firms provide an excellent example of this.

Given that human resources can contribute to competitive advantage, then the question is how

does the choice of contractors or employees impact upon this? It is in the nature of

independent contracting that workers are highly mobile. If they were not mobile and worked

exclusively for one firm it is likely that some of the advantages of contracting would

disappear 6r that the basis of their relationship with the firm would change. However, it is the

moUliity that creates the key problem in terms of competitive advantage' While a contractor

can cenainly add value to a firm and it may be that his or her skills are rare, competing firms

can easily imitate and substitute by engaging the services of a particular contractor or

contractors. Employees on the othlr hand are much less mobile and incur substantial

transaction costs in-moving from one employer to another (Wright et al, 1994):

"Wten resources are traded freely on markets, it is impossible for afirm to purchase

resources that wiII be a source of sustailted competitive advantage (Wright et al, p'

32r).

Rousseau and Wade-Benzoni (1994) indicate other problems with the use of contractors with

regard to competitive advantage. They may be un*illing to take on extra responsibilities and

usually have a lessened r.op" of contribution. They may not feel that innovative and

"ntr.pi.n"urial 
behaviour ii part of the deal they have with the firm. Rousseau (1995)

suggests that one of the probiems with contractual relationships is that by not having workers

strongly linked to the firm, the firm is foregoing organisational leaming opportunities' The

cteu"toiment of culture is also impacted as stability and continuity are needed for the



development of shared values, beliefs, and priorities (Rousseau, 1995, Rousseau & Wade-

Benzoni, 1994).

It is clear from the resource-based view of the firm that people, and the attributes and

competencies they possess, are valuable and a potential source of sustained competitive

advantage for the firm. As contractors can, at best, bring only a temporary advantage to the

firm, it becomes important to recognise, develop, and protect those organisational capabilities

that are able to offer sustained advantage. It follows from this that if a firm were to use

contractors as pan of a core/periphery strategy, then the firm ought to have a clear sense of

where the human resource core is and what it has to offer (Purcell, 1999)' Also the firm

would need to be aware of how the activities of the core are supported. The resource-based

view of the firm highlights the problematic nature of the use of contractors, and can be seen

as providing strong arguments why contractors should be used with great caution:

"The allure of immediate cost and benefit savilrgs may be seductive, but the costs of
contingent employees can be high. The critical decision involves determining whether

peopli will be a source of distinct competitive advantage and, if so, in wlmt activities

they are most critical. Contingent employees should be used with great caution in

such activities " (Pfeffer, 1995, p. 26)'

Decisions regarding employment structure choice are indeed critically important, not merely

as they relate to 
"otnp.titive 

advantage, but because the firm cannot function without these

resources. Resource iependence theory holds that organisations depend on a flow of input, or

resources (such as raw, materials, labour, and capital) in order to function (Pfeffer &

Salancik, 1978). The organisation is vulnerable in this regard and therefore these

dependencies need to be managed carefully. The ability of individuals or groups to exercise

control over these resources gives them power and that power increases with the relative

scarcity (or criticality) of thai resource (wright & McMahan , 1997). A key question,

therefore, is how beit to deal with labour as a source of dependency and resource dependency

theory offers us several potential solutions. One solution might be to take labour out of the

external environment and internalise it in an internal labour market, thus reducing

dependency on the extemal labour market. Another possibility is to secure labour from a

,ung" of sources to reduce dependency on one Source. The importance of this, in the context

of this thesis, is that it brings to our attention how labour dependency can be managed, and

the role that. contracting or employment can play in this'

Using the Human Resources Cost Benefit Approach

A final area of fn. tit"*tur" that helps us to address employment structure choice is the 'cost-

benefit' approach to decision making. According to Boudreau this involves:

"Explicitly considering the positive outcomes (beneftts) as well as the negative

outcomes (costs) of dffirent decision alternatives...to make decisiotts more

consistently, systematically and corcectly" (1990, p' 70)'

This extends into HRM an analysis that is common in other management disciplines. In

keeping with this approach, Oatil (tqag) argues that job of a HR manager should be defined

in tirms of developing a significant competitive advantage with an 'optimum' return on

dollars spent on t*.. gouai"au (1990) suggests that HR managers are stewards of one of the
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largest and most important of an organisations' resources and must help line managers to

make decisions that accomplish the organisations strategic goals in a business-like fashion.

One way that this can be done is to use the tools of accounting to determine the full range of
oexpenses' that employees bring to firms. Obvious expenses are such things as payroll,

benifits, and taxes; as well as the less visible and harder to calculate expenses such as labour

turnover, office space and equipment, hiring costs, and training. Dahl (1988) demonstrates

how a decision to hire an employee represents a huge investment by the firm and states that

an individual starting at $25,000 a year is a commitment of $4 million over a 30-year career.

According to Boudreau (1990), cost-benefit analysis provides a tool for specifying the

decision alternatives, the resources each alternative requires, and the changes in value

produced by those decisions. Boudreau (1990) accepts that the model is imperfect and beset

with considerable uncertainty. He accounts for the imperfect information by stating that

management decision information is never perfect and management decisions always contain

educaied guesses. Boudreau has produced a simple l0 step process similar to rational

decision-making moclels commonly offered in management texts and it is suggested for

decisions such as team-building or training programs, or merit-based pay systems' To

operationalise the model in terms of whether to engage contractors or employees to perform

duties, would involve a number of steps.

Firstly, one would define decision issues, target group, and objectives, Then one would define

the decision options, contracting or employment. One would then list the potential outcomes

of each option in terms of such things as productivity, existing staff reaction, quality, labour

turnover and cost per unit of produciion. One would then estimate the total cost of the options

and calculate the leverage (number of person-years affected). After computing the total payoff

formula for each optiorione would compute bieak-even values for each option individually,

and compute decision rules for choosing among options. The final two steps involve

evaluating whether more information is required, then assessing what sorts of payoff the

outcomes suggest and whether there is an obviously superior option'

There is no doubt that such a model would be extremely useful in clarifying the thinking of

managers when making an important decision like this one. It would likewise be a useful

exercise to try to quunify as many of the cost factors as possible. Furthermofe' any decision

to terminate or restructuie the employment of groups of workers would need to be supported

by a comprehensive analysis similar to the one proposed by Boudreau (1990): However'

despite the considerable benefits associated with the use of models like this, the use of the

model will ultimately suffer from the problems that all value-maximising models face'

Among these problems is the assumption that the goal is clear and that there is no conflict

over the desired outcome. While a decision of whether to contract or employ may seem

clearly defined, it is likely that there may be differing perspectives on the desired outcomes'

Another problem is that of U.ing able to identify all of the relevant factors and outcomes' It is

also likely that organisational potitl.ut considerations would weigh heavily in ways that

would defy rational analysis. Oth", problems associated with quantification of HR-related

outcomes are that such models may overemphasise individual factors without regard for more

system-wide considerations. They may suffer from 'criterion deficiency' (omitting relevant

criteria) and criterion contamination including and measuring irrelevant factors Lado and

Wilson (1994).
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Despite the limitations of a cost-benefit approach, it may be valuable when making decisions

such as whether to use contractors or employees to do certain work. The extent to which such

a structured process has been used will be of interest in the field part of this research. More

importantly, the extent to which managers are able to justify employment structure decisions

on solid cost-benefit analysis, will be of considerable interest.

Summary
In summary, there are several areas in the HR literature that offer assistance, both

conceptually and practically, to those making employment structure choices. Our attention is

drawn to the context within which choices are made and how the choices that managers have

are constrained by a wide variety of factors. Choices of employment structures are strategic

decisions, which should fit with the wider strategy of the organisation. Some of the ways in

which human resources can contribute towards competitive strategy are obvious. For

example, they may enable the job to be done more cheaply than competitors, or contribute to

some other point of competitive advantage. However, there are many other likely implications

of employment structure choice that may not be as readily apparent and require a more

sophisticated analysis such as that provided by the resource based approach. Understanding

thi ways in which human resources contribute to the competitive advantage of the firm are

critically important and ought to be part of any decision to contract or employ. Ideally, some

form of rigorous analysis, such as a cost-benefit analysis, that attempts to quantify key

decision criteria, would support decisions such as these. A rigorous analysis is also important

as it relates to the preferences, philosophies, and ideologies that managers have. These are

likely to be important factors in determining decision outcomes and therefore need to be

explicit and consistent, lest they work in ways that undermine the logic of human resource

utilisation.

5.4 The Management of Contractors

As firms become increasingly interested in the use of alternative employment structures'

writers on management have attempted to offer advice about how these structures might best

be chosen and managed. The literature on the management of contractors is diverse and

heavily practitioner oriented, rather than linked to academic research and theorising. The

following section identifies a series of key considerations that may affect employment

structure choice.

Considering the type of work to be done

The need for work requiring firm-specific knowledge to be done by workers with some

attachment to the firm has already been discussed here. Some work may require training or at

least a small amount of time investment before the worker is able to perform effectively' In

order for any investments in training to be repaid, and in order to capture firm-specific skills,

the worker needs to stay with the firm for a reasonable time. Axel and Nollen (1996) suggest

that where jobs require autonomy and initiative, contractors are an attractive option' They

suggest that contractors are usually accustomed to functioning independently, and this is

particularty the case when the work is specialised or requires technical expertise. In keeping

with this theme Pearce (1993) found that among the engineers in her study, supervisors

tended to assign non-interdependent tasks to contractors, and tasks with greater

interdependency to emPloYees.
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If work is short-term, project-based, or non-recurring, it may make sense to get temporaries or

contractors to do it, unless the firm has the ability to easily reassign individuals among

business units or departments. Likewise, if the type of work is subject to rapid fluctuations in

workload, then contracting presents as an attractive option. If the workload can be seen on a

graph as a series of peaks and troughs, a common approach is to draw a line across at some

mid point and to maintain permanent staff at that level and use another staffing option to pick

up excess workload. In this way, a balance is reached between having too many permanent

staff in slack times, and being unable to meet the demand at peak times. It is in situations

such as these that one often finds some of the other types of workers such as casuals, part-

timers, and pooled relief staff.

In many work situations the ability for workers to interact and work with each other is vital to

successful task completion. Where units of work overlap, interdependencies arise, meaning

that the work done by one worker affects work done by others, regardless of their

employment status. When contractors come and go from the organisation, this is disruptive to

such things as information sharing, team formation and group process. Teamwork generates

firm-specific skills and knowledge and investments made in forming teams can be time-

consuming and costly, and reasonable tenure is required to reap the benefit. It is likely that

teams with unstable membership will be less effective than more stable ones. As Milner
(1995) puts it, teamwork needs employment volatility 'like a hole in the head'.

Williamson et al (1975) point out that through working in a familiar environment workers

gain firm-specific knowledge and skills that assist them to become more productive. Their

example of a janitor getting to know his or her way around a building shows that even

relatively simple jobs require some firm-specific knowledge to facilitate satisfactory

performance. Clearly a worker is likely to be less efficient in many situations where they are

unfamiliar with the policies and procedures of the firm. Furthermore, they make others less

efficient as experienced personnel often need to spend the time to familiarise them with

aspects of operations. Contractors may be unwilling to invest their time and effort in

familiarising themselves with aspects of a firm unless there is an immediate payoff. So there

is a certain amount of lost productivity that comes from having contractors come and go from

the organisation, although the longer the contractor is with the firm the less of a factor this

becomes. Purcell (1995i cites research data that shows that 'the way things are done' is rated

highly by CEOs, compared to other categories of 'employee know-how.' Clearly, the nature

of the work should be of great importance when making employment structure choices'

Considerins the Labour Market
Supply-side considerations may influence decisions about which employment option to

choose. If there is a supply of willing, appropriately skilled, easily recruited people then a

number of potential staffing options present themselves (Nollen & Axel, 1996). On the other

hand, if therequired skills are in short supply, it is the workers who have more options. A

skilled worker in a tight labour market is in a better position to trade off job security in favour

of higher wages and may be able to pick and choose desirable work assignments, or specify

employment terms. Aside from the fact that the availability of labour is important, it is also

likely that in some cases choice of employment stnrcture may be driven by worker choices

and preferences rather than management ones.
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Considering how bureaucracy affects employment structure choices.

Decisions about employment structures are often driven by various internal policies and

procedures, sometimes in curious ways. Bureaucratic requirements such as the need for
higher authority approval of employee hiring decisions, hiring freezes, head-count

restrictions, all have an impact on managers' decision making (Pfeffer & Baron, 1988).

Decisions regarding the use of a particular employment structure are sometimes best made at

the level of the work unit (Nollen & Axel, 1996), although often this is not possible due to

various policies and procedures dictated from higher organisational levels. Internal

accounting processes can also make one employment structure preferable over another, as

manager may be able to place the wage bills for different workers in different budgets or

attribute them to different cost centres. Therefore, the dynamics of internal accounting

systems may provide incentives to structure employment in a certain way. A permanent

employee may bring with them overheads and charges from other departments whereas the

use of a contractor may not be counted. As perverse and counterproductive as such situations

may appear to an outside observer, they nonetheless have important consequences at the

operational level.

Considering the impact on culture and tradition
As Nollen and Axel (1996) point out, the use of contractors and other forms of contingent

workers should be in keeping with the culture and traditions of the organisation. As

mentioned previously, employment practices send powerful messages to members about how

the firm sees its relationships with its members. The dissonance created by a firm acting

contrary to its culturc and traditions may lead to various negative consequences such as

mistrusi (Pearce, lgg3),tensions between regular and contingent workers (Caudron,I994a,

Rousseau & Wade-Benzoni, Igg4), and added stress on existing employees (Parks & Kidder,

Igg4).However, by its choice of employment structure, the firm also shapes the culture of the

firm, and in that sense one could argue that the use of contingent workers could be a tool to

help shape the culture in ways which management might desire. For instance, Pfeffer and

Baron (1988) suggest that the use of externalised workers provides visible evidence to

existing staff of a 'reserve army of labour' that is available to step in should the employees'

performance be unsatisfactory. In more subtle ways, a firm might use contractors as a way of

getting workers and managers to think more about their own employability and skill

d"velopment, and the things that they bring to the firm. How the use of contingent workers is

communicated to the rest of the firm is obviously impotant in this regard (Caudron, 1994a)'

Some of the various negative consequences mentioned above could surely be avoided with

effective communication, and reduce the risk that certain types of employment ilTangement

might be seen as counter-cultural.

Considering the need for a planned approach

One of the hazards of the use of contingent forms of the employment is that it can take place

in an unplanned and unsystematic fashion. It has been suggested that decisions about the use

of contingent employees should be proactive rather than reactive. Caudron (1994a) points out

that sometimes firms use contingent employees in response to crisis situations as opposed to a

more planned manner. Nollen and Axel (1996) describe this as failure to put strategy before

structure. They suggest that the purpose of using contractors, whether it is to provide

numerical flexibility, reduce labour costs, or protect the employment of core employees,

should be clear. Two dangers with lack of clear planning are that contractors, or other

contingent workers, can end up doing work that they should not be doing, or the company can
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end up with too many of them. An example of the former would be a contractor taking over

tasks that are critical to the firm. When the contractor moves on they take with them the

expertise and skills that the firm really needs to protect by having long-term employees do the

work. An example of the latter is described by Nollen and Axel (996) as 'creeping

contingents'. By this is meant that the use of these kinds of workers can spread and grow as

companies find it easier to spend money on buying in services rather than creating a position,

and recruiting and selecting a perrnanent employee. Examples of 'permanent temporaries' or

contractors with 'de facto job security' can be seen in various organisations.

Consi derin g cost-effecti veness

An argument sometimes used in favour of contractors over employees is that they are more

'cost-effective'. Determining whether this is in fact the case is less than straightforward.

While this thesis attempts to examine the full range of costs of using contractors, it is costs in

the more limited financial sense that is often considered.

It is often asserted that productivity improvement and cost containment are behind the use of

contractors, and that their use is a way to avoid employment-related costs that may add a

considerable margin onto the wage bill. Some contingent workers earn less than regular

employees do, but for contractors the situation is likely to be more complex and depend on

various situational factors. Conventional wisdom holds that contractors are usually paid more

than employees, in recognition of the fact that they must bear many of their own overheads,

and as cLmpensation for their erratic income. The difference between the wage of the

contractor and the wage of the employees is likely to depend on factors in the external labour

market, such as speciilist expertise and availability. Even if a contractor is paid more than an

employee, it is likely that savings would result through the firm only paying when there is

*oik to be done, and not having to pay during slack times. Thus, even if the contractor is paid

an inflated hourly rate, when compared to the annual salary of an employee the result might

be favourable to the company.

Another way in which cost savings may occur is though savings in supervisory costs, as

contractors are usually expected to be autonomous and self-managing. savings might also be

made in recruitment and selection, training, performance appraisal, career development,

employee assistance schemes, childcare, or even company events such as dinners or picnics

Nof fen & Axel, 1996). By using contractors, a range of administrative overheads are

eliminated or reduced such as payroll, record keeping, and some forms of government

requirecl documentation. While all of these factors may be relatively minor in financial terms,

they could collectively realise significant savings. Furthermore, the fact that the firm pays for

the services of a contiactor in one lump sum, with minimal overheads, makes accounting for

the true cost of the service much clearer and more transparent.

It would appear from the foregoing discussion that there are considerable potential cost

savings to be gained from the use of contractors. However, when talking about cost-

effectiveness, performance must also be considered. Whether or not contractors are likely to

be more or less productive than employees will depend on a number of factors. First among

these, according to Nollen and Axel (1996), is their skill or ability to produce. Contractors

might be highly or lowly skilled, however it is reasonable to assume that the firm chooses and

contracts with individuals who have the requisite skills. Specialist contractors may be more

skilled than their employed counterparts and thus more productive.
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A second factor influencing productivity is the amount of effort exhibited by the workers. Are

contractors more productive than employees? The answer to this question is very complex

and dependent on a great number of situational, group, and individual level variables' There is

a large body of theory and empirical research directed towards dealing, in part, with the

challenge of understanding why it is that some people work harder than others do. Accepting

that individuals differ greatly, there are some situational factors that might explain differences

in the level of effort expended by contractors or employees. Common wisdom holds that

contractors work harder because they are paid by thejob and not by the hour, therefore they

have an incentive to complete the job in order to move on or enjoy leisure time. This is

sometimes called the Job and finish' principle. Furthermore, it is often said that the linkage

between pay and performance is more transparent for contractors paid by the job as opposed

to employees paid by the hour. This ffansparency might lead to greater effort on the part of

the contractor. If future work depends on satisfactory completion of the present task, the

contractor is likely to be powerfully motivated to perform in order to enhance their reputation,

and be retained or rehired. In other cases the nature of the work itself may serve to reduce or

eliminate any difference between a contractor and an employee. For example, if the work is

machine paced or highly structured, it may make little difference, from an effort point of

view, who does the work. Running counter to all of this is the possibility that contractors may

be less productive through being unfamiliar with the organisation, that they might work

slowly io make the contract lasilonger, or that they might have misrepresented their abilities.

Nollen and Axel (1996) conclude that the cost effectiveness of contingent workers is in some

doubt, and needs to be examined in a case-by-case basis. They caution against the assumption

that contingent workers are a cost-effective solution to organisational problems, and state that

contingents can be a mixed blessing:

,,They do not simplify managers jobs as rnuch as it seems, but instead pose sotne new

monagement issies of their owrx... To be a good ,nanager of cottingent workers - to

gain ihe pluses and miss the minuses - requires sober reflection and intelligent

decision making" (1996, P. 209).

In some situations, the use of contractors may offer the opportunity for cost containment and

productivity increase that firms seek, and in others a realistic assessment may find the

tpposite. Furthermore, it may be impossible to generalise about the relative productivity of

contractors and employee wiihout studying specific contexts and making specific

comparisons.

Oneof the problems with paying someone by the job, rather than by the hour, is that that it

can create an incentiv" to.o-pLte the task quickly with quality a secondary consideration'

There may be an incentive to do the work as cheaply as possible. This may not always be in

the long-tlrm best interest of those commissioning the work, but the contractor does not

nr""rririly have to live with the long-terrn consequences. By the time the faulty work is

discovered, if it is ever discovered, the contractor may have been paid and moved on to the

next job. Of course, the firm can take steps to monitor the quality of the work and ensure that

the work is not paid for unless it is satisfactory, but this creates additional costs. Examples of

contractors cutting corners and performing the work poorly are periodically reported in the
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press (e.g. New Zealand Herald 2218197 p. 1). This often leads to unwanted publicity for the

company concemed

Aside from quality concems, the nature of the employment relationship has implications for

customer relationships. A problem occurs when the relationship between the firm and the

firm's customers becomes a relationship between the firm, a contractor and the firm's
customers, thus complicating the relationship. A contractor may not necessarily share

concerns to build relationships with the end customer and the relationship between the firm

and the eventual end user of their products or services becomes less direct. According to

Rousseau (1995), employment contracts and customer relationships are contracts in parallel,

and the contract type affects the depth of service and after-market support that the firm is able

to offer. Rousseau suggests that particular employment contracts maintain particular types of

customer contract.

Drawing from the psychological contracts framework discussed in an earlier section,

Rousseau (1995) argues that relational employment contracts, under the right conditions, will

lead to relational customer contracts, and that transactional employment contracts are likely to

lead to transactional customer contracts. The formation of relational contracts is likely to

encourage the sorts ofpro-social and pro-organisational behaviours that are likely to lead to

good customer relations:

".... employees who believe that they are party to a good-faith relationship with their

entployer are more likely to 'go the extra mile' in providing sentice to both external

as weII as internal custonxers" (Rousseau, 1995, p. 194).

The connection between relational contracts and good customer service is made subject to a

couple of conditions. It is assumed that the organisational norms and cultural values support

good customer service and that good customer service is supported by the organisation in

i"r*, of training and other resources. Clearly, if employees are properly trained and rewarded

for customer service then this creates the conditions where superior customer service is much

more likely to happen than otherwise. Rousseau's (1995) analysis suggests that if the firm

desires long-term stable relational contracts with its customers then it should consider long-

term stable relationships with its employees, and be aware of the possible negative effects

arising from the use of transactionally oriented workers such as contractors.

Summary
This section has highlighted several issues raised in the literature on the management of

contractors that have not been explicitly addressed elsewhere in this literature review' It is

clear that there are significant costs and benefits, as well as opportunities and dangers in the

selection of different typ"r of employment structure. The literature suggests that a haphazard

and reactive approach is dangerous and there are many factors to be considered when making

employment structure choices. choosing to use contractors does not mean that managers have

to do 'less management'. Rather, different forms of employment imply different management

challenges and different styles of management are likely to be required to meet those

challenges.
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5.5 Summary

This chapter has considered how literature from industrial relations, human resource

management, and other branches of management adds to our understanding of employment

structure choice. As flexibility issues are often at the forefront of discussions of employment,

this was taken as the starting point for discussion. It was suggested that 'flexibility' maintains

a strong currency in management discourse due, in part, to the readily observable competitive

pressures that managers face and the urray of methods they have at their disposal to deal with

ihose presrures. Different types of flexibility were outlined and the flexibility 'debate' was

discussed. It was concluded that despite difficulty with the concept as an analyical tool, the

desire for greater flexibility is an important factor in choosing between alternative

employment structures. Further, it was noted that the multidimensionality of it means that

often trade-offs are inevitable. The paradoxical nature of flexibility means that managers need

to look closely at these.

The HRM literature offered assistance, both conceptually and practically, by drawing our

attention to the context within which choices are made and how the choices are strategic

decisions, which should fit with the wider strategy of the organisation. Some of the ways in

which human resources can contribute towards competitive strategy are obvious, but some

require a more sophisticated analysis such as that provided by the resource-based approach.

Understanding the ways in whictr human resources contribute to the competitive advantage of

the firm are critically important and ought to be part of any decision to contract or employ.

The use of contractors demands that managers have a clear view of which groups of workers

contribute to competitive advantage and which gloups do not. The discussion argued for

some form of rigorous analysis, such as a cost-benefit analysis, that attempts to quantify key

decision criteria in order to support employment decisions. It was also suggested that an

awareness of how the preferences, philosophies, and ideologies that managers have can

impact upon employment decisions is important'

The final section highlighted significant costs and benefits, as well as opportunities and

dangers in the seleciion-of different types of employment structure' It is clear from the

Hte;ture that a haphazard and reactive approach is dangerous and there are many factors to

be considered when making employment structure choices. According to Hyman (1991)

management control mechanisms have undergone significant changes. Whereas traditional

*unu!"*"nt practices have relied upon the 'visible hand' of centralised management, the
.invisible hand' of the market has re-emerged as an important management tool. However,

relying on this 'invisible hand' does not remove the need for effective management and may

require managers to adopt new styles and systems of management.
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Chapter Six

Worker Choices of Employment Structures

6.1 Objective and Overview

The objective of this chapter is to examine literature that addresses the worker perspective in

employment structure choice, Why might a worker prefer to work as an employee or self-

employed contractor? The literature that answers this question is drawn from a number of

sources. As individual self-employed contractors are a difficult group to study, there is not a

great deal of direct literature or research on them. The objective of this chapter is to explicitly

redress an imbalance in the literature, by focusing on the question of why individuals might

choose one employment structure over another. Therefore, the literature is drawn from studies

of self-employment, entrepreneurialism, and the study of careers. This section outlines a

number olkey issues in the experience of self-employment and identifies reasons that are

suggested in the literature for employment structure choices'

6.2 The Worker Perspective

Much of the literature cited in this thesis examines the employment relationship from the

perspective of management. While the needs of the worker are sometimes taken into account,

it is the needs of management and the needs of the organisation that are often treated as

paramount. Much of the economics literature examines the efficiency of employment

structures from the perspective of 'the firm', and rarely applies those same efficiency

considerations to thi choices that workers make regarding employment. Literature on

industrial and organisational psychology and organisational behaviour is ultimately concerned

with using what we know about the beiiaviou. of gtoups and individuals to the betterment of
.the orgaiisation'. Literature on Human Resource Management, as implied by the title, deals

with the management of people towards 'organisational' ends. Literature on labour markets

and flexibility often seems to assume that flexibility is something that is given by individuals

to organisations, and generally sees flexibility in a positive light' However, from a worker

persfective, the outcomes of flexibility may be less than positive. ln fact, despite the large

literature on labour flexibility, surprisingly little examines the effects on workers themselves

(Geary, 1992).

There is very little literature and research on individual self-employed contractors, and very

little research that addresses the reasons for employment status choice. The group of interest

here are difficult to research due to their lack of strong ties with any particular organisation

and their mobility. Studies have focused upon more readily accessible groups (such as agency

temporaries) or broader categories of worker (such as the self-employed)' However' there are

some relevant areas of literature that address worker choices of employment structure. Much

of the material in this chapter is drawn from research on the self-employed, entrepreneurs'

and the study of careers. In doing so, several limitations should be noted. The literature on the

self-employed draws upon a broad category of persons from those individual self-employed

contractors studied here to those operating-substantial businesses. They may be working for

themselves and employing no others, or small employers working alongside employees' or

managers, o, o*r,"i-directors within hierarchical organisation structures (Bogenhold &
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Staber, 1991). The literature on entrepreneurs is relevant at one end of a spectrum of
entrepreneurial activity, with the person setting out to operate as a business. But then it seems

to assume development of an organisation structure around that, which is not relevant here.

Likewise the career literature is only relevant in part, as it often deals with vocational choice

and sometimes confuses that with employment structure choice. For example, a contract

engineer and an employed one may be both pursuing a very similar career, but there are career

implications in the difference between their employment structures. Therefore, the focus in

the discussion below is on the parts of this literature that are of relevance to the present

research and is necessarily selective in its treatment of these substantial areas of scholarship.

6.3 Factors Driving Worker Choices

Research on worker choices of employment structures has focused on the psychological,

economic, and sociological factors affecting these choices. For example, much research in the

field ofentrepreneurialism has focused on the psychological and personality factors that

distinguish entrepreneurs from non-entrepreneurs. The work of Brockhaus (for example,

lg82) has been important in this area, Several traits have been associated with

entrepreneurialism such as locus of control, risk-taking propensity, and need for achievement.

More recent approaches have moved away from this approach because, as the list of traits

grows, some argue that the description could fit almost anyone (Naffziger, Hornsby, &

kuratko, lgg4). Other psychological factors associated with entrepreneurship include energy

Ievel,low conformity, need for autonomy, persistence and dominance, desire for personal

control, and others (Naffziger et al, 1994). Overall, the most common themes are that

entrepreneurs and high on the need for achievement, need for control, and tolerance of

ambiguity (Feldman & Bolino, 2000).

Social and environmental factors have also been associated with entrepreneurialism. Such

factors as age, sex, level of education, gtowing up in a family of entrepreneurs, social support,

role models, and societal attitudes have all been suggested as factors affecting entrepreneurial

choice. Kets de Vries (1977) suggests that individuals growing up with dominant themes in

their lives such as desertion, destruction, and death might be motivated to become

entrepreneurs in order to take control over their world. Dyer (1994) suggests that certain types

of employment experiences (such as redundancy), early childhood and family experiences

(such as having a self-employed parent), and education and training, might encourage

entrepreneuriai behaviour. According to Katz (1992) the powerful influences of personal

history and social context have long been accepted in the decision to enter self-emplo)rment,

and various studies have supported this (for example, Carroll & Mosakowski, 1987).

The economic environment also plays a role in the choice to operate as a business or to start a

new business. Obviously economic growth, societal attitudes to business in general, the

availability of work, the availability of stafl-up capital, the tax regime, and the legislative

framewori may have an impact on decision making. Not surprisingly, economic models

suggest that entrepreneurship decisions are attdbutable to economic motivation and utility

maximisation (for example, Campbell, 1992).

On the other hand, Schein (1978, 1990) suggests that 'career anchors' could be used to

explain why an individual might choose one career path over another. According to Schein

(tiZg), individuals develop r"lf-p"t rptions regarding their abilities, needs, and motives, and
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these perceptions, or 'anchors', guide a person's career choices. It is apparent that some of

Schein's (fbZg) anchors are more suggestive of organisational employment and some of self-

employment. For example, if one had a career anchor of 'managerial competence', then it

may be necessary to further one's career through management within an organisational

structure. The anchor of 'security and stability' may also demand organisational employment.

Conversely, 'entrepreneurial creativity' and 'autonomy and independence' might be more

suggestive of a career involving self-employment. It is reasonable to suggest than an

inOiviOuat with a desire for autonomy and independence would seek self-employment for the

greater freedom that it offers (Feldman & Bolino, 2000).

While one can observe the effects of many of the reasons for employment structure choice

mentioned above, a number of problems remain. For example, do factors such as autonomy

directly or indirectly affect actual choices of employment structure? Can certain factors

explain why individuals may choose differently than other factors might suggest? An

alternative avenue is to explore the reasons that people give for their choices. In examining

the literature on why p"opi. choose to become self-employed, Kolvereid concludes that:

"No studies have as yet developed an empirically based comprehensive and

exhaustive classifica:.tion scheme of reasons leading to employntent sta,tus choice"

(1996, p. 25).

In an attempt to classify the reasons behind these choices, Kolvereid (1996) asked a sarrnple of

Norwegian business school graduates open-ended questions about reasons for preferring self

o, org*nirutional employment. This study indicated that two different sets of reasons were

offered for employmlnt status choice. offered in favour of organisational employment were

reasons related to security, social environment, workload, avoidance of responsibility, and

career considerations. Reasons to prefer self-employment related to economic opportunity,

authority, autonomy, challenge, self-realisation, and an opportunity to participate in the whole

process of work. Itihould be noted that this study was conducted with Norwegian college

graduates and it considers self-employment geneially, rather than the specific form of self-

employment dealt with here. However, the findings are likely to be indicative of the kinds of

reasoning that the contractors in this study, and thiir employed counterparts, might apply'

Factors relating to security and career emerge as reasons to seek employment and reasons

such as economic oppofi;nity and autonomy emerge as reasons to seek self-employment'

Interestingly, factors of autonomy and security, as well as expectations of workload came

though most strongly as reasons for employment status preferences in the Kolvereid (1996)

study.

Using a sample of self-employed, Feldman and Bolino (2000) found that key reasons offered

in favour of self-employmlnt were the opportunity to achieve greater autonomy, to increase

flexibility, generate p"r.onut wealth anOio 
"r.up" 

organisational bureaucracies' These factors

and others identified in the various streams of literature are examined in more detail below'

AutonomY
As mentioned in an earlier discussion on the legal aspects of the employment relationship'

one of the defining features of a contractor is that they are expected to work unsupervised and

be self-managing.-For the individual who likes to work independently, the opportunity to be

self-directed and not be under the watchful gazeof a manager may be a major benefit' In self-
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employment and contracting, the expectation is that workers will be somewhat more self-

disciplining rather than externally controlled. Being able to enjoy discretion as to how one

condlcts or performs the duties required is likely to be a significant intangible benefit for

many people, and working for oneself can be very satisfying. This autonomy often extends to

determining the time and places where tasks will be executed and hence overlaps with the

factor of flexibility elaborated upon further below. In her study, Rainbird (1991) found that

removal of direct supervision, increased control over work hours and work environment, were

key perceived advantages of working for one's self. In a major study of the self-employed in

Great Britain, Hakim (1989) found that autonomy, operationalised in her study as being ones'

own boss, working independently, and not being told what to do, was by far the leading

reason given for transferring to self-employment.

Of course, it should be noted that in some self-employed contracting systems the level of

autonomy can be somewhat illusory (Rainbird, l99l). A couple of points can be made in

relation to this. For independent contractors, autonomy only exists in relation to the execution

of the contract in hand und uutonomy in a wider sense is severely constrained by the forces of

the market and the availability of work. In many contracting situations, the contractor remains

in a dependent position to large-scale capital (Hyman, l99l). For the 'dependent contractor'

or the contractor who is reliant on one firm for almost all of their work, they may in practice

have little more autonomy than a regular employee does. Therefore, it is important to

distinguish between two classes of contractors who work for themselves and formally employ

no otliers (Bogenhold & Staber, 1991). The first class own their own means of production and

control their own labour process and include farmers, craftspeople, and independent

professionals. The ,".ond class have little autonomy in the labour process, may not own their

means of production, operate no real firm, and are not typically listed in business directories'

It can be argues that some of these workers, such as home workers (for example, persons

doing outsourced manufacturing work at home), have little real independence'

Contracting contributes to autonomy in a wider sense by providing an opportunity to become

involved in a project or situation where there is a problem to be solved or a difference can be

made. For a contractor operating in a professional capacitY, there may be the opportunity to

use their skills to the betierment of a company and the people who work for it' As the

contractor will typically be asked to perform a task that is well defined, the linkage between

effort, performance, and reward may be more visible than it might be for an employee

engaged in a variety of duties simultaneously. Therefore, some kinds of contracting can offer

the potential to enter a situation where success can be achieved, and seen to be achieved,

through one's own efforts. Contributing to this sense of accomplishment is that contracting

can sometimes offer a more holistic work experience (Rainbird, 1991) in that the contractor

might be involved with all aspects of the work, from the advertising and selling of the product

or service all the way through to administration and invoicing. There may be opportunity for

customer contact ut tppor"d to being involved solely with the productive work itself or even

just a small fragment bi tn" productive work. Much has been made of the deskilling and

iragmentation of industrial work, and contracting might provide an opportunity for a work

.*f"ri"n." potentially different and more empowering from that found in some traditional

employment relationshiPs.

Given that contracting can provide an opportunity to meet some of the so-called 'higher order

needs', the question arises as to whether contractors are more likely to be satisfied in their
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work. According to Katz (1993), much research shows that the self-employed are more

satisfied. However, the research evidence is less than straightforward. Katz (1993) cites

studies with conflicting findings on satisfaction. In a sample of Australian self-employed

contractors, Van den Heuvel and Wooden (1997) found overall that the contractors in their

sample were not significantly more satisfied than wage and salary earners. However, they

found a difference in the level of satisfaction between independent and dependent contractors.

Dependent contractors were found not to differ significantly in terms of job satisfaction from

their employed counterparts. However, independent contractors did show increased job

satisfaction. Van den Heuvel and Wooden (1997) concluded that the most likely explanation

for this finding was the greater freedom and autonomy that independent contractors have as

opposed to dependent contractors.

In summary, several factors in the contracting experience might provide a contractor with

greater perceived autonomy. The self-managing aspect of contracting work, combined with

the potential for a more empowering work experience, provides the oppoftunity for greater

(perceived) autonomy. However, different types of contracting arrangement are likely to

differ widely in terms of the level of autonomy available. One should not assume that just

because someone has the employment status of contractor they are any more autonomous than

an employed counterpart. Despite this caution, the feeling of working for oneself is likely to

be a significant factor attracting workers to self-employment.

Increased earninq potential

One of the most obvious benefits of some contracting :urangements is the increased earning

potential. ln Hakim's (1989) study of British self-employed, it was given as the second

Ligg*rt reason for transferring to self-employment. The potential to earn more money is likely

toG u powerful motivational force for many. Firms usually recognise that in order to make

short-term project type work attractive, they must pay a premium wage. It should be said that

the situation is likely to differ significantly between professional contractors, such as

management consultants or project managers and labour-only contractors, and dependent

contractors receiving ongoing work. For the worker, operating as if they were a business in

and of themselves oifers-the opportunity for taxation and other benefits such as claiming back

of work-related expenses. The significance of these benefits will vary widely, depending on

the circumstances of the individual.

For the contractor able to ensure a continuous supply of work, there is a good possibility of

earnings exceeding those that woulcl be expected from standard employment' It should be

noted, however, that the contractor bears the risk of lack of continuous supply of work.

Therefore, there is something of a trade-off between the possibility of higher wages and the

possibility of irregular wages. In other words, there is a trade off between the amount of

income and stability of income.

For the contractof able to offer high standards of excellence in their work, the contracting

relationship can provide financial rewards commensurate with that. That same excellence

may not be rewarded to the same extent or in the same way, within the confines of a standard

"*ploy;n"nt 
relationship or a standardised remuneration structure. ln this way, the linkage

betwe;n pay and performance may be much more clearly drawn in some contracting

relationships than in some employment relationships, and this can be very motivational' As

contractors are often paid by the job and not by the hour, they may be prepared to work longer
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hours in order to maximise their income. A worker may believe that in order to be fully
rewarded for the work that they do, contracting ,urangements are necessary.

Rainbird's (1991) study of self-employed workers found that around half earned more than

they would have if they were earning a regular wage income. However, the Economist (1992)

quores OECD figures to show that they earn less. In Rainbird's (1991) study, the increased

income was attributed to the increased numbers of hours that they worked, and so taking into

account all hours worked may make the picture look less attractive. However, self-employed

contracting does allow the possibility of working longer hours to earn more money where

standard employment usually does not. Rainbird (1991) suggests that the potential for

increased earnings comes through work intensification or self-exploitation. Another finding

was that that continuity of work and incomes were major preoccupations for self-employed

people.

Eden (1973) found that self-employed individuals worked longer hours and reported working

harder than employees do. Contracting also allows the possibility of working at several jobs

concurrently. A concern for contractors, particularly those in manual work, is that they will be

unable to maintain the intensity of the work as they get older, and thus unable to maintain

their income. In the building industry, where contracting is common and the work is very

physical, workers often must give up this work at a relatively young age. Rainbird (1991)

Loncludes that many self-employed contractors earn a subsistence living and that they are, in

fact, disguised wage labourers.

A further problem that some contractors face, from a financial perspective, is difficulties with

payment and credit. The lack of a regular source of income makes getting credit more

difficult and contractors may be less attractive customers to financial institutions. In addition,

the contractor is often in a relatively weak position when there is a disagreement with the

client firm over payment (Rainbird, 1991). They may lack the resources to take legal action

and may be less able to weather a period without payment'

In summary, contracting can appear financially attractive through the opportunity to earn

-or" 1non"y. This increased earning potential may come from a higher rate of pay, though

payment recognising certain skills, ifrrougtr working more hours or several jobs, or through

taxation advantages of self-employment.bn the other side of the equation is the fact that this

increased earning potential may come at the cost of long hours of work and exposure to

economic and labour market risks'

Security
loU p.u.ity is an important factor that many people look for in their work (e.g' Jacobson &

Hartley, 1991). Choosing to work as a contractor, to varying extents, is to choose a less secure

option Despite rhetoric uUout the 'end of jobs' as we know them, and acknowledging that no

job is truly 'permanent', the reality is that employment does carry with it a large amount of de

facto security. This security comes in the form of the legislation that applies to employees and

protects them from the excesses of exploitative employers. The ability of firms to terminate

ihe employment of individuals without reasonable cause is legally proscribed. Furthermore,

the termination of employment often comes with some form of financial compensation that

eases the separation between the individual and the organisation, and allows the individual

time to find new avenues of employment.
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Contracting relationships are less predictable and les stable, as there is often an absence of a

commitment to a long-term attachment between the firm and the individual. Many contractual

relationships are less predictable in terms of time and place, and stability is often sacrificed'

Contractors may not be sure exactly when and where their services will be required and this

makes long-term planning difficult and may impact negatively on other aspects of their lives.

However, despite the fact that most people need a certain amount of stability in their working

lives, the unpredictable nature of some contracting work can be attractive. For instance, many

contractors have the opportunity to work in many different work environments and interact

with different people on a daily basis. An attractive feature of some contracting work is the

variety that it can provide, and the challenge that comes with having to deal with different

problems and situations. For other people this can be a negative factor as it precludes the

formation of stable and lasting relationships with a particular set of colleagues.

The traditional model of the 'career path' is founded on a certain amount of stability and

continuity. Increasingly careers must be built outside of the model of long-term progression

within a firm. In choosing contracting as an employment structure, contractors are turning

their backs on this traditional model of developing a career and towards more 'boundaryless'

forms of career (for example, Arthur & Rousseau, 1996).

Security is likely to be more important to some individuals than others. To an individual with

financial commitments in the form of mortgage payments, or dependants, the security of a

regular income is likely to be more important than to an individual with no such ties. For

11"ny people the security of a regular income has value in and of itself, and may mean that

they would be prepared to accept a lower wage in the same way that a landlord may be

prepared to accept a lower rent in exchange for longer lease duration.

In many contracting situations, workers sacrifice job and income security and accept that

when assessing the costs and benefits of such arrangements, that security is one of the costs'

However, it should be noted that worker perceptions of security may differ widely, and it is

perceived.security that determines worker responses. Lack of perceived security can be

stressful. The generally insecure nature of contracting work has been associated with several

negative psychologicai effects fl-ewin-Epstien & Yuchtman-Yaar, 1991)- For example, Eden

(1975) found that, despite the potential for self-fulfilment and other highly prized features of

the work experience from self-employment, employment in an organisation had a positive net

effect on psychological well-being. Eden (1975) concluded that despite its numerous other

advantages, self-employment does not offer the psychological benefits that employment does'

Beer et uf (f qS+) have suggested that employment by the firm under the high commitment

model leads to positive outcomes such as gfeater self worth, dignity, involvement, and

identity.

In summary, employment generally offers greater security than contracting, and contracting

provides an unstabl! and unprediciable work experience. However, the perceptual nature of

security means that workers are likely to differ widely in how they assess the relative security

of diffirent employment arrangements and how they feel about predictability and stability.

personal circumstances are likely to affect the attitude of workers towards these factors.

Despite this, the security offered by standard employment is a reason way many workers are

likely to prefer that kind of structure.
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Trainine Opportunities
Firms often make investments in their employees in the form of training and development

opportunities. In order to ensure a return on those investments, it is in the interests of firms to

offer employment stability and to take steps to reduce turnover. From the point of view of the

worker, failure to take steps to enhance knowledge, skills, and abilities may mean that not

only will one not be in a position to seek advancement, but that one can easily be left with

obsolete skills. Traditionally, firms have played a major role in encouraging these investments

and financing them. Even in tight economic conditions, training and development

opportunities can be a significant non-wage benefit for employees. Firms may still be willing

to make such expenditures on contractors if they are firm-specific, and some significant short-

term payoff can be anticipated. Generally, contractors must make investments in their own

training and development. The study by Rainbird (199t) found that the self-employed in her

sample had difficulty making provision for their own training, due to the expense and the

difficulty of taking time off.

It to not just through formal training that workers develop useful skills and knowledge.

Cartier (1995) points out how, through the experience of work, workers gain and enhance

cognitive skills. This is likely to be as true for contractors as for employees. The literature on

t"ripor-y employment suggests that this form of employment is a way for people to gain

valuable work experirn"". It is also possible that by seeking certain types of contract work,

individuals may gain skills and experience in particular areas as a way of furthering career

goals.

Acquisition of formal training is likely to be a problem for contractors, in particular for those

witfr nign levels of skills or knowledge that needs to be continually updated. This will also be

u pr"rring issue for those who are inexperienced or new to the workforce. For these groups,

one would expect that rraining and devllopment opportunities might become a basis for

choosing between contracting and employment' More experienced workers, however' might

be in a position to provide for their own training and development needs either through on-

the-job leaming, self-training, or by paying for their own learning opportunities'

Flexibility
Contracting has the potential to offer flexibility to the worker as well as the firm. Rather than

being tocked into kelping the hours designated by the employer, the contractor is often able

to u*y their hours of work to suit. For several gloups of people, this might have major

benefit. For those with significant non-work responsibilities and interests, there is a greater

possibility to manage timl around those responsibilities and interests. The ability to more

lffectively -unug..hildrearing responsibilities is often mentioned (Polivka & Nardone,

l9g9). Other responsibilities and interests could include other business projects or sporting

and leisure activities. Contracting can offer lifestyle advantages such as the possibility of

extra vacation time and freedom from the nine to five routine. Carr (1996) suggests that

flexible nature of self-employment offers women an altemative to less flexible employment

arTangements.

For those workers whose services are in demand, it is possible that contracting offers them

the ability to choose between projects, only accepting contracts involving the kind of work
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that happens to suit them. For example, some information technology specialists may find
greater flexibility in contracting than would be available to an employee.

Contracting has the potential to give workers the opportunity to test out interests and to try

out fields that they might be interested in pursuing as a career (Polivka & Nardone, 1989).

Individuals may not have a strong commitment to a particular line of work and so contracting

can offer a way to quickly enter and exit from work situations. Contracting offers greater

mobility, at least in the sense of 'hopping' versus 'climbing' (Kanter, 1989).

In summary, contracting is likely to offer workers greater flexibility than employment.

Workers may be able to take time off between contracts, work hours outside of traditional

business hours, and balance other life interests such as music or sport. It can also offer the

possibility for trying out different forms of work. For this reason, it is likely that certain

groups of workers might prefer contracting to employment.

Extent of Choice
A final consideration is the extent to which contracting is freely chosen by workers and the

extent to which it is their only or best option. The terms 'self-employed', 'consultant', and

'contractor' can prompt both positive and negative images. On one hand, it could mean an

entrepreneur liberated from the tyranny of 'wage slavery' and generating a large income. on
the oiher, it might be a redundant worker desperate for any short-term contract that will help

pay the rent.

In rhe British study on self-employed by Hakim (1989), the third leading reason for

transferring to self-employment was that the respondent was unlikely to or could not find

employment. The sevJnth leading reason was redundancy. Take, for example, a 5O-year-old

,"nlor-*unager who is made redundant by the firm in which he or she had been pursuing a

career. This individual may find difficulty in getting rehired into an equivalent position. ln an

era of corporate downsizing, employment options are constrained. This senior manager might

be seen by some firms as being 'too old' or 'overqualified' and thus may be forced into

considering contract work in order to maintain an income, to keep up to date with trends, and

as a way of networking towards a perTnanent position. Contracting may be the only way of

maintaining an income comparable to that which might have been generated previously.

Many firms are no longer having certain types of work done internally. For example, in the

communications and uiilities industries, employees no longer perform much of the line work,

maintenance work, faults work, and other manual labouring work. For workers for whom this

kind of work is their vocation, their chances of securing standard employment may be less

than in the past. Boyle (1994) points out the role that big businesses play in creating self-

employed and contracting positions as they lay off whole sections of their work forces and

make that work available again only on a contractor basis. Boyles' (1994) U.K' study of milk

rounds-men illustrates that the mushrooming of their number had little to do with social or

psychological factors and everything to do with business rationalising their core business and

exploiting a new form of business relationship'

ln discussing the self-employed in the book publishing industry, Stanworth and Stanworth

(1995) examined the forces that led to the labour use pattems in that industry. They identified

the factors of 'entrepreneurial pull' and 'unemployment push' in choosing self-employed
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status. They found that the 'unemployment push' exerted a stronger influence than the pull of
entrereneurialism. An opposite conclusion is reached by Hakim (1989) from her larger survey

of the self-employed mentioned above. She concludes that as redundancy and unemployment

ranks only third and seventh in terms of leading factors towards self-employment, that the

'pull' of entrepreneurialism is stronger. Even though involuntary self-employed are a

significant minority in her sample, the push factors for some workers are complemented by

more positive reasons.

ln summary, there may be both push and pull factors in play when workers make choices

about employment structures. It is likely that where the industry involved is rapidly

expanding, or where the workers concerned have higher skill levels and strong labour market

positions, one would expect to see more pull forces at work. Conversely, one can envisage

contrasting scenarios with push factors predominant. Whether or not workers enter

*ung"-"nts by choice or with a certain amount of explicit or implicit coercion is likely to

makJa big difference to their experience of the alrangement. Therefore, it will be of

considerable interest in this research whether or not workers felt that they were doing so by

choice or though lack of viable alternatives.

6.4 Trade-offs and Conflicting Perceptions

While there are a huge number of factors that could possibly to be drawn into a discussion of

whether an individual might favour self or organisational employment, it is obviously not

possible for an individual to have everything they might desire from a work situation. Choices

of employment structures will inevitably involve trade-offs between sets of factors. In their

studytf self-employed workers, Feldman and Bolino (2000) identified four key trade-offs'

These were derived from what their respondents saw as being some of the challenges of being

self-employed. The first such trade-off was between autonomy and social isolation. The

freedom to work when and where one wants comes at the price of loneliness and isolation

from social networks that are developed with organisational membership. The increase in

flexibility of scheduling came at the cost of vacation time and other time off as the pressure of

workload made taking iime ofr difficult. Thus gaining one kind of flexibility came at the cost

of another. As already mentioned, the opportunity to generate more income came at the cost

of increased insecuriiy ancl financial risk. A final major trade-off was between the freedom

from the constraints of tn. organisation and the demands placed upon the self-employed

person to be constantly markeling themselves and seeking out opportunities for work' The

self-employed in the siudy developed various strategies for managing these trade-offs

(Feldman & Bolino, 2000).

while each of the factors discussed in this chapter might lead one to choose contracting over

employment, or vice versa, any explanation must account for differences in individual

perceptions and information processing. For example, Brenner, Pringle, and Greenhaus

tf qqfj studied university business graduates' perceptions of whether organisational or self-

employment would be more fulfilling. The reasons given in favour of each alternative were

stalllingly similar. Reasons such as opportunity to gain greater development of skill and

knowledge, higher income, and opportunity to work with people they admire, were given by

responclents in favour of both options. Early in their careers, individuals are particularly likely

to have inaccurate information or false impressions about what it means to work in an

organisation or in self-employment. These impressions will change as individuals gain more
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experience and maturity. However, the decision of whether to prefer employment or

contracting will ultimately remain an idiosyncratic process.

6.5 Summary

This chapter addresses an imbalance in the literature by directly considering the worker

perspective on employment sffucture choice. Unfortunately, the existing literature and

research is less than satisfactory, as it deals with broad categories of workers whose

experience of work is likely to differ markedly and who hold different market positions. This

chapter has drawn from several related areas of literature and has focused upon the key

reasons that workers are likely to give for their choices. Factors such as autonomy, increased

eaming potential, security, training opportunities, flexibility are likely to influence decision-

making. However, that decision-making will frequently be constrained by circumstances, and

may not be freely chosen at all. Entering a relationship reluctantly is unlikely to lead to

successful outcomes. It is clear that a variety of social, psychological and economic forces

play a part in shaping the conditions under which choices are made. How workers think about

lh"r" fu"tors will be of considerable inrerest in the field part of this research' It is likely that

workers will have very different perceptions of each of the factors identified here, and will be

forced in their employment structure choices to make trade-offs between them.
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Chapter Seven

Research Method

7.1 Objective and Overview

This section sets out to explain the research process undertaken here and why a multiple case

study approach has been used. The first part of this section discusses the research problem

and objectives and the theoretical and conceptual framework upon which this research is

based. Subsequent sections discuss the case study strategy and its appropriateness for this

kind of research. The following section provides detail of how the study was constructed and

conducted.

7.2 Research Objectives

As the previous sections have covered a wide expanse of theory and research, it is appropriate

to reorient toward the problems being investigated and the key questions which are being

asked. The title of this work refers to the costs and benefits of the structuring of employment.

Thus, our attention is drawn to the key factors that make the relationship 'work' in the sense

that it meets the needs of the parties to that relationship. This research seeks to determine

'what' these key factors are, 'why' they are seen as being important, and 'how' this has led to

the structuring of employment as it occurs in the companies being investigated.

The questions being asked here can be broken down into two categories, as to whether they

comefrom the perspective of the firm, or from that of the worker. The questions to be

examined from a management perspective relate to:

o The key drivers of employment structure choice

o The extent to which employment choices are planned initiatives versus 'ad hoc' decisions

o The groups of workers that management view as targets for the introduction of contracting

o How the costs and benefits of contracting versus employment are balanced

o Issues regarding the management of contractors and employees

o The extent to which management desires loyal and committed workers

The questions from the worker perspective relate to:

o The key factors shaping choices of employment structures

o How the costs and benefits of employment stnrcture choice are balanced

o The extent to which worker needs are being met by particular employment relationships

These questions fit within the overall research objectives of gaining an understanding of how

the parties to an employment relationship weigh up the relative merits of the two kinds of

struLture being investigated. The management questions are further divided between senior

management and human resources staff, one the one hand, and line managers concerned with

the day-to-day management of workers. This is in order to understand both the operational
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determinants and consequences of employment structure choice as well as the wider
ramifications for the orsanisation.

The focal level of tf'rir rlr"*.h is the level of the employment relationship although,

according to Rousseau (1985), organisational research inherently involves more than one

level. Research conducted at multiple levels can present additional conceptual and

methodological difficulties. Therefore, it is important to specify the levels involved. On the

one hand, we have the individual and, on the other, the organisation. The organisation is

obviously not a person and to describe its actions and behaviours in those terms would be

anthropomorphic (Rousseau, 1985). However, this fact must be balanced against the need to

describe the actions of the firm in a straightforward way. As mentioned above, conceptually

this research examines the employer side of the employment relationship on two levels; that

of the line managers concerned with day-to-day concerns of workplace relations and

productivity, and that of senior and human resource management with more macro-level

concerns. This examination of two levels should offer a more complete understanding of the

employer side of the relationship than would otherwise be possible.

A conceptual framework is an important part of case study design (Yin, 1984, Miles &
Huberman, 19S4). ln a complex study that challenges several disciplinary boundaries, it is

helpful to be clear about the framework that informs the research. Furthermore, a priori

spetification of key concepts and constructs aids with the design of the overall research

siructure and the questions to be asked in interviews. In short, a solid conceptual and

theoretical framework lays the foundation for data collection and theory building. The

framework for this study was laid in the literature review chapters. It is suggested here that in

order to further our understanding of the complex issues surrounding employment structure

choices, a multi-disciplinary perspective is needed. To that end, the earlier sections have

clarified the employment structures of interest, provided a context for the research, and

examined the diverse areas of theory and research that address employer and worker choices.

It was suggested that much of the theory is dominated by the organisational perspective and

by management priorities. Reconciling or integrating company and worker perspectives is

needed and it was with this in mind that this study was conceived. The approached used to

investigate these issues is a case study approach and this is discussed below'

7.3 Choosing an Appropriate Research Design

At the heart of what is being studied here is the relationship between the firm and individuals,

and how the parties view that relationship. As such it lends itself to research providing deep

and grounded data, rather than quantitative research, providing numerical measurement.

According ro Orum, Feagin, and Sjoberg (1991), working with brief survey questions and

large numbers of disconnected respondents deprives the research of much of the substance

and meaning, thereby diminishing its usefulness. A case study approach provides the

researcher with the ability to study human events and actions, such as the formation and

maintenance of employment relationships, in a natural setting. The fact that what is being

investigated here is the circumstances that surround decisions over what type of social

relationship to enter into, makes it important to select an approach that allows the researcher

tol
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".. ground the observations and concepts with which he or she works" (Orum et al,

1991, p.7).

By interviewing the participants in the employment relationship, we can determine what

meaning they ascribe to that relationship, in their own words. In other words, we hear their

'espoused theory' (Argyris & Schon, 1978). A qualitative approach allows the researcher to

examine how actors in the situation see reality and how they deal with it, as well as enabling a

better understanding of 'what is going on' (Duncan,1979)'

As mentioned in an earlier chapter, the contract between the firm and the individual is more

than a legally defined and enforceable contract. The relationship is likely to have different

meaning for the individuals involved, and assumptions of objective reality are problematic

when dealing with individual perceptions of a situation. In order to generate a deeper and

more complete picture of these contracts and relationships, interviewing was chosen as the

primary means with which to gather data, within an overall case study approach- The

uduutttug" of interviewing is that this technique may provide a wealth of descriptive data and

expression. in their own words, of what the issues mean for the respondents. From the point

of view of researching individual employees' attitudes regarding their relationship with the

firm, it is one of the few ways in which such data can be generated. For instance, a

questionnaire might not elicit the depth of information required on such a sensitive and

complex set of questions. Likewise, from the point of view of the firm it is likely that the

pror"5.r used to evaluate and make decisions on employment structures vary considerably.

The interview technique allows the researcher the flexibility to ensure that the appropriate

questions are being asked in each case. Interviewing was the primary means of gathering data

for the cases, although some observation was used, as was examination of various company

documents. The use of these multiple sources of data provides greater substantiation of the

constructs being investigated. Other advantages of the qualitative techniques adopted here

include the flexibility to take advantage of naturally occurring data, and to ask questions

regarding the interrelationships between events and phenomena encountered in the course of

the research (Silverman, 1999).

According to Yin (1989, p. l3), case studies are appropriate when one is attempting to answer

'how' or;why' questions, when the investigator has little control over events, or when the

focus is on a contemporary phenomenon within some real-life context. This research asks

'how', 'why', and 'what' questions about the structuring of employment and seeks to explain

the operation of these structures in contemporary organisations. It seeks to explain and

understand situations and how they came to be. Therefore there are likely to be many linkages

between events that need to be explored. This requires grcater flexibility than would be

possible using, for instance, a questionnaire. A snapshot of employment relationships at a

particular time gives no indication as to what has gone before, or what might be in the future.

Therefore, an approach is needed that allows for a longitudinal perspective on events and

decisions, and the ability to develop a history of the situation is an important strength of the

case study approach (Duncan, 1979). This longitudinal perspective on the employment

relationships in each firm has shown its value in other studies in the area of human resource

management (for example Pettigrew, 1987, Boxall 1999).

According to Yin (1989), the first and foremost criterion for the choice of research

methodology is the type of questions being asked. Therefore, the types of questions being
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asked in this research are suggestive of a case study approach. Further factors suggestive of a

case study approach are the contemporary nature of the events under investigation, and

whether or not the researcher can manipulate particular events and behaviours (Yin, 1989). In

this research it is the employment structures in use at the present time in a present day

context, and those that have been used in the past, that ane of primary interest. In studying

these structures, the case study methodology permits the use of multiple sources of evidence,

such as documents, interviews and observation. The inability of the researcher to manipulate

the key variable in this case, the type of employment contract, means that an experimental

design is not appropriate.

Yin defines a case studY as:

"...at\ empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary plrcnomenonwithin its real'

life context; when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly

evident; and in whicfu multiple sources of evidence are used" (1989' p'23)'

The latter part of the definition highlights one of the great strengths of this research approach.

That is, itsability to use a full variety of evidence such as documents, artefacts, interviews

and observations.

Orum et al (1991) provide a relatively straightforward and broad definition of the case study,

which expresses neatly what will be attempted in this research:

',A case study is here defined as an in-depth, multifaceted investigation, usittg

quulitative research nxethods, of a single social phenomenon. The study is conducted

in grrot detail ancl often relies on the use of several data sources" (1991' p' 2)'

One of the key advantages of the case study approach is that it allows us to explore the

context in which employment relations operate and that it allows us to take a holistic

approach ro understanding their operation. As will be discussed in more detail below, each

iniustry, each firm, each occupational grouping, has its own unique characteristics and

history. Each of the parties in an employment relationship has their own circumstances and

needs that they would like to have met. The case study provides a means to bring those

factors together in a meaningful way.

In addition, there are quite practical reasons why a case study approach combining

quantitative methods would not have been satisfactory for this study. A questionnaire depends

on u ."uronably clear conceptualisation of the domain of interest' Confusion over the exact

employment status of individuals, the diversity of meaning ascribed to the term contractor'

and the reasons for employment structure choice would have limited the usefulness of a

questionnaire. Interviews allow for such issues to be clarified and explored and

zupplementary questions asked where needed. A questionnaire also depends upon a

reasonably accessible group of respondents and in sufficient numbers to make data analysis

meaningful. In this case, some respondents (particularly contractors) were not readily

accessible, due to the large amount of labour turnover that had occurred during the time

period of interest.
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As can be seen form the preceding chapters, one can look at issues surrounding employees

and contractors from a variety of perspectives. The perspective that one has is likely to vary

according to where one sits in the organisational setting. Furthermore, when one is attempting

to understand how decisions regarding employment are made, and have been made in the

past, there are likely to be alternative perspectives offered. Understanding these processes

means that an approach (such as the case study approach) is needed that provides access [o

these competing and possibly contradictory perspectives and a way of bringing them together

in a meaningful waY.

The case study approach allows the researcher to place activities within their organisational

context. This ability has meant that the case study approach has become an important tool in

the hands of researchers in the field of Human Resource Management (see for example

Boxall, 1992, Hendry & Pettigrew,l992,Dyer, 1984, Kerfoot & Knights, 1992,)'

The case study approach allows us to achieve several aims within one study. According to

Eisenhardt (1989), case studies can be used to test theory, to provide description, and to

generate theory. According to Orum et al (1991) a key virtue of case studies is their role in

t-t 
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generation. As can be seen from the discussion in earlier chapters, the issues being

researched here are the subject of a large amount of theorisation and conceptualisation.

Therefore an aim of this research is re-examine and reinterpret this earlier work, which

provides the possibility of new theoretical generation.

Criticisms and Limitations of Case Study Desims

The case study approach has been criticised by those who favour other research approaches,

particularly those who favour quantitative methodologies. It is therefore appropriate to

account for some of these perceived weaknesses and limitations.

According to Yin (1989), three main complaints are made of case studies. These are lack of

rigour, tait of generalisability, and size. There are a number of ways in which lack of rigour

might occur. The research is vulnerable to the researcher's own biases and interpretations'

The researcher might be selective in choosing sources of data, and the case that might be put

together in such as way as to offer a biased picture. The careful researcher can to a large

extent overcome some of these difficulties by using various techniques such as careful

interviewing with a standardised format, and verbatim transcription of respondents'

comments. The case study approach provides the researcher with the opportunity to gather

data from a range of sources to ensure that a clear and consistent interpretation can be made'

In this case, triangulation was possible on a number of key points through the three categories

of respondents who were interviewed. Furthermore, documentary information was gathered

from the firms to check for accuracy on key points such as the exact status of individuals

employed or under contract. This became important during the data gathering due to different

perceptions of events and limited recall on the part of respondents.

A second major concern with case studies is the extent to which they can provide a basis for

generalisation. For instance, if one determined that an organisation's use of contractors was

determined by short-run cost cutting considerations, one could not conclude that contractors

were used similarly in other organisations. The multiple case study approach used here offers

more confidence when it comes to generalising. However, it is not the intention of this

research to generalise about the existence of contracting in some general population, as if
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these cases represented a statistical sample of an entire population. Rather, it is possible, as

Yin (1989) suggests, to generalise to theoretical propositions. The literature review chapters

of this thesis provide us with a wealth of theory against which to analyse the case study

findings. At any rate, the two objections to case studies mentioned above can also be made of

other research approaches. As to the final point that case studies can become massive and

unreadable documents, this need not be the case. Effective case development calls upon the

skills of the writer to accurately summarise the detailed observational and interview data, and

present a summary of the main features of each case.

In summary, the justification for choosing a case study approach comes from the need to

understand the relationship between parties to an employment relationship and how that

relationship is viewed. Participants' understanding of what is going on is impoftant, as is the

context in which the relationship is operating, and how events are changing over time' The

longitudinal perspective offered by the case based approach enables us gain a greater

understanding oflhe dynamic nature of employment relationships and structures than would

otherwise be possible.

7.4The Structuring of the Case Studies

Industries have their own unique histories in terms of dominant employment patterns and

practices. Therefore it is important that each set of cases is located in the same industry as

ioing so allows us to describe and account for a range of contextual and environmental

variables. This is made even more crucial by the large amount of economic restructuring that

has occurred in New Zealandover the last l5 years. While recognising that there may be

some unique features in each case, locating the firms in their industry context allows us hold

these variables relatively constant. In this way, comparisons can be made between firms that

have made different choices in how to structure the employment of a similar group of

workers.

Two sets of cases were developed in the course of this study. In the first set of four cases, the

energy supply industry is examined. By 'energy supply industry' is meant electricity

compani"i-and gas companies. In these cases, the employment mix generally, and the

structuring of the employment of meter reading staff in particular, are examined. The second

set of three cases examines engineering consulting firms. In these cases, the target group of

workers are draftspeople and engineers.

Ensuring construct validity
Ensuring construct validity means taking care to clearly specify the important constructs ln

the stucly. As discussed in Chapter Two, the key distinction here is the legal one between

contracts of service and contracts for services. That is to say, we are interested in employees

and contractors, where a contractor is defined as someone who does work for the target

organisation but is doing so as a self-employed person. Primarily, we are interested in

individuals who are self-employed and not employing others. However, after the initial round

of contacts with the companies, it became apparent that the research design needed to remain

sufficiently flexible to allow for the fact that some of the contractors might from time to time

engage others to assist them. This flexibility is a strength of the case study approach, as

mentioned previously.
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yin (1989) recommends that construct validity be enhanced by using multiple sources of

evidence and by maintaining a chain of evidence. In the case of the former, this was achieved

by asking similar questions of multiple interviewees and by using documentary evidence to

confirm details where possible. The chain of evidence was maintained in the form of field

notes, transcripts of interviews and copies of documents.

Ensuring internal and external validity
V*fiAty in qualitative research involves assuring the reader that the explanation of events put

forward by the researcher is credible (Janesick, 1994). Using multiple sources of evidence can

assist with issues of internal validity. According to Yin (1989), internal validity can be

threatened by the problem of inferences. This problem was illustrated at the pilot stage of this

srudy whereby some interviewees had difficulty explaining why things had happened the way

that ihey did in the past. The problem of short institutional memory highlights the need for

caution when accepting the version of events offered by one source of information. In some

cases, additional interviews needed to be arranged to verify and confirm the circumstances

surrounding events. In addition, the triangulation involved in interviewing individuals with

different perspectives provided a valuable crosscheck, thus highlighting another strength of

the case study approach.

As mentioned earlier, the problem of external validity or generalisability is a key target for

critics for the case study approach. This is particularly the case where the researcher wishes to

make statements from theitudy that relate to the wider population of organisations from

which the cases were drawn. Multiple case study design offers gleater external validity than

the single case approach. However, this study is more concerned with analytical

g.n"rulirotion. That is to say, that results are generalised to the theoretical framework

outlined above. It is the theory that helps identify situations where the results might be

generalised to (Yin, 1989).

The analysis of the case studies takes place on three levels. These are the individual firm' the

cluster of firms in the same industry, and across the clusters of firms in different industries'

Individual case study analysis of one firm reveals the unique forces have acted to shape the

mix of employment practices in use. Analysing a cluster of cases within the same industry

demonstrates how, dlspite similar contextual forces, some firms have taken radically different

or fairly homogenous approaches to the structuring of employment. Finally, analysing the

employment structures across industries shows how radically different labour and product

market conditions can impact the employment mix. The structure of the analysis is discussed

further below.

7.5 Case Selection

The question arises as to how and why the companies and industries studied here were

chosen. The selection of energy supply companies and consulting engineering firms provides

an opportunity to examine a wide range of issues impacting on the structuring of

employment.

The energy supply companies are large organisations operating in what has traditionally been

a relatively stable environment. Due to government deregulation they have undergone a great

deal of change and, where historically they were state owned, they now operate in a privatised
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competitive environment. As part of the restructuring process these firms have questioned

many aspects of their operations including the structuring of employment in their various

operating units. Existing research tells us that thatT3Vo of utilities companies (gas, electricity,

and water) have undergone substantial internal changes since 1993 (Department of Labour,

1997). During the period of data collection, further substantial industry restructuring was

taking place, thus adding to the richness of the industry context.

Many companies in this industry have contracted out substantial amounts of activity that was

previously done in-house. Therefore issues of contracting versus employing are important and

relevant concerns for these companies. The transition from large, bureaucratic, public sector

organisations to decentralised, competitive, publicly listed companies provides an ideal

environment for understanding the changing nature of employment relationships.

The engineering firms offer an interesting counterpoint to the energy supply firms. They

operate in an environment where demand for their products and services varies considerably

according ro the ebb and flow of economies, both domestically and internationally. Their

organisational structure differs from that of the energy companies in that they are professional

service firms. In these firms, employment relationships are often complicated by the fact that

a proportion of employees are also owners:::i::n':::t:,_T,tl:::::1,:""::T]*: 
::T:,,.""provide an interesting and relatively poorly reseanched context for studying human resource

issues (Boxall & Steeneveld, 1999).

The two groups of workers targeted for this study differ considerably in some important ways.

The workers examined in the energy supply industry are 'blue collar', manual workers and

within the engineering firms, 'white collar' professionals. This is important as this study is

interested in whether issues such as relative skill levels, and relative labour market power

have an effect on both worker and manager choices of employment structure.

Within the energy industry, meter readers were chosen as the target group because their work

was seen by firms in this study as potentially able to be performed by contractors. The work is

relatively low skilled and can be performed by a wide variety of individuals, given

appropriate training and orientation. Their work is non-interdependent and the workers have

little contact with each other. The meter readers are a relatively homogenous goup in terms

of their skills, although their skills are basic and require little formal training. This contrasts

with the draftspeople/engineers who are a heterogeneous group. They possess skills that vary

along a continuum from relatively narrow computer aided design (CAD) skills, to broader

design and project management skills. They provide a counterpoint to the meter readers in

that even at a basic level they require specific skills, training, and professional qualifications.

The project nature of their work often means that they need to work closely alongside each

other. At the very least, they share physical workspace with employees and thus the

opportunity for interaction is greater than for meter readers. Interdependency is more of an

issue with this group of workers.

In summary, the two sets of cases differ from each other in several key ways:

r The variation in workload through demand for products and services, whether it be

project-based or on going
o Organisational structure (professional bureaucracies versus traditional bureaucracies)
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o The stability of the industries in which they operate

o Homogeneity of skills among the target group of workers

o The level of skills and qualifications of the target group of workers

o The nature of the work itself - traditional 'blue collar' manual versus 'white collar'

clerical
o The interdependencies involved in the work

The selection of these cases is based upon 'theoretical sampling' rather than statistical

sampling @isenhardt, 1989). Statistical sampling would require systematic selection of

companies from the wider population of companies. Theoretical sampling is based upon

selection of companies on the basis of their ability to extend theory or to fill theoretical

categories. Eisenhardt (1989) suggests that rather than randomly selecting cases, they can be

chosen because they represent extreme situations or polar types, thus rendering the

phenomenon under investigation more observable. The companies in this study were chosen

as being broadly representative of a range of employment structures in use in their industry

groupings.

In multi-case studies, an important issue is the number of cases. The number of cases often

becomes a trade-off for the researcher in terms of the detail and the depth of analysis able to

be done with each one. Eisenhardt (1989) suggests between four and fifteen cases as being

appropriate. Yin (1984) notes that the typical criteria for determining the appropriate number

of cases are irrelevant and the selection should be a function of the amount of theoretical

replication that the researcher desires. Ultimately the choice of exact numbers of cases is a

.*tt.t for the judgement of the researcher. Three cases in each industry were originally

chosen, making a total of six. However, as the interviews for the energy cases progressed, the

name of a fourth company was continually mentioned as being influential in the industry.

Therefore, the decision was made to add this company to make a total of seven cases'

7.6 Developing the Cases

Data gathering primarily involved interviewing three groups of respondents in each of the

companies. Senior managers and human resource managers and staff were interviewed to

gain a macro level view of the firm's employment practices. Of particular importance here

were issues surrounding the strategic nature of employment practices and how employment

practices were impacted by wicler financial and other business factors. Line managers, with

iesponsibility for hiring and the day-to-day management of workers, were interviewed to gain

a practical supervisory management view of employment practices. Of particular importance

here were issues surrounding the conduct of the employment relationship and the day-to-day

difficulties of achieving appropriate levels of productivity and quality. Employees or

contractors doing work for the company concerned were interviewed to gain worker

perspectives. Of particular importance here are issues surrounding the extent to which the

individual believes his or her needs are being met by the relationship and the impact of this on

their behaviour at work.

In each case, the starting point was an interview with the most senior human resource

manager. These individuals were approached directly and a preliminary interview was

conducted. On the basis of information gathered from this interview and examination of
various documentary information, a group of interviewees was selected, according to the
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structures and organisation structures in place. The preliminary interviewing of
various human resource managers across all of the cases offered the additional benefit of

ting as a pilot study in itself, which assisted with the development of the interview

uestions.

senior manager was asked to consent, on behalf of the firm, to the research being

nducted. A selection of interviewees was chosen that offered a range of perspectives on the

structures in place. In some cases where independent contractors were involved,

the 'snowball' technique was used (Zikmund, 1988). This technique involves using referrals

from various participants to increase the pool of participants. In some cases, it was not

possible to interview all of the potential informants due to refusal or restrictions placed on the

iesearcher by the firms concerned. Where this occurred it is identified as being a limitation in

each case.

Of eleven companies approached, only one refused to participate in the research. The reason

for refusal was given as unwillingness on the part of management to offer employees' time to

the study. This firm was replaced with another.

Ethical and Political Factors
While most companies and individuals approached for this study were co-operative and

restructuring. Indeed, the mere mention of the word 'contractor' is enough to get some gloups

of workers on the defensive. There was some reluctance on the part of several companies to

allow access to their staff to be interviewed. This concern stemmed from a fear that the

workers might misconstrue the purpose of the interview, and take it as an indication of future

management action. Other fims were concerned about being shown in a negative light by

disgruntled workers. As mentioned above, this sometimes became a limitation on data

collection. In other cases, assurances needed to be given regarding the handling of the

interviews.

This study followed ethical guidelines set out by The University of Auckland Human

Subjecrs Ethics Committee. The company initially identified interviewees and so it was

imptrtant to check that individuals were freely consenting to participate rather than being

coerced by the company. This was less of a factor for contractors, who are presumably

somewhat freer from the potential problem of coercion. However, the interviewer did gain

informed, written consent to participate from every interviewee.

Ultimately, it is difficult to completely disguise the identities of individuals and firms from an

informed observer who wishes to uncover those identities. Thus, one of the aims of the write-

up was to both disguise the identities involved and to make sure that commercially sensitive

und prr.onally sensitive information was avoided where it had no important bearing on the

case.

Timeframe of interest
Data gathering for these cases took place during the calendar years of 1997 ,1998, and 1999.

The timeframe of interest was on events that took place between 1993 and 1997. This

timeframe was important in the context of the energy cases as it covered the period of greatest
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restructuring. This was less important in the context of the more-stable engineering industry.

However, it offered the benefit of capturing any recent changes in employment structures.

The Conduct of the lnterviews
ttt" *Ui6ts were interviewed using a semi-structured interview format. This format allowed

the discussion to digress where appropriate to relevant associated matter issues, while also

enabling some standardisation of answers. The flexible nature of the question format was

essential in that many of the terms used in questioning meant different things to different

people. As discussed in the chapter on conceptualising the employment relationship, there are

often difficulties in tying down particular concepts. For instance, the terms 'contractor' and

'contracting'often involved some discussion to clarity the types of arrangements in use.

Probing wis often required in order to clarify terminology and to get interviewees to elaborate

on their answers.

All interviews were audiotape recorded and field notes were also taken of key issues as they

arose. Interviewees sometimes drew diagrams to explain some concepts and these became

part of the field notes. Each of the interviews took between forty-five minutes and one and

half-hours. The data was subsequently written up as verbatim transcripts. The exact number

of informants varied in each case according to the size of the organisation and the complexity

of the employment structures in place. The exact numbers of respondents and their positions

in the organisation are stated at the beginning of each case. The research started with an

intention to interview at least ten respondents per company, although in some cases more

were required. Copies of the semi-structured interview schedules appear in the appendicies'

The use of a semi-structured interview format facilitated content analysis of the data around

the various themes being investigated. In the previous chapters, several important constructs

were identified and the questions in the semi-structured interviews were explicitly linked to

those constructs. For instance, the chapter on flexibility identified that concept, in its various

forms, as being a key factor in making choices regarding employment. Therefore, senior

managers were specifically questioned about this. A copy of the interview questions appears

in the appendices. Although it is important to identify and clarify constructs ahead of time,

Eisenhardt (1989) suggests that this type of research allows the researcher to reframe the

questions and constructs as the research takes place. The researcher has flexibility to modify

questions or add questions in order to take advantages of opportunities in a given situation.

However, it is important that this flexibility is balanced against the need to maintain

standardisati on of questioning.

Confidentiality was preserved by writing up the cases in such a way as to protect the identity

of the organisations and individuals concerned. Only general information about the

organisatlons is reported. Care is taken not to identify any areas of commercially sensitive

information, which will, of course, not be reported. The possibility always exists than an

astute individual could identify individuals or groups in a case study. The likelihood of this

occurring has been minimised by changing the identities where appropriate and reporting the

data collectively.
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7.7 Data Analysis

The data from each of the interviews was combined to give a narrative description of each

company and the employment stnrctures of interest. According to Yin (1989), a descriptive

approach helps to identify the causal links relating to the phenomenon of interest. The aim is

to give as full a description as possible of what employment structures are in use, why they

were chosen and how the parties evaluate these structures in terms of costs and benefits.

Miles and Huberman (1984) contrast case-oriented analysis with variable-oriented, cross-case

analysis. Each of the seven cases contains its own case-oriented analysis. Each case contains

its own unique and idiosyncratic context and themes that have affected the formation of
employment relationships. This analysis allows exploration of causal relationships and these

are explored in each case write-up. To assist the reader, the title given to each case reflects

one of the main themes that differentiate it from the others.

The second stage is the cross-case analysis, and this takes place in Chapters Nine and Ten.

The cross-case is a variable-oriented strategy in that it focuses on similar concepts across the

seven cases, This allows exploration of key themes across the cases. The final and perhaps

most important step in the analysis involves relating the data from each of the cases back to

the theoretical framework that informs this study.

7.8 Methodological Issues Arising from the Cases

During the construction of the cases, several issues and limitations became apparent, which

are worth mentioning. These issues were particularly relevant to the energy industry cases.

Institutional Memory
One problem that was encountered in several of the cases was the lack of institutional

memory in some companies. As this study covered a period of radical restructuring, one

might reasonably expect a certain amount of labour turnover. This led to newer staff being

unaware of the history of cenain decisions and why they were made. In the energy cases,

whole echelons of management had been replaced or eliminated. In some cases, incumbent

management either were not present when decisions were made or only had a vague

recollection of them. Some found the decisions of their predecessors difficult to understand

and it was clear that some managers had little investment in what had gone on before and

were working with situations that they had inherited. The implication of lack of institutional

memory for this research was that additional interviews or other data gathering was

sometimes necessary to clarify why certain employment decisions had been made-

Lack of contractors
This study set out to examine questions surrounding employment and contracting. One

challenge for this research was the fact that where individual contracting had been tried, it had

not remained in place for long. Indeed it seemed as if individual contractors were an

'endangered species' in some of the companies studied. In several cases, employees had been

converted to contracting, and then subsequently contracting companies had replaced the

contractors and hired their own employees, or sometimes the ex-employees-turned-

contractors, to do the work. Thus, in two cases studied here, workers had performed the same

job under three different arrangements. In some companies, employment relations were

extremely fluid. Turnover of contractors mean that in some cases it was not possible to speak
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with as many contractors or former contractors as was initially envisaged. ln some cases, it
was possible to track down some of these individuals through remaining employees,

telephone directories, or in one case, through the electoral roll.

Difficulties of Access

While all of the companies studied here agreed to participate, there were some difficulties in

accessing some workers. While senior management was open to participation, some line

managers were sensitive to issues of contracting and how the research might be perceived by

workers as being a precursor to changes in their employment status. This led to reluctance on

the part of managers to agree to allow workers to be interviewed. This concern applied more

to employees than contractors. Several of the cases reported here demonstrate the level of ill-
feeling that can emerge when contracting becomes an issue. Where possible, objections to

participation were overcome, and where this was not possible it became a limitation to the

case.

Industrv Restructuring
The huge transformation in the industry during the study created a challenge for this research.

The decade ofthe 1990s can be described as a decade of unrelenting change for the energy

supply industry. The beginning point for this research was relatively easy to find with the

events set in train by the Electric Power Boards Amendment Act (1989). As the change since

that point has been so continuous, finding an end point was more difficult. However, as at the

beginning, a major legislative change was to again radically alter the shape of the industry,

and so this was chosen as the end point to the study. The Electricity Industry Reform Act

(1998) required companies to separate the line and retain businesses by April 1999. The

companies, as studied here, ceased to exist in their current form during 1998.

7.9 Summary

The nature of the research questions lends itself to a research design that allows us to unravel

the factors that surround the operation of the employment relationship. Answers to questions

surrounding the appropriateness fbr the participants of alternative employment structures

clearly depend on many factors related to the setting in which those relationships occur.

Attempting to gain a deeper understanding of how the participants view employment

relationships is key ro understanding their complexity. This chapter has outlined a research

design involving case studies, with interviews as the main method of data gathering. This

approach offers a number of advantages, including allowing the researcher to investigate the

phenomenon within its real life context, keeping the contextual variables relatively constant,

and examining how firms in the same industry have adopted different or similar employment

practices. In the context of this study, the case study approach utilising interviews and

documentary analysis allowed the development of an in-depth, longitudinal view of the

changing employment structures in each set of cases.

The two sets of cases in the energy supply industry and the engineering consultancy industry

were developed by interviewing senior managers and human resources staff, line managers,

and workers. The industries differ greatly in both the structure of the industry, the structure of
the firms in the industry, and the demand for their products and services. Additionally, the

groups of workers targeted for this study came from very different parts of the labour market.

This diversity widens the scope for theoretical synthesis and development.
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ChaPter Eight

Results

8,1 Objective and Overview

This chapter presents case studies developed in the energy supply industry and the

engineering consultancy industry, and is therefore divided into two main sections dealing

with each set of cases in turn. Each section begins with a brief overview of the industry and

some important conditions that are likely to impact upon choices of employment structures.

The cases and a summary of each follow this.

The objectives of this section are to:

o present an industry context within which employment relationships take place

o present an organisational context within which employment choices are made

o detail the nature of the decisions that were made and the main factors in those decisions

o detail the evaluations of those employment structures by managers and workers

r summarise the main features of each of the case studies

8.2 The Energy Supply IndustrY

Prior to lgg2,48 Power Boards supplied electricity to consumers. These boards were

geographically or electorially based and supplied all those who fell within their boundaries-

The-boards purchased electricity from the government-owned Generation Company and sold

it on. Originally set up by local govemment, the boards were public sector organisations and

were largely seen as providing an essential service to the communities that they served.

Publicly elected officials managed the boards. They were bureaucracies with stable leadership

and a strong internal labour market. Awards, or collective employment contracts, determined

the terms and conditions of employment and there was strong union representation.

For a number of reasons, central government sought to deregulate the energy sector. From the

mid -1980s, the general direction of government policy was to break up the supply chain

(generation - transmission - distribution) and introduce competition at each stage. This

discussion focuses on the distribution and retail end of the chain. It was argued by those

favouring reforms that there were too many boards for such a small country and that they

were inefficient. Furthermore, a competitive market for electricity would lead to prices for

consumers coming down. Additionally, private ownership of the energy sector would free the

government from having to invest the huge sums of money necessary for the infrastructure of
this industry.

To achieve this competitive energy market, a series of pieces of legislation was introduced.

Thus began almost a decade of near continuous change and restructuring for the energy
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industry. The Electric Power Boards Amendment Act (1989) defened board elections and

extended the terms of office of existing members in anticipation of imminent reform. In

December 1991, the Energy Sector Reform Bill was introduced into Parliament proposing a

wide-ranging deregulation of the electricity industry and of the gas industry (Ministry of

Commerce, 1998). As a result of this, there was extensive debate as to the appropriate

ownership of electricity supply authorities.

The Energy Companies Act (1992) required the power boards to form themselves into

companies and produce share ownership plans. The most visible change from the perspective

of the consumer was that the former power boards created for themselves new names and

visual identities and set about aggressive marketing programs. The boards adopted

organisational structures typical of the private sector and the elected board members were

replaced with private sector management. The newly formed companies had two main

strategies available to them for dealing with issues of ownership. Some companies set up

trusts to hold the shares on behalf of consumers, with the aim of returning a share of the

profits to the consumers in the form of an annual rebate or dividend. This became the most

common arrangement (Ministry of Commerce, 1998). Other companies chose to give away

their shares directly to consumers and list on the sharemarket. Consumers were then free to

on-sell the shares or to hold onto them. Where the shares were offered to the public, there

were immediate moves by other investors and energy companies, from both New Zealand and

overseas, to acquire these and to take substantial shareholdings. Some energy companles

gained substantial shareholdings and representation on the boards of other companies. In

addition, there were mergers between energy companies as foreseen in the original

deregulation.

It should be noted that deregulation of the gas industry followed essentially the same pattern

as that for electricity, and the intent and impact of the energy sector legislation has been

broadly rhe same. The Energy Companies Act (1992) required that gas distributors in the

hands of local government should be corporatised by I April 1993 (Ministry of Commerce,

lggT). However, unlike the electricity industry, the gas industry had always had significant

private sector ownershiP.

A number of differences are worth noting. Perhaps the fundamental difference between the

two industries is that one deals with a product that is essential and the other is an energy of

choice. A consumer might choose to have gas installed and use gas appliances, but few would

consider foregoing electricity. Therefore, the competitive environment is slightly different in

that gas has to be competitive with electricity. Additionally, the gas network is expanding

faster than the electricity network. Almost all new homes built are added to the electricity

network, yielcling a steady but modest annual expansion. Gas is expanding both into new

subdivisions and housing developments and into existing areas where gas was not previously

available. Thus the gas network has far greater potential for expansion.

The energy companies typically restructured themselves into several sub-units or divisions' A

typical format would be to have a retail division, dealing with customers, billing, and related

funcrions. There might be another division dealing with the management of the physical

network, design, planning, and asset management. Another division would do the physical

work in the field, such as maintenance, faults, metering, and other work on the network. Each

company approached this separation slightly differently. It is the field division of these
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companies with which this study is concerned. For the sake of simplicity, this work is referred

to here as fieldwork, reflective of the fact that it is typically physical work that takes place on

the network of the companies concerned. As part of operating in the deregulated environment,

companies were free to contract to perform work on the networks of other companies.

The final stage of the deregulation of the energy industry required energy companies to

separate themselves into companies owning the physical network (line companies) or

companies 'owning the customers' (retail companies). This required corporate separation of
line and retail businesses by I April 1999 and full separation by the end of 2003 (Ministry of
Commerce, 1998). The final stage was taking place as this study came to a conclusion.

Energy companies are prevented by legislation (the Electricity Industry Reform Act (1998))

from being both retail and line companies. The logic behind this is to create a situation where

a customer might be in a position to choose between competing energy suppliers, a situation

heretofore impossible. This separation is reflected in the fluid nature of employment

structures being studied here. The pace of change and the level of uncertainty in the industry

is such that managers and workers are often unsure what their company will look like or

indeed if they are not made redundant, who they will be working for in the very near future.

Thus, the fieldwork divisions of the companies being studied here throughout the 1990s

operated in an environment of considerable uncertainty and fluidity. This contextual factor

clearly impacts upon the choices that managers and workers made regarding the structuring of
employment.

The full case studies are reported below, and each is followed by a brief summary.
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Company A: Contracting and Customer Service

The development of each case involved collection and analysis of documentary information

regarding the company and interviews with a number of respondents. Approximately ten

interviews were anticipated for each case, with three groups of respondents. There were

senior managers (for example human resource management and senior business unit

managers), line managers (for example first line supervisors and managers of particular

gloups of workers), and workers (for example individual contractors or employees

performing the work in question). In each case, the exact number of respondents varied in

accordance with the unique features of the case. [n some cases, additional respondents were

required to gain additional information or clarification and in other cases this was

unnecessary. In the course of research at Company A, nine interviews were conducted as

follows:

Senior Managers: Three
Line Managers: Three
Contractors: One
Employees: Two

The case of Company A is outlined in three main sections. The first section locates the

company in its industry and gives an overview of its history and how the employment of
fieldworkers generally, and meter readers specifically was restructured. The second section

considers the factors behind the choice of structures, from a management perspective, and the

third section outlines worker evaluations of the structures and circumstances that have

surrounded them. The case study concludes with some notes on the restructuring of the

employment of a related group of workers (electrical services representatives) and a brief
summary.

1.0 Company History and Background

Company A was formed in 1993 as the successor to a regional Electric Power Board, as a

result of the deregulatory Energy Companies Act (1992). It is one of New Zealand's largest

retail electricity suppliers and operates in one of the largest cities. The core business is

distribution and sale of energy although by the late 1990s it had started to diversify into other

energy related business activities. Company A is owned by a consumer trust that holds shares

on behalf of its customers.

According its 1996 annual report:

"(Company A) ... is a customerfocused energy company that delivers solutions

together with the associated utilit.v services to nxeet custonxer energy needs. Its core

business is managhtg the distribution and sale of energy through its network."

As with the other energy companies in this study, Company A underwent substantial change

in the early and mid 1990s. The local body or local authority structure was transformed into
the kind of corporate structure found in the private sector. For the previous 60-70 years, they

had operated in a very stable environment with a traditional bureaucratic structure. They had a

product that everyone needed, and only one product to deal with. The electricity business was
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a very safe business to be in, and as such it created an organisation with a lot of inertia.

business was run on a 'breakeven basis' where the company decided how much money

needed to make in order to cover its costs and set its prices accordingly.

With deregulation and resultant privatisation came many changes. The government wanted a

more efficient energy sector and wanted to drive down prices for the end users. Operations

were to be run on a much more commercial basis. A new CEO was headhunted who had

previous experience in making the sorts of changes that were believed to be required. The

new CEO experienced some frustration at getting things to change. Some areas of the

organisation had inefficient work practices, particularly in the field. This was particularly

seen in contrast to the work habits and productivity of contractors engaged in similar work'

According to a senior human resources manager, management lacked commercial expertise in

such things as setting up and managing contracts. Incremental changes and improvements

were being made. However, the level of senior management frustration was such that

revolutionary change was favoured over a Slow, gradual, evolutionary approach'

1995 saw a major restructuring of many parts of the organisation. A large international
consulting firm was engaged to drive this process. The review examined all parts of the

organisation. The recommendations made by the consulting firm involved downsizing and

contracting out.

1.1 Historical Pattern of Work Oreanisation

The historical pattern of work organisation was that all workers were employees, with the

vast majority covered by awards or collective employment contracts. Throughout the 1990s

this pattern changed in many parts of the organisation.

Management saw the productivity of workers in the field as poor in comparison to outside

contractors, and in order to address these issues decided to adopt a model common in

Australian utility companies at the time. This model involved setting up a joint venture with

an overseas company with expertise in managing this kind of work. This allowed Company A
to avoid many of the difficulties in restructuring this pan of their business, and to avoid

substantial restructuring costs. The existing employees were transferred to the new joint
venture contracti n g company.

Contractors could be found elsewhere in the company and are common in the parts of the

business that are often associated with contractor use, such as information technology and

'design and build' parts of the operation. Contractors could also be found doing 'overflow'
type work in financial departments or in areas such as human resources. A human resources

manager estimated that as many as 207o of the workforce were contractors. However, no

accurate figures were available due to line managers entering into contractual arrangements

without the knowledge of human resource staff.

1.2 Meter Readers

Meter reading is a field-based activity and as such is often located in the fieldwork or network
part of the structure of utility companies. However at Company A, meter reading is under the

control of the customer service function. The firm of consultants mentioned earlier examined

The
it
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the customer seryices group with a view to improving service and reducing costs. As a result
of the consultants' report, the customer services group was restructured and the

recommendation was to contract out meter reading to individual independent contractors. The
recommendation to contract out was based on figures that the consultants had generated. The
numbers generated by the consultants compared costs at the time with projected costs to use

contractors and associated cost savings in office space, property charges and other overhead
factors. Several managers commented that the decision to introduce contracting where
possible was in line with a general philosophical position held by the consultants and
favoured by the CEO. In the words of one manager:

"I thinkthat it's afocus with all reorganisations these days that people come in,
consultants come in, or even if it's done intentally, and they say we must be able to
contract out sonze of this because this is what is happening these days."

The meter readers were informed that their work was to be contracted out and that they would
be given the opportunity to continue to do their work on a contracted basis. The alternative
was redundancy.

As part of the restructuring, a new meter reading manager was appointed. The new manager
was immediately faced with implementing the recommendations made by the consultants.
One of his first tasks was to investigate the recommendations made by the consultants. A
second analysis of the data produced different results. The differences were due to two
factors. Firstly, elrors were made in the selection and treatment of figures taken from some
databases. Secondly, some assumptions had been made regarrding savings on overheads that
upon second glance appeared to be false economies. The manager suggested that the analysis
appeared to have been conducted rather hurriedly by the consultants. The new costing showed
that contracting out the meter readers would in fact be between four and five percent more
expensive than the in-house option. Based upon the new analysis, the line manager put a
proposal to senior management that the company should keep meter reading in-house. This
proposal was accepted.

Unfortunately, discussions of contracting and redundancy had created a climate of mistrust
and ill-feeling among the workers. When the management position was reversed, the level of
ill-feeling was such that most of the workers chose to take the redundancy package that had
been offered, rather than accept a new individual employment contract. One worker chose to
accept the original offer to become a contractor. New meter readers were hired and employed
under individual employment contracts, without union involvement.

The meter readers, except for the contractor, worked on an employment contract tailored to
the job. Previously they were covered by a public service pay structure which had flat rates
and rewarded years of service. The new contract contained a bonus component (seven
percent) tied to a number of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). The KPIs included such
factors as meters read per hour, errors, keeping appointments with customers, percentage of
successful reads, and overall customer satisfaction.

The single contractor operated in a geographically isolated, semi-rural area. He invoiced the
company per meter read, operated his own vehicle, and maintained his own office. As part of
the agreement the company provided him with certain materials such as the meter reading
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device, the means to download the data, and sundry items such as paperwork and calling
cards. The contractor operated with very little contact with the company, partially due to the
geographical isolation of his territory from the rest of the city. He received little feedback on

his performance and was, essentially, left alone to do the job. A benefit of this arrangement,

from a management perspective, was that it allowed them to make comparisons with the rest

of the workforce and to examine how a contracting z[Tangement works.

2.0 Key Factors Shaping the Management Decision

Cost was not the sole determining factor in the decision to retain the meter reading in-house,
and managers identified a number of factors as being relevant. The main factors identified by
management are summarised below, followed by a more detailed discussion.

In favour of contracting:
o Contracting out would fit with a philosophy of contracting out and introducing

competition where possible, a philosophy known to be favoured by the CEO
o Contracting out could be justified on cost grounds, according to the consultant's report
r Contracting out at least part of the work would provide the ability to make comparisons

between employees and contractors and gain more accurate productivity measures

In favour of not contracting:
r Difficulty of drawing up and negotiating the requisite numbers of contracts with

individual contractors within a tight time frame and without disrupting operations
o Data to suggest that employing was cheaper than contracting
o There was a concern that there might not be any contestability for the meter reading work

between the contractors, meaning that there would be no market force to keep prices low
o There were concerns over the legal status of the contractors and whether or not

contracting agreements would protect the firm from accusations (for example, from tax
officials) that the contractors might be disguised employees

e There was a belief that meter readers possessed knowledge, based on experience, that
should be retained

o Meter reading could be described as 'core' business
o Potential negative impact on work quality and accuracy
o ManaBement concerns regarding the customer service implications of having contractors

do the work

One senior manager described the company philosophy with regard to these kinds of
decisions as being all about getting managers to think about the best way to manage their part
of the business. Some of the key reasons why Company A decided to keep the work largely
in-house are worth exploring in more detail.

2.1 Knowledge and experience
Even though meter reading is a relatively straightforward task, closer examination reveals that
there is more to it. The line manager responsible for meter readers talked of the importance of
having an experienced team who are prepared to work together and who:
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"... understand what happens when they do something (and) what happens in the rest

of the company, and are interested and concerned about it."

The job itself requires a modest amount of training, skills and knowledge. However, there are

considerable efficiencies as a worker gains idiosyncratic knowledge of meter locations and

related issues. One meter reader stated that it takes at least three months before a meter reader

becomes fully productive because of this. Teamwork can be an important when it comes to
coverage, for example, when there is a problem like missing an appointment, or in case of
illness. Untrained or inexperienced individuals might encounter difficulties through being
unable to access and read certain meters, difficulties regarding legal aspects of entering
people's properties and homes, or make errors that cause downstream problems in the billing
process. These factors argue for a stable relationship, with a known individual, to perform the
work. A senior manager commented that teamwork was important in encouraging better and
more consistent perforrnance.

2.2 Core
Arguments over what constitutes 'core and non-core' work can quickly degenerate into
semantics. However, the meter reading manager clearly believed that his workers were
involved in an activity that is central to the strategic direction of the firm. He stated that meter
reading is a core competency supporting core business. This was because customer service
activity is critical in a firm where customer service is a key part of the business strategy.
Another senior manager noted that in making a decision regarding employment structures, it
should be considered whether the function was a core competence that the business wants, a
centre of excellence that needs to be maintained, or whether the work is boring, mundane, or
repetitive, or work that the company manages poorly. The meter reading manager
successfully argued that it was an important customer service task, rather than merely
mundane collection of data.

2.3Irgal Concerns
Managers also had concerns over the legal status of contractors, and feared that individually
contracted workers might fail some of the legal tests of the contractor/employee distinction,
as discussed in an earlier chapter. Although case law on this point continues to develop, an
argument could be made that contractor meter readers would, in fact, be employees (for
example in the event of legal action over contract termination or, for tax purposes). This
might be compounded as the manager concerned stated that he would still wish to manage the
contractors, as if they were employees, by closely monitoring their performance and
relationships with customers.

2.4 Qualitv
A key difference between the contractor relationship and the employment relationship is that
it incentivises behaviour in different ways. One manager saw it as an issue of productivity
versus quality. The concern was that contractors might take a rather niurow view of superior
performance and read a large number of meters very quickly but at the costs of greater errors.
Even if the problem of errors could be controlled for by specific contractual detail, quality
may also suffer in several other non-trivial but less measurable ways. One meter reader
offered the example of a 'high performing' colleague, who jumped over fences, ran through
customer's gardens, and was frequently bitten by customer's dogs.
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2.5 Customer Service
Perhaps the most important of the arguments for not contracting meter reading can be

subsumed under the heading of customer service implications. The meter reading manager

stated that as many as a third of customers are at home when a meter reader calls, therefore a

certain amount of customer contact is inevitable. In the eyes of a customer, the meter reader is

the company. The individual walking up the garden path represents the company and may
well be the only human contact that most customers have with the Electricity Company. This
is sufficiently important to Company A that they have a market research organisation conduct
frequent surveys of customer satisfaction among those who have had contact with the
company. In the words of one manager:

"They (meter readers) are field customer service representatives and a lot of people
will see (Company A) as the meter reader coming four times ayear to read their
meter."

The meter reader manager saw a customer service orientation as being part of the profile of a
successful meter reader. The possibility remains that in the future meter readers could be
asked to more formally take on additional customer service roles, such as assisting customers
with billing and other enquiries. Additionally the role of meter reader as a company
representative was seen as being important. As one meter reader put it:

"One of the reasons that we kept meter reading in-house was that you workfor the
company, you're in their uniform and you actually represent them. You don't
represent just yourself or some other organisations who are contractors to (Company
A| Therefore there is more control over what you are saying and doing as far as the
conxpany is cortcented because you are the public face."

The argument can be made that contracting can negatively impact customer service by
creating an extra link in the service chain. The company becomes the customer of the
contractor, and the contractor a supplier of a service. In this way the consumer of electricity is
not the focus of attention in the way that they might otherwise be. Therefore, it is possible
that the contractor might be less predisposed towards devoting time towards doing things that
maintain and build on the relationship between Company A and the end user of its product.

However, according to the meter reader who is a contractor, one cannot simply assume that as
a contractor one would care less about customer service:

"l'm still tlrc face of (Company A).They see me as being the (Company A) power man
and they are not concented whether I'rn contracting or an employee. And therefore I
set what I cortsider to be high standards for public relations in the past and I've just
maintained them. .... the dogs are still the same, they don't stop attacking you just
because you are a contractor."

If one takes a broad view of customer service, security issues are also relevant here. Often it is
necessary for a meter reader to enter a customer's home in order to read the meter. The
customer may leave a key with the electricity company, leave a key hidden, or make an
appointment for someone to be at home when the meter reader calls. There are obvious
reasons why the company would be concerned to have measure of control over those that do
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the work. As mentioned earlier, if the work is contracted out then the company has less

control over who actually does the work and is less able to control the manner in which it is
actually done.

As explained earlier, the original decision to switch to a contracting model was driven by
consultants' recommendations. The incoming manager of meter reading argued that he should
be allowed to manage his unit using employees. The above five points were the key
arguments that supported the decision to choose employment over contracting.

3.0 Worker Evaluations of the Employment Structure

Management were generally positive about the work done by the meter reading department. A
senior manager commented that the arrangement was helping the company to meet its
customer service goals. The success of the meter reading department can be seen in the fact
that they have picked up contracts from other utility companies to read meters.

As might be expected, the issue of whether contracting is a good thing was viewed from a
different perspective by meter readers themselves. The sole contractor meter reader was
positive about his decision to contract:

"I think it was a good idea because.from nry potnt of view I enjoy the freedom of not
being an employee. There are disadvantages i.n that I've lost a lot as regards the
superannuation payments that (Contpany A) were making and the sick pay and things
Iike that. Bttt I feel that having your i.ndependence is well wonlwhile... (although)
...nxoney-wise I'm probably no better off."

For this individual, autonomy was the key factor, with earning gains from contracting offset
against the loss in benefits and increased administration costs. However, the original group of
meter readers was unenthusiastic at the prospect of working as contractors when that option
was offered. One of the original group of meter readers believed that the majority preferred
the stability of an employment situation:

"I would say that most of tlrc tneter readers prefer the knowledge that they have the
weekly wage coming in... unlimited sick leave...XYZ benefits working for a big
company. Most of tlrcnt ure yoltnger with young families."

These individuals were concerned about losing job-related benefits such as superannuation,
healthcare, employee assistance programs, the company vehicle, and the mobile phone.
Another barrier was the tax and administrative aspects of being self-employed, which would
be daunting for some people. According to one ex-meter reader, many lack the motivation to
become self-employed and stated that:

"Most ntexer readers are plodders. They just want a job to fill in time. You don't
become a nrcter reader to become a CEO; you become a meter reader to be a meter
reader. That's it normally, unless you are luclq enough to be in the right place at the
right time to go irtto management. Most of them would have dfficulry in taking a step
up."
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This individual had a somewhat pessimistic view regarding the capabilities of fellow meter

readers.

From a worker perspective, one of the biggest obstacles to contracting was coverage. What
happens when the contractor needs to take a holiday or is ill and unable to perform his or her

duties? An employee looks to the company to provide that relief, but for a contractor it is
their own responsibility. How can an individual organise sufficient slack resources to be

brought in at short notice? In the case of the contractor at Company A, a family member
provided this relief. However, this was a less than satisfactory situation from the point of
view of the contractor, and probably the company as well. Another meter reader saw it as the

biggest challenge facing any contractor. When the company developed a contract for meter
reading contractors it contained a requirement for them to provide their own relief. According
to an ex-meter reader:

"Meter readers were expected to provide their own relief which is just about
inpossible to do. They had to contract to get through a number of readings and if
they couldn't do it tltey had to find someone who could, and on that day. This was a

big negative... as it would have been for me if I had decided to take on one of those
contracts."

It is interesting to note the comments of the meter readers as it related to job security at
Company A. The contractor meter reader saw no particular security in working for the
company as an employee rather than a contractor. He felt that he had just as much job security
as an employee had. The reason for this is that he perceived that the status quo was the most
logical arrangement and was unlikely to be changed by the company. Another meter reader,
who rejected the original, contracting offer, took the view that there was no pafticular job
security in being an employee:

"Most people who have workedfor (Company A) for more than two years understand
or know that there is no job security with (Conrpany A) as with a lot of other
companies yvho have gone through a lot of restructr,tring."

It should be noted that part of the reasoning behind this fatalistic view of job security is the
amount of change that the company and the industry has gone through in recent years. It
should also be noted that the job of the meter reader is one with a limited future. New
technology is starting to emerge which could eliminate the need for people to physically read
meters. In the future, meters may send usage data directly back to the provider. While such
technology is at present too expensive, it is rapidly coming down in price and may lead to the
demise of the meter reader. Meter readers and management are aware of this fact, and it
would inevitably affecr their rhinking.

There was some agrcement between meter readers and managers that, on the face of it at
Ieast, a contractor would work harder than an employee performing the same work would. As
a meter reader expressed this:

"I guess you sort of have a completely dffirent perspective on it because you are
working for yourself and the harder you work, the more meters you read, the better off
you are."
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Despite this, another worker acknowledged that contracting might have negative
consequences that might detract from that increased performance:

"I think that it is very easy to lose sight of the fact that you are working for or
representing another company, and they may well have the attitude that people can
complain but.. ."

From the point of view of the one meter reader who was a contractor, very little had changed
in the way that he actually performed the work. This individual stated that customer service
was one aspect of the job that he was particularly good at. He had existing relationships with
the company's customers from when he was an employee and his change to contractor status
did little to alter these. Another meter reader agreed that from a personal point of view, a
change in employment status might not make a big difference:

"l don't think that it would have made a big difference just through the sort of person
that I ant, in that I feel that I am giving 1007o enyway."

This worker acknowledged that one's own personal work ethic is an important factor, but also
commented that others may be less conscientious in their approach.

4.0 Electrical Services Representatives

Issues regarding the costs and benefits of contracting arose with another group of workers at
Company A, and it is worth briefly considering the situation of electrical service
representatives. These are a small group of workers whose job is to disconnect and reconnect
customers to and from the network. From the point of view of the company, the important
considerations were to get the job done for the least cost, and secondly to work towards a 'no
disconnection' policy. By the latter is meant that the company would ideally like to avoid
having to disconnect customers unless all alternatives have been explored.

Over the course of restructuring, three different arrangements were tried. Customer services
management decided to investigate the relative performance of the three arrangements.
Originally, normal waged employees performed the work. In 1996, employees switched to
being paid on a piece rate system .In 1997 , the work was contracted out to a contracting
company. The situation was analysed, by a staff member, according to perflormance and costs
of the three arrangements over a sample four-month period in each year. Costs were
compared in terms of tool (equipment) costs and remuneration costs. In terms of
remuneration, contracting was the most expensive option and wage labour was the least
expensive with piece-rate in between. The tool costs were greater for wage employees than
piece rate employees, and these were not a factor for contractors. The analysis suggested that,
on cost grounds, the wage option was most attractive. Productivity was compared along a
number a measures and here the piece-rate option out-performed the other two. The desire on
the part of the company was to find ways to avoid having to disconnect and the reconnect
customers, a costly and time consuming process. In fact, the ideal situation was seen as being
one where the situation was resolved with the worker not having to leave the office, after
having found away to avoid physical disconnection through reaching an alternative
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agreement. Not only were the contractors less efficient but also they had little incentive to
work with the customer to find an alternative to disconnection.

This study resulted in a proposal to employ persons based on an individual employment
contract containing a base salary and a significant bonus tied to performance. Behind the
proposal was a desire to incentivise the kinds of behaviours that worked for the company.
Creating a team of enthusiastic, multi-skilled employees was seen as the best means to
achieve these desired outcomes. The use of individual contractors was seen as potentially
increasing administrative costs because of the need for a manager to assign them work and to
administer the contracts. The decision to use employees for this work was seen as offering
several advantages over the contracting option. According to a senior manager, the workers in
this area became self-managing, picked up their own work orders, and covered for each other
when necessary. The company has been able to reduce headcount in other areas as these
workers have developed the skills and abilities to perform a wider range of duties. According
to management, the electrical services representatives were more able to cover for each other
and worked hard to clear backlogs in times of crisis.

5.0 Case A Summarv

With the assistance of outside consultants, managers at Company A questioned many aspects
of their operations. Management believed that parts of the company doing work in the field
were not competitive and that poor work practices were to blame. Incremental changes were
introduced in order to improve productivity. However, management was frustrated by
collective employment arrangements, a strong union and what they saw as entrenched
attitudes on the part of the workforce. With the arrival of a new CEO with a history of
introducing contracting iurangements in other companies, it was clear to the employees that
revolutionary change would occur,

For the majority of line, construction, and maintenance work, managers chose to form a joint
venture partnership with an experienced contracting company, With regard to meter reading,
the consultants recommended contracting out. A proposal was put to the workers that they
become individual contractors or accept redundancy. Shortly afterwards, a meter reading
manager was appointed who reconsidered the recommendation to contract out. This
reconsideration lead to a proposal to senior management that meter readers be retained as

employees. The reasons for this included cost, logistical reasons, concern over retention of
worker knowledge, and concerns over the impact on customer service quality. Contracting
was not seen as offering a major advantage.

Unfortunately for Company A, the level of ill-feeling created by the conrracting discussions
meant that when management went back to the workers with a new offer of employment, the
bulk of the workers chose the previously offered redundancy. Clearly, the handling of this
situation by management undermined the employment relationship to the extent that a large
number of workers were prepared to terminate that relationship. Company A hired new meter
readers under individual employment contracts, and one meter reader became a contractor.

This case illustrates a number of important issues. The first among these is the importance of
a careful analysis of the work before decisions are made about contracting or employing. It
was only through a careful analysis that management gained a clear appreciation of the costs
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and benefits of using contractors for meter reading. This led them to a different conclusion
from that which was originally proposed. The greater depth of analysis performed by the
incoming meter reading manager lead to a different set of conclusions than came from the
relatively superficial analysis performed by the consultants. The work done by management
on the electrical services representatives also gave a clear picture of what was being gained or
lost under different employment structures.

A second issue is how customer relationships can provide an important argument for
preferring an employment relationship to a contractual one. This case supports the findings of
Purcell (2000) regarding the connection between the type of customer relationships that the
company seeks and their human resources model. In this case, the ability of meter readers to
add value through strong customer service was seen by management as being best supported
through an employment model rather than a contractual one.

The response of the original group of meter readers to the contracting proposal illustrates the
problem management can face with gaining acceptance of changes to long-standing terms and
conditions of employment. [n psychological contract terms, the management action
represented a contract violation, and an attempt to move from a relational contract to an
explicitly transactional one. The sense of contract violation was such that most workers chose
to exit.

From a worker perspective, this case indicates that, for some, individual contracting can
appear to be an attractive option. However, for others, the loss of job-related benefits and the
increased demands to manage their own coverage and administrative matters might make this
option unattractive. This case also suggests that workers do not necessarily see employment
as offering security, thus challenging the traditional view that employees are more secure than
contractors.
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The Case of Company B: Going Full Circle?

The development of each case involved collection and analysis of documentary information
regarding the company and interviews with a number of respondents, as explained previously.
In the course of research at Company B, 12 interviews were conducted as follows:

Senior Managers: Six
Line Managers: Three
Contractors: Two
Employees: One

Company B is a gas company. The case of Company B is outlined in three main sections.
The first section locates the company in its industry and gives an overview of its history. The
second section describes the circumstances and process of structuring the employment of
fieldworkers generally, and meter readers specifically. The third section outlines respondents'
evaluations of the structures and circumstances that have surrounded them. The case studv
concludes with a brief summary.

1.0 Company llistory and Background

Company B is a retail supplier of energy and is among the largest in New Zealand.Its core
business is the supply of natural gas to industrial, commercial, retail, and domestic customers.
It has operations is several cities, however, this case study focuses on its operations in one
large metropolitan area. It is a publicly listed company and majority owned by another energy
company.

As with other companies in the energy industry, Company B underwent substantial change
from the early-1990s. A key difference from other energy firms is that it has deliberately
attempted to expand its network and sign on new customers. With gas being an optional fuel,
Company B has been able to capitalise on a competitive energy market and expand its
business considerably. As with the other companies in this study, B, restructured in the face
of competitive pressures, with the additional pressures of an expanding market.

Company B, in common with other energy companies, created two divisions to handle
different aspects of the business. The network division is involved with the designing,
building, and maintenance of the infrastructure of the network. The energy division is
involved in the buying and selling of gas. Historically, the majority of the workforce were
employees, with many covered by collective employment contracts. Contractors were
involved in some aspects of work in the field. However, employment rather than contracting
was the norrn. Meter readers were employees covered by the main collective employment
contract.

In the early 1990s, the company moved towards a contracting model for its field staff (as
discussed below) and retained permanent staff in areas such as design and areas of specialist
expertise such as gas fitting. Energy trading and customer service remained staffed by
employees.
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2,0 Key Factors Shaping the Choice of Employment Structure

In 1993, issues surrounding contracting became a major focus of attention with senior

management. At this time, the company had a core group of employees performing work on

the network supported by external contractors. The proposal was to contract the remaining
work by converting the direct employees into independent contractors.

Managers identified four main reasons why contracting out was an attractive option. It should

be noted that management expectations with regard to some of the factors outlined below
were somewhat vague and were not supported by specific numerical targets:

l) Expansion: Management made a strategic decision to expand its network and this meant

that greater numbers of workers would be required. Several managers also commented that

there was a shortage of appropriately skilled workers and doubted the company's ability to
recruit suitable numbers of staff to meet the demand.

2) Performance: Managers were concerned that sections of the workforce were not
performing to an acceptable level and believed that contractors would work harder and

smarter. Through collective employment contract negotiations, the company had attempted to

make changes to allow greater flexibility and productivity. Although some progress had been

made, a senior human resource manager stated that the collective employment contract did
not allow management to make the changes they wanted. Another senior manager stated that

too much management time and resources were being taken up with industrial and

disciplinary matters.

3) Cost: A senior manager stated that existing contractors were able to undercut the
employees in terms of cost. The existing contractors simply had to undercut the directly
employed workforce by a small margin in order to win work on the network. According to
this manager, the existing workforce was actually inhibiting competitive market forces that
would force the contractors to lower their bids. Overall, management believed that
contractors could do the work more cheaply, and that contracting would produce substantial
administrative cost savings.

4) Advice: A consultant was engaged to study the feasibility of contracting out. The
consultant recommended contracting out 647o of the company's then workforce, that being all
of the fieldwork. Senior managers had somewhat more limited aims. However, the report
clearly reinforced the view that contracting was a suitable solution to the company's
problems.

Managers identified a number of additional factors as advantages of moving to a contracting
structure. One of these was the desirability of separating out parts of the business to make

costing more transparent. As part of deregulation of the industry, there became a need to
separate out energy and network charges. In doing so the company would be able to allow
other companies to make use of its network to facilitate competition. A senior manager
suggested that contracting was seen as one way that the internal and external charging
systems could be simplified and made more efficient.
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Overlaying these concrete considerations seemed to be a general belief on the part of senior

management that contracting was 'the way to go'. Several managers indicated that this was

the general philosophical direction that drove the interest in contracting. A senior manager

also offered the comment that further contracting would allow management to spend more

time on core business and strategic issues.

Senior management decided to contract out a large chunk of the fieldwork, while retaining

some information sensitive, and skill sensitive areas in-house. They decided that the model of
contracting that they wished to follow was that of transforming their direct employees into

independent contractors. They saw this model as offering a number of benefits to the

company as well as to the workers themselves. To the workers, the company believed that it
was offering opportunities for a greater earning capacity, and opportunity to own their own

business, and continued work. Management believed that ex-employees set up in a
contracting situation would perform substantially better than direct employees and that the

result would be a win-win situation for both parties.

2.1 The Process of Contracting Out

In April 1994, the company appointed a project manager to oversee planning relating to the

implementation of the contracting system. Contracting options were assessed and plans were

laid for a contract management department, staffed by permanent employees. Contract

documents were drawn up, taxation implications were investigated, training needs of
contractors and contract managers were identified, occupational health and safety and quality

obligations were identified, and timetables were produced to map the implementation. By
midr1994, management were ready to approach staff with the proposals.

The process of converting direct employees into contractors got off to a rocky start. Three

weeks before the announcement, documents relating to the move to a contracting model were

accidentally left in a photocopy machine. These were leaked and staff quickly got wind of
mass redundancies. The resulting negative feelings would prove to be a lasting legacy of the

decision to contract out. After the initial shock passed, the company continued to be accused

of being deceptive, untrustwofihy, and of 'hard selling' the contracting option to employees.

Staff were briefed about the company's intentions to move to a small-business contracting
model, and through a consultation process, field staff were offered the contracting option or
redundancy. In a few cases, reapplying for positions in other parts of the business was an

alternative. Contracting involved setting up in business as an individual or in groups, and

tendering for work on the network, or for other related activities. The contracting option
included a small-business training course paid for by the company, to be completed partly on

company time and partly on the worker's own time. Accounting and legal advice were also

made available at the worker's own expense. As many of the staff were of Pacific Island

origin, the Pacific Island Chamber of Commerce were involved in the training part of the

process. The workers were given the option to purchase various vehicles and machinery from
the company. The General Manager made a commitment to the contractors that they would
have 'preferred status' when tendering for work. Eventually, just under half (42Vo) of the 59

affected workers accepted the contracting option, in some form, and the balance accepted

redundancv.
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1.2 Contracting out Meter Reading

Ihe meter reading department is responsible for reading residential and commercial meters,

md meters located at various gate stations on the network. Prior to the restructuring of the

:arly 1990's, there were seven meter readers employed to read residential meters. Contracting

rhe meter reading came towards the end of the wider contfacting out process. The reasoning

behind the move was similar, and management expectations were similarly vague and ill-
defined. Savings were expected on infrastructure costs such as office space, telephones, and

other overheads. Contracting was seen as a way to take costs out of the business and financial

advantages were most influential in the contracting of the meter reading.

As with the rest of the workers, a contracting option was presented and workers had the

option of taking redundancy or taking up a contract to read meters, individually, paid on a per

meter basis. Management created six territories, and a rate was calculated that the company

had estimated as providing a reasonable level of income. As the company was expanding,

each of the territories had varying growth potential providing room for future earnings

growth. As with the other workers, the company offered small business training but the

workers had to seek legal and accounting advice at their own expense.

Only three meter readers accepted the opportunity to become contractors and the others took

redundancy or were reassigned. In order to fill the gap, Company B contacted a company that

read meters for other companies, including water meters. The result was a mix of contracting

arrangements where three individual contractors performed the majority of the work, and

employees of a contracting company performed the balance. A supervisory-level employee

read the meters on commercially sensitive installations.

3.0 Management and Worker Evaluations of the Change

Respondents' evaluations of the change in employment structures are considered below in

two parts. The fieldwork area is considered as a whole initially, as the move to a contracting

model and the subsequent reconsideration of that move raises some interesting issues.

Respondent evaluations of the model, as it was applied to meter reading, are dealt with in the

following section.

3.1Fieldwork
Initially, management were happy with the results they saw from their newly contracted

workforce. A senior manager stated that there were substantial savings. However, there are no

detailed figures to support this. This manager stated that labour cost savings were estimated at

43Vo andproductivity increases were estimated at l0O-L50Vo per job.

Early on, management perceived an increase in the quality of work. Howevern over time,

quality issues began to emerge. According to a senior manager, there was a greater variation

in quality of work between contractors and as new contractors came on who were not ex-

employees of the company, quality decreased further. Several instances came to light of poor

work, which became a public embarrassment to the company, as they were reported in the

press. According to one senior manager:
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"We were getting a lot of work on our systems tlxa.t was sub-standard and the

potential ramificatiorts of going back later were enorrnous. For example, stainless

steel was put in the ground, totally unsuitable, very poorly done, and now we are
goirtg back and rippittg it all out."

As a result of problems that emerged with the management of contractors, the company
pxpanded its contract management function. Expanding the contracting group was an

indication of the difficulties that the company faced in managing a large number of individual

contracts. They ended up dealing with 120 contractors and the amount of invoicing and

Contract management became a major task. There were difficulties with agteed standards,

with contract managers out in the field trying to manage an array of contracts with little
standardisation.

As the management of contractors became a key issue for the company, this part of the

business became a significant overhead cost. In examining the cost effectiveness of
contracting arrangements with his own group of contractors, a line manager offered this

reflection on the burgeoning contract management function:

"It takes so much to administer contractors, just to look after contractors, aII those

people, bloody 50 of them. That's a lot of money, and I wonder if they added all that

up and put that on top of the contract It's cheaper to have someone do it ourselves."

In an attempt to simplify matters, the contract management staff decreased the number of

contractors that they had to deal with. One way this was achieved was by putting additional

requirements onto the contractors. Contractors were required to produce quality assurance

plans and occupational health and safety plans. Much of this was foreign to contractors and

was a demand on their limited resources. Some were unwilling or unable to comply' Several

of the individual and smaller contractors simply disappeared through this process. By

deliberate policy and natural attrition, the number of contracts dwindled. This represented a

retreat from the original small-business contracting model. According to a senior manager:

"We ended up with aII these contracts, we must have signed up over a hundred

contracts over a twelve month period with diffirent companies and individuals and it
just became unwieldy to manage. So ... the decision was made... ,Iet's pr,ilI them

together, Iet's end up with a small number of contracts and get these people

contracting to these other larger companies who then contract with us."

Another senior manager commented that mistakes were made during this period that resulted

in several good contractors dropping out. In retrospect, this manager felt that the company

should have tried to help these people remain a part of the pool of contractors. As a senior

manager explained it, the original model was not to have big contractors and to contract

directly with a number of smaller contractors:

"What lms lmppened is that we have people doing the work now actually earning less

than what ourformer employees were earning, and then you have all these people

clicking their ticket along the way before it results in an invoice to us. As soon as you

do that, then you luve the people infietd getting paid peanuts and that's exactly what

you get in terms of work."
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As the above quote graphically illustrates, the contracting organisations had become

intermediaries in the labour process, profiting excessively from the difference between what
the workers were paid and what they could charge Company B. With an exclusively
iontracted worKorce the company had no internal benchmarks with which to compare the

productivity of the contractors. Contract managers felt that the company had begun to pay too
r,nuch for some of the contracting work. Echoing complaints about the 'inside contracting
dystem' discussed in an earlier chapter, senior management felt that the contractors were

making excessive profit margins (as much as 60Vo) on the labour of people that they
employed to the work. Furthermore, there was a lack of competition among the small pool of
contractors. According to one senior manager:

"Maybe having an exclusive little group, we have not done that (generated

competition to keep costs down). There has been no opportuniry for rwo years for
other players to conxe in and drive the prices down."

As a response to these problems, the contract management staff (in 1996) undertook a major
review of what some of its work should cost. This review involved looking at what it used to

cost to do the work with employees, what it was costing using contractors at present, and

what it would cost if the company used its own direct labour in the future. The company was

aided in this process by a large amount of information generated by consultants, in the time

leading up to the contracting decision.

The review process showed that it would be considerably cheaper to bring the work back in

house. Exactly how much cheaper was deemed commercially sensitive information.

According to a senior managerl

"We rated the dffirent options against cost, health and safety issaes, customer

service, impact on staff, what the risks are of letting it go ... direct labour came out as

the best option as a whole."

In addition to the issues raised above, managers outlined several other disadvantages of the

contracting system, one of which was loss of functional flexibility. According to one senior

manager:

"Wlen people are on wa,ges..... and something else comes up, you can Say drop that

and go and do this. Once you start dealing with contractors you can't."

Allied to this was the loss of control over the availability of labour. The contractors were free

to do work for telecommunications, electricity, cable television, and other firms. As a senior

manager explained:

"As employees, we had complete control o'ver who they workfor. As contractors, they

are available to do workfor other organisations, and that means that when we

require them they may or may not be available."

Clearly, Company B learned a great deal about managing contractors, and learned that they

had not been doing a very good job of managing their employees, prior to contracting out.
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Several of the contractors had not delivered what was expected, and according to one line
manager:

"Right now I can tell you that the contractors are absolute rubbish in terms of
productivity; they are not meeting my expectations. I have just reviewed all of the

contracts for maintenance for the same reason. I found out that these guys were just
so slack that they need a kick up the burn! So we redid the contract but their
performance is so far behind that I am prepared to shut the contract down."

pparently the contractors referred to above also signed contracts with other organisations to

work, thus over-committing themselves and failing to deliver on their contracts.

the company does, at some time in the future, re-employ people to do some or all of the

now done by contractors, will this mean that the company has come full circle?
at the company had differing views on this question. One manager did see it as

ing full circle but as part of a cycle of ongoing change. He saw it as adopting employment

tures appropriate for the company's circumstances at the time. Not only has the

vironment changed but also so have the entrenched work attitudes that the company had

a hard time changing. One manager interviewed believed that the mindset of workers

ad changed to the extent that if they re-employed a field worKorce, many of the problems of
past would not reappear. He believed that they would be engaged on terrns and conditions

favourable to the company.

nother senior manager pointed out that the company could never go completely full circle
for all of its work:reveft to an employment model

"We never, ever want to go back to fuII direct labour, because you would have no

benchnmrking the otlxer way. So our guys would all of a sudden get fat and lazy and

there would be no.ttre,ss. "

Another senior manager commented that although things may appear to go full circle, the

inishing point would be different, and ultimately there would be benefit for Company B in

of new and radically reshaped employment contracts. However, reverting back to a

of employees would be a difficult step for management. A senior managef

xpressed concerns about how the market would perceive such a move, and how it might

the credibility of management. Being prepared to consider such a move has, however,

ngthened the company position in negotiations with contractors. A closer appreciation of
what jobs should be costing enables the company to drive down what contractors were

ing. The readiness of some contractors to reduce their prices further reinforced the belief

that the contractors were making excessive margins on the work.

3.2 Meter Readine

As mentioned earlier, the switch to a contracting model resulted in a mixture of arrangements

to get the meter reading work done. One senior manager saw this mix as a good thing:

" One of the reasons that we were keen to retain some of our own staff at the time for
meter reading is that it's very much based on local lcnowledge. Reading meters is not
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as straightforward as it may appear. Infact, the fficiency of the individual is very
much determined by their lonwledge of where the physical relationship is of one

meter to another. Wen we took on the other company there was certainly a period of
Ieandng for individaals to become familiar with the round. I always thought it was

healthy having a mix of former employees and a contract company,"

The mix of contracting anangements also gave the company greater scope for expansion, in
that as new gas mains were laid, ths meter reading company could add new staff without the

need for more contracts. According to several managers, cost reduction was a priority over

customer service for Company B. Nowhere is this more clearly illustrated than with meter

reading. The introduction of contractors meant that some of the rapport that had been built up

with customers was lost. According to a line manager, this was particularly so in the case of
older customers. This loss of rapport actually impacted upon the ability of some meter readers

to do their jobs, as some older customers would not allow people that they did not know into

their homes to read the meter. Two ex-meter readers offered examples of ways in which

bustomer service had been affected. According to one:

"You are just paid per read. So if you had to jurnp the fence and kick tlrc dog to read

the meter that's exactly what happened. It iust depends how game you are with the

dogs and how fit you ere to climb over fences. So the customer focus iust went out the

bloody door basically. "

"A lot of our 'well-to-do' areas have securiry. And what used to piss these customers

off real bad was if we broke past their security system, over the fence or around the

backyard, or through the neighbour's hedge."

A tine manager mentioned a couple of situations where meter readers have caused public

relations disasters. In one situation, a contractor decided to walk through a customer's garage

and back through the customer's living room because of difficulties in accessing the meter.

The contractor surprised the customer and, not surprisingly, the customer complained.

Another problem involved contractors working together wearing dark clothing and beanies

(i.e. no uniform; going from house to house in a manner interpreted by residents as 'casingo

houses for the purpose of burglary. The police subsequently detained the contractors.

According to a senior manager this would not happen with employees:

"Tlrcy would have their unifonn, and it would be ail customerfocused, up front, here

comes the (Company B) person. They are well dressed, they've been empowered,

they're talking to the custonter, they are happy in their iob. Can you do that with

contractors? I don't htow"'

Another disadvantage was in the loss of 'soft' management information that was formerly

provided by employees. For example, as meter readers have a large amount of direct customer

contact, they are in a position to relay what they have seen and heard on their rounds directly

to management. Thisiasual and informal information could then be useful to management in

gaining a picture of what their customers were thinking and feeling about the company. The

meter reader might also observe faulty or damaged installations and be in a position to report

these. According to one senior manager:
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"With contracting out I think we have lost some of that because they are paid by

nxeters read and they have not got time to talk to Mrs Smith about an issue about her

biII or something or other. They just say ring the Gas Company. Those exta beneftts,

those intangible beneftts, if you like, that are not always so obvious, were ftaded ffi"

Clearly some of the performance difficulties identified above are a legacy of the original
contracts that appear to have been poorly designed. Some difficulties lessened over time as

contractors, and employees of the contracting company, established relationships with the

customers they encountered. In response to these difficulties, meter reading management

reviewed what it was costing for the work to be done and the performance levels. A review of
meter reading identified some major wastage or high costs due to incorrect readings and other

indicators of poor performance. Poor performance in meter reading created expensive and

time-consuming remedial actions through the rest of the billing process. The major reason for
this poor performance, according to the meter reader manager, was that the contractors were

engaged under very loose contracts. There were no performance measures and the contractors

were paid whether or not they were successful or accurate in reading a meter. According to

that manager:

"As the years huve gone by we lwve picked up certain thirtgs in the old contract tlmt
were not beneficial to the company,.... the rechecking of misreads. There was no

accountability. As a conxpany we couldn't charge them for it, couldn't make them go

back and do it again...."

The company appears to have learned some tough lessons about the setting up of contracts

and the dangers of offering contracts containing no provision for accountability over the

quality of work done. According to a line manager, the field office was in the position of
playing 'backstop' to the contractors:

"We ended up doing tlrcir re-workfor them andwe could not keep up with our own

work. So we were doing somebody else's job. The strategic plan was not set up

properly... nobody did ctny proper research, nobody did any fact-finding. It was iust
that culture that contractirtg is the way to go. We were not the only ones.... It was the

culture that top level managers were basically told to contract everything out."

With the assistance of an external consultant, and with the benefit of improved performance

data, the meter reading manager produced a new conftact and this was agreed with the, by

then, two remaining meter reading contractors. These new contracts were of limited-term
duration as the company wished to keep its options open regarding re-employing meter

readers, or the possible introduction of new technology. Despite management estimates that it
would be cheaper to have meter reading done by employees, the savings were not seen as

sufficient for the change back to employees to be made. Furthermore, line managers believed

that even if it could be shown to be cheaper to bring the work in-house, it was felt that senior

management might veto such a move on the grounds that 'it is not the way the world's going''

]As a line manager explained it:

"To bring people back in house is only going to save them afew thousand more. We

would lmve to bring in a whole new group of in-house people, retain themfor
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another l0 months to get them to do the job properly... It would not gain much to

bring them back in-house, especially now that the contracts have been tightened up."

.3 Worker Persoecti
contractors, employee, and line managers had some interesting perspectives on the

mpany's decision to contract out. The logic of the contracting appeared elusive. A
ntractor whose contract was not renewed regarded the whole thing as a waste of time and

ey, as despite the investment made by the company in training and financing, they failed

follow through with the individual contracting model. As another contractor expressed it:

"Basically there was no real reason wlry they did it. We got a new General Manager

and in Australia apparently he had put everybodry on contract. My immediate bosses

in my department did not have a clue about how we were going to do it. So what I am

saying is that they did not look at the job and say we can do it better this way - the

guy came infrom the top and that was his thing."

suggestion by this contractor was that contracting took place for ideological or
ilosophical reasons, rather than for reasons of operational efficiency.

major reason for using contractors is to handle variation in workload, but this does not

ly to meter reading. As a contractor explained, meter reading is continuous and there is no
'kload variability. The contractors interviewed commented that they believed that the

y would be better off re-employing them, and various reasons were offered as to why

is might be the case. One reason is that the company would be better able to co-ordinate the

ivities of the meter readers, and teamwork would enable the work to be done more

tly:

"After 15 years experience I would ralher be a contractor, but I actually believe

(Company B) ran the departnzent better when we were employees. We were working ds a

team and there was all this irfonnation cross-over aII the time. Whereas, as a contractor,

I had one task in one area and that was it."

individual contracting arrangements for the three meter readers did not endure over time'

One by one the territories of the three individuals were taken over by the contracting

company. The first contractor withdrew from her contract as the pressure of working as a

contractor became too much. The pressure of running a business, in addition to the pressures

of working the territory, became too much for this individual, A second contractor was forced

to withdraw when health issues meant that he could no longer continue this physically

demanding job. The final contractor's contract was not renewed due to dissatisfaction with

his performance. This individual is now an employee of the meter reading company, and is

I now in a unique position of having performed exactly the same work under three different

employment relationships.

The workers interviewed offered several comments on their decision to contract or not' An

immediate feature of their comments concerned the initial contracting process. According to

one who refused the deal, the contracting process was handled negatively, and in a 'take-it-or-

leave-it' fashion. For this individual, the biggest issue in deciding against becoming a

contractor was the fact that contractors were expected to find their own coverage in case of
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sickness or holidays. Two others saw contracting as a very positive opportunity. As one
commented:

"I had my own area to work in and develop long- term and so in many ways it was
brilliant, the best thing I ever did."

For this worker, being involved in all aspects of running a business was a valuable experience
that equipped him to pursue other business opportunities. But contracting offered other
advantages, such as the opportunity to make more money. As a contractor commented:

"l was better offbut I don't think (Company B) was. (I had) never earned so much in
my life."

Job security did not appear to be a preoccupation for these workers and they echoed the
somewhat cynical view regarding job security that was evident at Company A.

A major difficulty for contractors was the problem of finding coverage (as at Company A)
and the stress this caused. As one contractor put it:

The company had difficulty in managing its newly contracted workforce. Management lacked
the capacity to manage the large number of transactions. Management had concerns over the
quality of the work and the prlce that the company was paying for the work. In response, an

expanded contract management function was created which reduced the numbers of
contractors it dealt with.

"Like a postman, the letter must be delivered. So being self-employed any problem

1 with the car and twisted ankle, any sickness, any run of bad weather and it iust backs

I up on you. It could get very stressfuI at times."
I

I

fvlanagement appeared ready to bring at least part of the work back in-house when legislative

fhanges required the company to sell either its energy trading or network businesses. At the

flose of this study period and the date of the legislative changes, in April lggg,no significant

fhanCes 
in employment structures had been made.

p.0 Summary

lAs it strove to respond to the pressures of a competitive environment and an expanding

iretwork, Company B chose to contract out the majority of its fieldwork. Expansion plans,
poncerns regarding performance, cost considerations, and the advice of consultants all
pontributed to this decision. More workers were needed and the low productivity and

fnflexibility of the existing worKorce led management to conclude that continuing with an

employment model would be too difficult. The contracting-out transition was problematic.
Despite careful planning on the part of management, the worKorce got wind of the
contracting plans. This premature leaking of information created a legacy of mistrust and ill-
feeling. Despite this, the company was successful in converting a large percentage of its direct
employees into contractorso as groups or individuals.
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A major review of the pricing of the work showed that re-employing a worKorce would be

cost-effective for the company. The information gained through this review process enabled
t[re company to better negotiate with its contractors. Due to various factors, including the
ipnminent splitting of the ownership of the company, the contracting model remained in place.

fls part of the wider contracting process, meter reading was contracted out to former

Qmployees. This resulted in a mixture of individual contractors and a contracting company

$oing the work. The individual contracting arrangements did not endure. Now all of the meter

{eading is done by employees of an outside contracting company, except for those meters that

{rave been deemed commercially sensitive. According to management, the meter reading
gontracts were not well constructed initially, and this led to a number of problems. These

froblems were addressed when the company was in a position to renegotiate, and more

$atisfactory performance criteria were established. A review of meter reading showed, as with
6ther fieldwork, that it would be considerably cheaper to have the work done in-house.

The meter readers that accepted the contracting opportunity were able to earn considerably
more than what they had previously been paid as employees. Howevero they faced difficulties
with coverage, and the stresses that went with not being able to take holidays. The contracting
arrangement was not sustainable for two of the contractors, although the third would have

been keen to continue had he been permitted to do so.

This case illustrates a number of factors regarding the costs and benefits of contracting and

employment. It provides an example of a contracting regime imposed from the top down with
insufficient consideration for operational considerations. Certain tasks are clearly more

suitable for individual contracting than others. The contracting of meter reading was not

driven by considerations of operational efficiency, but rather to fit in with a wider philosophy
of contracting-out. Overall, ideological or philosophical considerations seem to have been

influential in the decision to contract out almost all blue-collar work. Contracting was seen as

an ideal tool with which to bring about the massive organisational changes that were needed

to respond to the demands of a competitive, deregulated environment.

From an economic perspective, this case provides an excellent example of transaction costs.

Company B managers underestimated the extent to which transaction costs would need to be

planned for and managed. Transaction costs consumed both financial and management

resources and the company belatedly responded by setting up a contract management unit.
While the contracting plan might have been justified on some 'macro' economic grounds,

such as separating out parts of the business and making costs more transparent, it made less

sense at a 'micro' level. Company B assumed that a competitive contracting model would
drive down labour costs. However, the difficulties they faced in managing contractors led to a
shrinking of the pool of contractors, which in turn left the company vulnerable. The
contractors were able pay their workers less than what Company B originally paid and make

what the contract managers considered to be excessive margins on the labour costs. The case

also illustrates the importance of having a clear idea of what work costs. It was not until they

had undertaken extensive investigation that managers had a clear idea of what work should be

costing and were in a position to properly negotiate.

As with the previous case, the sensitive nature of attempting to change the status of
employment relationships within the firm is highlighted. Here the accidental and premature

I
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dease of information exacerbated the problem. Contracting relationships were hindered by a

l[sting legacy of mistrust and ill-feeling, which might have been avoided, had the

$rganisation 
done a better job of communicating the proposed changes to the worldorce.

phere Company A saw meter readers as having an important customer services role, at

pompany B they were seen as 'harvesters of data', and as such they no longer needed to be

$art of the organisation. Here we can see a clear link to competitive strategy as the company

{imed to compete on the basis of cost and therefore considered meter reading a cost to be

rhrinimised.

I

fhis case shows how contracting can create 'hidden costs' that were not fully anticipated. For

$xample, through contracting, B lost an important source of information about its business

$nvironment. Meter readers are uniquely positioned to provide the company with 'soft'

{'nanagement information that has value to the company.
I

I

from a worker perspective, this case illustrates the difficulties that individuals face in
tvorking as an individual contractor, and how difficult it can be to sustain over time.

Individual contractors lacked the resources to provide replacements for themselves and this

was a major difficulty. Despite the difficulties, there were benefits in working as a contractor,

such as autonomy and increased earning potential.
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Company C: Getting the Mix Right

In the course of research at Company C nine interviews were conducted as follows:

Senior Managers: Four
Line Managers: Two
Contractors: Three

The case of Company C is outlined in three main sections. The first section locates the

company in its industry and gives an overview of its history. The second section describes the

circumstances and process of structuring employment of fieldworkers generally, and meter

readers specifically. The third section outlines the respondents' evaluations of the structures

and circumstances that have surrounded them. The case study concludes with a brief

summary.

1.0 Company History and Background

As with many electricity companies, C was formed in 1993 as the successor to a regional

Electric Power Board, as a result of the deregulatory Energy Companies Act (1992). It is one

of New Zealand's largest retail electricity suppliers and operates in one of the largest cities.

Company C is a publicly listed company with significant shareholding by other utility
companies.

In the early 1990s, the company underwent significant change. The Power Board was a

classic local government bureaucracy, staffed with public servants, and govemed by an

elected board. It was highly layered, hierarchical, and highly unionised. One senior manager

described a very collective mindset, no competitive drivers, little accountability, limited
financial reporting, and highly centralised decision making. Deregulation, and the subsequent

formation of the new company, led to significant changes. As part of the restructuring, a new

board and CEO were appointed, representing a new breed of commercial management

practice. Their arrival saw the beginning of a deliberate effort to shift the culture of the

organisation along more commercial lines.

According to a senior manager, initial restructuring aimed to create a flatter structure and a

culture of individual accountability for performance. The collective employment
arrangements were to be broken down in favour of more individualised employment
arrangements. According to this senior manager, unions had a major influence over some

hspects of the functioning of the company and attempts were made to reduce this influence

with the introduction of individual employment contracts in some areas. Company C

embarked on a five-year project to re-brand itself and to redefine itself from a public service

organisation to a customer service organisation.

In common with other companies in the industry, C reorganised into three business units.

f,hey formed a 'network' division to take responsibility for the ownership and management of
phe physical assets. They formed a 'retail' division to be responsible for the side of the
tbusiness related to dealing with customers. The third division was a 'contracting' division to

@o work in the field, to service the network, and provide other services for the retail and

network businesses. It is this 'contracting' division that is the focus of this research. This
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division essentially acts as an internal contractor doing work such as faults, construction,
maintenance, and meter reading.

1.1 The Pattern of Work Organisation

Ip providing an overview, a senior manager described the employment structures at Company
as a whole, through the mid to late 1990s, as being very fluid. Throughout its three business

its Company C has largely retained an employed staff but has made use of contractors at

lcular times and for particular purposes. Overall, a senior manager suggested a number of
why contractors might be utilised. For example, there may be operational

uirements such as providing numerical flexibility, cost containment, or productivity
vements. For instance, this manager suggested that contracting might be tried with a

pecific group of workers at a particular time, and then retreated from once the purpose, such

providing alternative skills or weakening union influences. Another reason offered by this

anager for the use of contractors might be to encourage the development of scarce skills in
he external labour market.

Contractors could be found in various parts of Company C's operations such as information

technology and support areas. The company also uses leased executives where industry

knowledge and firm-specific knowledge is not so important, and speciality skills are needed.

The 'contracting' business unit has retained a core workforce of employees, and this business

unit competes for work on Company C's network with outside contracting companies. By the

late 1990s, employees performed approximarely TOVo of the work on Company C's network

and the balance was done by outside contractors.

1.2 Changes in the Early 1990s

According to two senior managers, the legacy of the Power Board structure was a work

culture of inefficiency and poor productivity. One manager estimated that the productivity of
some workers was about three hours work per day. In addition, the fieldwork side of the

business had high overhead costs due to the large ermount and value of equipment required. In

order to compete in a deregulated environment, senior management believed that major

changes were required to the way in which work in the field was done.

Rather than replace field employees with contractors, the company attempted to reform the

work practices of this group within an employment model. Senior management described the

initial change initiatives as brutal. These initiatives included attempts to limit the influence of
the unions, getting rid of 'dead wood' and non-performers, up-skilling certain groups of
workers, bringing in commercial project management skills, and investigating areas of
competitive advantage. Changing the pay structures was a key initiative that involved

replacing the highly structured seniority-based system with remuneration more closely related

to skill and productivity. By offering work to outside contractors, management sought to

introduce elements of competition and internal contestability'

Eventually Company C was successful in creating an internal contracting division (a business

unit providing a pool of labour), staffed largely with employees, which was a capable of
producing the results that they wanted. The senior managers spoken to claim that they have

succeeded where other utility companies have failed. They have enabled their employed
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rkforce to become competitive with outside contmctors. According to the senior manager

nsible for the internal contracting group, they produce competitive results, are ISO
redited and maintain high operating and safety standards. The group competes in the

t to do work on the networks of other companies. Unlike other companies, this has been

while maintaining ownership of the group and while using largely employees rather than

tractors, or some other outsourcing arrangement.

Key Factors Shaping the Choice of Employment Structure

section outlines the various factors that have shaped employment choices at Company C,

regard to work done on the network, and with meter reading specifically.

s parr of creating a competitive fieldwork division, the company had to make a strategic

ision whether to retain an employment model. Options were considered such as a small

siness contracting model. Such a model would involve assisting groups of ex-employees to

t up in small contracting companies, and allowing them to tender for work on the

,mpany's network. Such a model can be seen in cases B and D in this study. This model was

qejected and management decided to retain an in-house labour force, supplemented with

Contractors. According to one senior manager:

"We believe tlxat there is some value in continuing to own your own contracting

company, that's why we drove so lmrd to make it fficient."

The model chosen was essentially a core-periphery one. A mix of collective employment

contract employees, individual employment contract employees, independent contractors, and

employees of joint venture contracting companies now perform the work in the field.

Employees do the majority of the work, with contractors used primarily to supplement the

base workforce when demand for labour is high, thus providing numerical flexibility. Factors

influencing this decision, and the reasons why the above manager and others saw value in

retaining an employed workforce, are outlined below.

A key factor in the decision to retain a significant employed workforce was about control and

the need to have immediate access to labour. According to a senior manager, the philosophy

at Company C is different to other companies where everything was put out to tender (the

particular example given was that of Company D). This senior manager stated that Company

ilrad chosen to form an internal contracting group using employees to do work on its own

network and to compete for work on other networks. This meant that Company C could be

confident of its ability to maintain its network, a function critical to any utility. Equally, they

lwanted the work done on a competitive basis, so forcing the internal contracting $oup to

compete with outside contractors for a percentage of the work ensured this competitiveness'

The senior manager explain how this worked:

"Very loosely, there is a philosophy that the intenml contractor will win something

like 60-757o of the work and (outside contractors) the other 25-40Vo. Nothing is by

right, it's by negotiation, it's by benclmtark, or it's by tender. So the focus is otz
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ensuring that we stay as a conxmercially focused organisation (while Company C)

protects its own interests. -.. It's a risk mitigation thing as well."

This manager saw becoming dependent on contractors for critical work on the network as

being risky (an issue managers raised in other cases as well) and this was avoided though

having a pool of employed labour available to respond to the company's immediate priorities.

Two senior managers commented on the emotional bond between some workers and the

network that meant employees would be inclined to respond above and beyond the call of

duty in times of crisis. One spoke of the sense of ownership that some workers felt for the
.singing wires'. This senior manager commented that this degree of commitment was

valuable to the organisation, and something that the company might lose through the use of

contractors. However, making the work contestable gave the firm confidence that they were

not paying too much for the work, or that they would be exposed to skills shortages. Several

managers pointed to the dangers of the company losing access to specialist skills, and

indicated a tendency to use contracrors at the lower end of the skill spectrum. As a senior

manager explained:

'we have targeted the base skill-mix rather than the top-end mirL"

This manager's view, with was shared by other senior managers, was that the company

needed to ensure that it did not become dependent on outside firms for the provision of

certain key skills.

As mentioned earlier, numerical flexibility was an important factor in the decision' According

to a senior manager:

,,We wanted to identifu a level of intental staffthat wefelt was the minimum base

Ievel tlmt we could eitablistt throughout the year, and supplement that with

independerxt contractors and othei companies that we have associations with that we

can bring infor short-term peak periods"'

An interesting philosophical point raised by a senior manager was that the company saw it as

.core' business to manage work on their own network. Where other companies saw fieldwork

as something that they did not need to manage and keep in-house, this manager saw his

workers as being central to the business of the firm:

.We are a contracting company and we do not see ourselves as an intermediary so we

have to have staff of iu, o*n. Otherwise you are simply trading a labour resource"'

For this manager, management was about directly managing a workforce rather than in some

of the other cases where managers sought to remove themselves from direct involvement'

This can be seen in contrast with the case that follows (Company D) where managing

contracts, rather than workers themselves, was the priority'

A final set of factors that were influential in the choice of employment structures described

above, are practical considerations about the viability and longevity of contracting models'

Several managers pointed to the experiences of other electricity companies, where the smaller

contractors had remained in business for only a short period of time. The ability of some
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irrdividuals and the motivation for them becoming contractors was also highlighted. One

slnior manager suggested that contractors sometimes go into contracting with motivations

that are less than ideal from the perspective of the company, such as filling in time between

i6bs. anO this can limit their effectiveness in the role they have been contracted to perform.

thi, 
"un 

also be a factor when contracting is chosen reluctantly in the face of redundancy or

{nemployment. While acknowledging the lack of skills that the company has with regard to

clontract management, one senior manager commented on the lack of skills among contractors

themselves:

I| "Contractors ... sonrctimes rlon't know what it means to be a contractor'-. they watt

| ,o be treated like employees but they want to be paid the contractor rate. When they

I op not yeated like in employee, you 7et a negative reaction, and much of that

| ,"ortion is because they have never actually entered into the contractor relationship

I understandin7 what their role wa*
I

thi, *unuger added that part of the problems was that managers used to managing employees

{rad difficuities managing contractors and that the company lacked management systems that

{ssist in getting the best out of contractors.
I

b.*pit" some of these concerns, it was acknowledged by senior managers that contractors had

{"".tr to offer, particularly in an environment of high uncertainty and change. Contractors can

[rro" flexibitiiv in terms of allowing for future organisational restructuring, and allow the

dornpuny to t 
""p 

its options open. This is seen clearly in the example of meter reading

butlined below.

2.2 Meter Readine

Historically, the meter readers were all employees covered by the same collective

bmployment contract as the other field workers. The meter readers cover two regions' one

mostty urban and one mostly rural. The employment practices differ between the two regions

as the meter readers in the more rural ur"u .urn" into Company C as a result of a merger with

another electricitY comPany.

Prior to lgg2,therural meter readers were all employees' At this time, a new operations

lmanaser was appointed with an interest in examining the various kinds of contracting

lu.runj.rn"nts tirat were becoming prevalent in the industry. This manager had seen

wideJpread introduction of contracting arrangements elsewhere, and was concerned that the

"olnpuny 
was paying too much for its meter reading. Several territories appeared to be easy to

packageand conducive to contracting arrangemenG. [t was presented to the workers as a trial

situation where the workers would take on a three-year contract to read various territories,

either individually or as a group. Negotiation and discussion of the contracting options

continued over an extended period oi time. Workers who declined the contracting option

remained as employees. Of the eight permanent employees, three chose to become

contractors. Two of those chose to work jointly and the third chose an individual contracting

option. Contractors were assisted by the company to set up in business and received interest-

free loans with which to purchase their own vehicles'
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Because the other workers were not interested in contracting, those that were, were able to

chose territories rhat they believed they could read efficiently and profitably. As their line

manager explained it:

" They would get up at six (am) and drive Wo hours and be reading meters at 8 am.

They read almost twice as much as an ordinary paid meter reader. They would read

at least one and a half schedules of tuork per day. You would not 7et a paid meter

reader leaving at six to get to the place of reading at eight. They would do their

driving on company tinte."

The other contractor chose a teffitory that he had been reading previously and continued to

perform the work, paid by the meter. The rest of the workers were paid by the hour.

At the end of the initial three-year period, the contracting arrangements were rolled over on a

yearly basis until 1998. At this point, it was apparent that legislative changes were going to

mean that the lines and retail parts of the business would have to be separated. The

government signalled that future electricity and gas industry reforms would require

iompanies to Choor" whether they wanted to be in the business of owning and managing a

network, or in the business of selling electricity to consumers. It was unclear at this point who

would be doing the meter reading for the new owners of the retail part of the company, which

Company C intended selling. Because of this uncertainty the meter readers were offered a

transition arrangement where they became hourly-paid employees again, until ownership

matters were clarified. This was the situation at the conclusion of this study.

The urban area had also seen employees cloing the meter reading, until the mid-1990s when

the meter reader manager hired a contractor, as part of a strategy to get the union to accept

changes to the collective employment contract. As the manager concerned explained it:

"There wus an edict from above to break up the union, structure within the thing,

because they were ail close-knit union people and so as people Ieft I replaced the first
one with a contractor. Then there came a swing back to our own staff so I put the next

person on a separate contact, and the next person that lef't I did the same. So I ran

two separat" igrrr*"nts with the nteter readers here and the sub'contractor."

So the urban region had a mix of eleven employees (nine collective and two individual

employment contracts) and a contractor. As suggested by the phrase 'edict from above' the

decision to use a contractor was not related to operational requirements of the meter reading

department. Rather, it was part of a wider negotiation strategy. Managers were vague on what

exact changes were being negotiated at the time. However, the general desire was to increase

workforce competitiveness by downsizing and reorganising remuneration structures'

3.0 Evaluations of the Meter Reader Employment Mix

The line managers of both the urban and rural areas commented that the contractors were

more productive and worked a lot faster than regular employees. As one line manager put it:

"For attitude, you can't beat the contractor, the one who'S working for himself"'
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While calculations about the unit cost per meter read came out about the same for contractors

and employees, contractors were able to perform more work than employees. As one line

manager explained it:

"The more that they do means that the less that somebody else has to do in my area

and over the last three years I dropped off one staffmember simply because ...you

can get the contractor to do additional work."

The line manager could not quantify the exact saving here. However, his point was that the

contractor offered greater flexibility and so he could get the job done with fewer employees.

Managers commented that in some respects contractors were easier to manage and in some

respects harder. According to a line manager:

"Yon don't have tlze same hassles as regard to annual leave, sick leave, anything like

that. The contractor will do the job; if he wakes up in the morning and sees it's wet

outside he won't say that he's got a sore stornach and stay in bed. He goes out and

does the job. Consistency and reliability, he's adding value to his job."

This line manager added that contractors made administration easier as:

" It's easier .for me to work out a known cost and budget accordingly rather than

speculate on what might be in six months tinte."

On the other side of the equation, a number of negative features of contracting were

fnentioned. Both line managers were concerned about negative customer service implications

rom using contractors. As one expressed it:

"An employee has got ,nore pride in his job and in the work that he does. Employees

will try harder to answer questions put to them by customers. They came back to the

ffice and look up things and take care of minor problems, The employee will give far
better face value than a contraclor, in any circumstnnces."

This manager went on to comment that employees would be more proud of the company, and

exhibit 'organisational citizenship behaviours'. This might mean that employees have a wider

perspective on their contribution to the firm and be more willing to add value in ways that are

not explicitly recognised. Another line manager stated that even if you had appropriate

incentives, rappott between customers and the company could not be created with

inclependent contractors. He commented that he had heard of examples from other electricity

companies where contractors have not performed the work appropriately. He gave an example

of a contractor entering properties late at night to read meters by torchlight.

Other comments related to the difficulty of managing contractors. A line manager described

the difficulty of getting them to follow requests and guidelines:

"I think that contractors are more dfficult to manage because they are more

ind.ependent. (It can be)... lmrd to get thent to do tlrc work exactly when the company

wanted it done. .... (They) sometimes can be too independent and make their own
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rules.... employees are easier to substitute and switch around to coverfor people and

that sort of ttzing. I personally feel that the employee is easier to handle than a

contractor. A corxtractor gets that linle bit independent, the contractors are liable to

bite you."

Although line managers were concerned with the customer service implications of using

contractors, the feeling was that the contractors presently doing the work were providing

satisfactory customer service. What they were not doing, however, was to perform some of
the smaller, non-essential tasks that might be expected of an employee. A line manager gave

the example that contractors did not keep records and update notes, as they should' As a line

manager explained:

"On each hand-held device, it brings up what we call meter reader notes. They are

warnings or information... for instance the location of the meter, whether or not

there is a dog, whatever. The permanent employees keep up-to-date notes and this is

very helpfuI. The contractors tlo not do this; they are too busy reading the meter and

do not rryant to stop. Their theory is that I'm here to read a meter, not to update the

notes. I know wh,ere the meters are, I am under contract to read the area, I'm not

goittg to stop because I could have another two tneters read."

Hence, the organisation is foregoing an opportunity to gain useful information. The tacit

knowledge gained from the work resides with the contractor and is not in a form that can be

passed on in the form of organisational learning, Furthermore, the order in which meters are

Lncountered on a run is pre-programmed, facilitating the speedy input of data on subsequent

runs. Contractors were seen as less likely to keep this information current, thereby causing

difficulties when others take over the run.

In weighing up the costs and benefits of contractors versus employees, one line manager put it

this way:

"It all depentls what the company wants. If they want meters read - conffactors is the

only way to go if that is aII there is too it. But if they want somebody to represent the

company and read. nreters, no doubt that it has to be employees. Employees wiII give

toyalty to the company; the contractor just wants money out of the conrpany."

I

This manager summarises nicely a point about how different employment structures create

different relationships and incentivise different behaviours. Indeed, the two meter reader

rnanagers at company C had developed an appreciation of what was being gained and lost

[hrough the use of contractors, and how the company was gaining through productivity and

efficiency but losing out in other less visible ways. This related well to one of the key themes

of this research, that it is important to examine the full range of desirable behaviours that are

rassociated with a particular job.

lWorker Evaluations

As already mentioned, several workers did not accept the contracting offer. Important reasons

for refusing the deal related to the loss of age and seniority-related benefits. A senior manager
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that some staff rejected the deal because of generous redundancy provisions in their
tract. The manager commented:

"To go orx to an independerzt contractor status they had to give that away, effectively
resigning. They had the opportunity to make afew more dollars in the hand.... but for
some of the guys, they wanted to serve out their time. They were getting a reasonable

base wage... and tlrcy had the long service leave and a retirement gratuiry payment
building up."

One worker who accepted the opportunity to join with another and take on a conract,
described it as a 'good move' and stated that he would have taken on even more contracting

work if the company had been willing to go further. He enjoyed the autonomy of being self-

employed, and the opportunity to earn more money through his efforts. Conversely, another

worker examined the opportunity closely and decided against it, weighing up his personal

circumstances against the demands and opportunities of the contract. As he explained it, the

decision to remain as an employee was driven by security and health considerations:

"At that stage I was 54 and it was a three year contract with no renewal. At that stage

I could retire at 60. So from that point of view it was a good deal for me, I could stay

on and get my super and the job would probably be safe until60 at least and then I
could look at retirement. It was a lrcalth thing with me too. Working for the finn I had
sick leave, plenty of it built up... I had a month's holiday and I was the best-paid
meter reader. I might not have made the money that the other guys made but I had
quality of lde. I did not have the problems of worrying about things...."

Fortunately for this individual, he was not presented with a 'take it or leave it' proposition

from the company and he had the freedom to choose the status quo. He also commented that

had the opportunity come along ten years earlier he might have been keener to take it on. The

workers who chose the contracting option reported that they enjoyed increased earnings. One

contractor described the increased income as:

"Not over$ good, but reasonably good. We were happy with it."

The company determined the contract rate; the contractors accepted it and were paid per

meter. Furthermore, the contractors reported feeling reasonably secure in the alrangement

because management had sold it to them as a trial situation, where the company would take

care of them if things did not work out. The company also offered assurances that it would
work with them to ensure their viabilitv as contractors.

The contractors faced the inevitable problems of running one's own business, and the

administrative tasks that it entailed. The main negative issue related to loss of flexibility. As

one contractor explained, they were tied down by the meter reading routine which specified

what needed to be read and when:

"One of the problems that I had was no holidays, we did not organise that properly in
the beginning... I still can't see how it might work because we were doing the

maximum anroutxt of work that we could do. This was discussed at first but there was
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never anybody around tlrat was spare and if there was they would only be able to

work at half speed and so would put us further behind."

the result of this was that the contractors got few holidays during the six years of their

contracting. An exception to this was one contractor who operated independently. He

managed to arrange to compress a seven-week schedule into six weeks allowing him the

flexibility to take every seventh week off.

As at Company B, the workers had some interesting comments on the company's attempts to

dse contractors. One contractor commented that there was an element of laziness in how

management attempted to contract work out, and another that from his perspective, the

dontracring of meter reader really did not make a great deal of sense for the company,

4lthough he was happy to do it. Another contractor shared this view stating that that the

gompany would be better off financially having employees perform the work.

IFr summary, the workers in this case were not forced to choose between contracting or

qmployment, and the workers who accepted contracting were positive about their experience.

Ilmportant factors against choosing contracting, highlighted in this case, were the loss of
decurity and benefits, particularly for older employees and the problem of loss of flexibility to

take time off.
I

4.0 Summary

Unlike the other companies in this study, Company C chose to keep a core, employed

'lrrorkforce. Managers identified several main factors that shaped the choice of employment

{tructures, the most important of which was the need to retain control over the work and

Fnsure that labour would be available when needed. Related to this was the need to retain

Access to key skills and have a committed group of workers who would respond in situations

bf neeO or crisis. Contractors provided the numerical flexibility that the company needed, and

I sense of internal competitiveness.

fhe meter reading part of the company has used a mix of employees and contractors. These

irrangements differed between two geographical regions, one urban and one rural. In 1992,

fnanagement decided to offer the rural group of meter readers the opportunity to become

bontractors, but only three of a group of eight accepted the deal. The three performed the

hwork as contractors until uncertainty over industry restructuring lead to them being re-

Employed.

iln the urban area, a contractor was taken on around the time of an employment contract

negotiation, as a way of weakening the union. However, the remaining eleven meter readers

were employees.

From a worker perspective, the contracting option was relatively freely chosen, as the

alternative was to remain as an employee. This being the case, some workers saw an

opportunity to run a business and enjoy the benefits of increased earnings and other benefits

aisociated with self-employment. The bulk of the workers were however, unwilling to give

up the security and relatively favourable terms and conditions of an employment relationship.
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This case study illustrates several important points regarding the costs and benefits of
contracting and employing meter readers. It illustrates how employment structure decisions

can be used as a bargaining chip in collective employment contract negotiations. As a senior

manager commented, the threat of contracting can be used as an industrial relations tactic, or
as part of a wider organisational change process, The choices can sometimes be opportunistic

rather than part of a long-term strategy.

At C, line managers were able to make direct comparisons between employed and contracted

meter readers, and what was being gained or lost. Managers noted differences in the levels of
motivation and attention to detail. Contractors outperformed employees quantitatively but

there were differences in the quality of work. Contracting made managers' lives easier in

some ways but required a different style of management.

This case also illustrates how contracting can suit some workers and not others, and how this

can be related to individual life circumstances, such as age and health. For some, the loss of
security and relatively attractive terrns and conditions of employment made contracting less

attractive. For others, the opportunity to become self-employed and to increase earnings made

contracting an attractive proposition.
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Managing the Contract Not the Contractor

the course of research at Company D, thirteen interviews were conducted as follows:

Managers: Four
ne Managers: Three

mpany D is an electricity company. Company D was often referred to in interviews at

For this reason ither companies as a company that had taken a lead in contracting matters.

as seen a particularly important to include D in this set of case studies.

case of Company D is outlined in three main sections. The first section backgrounds the

The second section describes the circumstances and process of structuring
of fieldworkers generally, and meter readers specifically. A third section

ribes the contract administration model in place and a fourth section outlines the

' evaluations of the structures and circumstances that have surrounded them. The

study concludes with a brief summary.

.0 Company History and Background

ompany D is one of New Zealand's largest retail electricity suppliers and operates in one of

re largest cities. Company D is a publicly listed company with significant shareholding by

utility companies. In addition to a major urban area, D's territory also includes large

afeas.

s with the other companies in this study, D historically had an employed workforce, highly

rionised, and covered by collective employment contracts. The early 1990s saw a dramatic

ransformation as the business unit responsible for work on the network (for example,

inesmen. technicians, and meter readers) moved to a contracting model. Under this model,

entire field workforce were given a choice between redundancy and setting up businesses

perform work under contract. The small-business contracting model that this company

veloped subsequently became something of a model for other companies in the industry

related industries.

lContractors took over all of the fieldwork in Company D. The contractors range from

lindividuals to small partnerships of ex-employees, to contracting companies ranging in size

lup to large multinational companies. Workers from other electricity companies perform work

]on n'r nitwork and vice versa. D employs no linesmen or technicians and draws from a pool

lof 29 different contractors.

I

2.0 Key Factors Shaping the Choice of Employment Structure

Two factors were central to the adoption of a contracting model at Company D.

Manaeement Choice 
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The process of making a transformation from a traditional employment mode of working to a

contracting mode started in 1990. At this time, a new General Manager took over the network

division, and it was this individual who provided the vision of a contracting based-company.

The contracting philosophy was drawn from previous experience in the engineering and

construction industries, and the senior manager was able to gain considerable support for his

ideas from the rest of the management. The ability of this manager to gain commitment for
the contracting model was seen as a key factor in the successful introduction of it.

Competitiveness

Additional pressure towards a contracting model came from the fact that the company's own

employees were not competitive against others in the industry. For example, Company D

might place a bid to do work on another company's network and be unable to secure this

work. While the fieldwork division was winning the right to perform work on its own

network, its external bids were unsuccessful. Managers saw this as a sign that changes were

needed in order to make the workforce more competitive, A senior manager estimated that

labour costs needed to come down by 30Vo to be competitive with others in the market. This

estimate came from study conducted by a consultant that compared Company D's labour

costs with competing contractors.

Working against moving completely to a contracting model were some concerns over the

risks involved, and the costs of making workers redundant. As a senior manager explained:

"We would ltave lmd to go through aII the trappings of making people redundant and

Iosing the local lorcwledge that we had. We did not have particularly weII documented

systems so we did not know what was gettitxg done. A lot of it was in people's heads.

People had their own programs. We thought that was a linle bit risky just going to

total external tender so we came up with the scheme of looking at tltnxing existing

staffinto contracting companies one way or another. We thought about itfar quite a

long time and came up with a model whichwe thought wouldwork."

The new General Manager proposed a contracting model that he thought would capitalise on

the benefits of a contracted workforce while avoiding some of the problems mentioned above.

Contracting out the fieldwork

Senior managers looked at contracting options and decided on a trial with one group of
workers. A senior manager explained how this worked:

"In the middle of 1992 we decided we would do a pilot program or pilot study of one

group of our workers. We picked on 'faults' because if it (were) going to work on

faults it would work on anything. Fault work is one of those emotional issues or one

of those core busine,sses .. . because there is that element of customer response or
control and all tlnse other issaes. How do we get people inwhenthey are not staff?

How do we get them to respond on ttme? So we set up some contacts based on three-

yearfixed lump-sum contracts. Fixed lump sum contracts forfaults is a preny radical
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concept. How the hell can you price a year's worth of faults? We htew what we were
paying and we knew we wanted it cheaper."

The experimental process involved calling for a tender from staff for fixed lump-sum
contracts to handle faults within a defined area. Four groups of employees tendered for the
faults' job. The groups tendering for the new contracts proposed doing the job with half the
previous number of staff and with operating costs of approximately 40Vo less than what it was
costing with employees. The people tendering for these faults contracts were ex-employees
who formed companies to undertake the contracts. They had to resign rather than be made
redundant. The redundancy money that would have been paid was offered to the workers as a

suspensory loan to be written off over a three-year period. The contracts were fixed lump-sum
with various conditions such as response times for faults.

Ivlanagement viewed the contracting out of faults as a big success as, in addition to the cost
savings, the contractors worked efficiently and produced good results. Based on this success,

they extended the contracting model throughout the company.

By the end of 1992, the company had contracted out all of its fieldwork and put in place a
cbntract administration structure. Employees were presented with an offer to tender for
packages of fieldwork or accept a redundancy package. The packages of work were designed
to provide a base workload through the contract period. Payments during the contract period
would provide a regular income and the contractor would be free to seek additional work over
and above that contract. As a senior manager explained:

"We have a need to have contractors available when we want them... and we really
kept thent available by having fixed or longer-term contracts, say three year
contracts, which gave them ct base, which gave them sufficient reason to stay
available. They were fixed lump-sutn contracts based on packages of work. We had a
certain package of work to be completed by the end of the year but the amount of
workwas not stfficient to keep thern going. It was sfficient just to give them a reason

to stay because they had a contract with us. We figured that it made less than say (a

third) of their total income. Then thelt were an available base for us to use on other
work that comes in, companty-driven work, and other casual-type work that we put out

front time to tinte. So it gave us an availability and it gave tlxem a reason to stay with
us."

After the initial round of conracting, the majority of the workforce ended up continuing to
work for the company under some form of contracted arrangement although approximately
I.07o took the redundancv deal immediatelv.

In order to attract tenders from the workforce and to enhance the likelihood of success in
contracting, the company offered various training and support. Courses and seminars in areas

such as motivation, business management, and contract negotiation were offered in order to
assist employees in making the transition. Ukewise, management needed to be upskilled in
some areas, particularly in contract management and negotiation. The company offered those
employees switching to contracting financial support in the form of a loan with which they
could purchase equipment and tools from the company. In some cases, the company sold the
equipment to the contractors for a small token payment. Contractors were offered a three-year
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initial period where tenders would not be offered to the external market. The other side of this
arrangement was that the contractors were prevented from working for Company D's
competitors for three years. In addition to the other assistance, the company acted as a

marketing agent passing on work opportunities gained from outside the company, through to
the contractors. The plan was to give contractors a larger degree of confidence that they
would be able to secure the contracts while they got their businesses established.

However, as might have been expected, a number of the contractors (five of the original
twelve groups) dropped out after an initial period of contracting. As a line manager expressed

it:

', "You've got linemen who weren't businessmen starting their own companies. They

tried to train them but some of them feII over because they did not have that business

I sense. I think a lot of small businesses go under because they don't know how to

I ntanage the money coming in...."

I

Qn might expect this to be quite a general problem among employees transferring to self-

$mployment.

fhe process of selling the contracting model to the workforce was a major step for the

{ompany. Managers and workers agreed that feelings were mixed on the pat of the

$mployees when the changes were announced. Some responded with a large degree of
riregativity towards the proposals put forward by the company, others saw opportunities, and

$ome were, no doubt, ambivalent. As one line manager put it:
I

| "There were a lot of people who were bitter on it...(However) a lot of people took the

I opportunity."
I

phe success of the faults' contract assisted management in selling the contracting concept to

fmployees. However, a level of suspicion and mistrust remained. Management ranks were

feverely pruned as layers of supervisory and middle management were no longer needed

irnder the contracting model being proposed.

I

lAt the time of data gathering, senior and line managers at Company D were committed to the

lresent contracting model continuing, and even continue to expand it into other areas. When
I

puestioned about the likelihood of moving back towards an employment model at some time

iin the future, one senior manager said:

I| " lt's not going to happen, we're committed to this. Infact we are looking for every

opportunity we can to conffact any other issues. Over the years we have created some

big uproars in what we have corxtracted out and we have done it fur'ther andfurther."

Indeed, this can be seen in the example of the company extending the contracting model to
include having a former employee perform some contract management functions, under

contract. Therefore, they were contracting out their contract management function. However,
the continuation of this would raise strategic questions for the firm as managers saw contract
management as an area of distinctive competence.
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tractin

contracting out of the meter reading happened prior to the contracting out of the rest of
fieldwork and before the contract management systems were fully in place. As with
pany A, meter reading was at that time under the control of the customer services

agement structure. Network management offered to handle the contracting of the meter
aders. However, according to one senior manager, this was rejected for political reasons.

meter reading contracting followed a different process and provides an interesting
to how the contracting of the balance of the work in the field was organised.

ording to senior managers, meter reading was seen as a prospect for contracting for
umber of reasons. It was relatively easy to package and relieved management of a plethora

administrative tasks. According to a senior manager, it was not that there was anything
rong with the meter reading at the time, it was just that management perceived cost and

iency advantages in contracting it out. It should be noted that these were 'perceived'
ts, and were not supported by data or detailed analysis.

I I full+ime meter readers were offered the opportunity to tender for the existing meter
ing runs. Two meter readers indicated that they would rather take redundancy and the
lining nine expressed interest in doing the work under contract. Managers were satisfied

hat nine contractors would be able to complete the work. One of the meter readers explained
w difficult the contracting process was for them, given their lack of experience and
owledge of the administrative and financial side of the business:

"They wanted us to come up with a price per meter andwe would start negotiating on
it. We were working in groups of three doing an area, and they wanted to keep it that
way. Three groups of three rather than pay out nine lots of pay at the end of each
month. We put in a price; they put in a price...which was quite a bit below ours. The
last word was 'either take our offer or we will put it out on the open market'. We then
had to decide amongst ourselves whether we wanted to be down the road or take the
iob on. In the end we all took it on. ... it was not easy to get another job, and, most
meter readers were in the older age group. There were only a couple that were in
their early thirties. Most would have been in their late forties to late fifties, and had
been (at the company)for quite a number of years."

The meter readers were awarded at three-year contract, subject to yearly review. They were
paid on a per meter basis rather than the fixed lump sum system basis that became the norm at
Company D. At the expiry of the initial three-year period, the contract was extended for some
rnonths, as the company was not prepared for a negotiation. The contract was then
tenegotiated for a further two years. At the end of this period the contract was again extended
until a total of six years had elapsed since the initial contracting. At this point, the work was
put up for tender externally as well as internally and the successful bidder was an outside
company. This outside company offered a price that was considerably less than the existing
contract. The new meter reading company hired an entirely new workforce to perform the
work. Only one of the meter reading contractors went to work for the new company, and he
worked for a time as a consultant. The existing workers were generally unwilling to accept a
rate of pay that was roughly one third of what they were making as contractors, and
considerably less than what they were originally getting paid as employees. The meters
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inue to be read by employees of a contracting company, in the same way as in the case of

The Contract Administration Model: Managing contracts not contractors.

contract administration function that Company D has developed is central to therr
I contract management system. Unlike Company B, D devoted considerable

rcing to contract management from the outset. Their model is discussed below in terms
its key features.

heart of the contract management process is a specialist contract management staff.
contract managers and project managers were specifically selected and trained to work

ith contractors. The large numbers of small jobs that need to be done are combined into
kages of work that can be put up for tender on a fixed lump-sum basis. The management

Company D believes that when work is packaged in this way, it becomes self-managing
it becomes the responsibility of the contractor to ensure that the work is completed under
terms and conditions of the contract. The role of the project manager is to see that the

is appropriately scoped (meaning that the boundaries and the nature of the work are

pecified), priced, that the appropriate controls and conditions are in place, and finally that
pletion of the contract is verified. Work outside of the boundaries of the contract can be

rated and invoiced separately.

g to a senior manager:

"Our whole philosoplry is based on broadly scoping work and giving the contractors
the ability to put ilt their own innovative ideas and nrunagement themselves. We are in
contrsct man&gement not contractor rnanagement. "

is manager believed that other companies'contract management systems were flawed by

fact that they had company personnel out in the field supervising the contractors in the

letion of the work. He believed that D's approach was riskier and involved trusting and

ing confidence in the contractors. However, it was a more cost-effective model. The
philosophy is to invest the resources of the contract management staff in the setting up and

evaluating of appropriate contracts rather than supervisory management of them. This means

that hourly contracts are frowned upon. Hourly contracts are seen as requiring a higher level

of supervision and as not providing incentives to reduce costs. Managers stated that it costs

less to scope the job in full than it does to supervise an hourly rate contract. According to a
senior manager:

"You may cts weII pay wages as pay hourly rate contracts."

Therefore, this manager believed that to enjoy the benefits of contracting one needed to go

further than simply changing the basis of payment, and that to have incentives to perform, the

contractors should be paid by the job,
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nother key aspect to the contract management process is the system for evaluating
isfactory contract completion and contractor performance. Company D has set up a

omprehensive system for evaluating several aspects of contractor performance. This system
rovides information that can then be used when awarding future contracts.

nder the Contractor Evaluation Program, contractors are scored on their performance over
last five contracts. The project manager rates contractors on such factors as

munication, timeliness, safety, and quality. The rating affects the contractor's ability to
for future work as the price a contractor bids is divided by a rating. For example, a

tractor with a higher price may come out ahead of a cheaper competitor, if the cheaper
itor does not have a performance rating that is as good. Several line managers

mented that contractors are strongly motivated to achieve good ratings in order to ensure
they can continue to successfully tender for contracts.

senior manager stated that part of what the contractor evaluation process is about is
ining some control over the work that is being done through keeping tight control over the

ing process. This can be contrasted with other companies who have applied a

ing model less successfully. As this manager explained it:

"Outsourcing the delivery - owniltg the process, controlling the process is what we
want to do. (This is) quite dffirent to the normal outsourcing... the by-line should be
outsourcing with control. We have kept that and most other companies have abdicated
their authority."

herefore, this company has attempted to retain some control over the contractors, through
contract management process, where other companies, such as B, lost control and suffered

gative consequences as a result.

nother key factor in the success of the contract administration model is the ability of the
to create and maintain a pool of contractors of sufficient size to ensure labour

pply and an element of competition. According to one senior manager:

"One of the biggest threats to our model is the infiltration of the larger contracting
companies. The threat is associated with the lack of competition. We have an interest
in trying to keep as many contractors out there as we can, and ntaintaining that
element of competition... I htow that quite a few of the smaller ex-staff corxtractors
have been approached by a lot of those bigger ones with a view to buying them out
and buying out their corxtracts. Our biggest strength is having a large number of
small contractors available, and to lmve the big ones when we need the big jobs. The
last thing that we want is for the bigger contractors to buy out the contacts and to
hold a monopoly."

$ccording to a line manager, the presence of smaller contracting companies and individual
contractors kept the larger firms on their toes. However, to ensure the continued viability of
small scale contracting, the company has to structure the work in particular ways. Contracts
are structured such that one contractor cannot get them all. The company offers long-term
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contracts that provide a base income and other smaller contracts than can provide the
contractors with extra work, should they bid successfully. Another important feature is the
training and support mentioned earlier, particularly during the early stages of contracting.
Assisting the smaller contractors to stay in the contracting pool, by offering big and small
contract packages, is an important part of the model, as a line manager explained:

"It's not putting up great big packages, limiting yourself to one or two contractors.
We encourage new contractors on the network and we've also had an open policy on
the likes of other power companies contracting itt..."

This manager believed that by resisting the temptation to bundle together large chunks of
work, the company could avoid some of the tendency for smaller operators to disappear from
the contracting pool. However, senior and line managers also considered maintaining positive
and mutually beneficial relationships important. Regular meetings, information sharing,
training, and social events were all seen as being important in this regard. A line manager
explained the importance of the management of relationships with the contractors:

"The important thing at the start was the training. It was more of a pannership. We

put a lot of time and effort into project nwnagement, small business training.... We

still do a lot of training. There is a cost to us by doing it, but by putting the training
on we canx guarantee that we are gettitlg what we want out of it."

This manager pointed out that the continued existence of a competitive pool of contractors
also ensured the availability of skills, and avoided dependency on the handful of contractors
possessing those skills. For this reason the company has in an interest in providing training
opportunities and encouraging training, even though conventional thinking about contracting
holds that the contractors would be left to make those investments for themselves.

One line manager commented on the value of maintaining relationships with contractors:

"(We have) Iooked after our own contractors. You'Il find contractors in this yard, and
three or four that are very, very loyal to us, that can see the benefits of working witlt
us on external and internal work."

By using the words 'our own contractors' this manager was implicitly acknowledging the
fact that the company has been successful in maintaining a strong relationship with at least
some individuals, despite their transition from employee to contractor status.

4.0 Management and Worker Evaluations

This section outlines worker and management evaluations of both the contracting model
generally and the attempt to contract out meter reading to the former employees.

The Contracting Model
The management at Company D presented an overwhelmingly positive view of their
contracting model. As mentioned earlier, they have consulted widely, offering advice to other
companies contemplating a similar structure. However, individuals offered various ideas
about what was being gained and lost through the use of a contracting model rather than an
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employment model. The most important 'downsides' in the use of contractors related to loss

of control, the loss of brand identity, and problems of cleanly separating boundaries between
jobs.

I],oss of control related to the general problem of contractor availability when needed.

.fccording to a line manager:

I

| "(Contractors) can pick and choose what they want to do. And sometimes we m.ight have

I dfficulty finding the contactor that we want to do it at the right price. For example, if all

I of the contactors are busy ... the main disadvantage is that we do not lxave any control

I over them directly...."

I

Somments from other managers suggested related concems over the ability to control the

{vailability of labour.
I

,f,nother risk, from a senior management perspective, is the impact of contracting on brand
ipentity. Other companies have used contractors and insisted that they identify themselves, by
ri,arious means, as being agents of the Power or Gas Company. This is something that D has

rflot done. Despite the fact that the company is confident that they are managing the process

dnd that customer satisfaction measures are satisfactory, there remains a concern about the

$verall impact of contracting on the identity of the company.
I

'ifhe third main cost both line managers and contractors encounter relates to the boundaries of
rfvork that is undertaken on the network. According to a line manager:

"We have lmd afew demarcation problents, where one contract ends and another
begin, whose problem it is, and it has to be determined which contractor to call."

lWhile the company may view these conflicts as being an inevitable feature to be managed,
the contractors themselves are more directly negatively affected. One contractor described a
situation where the terms of their fixed lump sum contract meant that they had to repair faults
caused by the work of other contractors, with no extra compensation.

Other potential issues mentioned by at least one manager related to such factors as the loss of
organisational culture, or the 'feeling' of working for a company staffed by employees. As
she expressed it:

"l guess another downside would be the fact that the people in your core business are
gettittg smaller so there's not that culture and there's not so many people in the
company.... the enrotiorml side of things...."

ifhus, the experience of working for a contracting based organisation was described as having
p different 'feel' to it than other organisations.
I

lothe. managers pointed to some of the operational problems raised by having an entirely
contracted workforce. For example, one line manager stated that it was time-consuming to
write small contracts for small jobs like cutting down a tree. Another line manager spoke of
the difficulty of managing the flow of information about work being done on the network, and
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getting up-to-date information on what work is being done, what work needs to be done, and
Which bits are being dug up. With contractors rather than employees a senior manager
commented on the tendency towards fragmentation rather than easy collation of information.

While closer questioning was needed to uncover managerso views on the negative side of
contracting, the positive side seemed to come more readily to hand. Not surprisingly, the key
benefits identified by managers related to productivity improvementsn and also a shift to a
performance-oriented culture. One line manager believed that contractors were more

Productive than employees were:

"An employee will do what they are told ... contraclors (are) more customer
orientated. . . the contractor will do it right. . . a lot of them have pride in their work. . .

they have a lot on the line, their reputation..."

This manager talked about the productivity of the contractors in contrast to what he saw as
the slack work practices of the employees in the past. Another line manager believed that
contracting produced a greater sense of ownership that translated into productivity:

"If it's your own business you go a lot funher, you go the extra mile. AII these
contractors, they've got full ownership, a lot of them are directors. The guys, who are
actually out doing the work, have got ownership in what they are doing. I think that
you get a lot more out of contractors because tlrcy are ilt control of what they are
doing."

Another line manager suggested that contractors were more innovative in their approach to
work and were always thinking about work where the employee may go home at the end of
the day and forget about work. According to a senior manager:

"If they can find a more cost-effective way of replacing a pole or installing a
whatever... then they are going to win a lot more of that work and make more money

for themselves."

This change in ways of thinking can be extended to a more general shift in the organisational
Culture. A senior manager pointed out that the contracting model was about a lot more than
just cost containment and productivity improvement:

"lt's tlxe culture that drives the cost out. Most of these people are the same people,
and yet while they worked for us we would never have been able to do it. Contracting
companies think dffirently to power utilities. They have a dffirent set of drivers and
that 'Iets get the job done cost effictively' mentality."

Thus, managers at Company D believed that through their contracting model they had
realigned the incentives and the culture to achieve better results than they would ever have
been able to achieve with an employee-based structure.

Meter Reading
Opinion differed as to how successful the conversion of meter reading employees to meter
teading contractors had been. Management did not view the arrangement as a success and
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attributed this to the failings of the management of the time and to the attitude of the
contractors themselves. On the other hand, the contractors regarded the arrangement as being
fairly successful despite some concerns over the setting up of contracts. Both groups agreed
that the contracting event was not handled appropriately. The meter readers were not offered
any training or support. They were simply negotiated with over a price per meter and left to
perform the work. As one meter reader expressed it:

"We did not feel that they gave us much support, no... only the vehicles. I thinkwe got
a receipt saying that they had been sold to us for a dollar each or something like
that."

As in the other cases, the original contract was loosely constructed and allowed for meter
readers to be paid for meters that they failed to read and subsequently had to read again. The
fact that it allowed for annual review meant that the contractors had an expectation of an

adjustment for such factors as the cost of living.

Management was also unhappy with other aspects such as a perceived inflexibility on the part

of the contractors. This inflexibility presented itself in a couple of ways. Final reads (meter

readings taken in response to a customer vacating a building) had been tendered under a

separate contract to a contracting company. This arrangement proved unsatisfactory and the

meter readers were asked to take this on. Perceiving themselves to be in an advantageous

bargaining position the meter readers were able to extract, what one contractor considered, a

premium price for doing the work.

A second way in which managers saw the contractors as being inflexible was in their attitude

to taking on work outside electricity meter reading. Management believed that there were

considerable efficiencies to be gained by the meter reading contractors seeking other work
opportunities such as water meter reading. The expectation on the part of the company was

that the contractors would expand the repertoire of services that they could offer while out in

the field and this would result in productivity and efficiency advantages. These would

ultimately translate into a cheaper price for meter reading for Company D. The contractors

said that they were not opposed to such opportunities and some expressed interest when the

bompany offered to help organise it. However, they were not motivated to explore these

opportunities for themselves. According to one contractor, they were happy with the work
they had.

The major complaint that management had about the meter readers was what they saw as

their inability to adjust their thinking from an employee 'mindset' to a contractor 'mindset'.

This was possibly due to the fact that the contractors were simply given their existing runs to

work, so they continued to do the work much as they had done before. According to one

senior manager:

"lt took them a long time to get up to speed with what it really meant to be a

contractor and that there were opportunities there for them not just going out there

with blinkers on and reading meters. They also tended to operate not as companies

but as individuals. They all wanted to be individuals reporting back to (Company

D)."
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Managers complained that the contractors looked to the company to solve day-to-day

problems that they encountered in their work. Line managers observed that the contracts were

neither set up well nor managed well. A senior manager commented:

"There was a lot of negativity towards (D) by the meter readers, and this feedback
came to the company. They thought that (D) owed them a living. Whenever they were

asked to do something extra, they wanted nxore money and would not do it."

The latter part of the above quote seems somewhat strange given managers' complaints that
contractors were not acting like contractors should. However, the negativity of the contractors

manifested itself in quality and customer service issues. According to one senior manager:

"In the first stage we had people very disgruntled with the comparxy, and it was hard
to hide that from the customers as they talk a lot. We used to get feedbackfrom the

customers about lzow pissed off these guys were. We were continually gettittg levels of
dissatisfactionfrom people who were trying to manage the contractors, as well as

customers. We were getting a lzigh number of thfugs that we had to go back andfix.
(For example) meters not being read because they could not be bothered to get to the

nxeter,"

Contractors spoken to contested this, stating that they had a done their jobs much as they had

before. However, one contractor admitted that there were those of his colleagues who were

not conscientious workers as contractors.

Another senior manager summed up what he thought went wrong:

"(lt was) just the people, the traditional nteter reading staff. Perhaps the way the

contracts were set up. Also I think those people w,ere not given as much support and
business skills, but they may not have wanted it, they were quite comfonable and had
got themselves into a position where they could not see the competitive pressure they

were under. In the end we could not convince them to put in winning bids and they

Iost it and the new meter readers are doing an excellent job."

A major reason for the meter readers' dissatisfaction came from the fact that there was

confusion over the exact numbers of meters in some of the territories. 
.When 

it became

apparent that the original data was incorrect, the meter readers believed that they were being
disadvantaged and wanted compensation. They cited assurances they had been given by
management at the time and asked for compensation. According to one meter reader:

"There was pretry badfeelings for a while aver that. But once we got into it a bit it
was good money, we were making good money out of it. We had a fairly easy ride as

far as time and that. Four days a week was very common amongst us meter readers,

that's all we had to do. So we virtually had a three-day weekend every week. The

conzpany treated us pretty well. We were invited to functions (such as Christmas
events and others), even thouglt we were outside the company in a sense."

ln addition to earning considerably more money than they did as employees, they managed to
take time off as well. The contractors had flexibilitv in their schedules and also had a semi-
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retired ex-meter reader who was available for work if more time off was needed. This
itrdividual was shared amongst the contractors. In addition, the company closed down for two

weeks over Christmas, so those not wanting to pay for someone to cover them could take

their holidays then.

Meter reading was eventually tendered to an outside firm. Several organisations expressed an

interest in taking on this kind of work, where previously there had not been much interest.

This was a factor of industry restructuring generally and many firms seeing opportunities to
pick up work that the large electricity companies were looking to outsource. A key factor in

the winning bid was price. One contractor commented that he felt they (the group of ex-

employees) had been a bit greedy in what they were asking for the work. The winning

tenderer intended to use less experienced and lower-waged workers to do the job, and they

wanted to win the contract as a way of securing a foothold with Company D. The meter

reading contracting company has now become a major player in the contractor pool and

provides Company D with a variety of services.

5.0 Summary

Company D decided on a model of contracting involving taking groups of workers and setting

them up in their own businesses. The company set up a dedicated contract management

function and staffed it with employees specifically trained in contract management. The

fieldworkers were given the opportunity to become contractors to the company and were

given considerable assistance in the form of training and financial support. The alternative

was redundancy. Over the initial period there was considerable attrition as contractors either

pulled out or failed. However, the company now has a pool of contractors doing work for it.

They are concerned to maintain this pool and avoid becoming reliant on one or two large

contracting companies.

Management believes that their small-business contracting model has been successful. Work
pn the network is now completed for considerably less than what the work was costing with

hn employed workforce. Furthermore, by using the services of ex-employees, the Company

fetained a large amount of local knowledge and skill.

Managers espoused a philosophy of properly 'managing contracts' and not attempting to

imanage contractors'. This was done by having specialist staff to manage contractors, having

b system to evaluate the performance of contractors, maintaining relationships with a viable

lool of contractors, and properly scoping and costing work.

fihe contracting of the meter readers was not as successful as the contracting out of the rest of

[he fietdwork and was a separate process. The incumbent eleven meter readers were given the

bpportunity to do their existing runs as contractors, and nine accepted. The initial contracts

were loosely constructed and gave rise to a number of concerns. Management found the

contractors difficult to work with and there were customer service concerns. From a company

perspective, the arrangement did not deliver the flexibility and productivity improvements

that were sought. Managers commented that the meter readers had failed to adopt the

'mindset' of a contractor, and had not become entrepreneurial about their work. From a
worker perspective, there was ill-feeling relating to how the contracting arrangements were

set up, and the feeling that the workers had little alternative but to accept contracting. Despite
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this, the contractors did enjoy greater earnings during their time as contractors. After six
years, the company offered the meter reading work for tender and an external company won
the work with a bid substantially lower than that offered by the former employees. Employees
of this contracting company now do the work.

This case illustrates both successful and unsuccessful attempts to convert employees to
contractors. The contracting of the meter readers was clearly less well thought out. In
contrast, the contracting of other groups of workers became a model for other companies in
the industry. Therefore, this case shows both 'how to' and 'how not to' convert employees
into contractors.

As with some of the other cases, it shows the folly of contracting work without carefully
specifying, as closely as possible, the behaviours and actions that would be expected of the

contractor. The company expected that the contractors would be willing to take on additional
work when they had little incentive do so. Instead, they used their incumbancy to negotiate
favourable rates for any additional work. This response should have been predicted and

should have come as no surprise to management.

lylanagers accused the contractors of failing to adjust their 'mindset' to becoming contractors.

$gain, managers might have anticipated that long-serving employees might find such a

change difficult. While their employment contracts changed, there were clearly elements of
their psychological contract that were more resistant to change. The workers were likely to
have a 'mixed' contract with residual 'relational' expectations, but within a 'transactional'

f,ramework. Simply by changing the legal contract of employment the company could not
erase worker expectations, rights and obligations, formed over many years of employment. It
iis likely that the training, communication, and support offered as part of the contract
qnanagement system might help workers to make this adjustment. As with other cases, this

dne shows the difficulty of managing workers through the transition from employee to

Contractor status, although D appeared to handle this better with their main body of workers

than, for example. B.

pany D faced the critical issue of ensuring a reliable labour supply by embracing a

'acting model and investing in making it work through a contract management system.

is case shows how such a system can work, and how, if a viable pool of contractors is

aintained, the benefits of greater productivity and cost savings can be sustained. ln
bracing a contracting model, managers at D realised that they could not simply contract
rk out and expect benefits to occur. Rather, the realisation of the benefits would only come

adopting appropriate management structures, and careful attention to the contracting

a worker perspective, this case illustrates that contracting can provide a satisfactory
ive to employment, and can be profitable. The meter readers perceived little choice

to become contractors and so most acceDted the deal. The fact that they continued to work
argely as they had for many years, coupled with the increased earnings, made the contracting

acceptable and enduring. However, mistrust and suspicion lingered and,

ng to managers, affected the level of customer service that they provided.
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Energy Industry Cases Summary Table

Company Employment
Model

Management
Drivers

Management
Problems

Worker Drivers Worker
Problems

A
Electricity

Considered
contracting.
Stayed with
employment for
all but one
worker.

Customer
service.

Worker
rejection.
Re-hiring.

Good
redundancy
money.

Contracting
simply not
agreeable with
one exception.
(out of 12-15
workers)

B
Gas

Converted
employees to
contractors. Work
then went to an
outside company.

Cost
Reduction.
Simplifying
organisation
structure.

Worker
resentment and

mistrust.
Performance
and quality
issues.

Limited
alternative
options.
Earning
potential and

autonomy for
those who
agreed to
contract.

Pressures of
not having
assistance in
doing the work
and getting
time off.

C
Electricity

Stayed with
employment
model but
experimented
with conhacting
arrangements.

Customer
service. Cost
reduction.
Union
avoidance.

Minor
performance
issues.

Earning
potential and

autonomy for
those who
agreed to
contract.

Workers did
have the
option. Only
minor
objections.

D
Electricity

Converted
employees to
contractors. Work
then went to
outside company.

Cost reduction. Customer
service issues.
Legalistic
attitude by
contractors.

Limited
alternative
options.
Fear of
unemploy-
ment.

Trust-
worthiness of
the company.

The above table shows the diversity of experiences that the energy companies had. All of the

companies utilised contractors to do at least some of their meter reading work. Given the state

of the competitive environment, it is not surprising that cost reduction was a major driver of
employment structure choice. In contrast, case A shows how a different set of priorities can

drive employment choices. In most cases, managers faced difficulties in managing the

change. Meter readers faced limited alternatives when presented with contracting proposals.

For some, contracting provided an opportunity for increased autonomy and increased

earnings.
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E,3 The Engineering Consultancy Industry

The engineering consulting industry is a relatively stable one compared to the energy
industry. There was no radical industry restructuring and no massive changes in the
legislative environment during the 1990s. Despite this apparent stability, the longitudinal
nature of this study revealed several changes. Firms in the engineering industry have
responded to their competitive environment by merging with others, and in some cases
merging with large multi-national consulting firms. Indeed, while fieldwork was progressing,
two of the three consulting firms merged with large offshore companies. All three changed
their names between 1997 and 2000.

Engineering consulting firms are multi-disciplinary organisations that typically undertake a
variety of work for clients. While engineering is the base discipline, each firm will have
particular areas of expertise (Boxall & Steeneveld, 1999). For example, one might have a
reputation for expertise in environmental engineering, while another might be more known
for large civil engineering projects. As knowledge-based organisations, engineering
consultancy firms provide an excellent setting for studying resource-based perspectives on
strategic management (Boxall & Steeneveld, 1999).

The firms studied here were all large by New Zealand standards, ranging in size from
approximately 160 permanent full-time staff to 300. As their business is linked to the building
and construction industry, the cyclical nature of that industry, and of the economy generally,

has a large influence on their activity. Their ownership structure is traditionally a partnership-

based structure. However, in New Z,ea\and most larger firms have moved away from a pure
partnership model and adopted limited Iiability company status (Boxall & Steeneveld, 1999).

This means that an engineer might be an employee but also a shareholder of the company.

The group of workers targeted for this study were engineers and draftspeople. The distinction
between engineers and draftspeople can be difficult to draw as their skills can fall along a

continuum between relatively highly skilled professional work and relatively lesser skilled
work. In addition, the term 'engineer' is sometimes used loosely in everyday discourse. More
precisely, engineers would be members of the relevant professional body having completed a

university degree and several years under supervision. Draftspeople would typically be

tertiary qualified and possess skills in drafting, technical drawing, and computer aided design
(CAD). Together, these two groups comprise the bulk of the workforce in the engineering
firms.

The cases F-G appear in the section that follows, followed by a summary table.
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The Case of Company E: Flexibility and Decentralisation

In the course of research at Company E, I I interviews were conducted as follows:

Senior Managers: Two
Line Managers: Two
Contractors: Three
Employees: Four

The case of Company E is outlined in three main sections. The first section backgrounds the
company and gives an overview of its employment structures. The second section describes
costs and benefits that have guided the decision-making surrounding whether to employ or
contract draftspersons and engineers. The third section outlines the workers' evaluations of
the structures and circumstances that have surrounded them. The case study concludes with a

summary of the main features of the case.

1.0 Company Background and Employment Structures.

Company E is a large engineering consulting firm, Iocated in one of New Zealand's largest
cities. At the time of writing, there were in excess of 300 full+ime equivalent staff, five
percent of whom were contractors. The company was formed by the merger of two
engineering firms (in the late 1980s) and has recently merged with another larger overseas-
based engineering firm (in the late 1990s).

Company E utilises a variety of employment structures. In addition to full-time permanent
employees, there are casual employees, fixed-term contract employees, and contractors.
Questioning was often needed to clarify the exact employment status of a worker as the term
'contractor' was liberally used to refer to categories of non-permanent employees, as well as

self-employed workers. According to senior management, there is a mix of these types of
structures across all sections of the firm. The percentage of workers who were contractors
varied between 5Vo and, l1Vo of the total workforce. As a general rule, the percentage of
contractors varies due to workload fluctuations and market conditions. For instance,
according to a senior manager, the percentage of contractors was higher during the early part
of the 1990s as the firm was cautious about hiring permanent employees in the recovery from
a time of economic recession.

A senior manager described the overall approach to the use of contractors as being
'pragmatic'. By this was meant that there is no overall policy position on the use of
contractors other than to use whatever type of arrangement meets the need of the situation at
the time. It was therefore up to line managers to define the requirements of the situation and
act accordingly, an example of what Boxall and Steeneveld (1999) describe as 'federalism'.
The use of contractors had been debated at the highest levels of the firm, with a view to
developing policies. According to a senior manager, it was decided that the development of
policies would create inflexibility. It was decided that line managers should have the power
to use contractors as needed.

Company E has a core, permanent workforce. This core ensures the company's access to a
pool of workers whose performance and skills are a known quantity and/or quality. The use of
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numerical flexibility and
pany cope with fluctuations
lls required for a project.

"The wAy we work things here is that we have a core of permanent staffwith the skills
that we needfor most of our projects and then if we get some reasonable size projects
we then start lwntingfor people that can come in andftIl the gaps and make up
shonfalls."

Contractors are typically offered a letter stating a rate of pay, a brief outline of duties, and a
timeframe within which the work will be completed. Several managers and contractors made
the comment that their company tended to enter into longer-term contracts for several months
at a time, as contractors would be engaged for the duration of a project or a significant part of
a project.

As with other companies, it was necessary at Company E to repeatedly clarify the exact
employment status of the people that were referred to as contractors. The terrn was used in
general discourse to refer to almost anyone who was not a permanent full-time employee.
Contracting was more prevalent among drafting staff than engineering staff. It was suggested
that there were a number of reasons why this might be the case. These reasons related to the
greater fluctuation of the drafting workload during projects, and the ready availability of a
pool of people seeking drafting contracting work. The numbers of contractors varied
according to the nature of the work done in each business unit, as well as the preferences of
the manager running that business unit. As a senior manager explained it:

"At the end of the day, it comes down to what the individual manager wants to do.
The company culture reflects that. But I think that the fact that (contractors) don't get
discussed very much is indicative of the .fact that the whole firm runs along f"irly
smoothly, individual managers get on with doing what they want to do. Pretty light
reins really."

The tendency at Company E was not to make a large distinction between contracton and
employees in terms of how they were treated on a day-to-day basis. However, in employment
terms, one senior manager commsnted contractors were serving a specific purpose, and hence
were seen as more of a commodity than employees were. As a line manager expressed this:

"(Contracting) is just a way of getting sornebody in and once they are here they are
treated as (Company E) personnel and seem to go wherever. (Company E) tends to
treat them as an employee."

As another line manager commented:

"We tend to ntake contractors part of the team while they are on board. They get
invited to Xmas parties etc. Tlte company is fairly welcoming. If they are sitting at a
deskworking for us then we tend to include thent."
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y'f,t between 5 and ISVo of the workforce, contractors were a minority but everyone spoken to
at this company saw them as an accepted part of the workforce, particularly as several of the
managers interviewed had previously experienced working as a contractor.

2t0 Employing or Contracting

Line and senior managers at Company E identified a range of costs and benefits of using
cirntractors that guided their decision-making. These are categorised below in two sections

{Ealing with the identified benefits and costs.

2.1 Benefits

Flexibility:
A recurrent theme in the interviews was the extent to which the mix of contractors and
employees was driven by the peaks and troughs of workload. This could be expected given
the cyclic nature of the industry. As it is closely linked to the building and construction
industries, the engineering consulting industry is particularly exposed to fluctuations. The
practicalities of this demanded the use of contractors. One senior manager described this as

the primary reason for the use of conffactors:

"To a large extettt it is a resolrce balancing exercise, so how marxy you've got at any
given tinte is usually afunction of what part of the work cycle you are on. It's pretty
hard to predict future work. Evenfor the next month it's a little bit hard to tell exactly
what work we are goittg to lmve. So having a base of contract people that you can put
off at pretty short notice makes it easier to manage your resources."

As one contractor commented:

"An the whole (Company E) gets people who can get in there, clean up the mess, and
get out. My job is to get in and sort things out quickly and get out. They gain in teftns
of soning out a workload."

Using contractors gave the company the ability to quickly grow in size to meet the demand of
large projects. Such rapid growth would have been much more difficult if the company was
hiring employees. As a senior manager commented:

"We certainly did not think that we would stay as big as we were continuously, so

there was certainly some motivation in having contractors there, because besides
bringing them on quickly you can shed them Jairly quickly. If push comes to shove,
you cart have a contractor out of the ffice, you krtow, evenwithin the hour if you had
to."

Therefore, numerical flexibility was a key factor.

Performance
Opinion was divided as to whether it was possible to generalise about the productivity of
contractors versus employees. Many commented that it depended on the individual. A line
manager and a senior manager both commented that contractors had produced the best and
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the worst performances they had seen. Workers echoed these comments. Citing a number of
reasons (discussed below), some managers agreed that contractors were more productive.
Several managers and workers suggested that contractors are more focussed on the task at
hand. In comparison, employees might have other involvements that might affect their
productivity. As a senior manager explained it:

"Pennanent employees are more likely to get involved in administrative tasks of some

sort, or other issues because they are generally more interested in the company doing
weII...alI the contactor is interested in is putting down chargeable hours ontheir
time sheets. A permanent employee won't get so worried about non-chargeable hours
on their time sheets because they lcnow they will still get paidfor those lrcurs, so

contractors are generally very productive, in nnny cases more productive then
permanent employees."

As an employee expressed it:

"At the moment I get involved in a lot of broad issues in the company such as quality
improvement, starxdards, marketing, tlnse sorts of things. And they are all things that
dig irtto your productive time, charging time. As a contractor all those things just go

by the board. You focus on a job that you are given to do and in some ways that
makes things a lot more straightfurward. A staff position still focuses on perfornutnce,

but more indirectly, and it's a more longer-term thing...."

The above quotes show how one can view perfornance in a more limited sense, in terms of
chargeable hours, or in a wider sense, incorporating other contributions to the firm. In the

more limited sense, contractors may sometimes outperform employees.

Another reason why managers suggested that contractors can be more productive is that they

can be brought into the organisation and perform immediately. As a senior manager explained

it:

"Wxen we were really busy at our peak, I think we got contractors on because they

are easy to get on board quickly, panicular$ for draftsmen. Providing they have got

a'CAD' machine you can connect thent up to the network, you just set them some

work and they start being productive alm.ost intmediately. (It is the) sam.e with
engineers as well, give them a desk and a conxputer and they are pretty much into it."

Another factor in considering the relative performance of the two groups, in a project

situation, comes from how project teams are assembled. One line manager commented that in
using contractors the company was able to place a more suitable person in a project team and

avoid the tendency for managers to place non-suitable employees in a team just to keep them

busy.

New Ideas
Contractors can offer a fresh perspective and new ideas. As one senior employee commented:

"You can learn a lot from a contractor when they first come into an organisation
because they come in with fresh eyes. . . if you ask them questions about it or get them
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to write down things. They'lI point out things that you either take for granted or don't
even nolice. Why do you do it this way?"

Thus, contractors can be seen as a source of inspiration in a more general sense, or perhaps

more specifically, they can offer opportunities for the sharing of skills between contractors
and the permanent staff. A manager commented that he had staff working alongside a

contractor specifically to gain from the contractor's knowledge and experience. While no
managers offered this as a major factor in choosing to use a contractor, several commented
that it was an additional benefit.

Worker Demand
Another driver for the use of contractors was the fact that it enabled the firm to accommodate
the needs of certain workers. In some cases, workers would only work for this company under

a contractual arrangement, despite offers of permanent employment. Therefore, using

contracting arangements allowed the company to accommodate the needs of individual
workers. A senior manager commented that there was a pool of draftsman available who
specifically wanted contract work. It suited the company to use the services of these people.

Among the reasons highlighted above, numerical flexibility was key. However, other benefits,

such as the need for particular skills, were also important.

2.2 Costs

Managers at Company E identified a number disadvantages or costs to the use of contractors.

These are outlined below.

Unknown Ouantity and Ouality
Contractors can be an unknown quantity in terms of their skills and work style and this fact

can make engaging them risky and potentially costly. As one line manager commented:

"You never really brcw what they are going to be like until they are sitting at a desk

and start producing work, and often it's too late whenyou have fowtd that out. You

could be half way through a project."

Contractors may misrepresent themselves and their abilities in order to win work, an issue

identified earlier as moral hazard. However, several managers commented that they attempted

to keep a list of known contractors in order to minimise these potential problems. As a line
manager commented:

"(We have) a couple of contactors who have done regular work and so have not beerl

so unknown. But tlrcn we got really busy and had to take on a lot of people at a time

when a lot of people were busy and had to scrape the bottom of the baruel. Getting
people who say that they have had the experience when they have not....."

For this reason, some managers commented that they preferred to use their list of contacts

first rather than relying on contacting people through agencies. Finding the right person at the

right time is a general problem that managers face. As a senior manager expressed it:
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"I guess the most dfficult thing about contract staff is finding them at the critical
time... If one of the regulars is available it is okay but lrunting through(resumes) and
working with agencies can be time consuming."

Therefore, finding contractors can be costly and time consuming, and ensuring the
organisation has access to the skills needed can be problematic for managers when they are

isations in this industry typically pay contractors more than employees. This fact has

ications for both the costs of getting work done and the overall remuneration structure.
ite the fact that contractors cost more, line and senior managers commented that this was

a major factor in deciding whether to use a contractor or not. As one senior manager
pressed it:

"l don't get too worried about that. OK, if you get a contactor who comes along and
wants too much money then unless you are desperate you are not going to pay. I do
not think that necessarily they are much more expensive by the time you take sick
leave and holiday pay..."

is manager made the point that once all of the employment-related expenses are taken into

, contractors are not necessarily vastly more expensive. However, this argument was

without hard evidence to support it.

comment made by all Company E managers interviewed was that cost was not the

mary consideration and they were prepared to pay what it took to get the labour they
uired. However, using contracts creates practical difficulties with remuneration and

rceptions of equity. Three issues were highlighted in this case.

fhe first issue related to overtime payments. Contractors invoice the company for every hour
that that they work, and employees are paid on a salary. When a project requires many hours
cif work, and workers are working overtime, there are obvious equity issues unless employees
are paid for their extra hours. To deal with this issue, the company adopted a temporary
policy, reviewed annually, of paying salaried employees overtime. However, this policy led to

considerable expense. During a slow period of work the company attempted to 'wean'
salaried staff off these overtime payments. In place of this, the company adopted a policy to
allow overtime, with managerial approval, to staff below a certain salary level. Staff above

this level are rewarded in other ways, such as their bonus based on overall company
performance. Thus the company was forced to develop a system that ensured improved equity
between employees and contractors.

A second way in which the remuneration structure was affected was through the company
using the services of a contractor and then wishing to employ that person. Fitting this
individual into the existing salary structure when they have been used to a higher rate of pay

can be problematic. The company is faced with the problem of offering the contractor an

acceptable salary level while avoiding making a salary offer which might ultimately cause a

costly ripple effect of salary increase demands across the company.
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A third practical difficulty is that the use of contractors can be disruptive to the smooth
running of work areas and the relationships within it. At an interpersonal level, there is the
potential for conflict and jealousies over the level of remuneration provided to contractors
and differences in the work assignments that they are given. As an example of the former, a
line manager corrunented that:

"It has been my experience that contractors can be quite unsettling.... they are
usually on a much higher rate pay-wise than what the staff are, even though they have
to do (their own taxes) and all that. Tlrc contractors would generally talk about their
$30 an hour rate or whatever and you have a drafisman on $12 an hour. That can
cause a bit of friction within the companry so you have to be aware of that all the
time."

Another area providing potential for conflict and jealousies is in the allocation of work
assignments. According to a line manager, the use of contractors:

"... can cause problems when choice assignments are picked up by contractors.
Employees feel that they should get to have the extra experience that goes with certain
assignntents that involve work in the field or work overseas."

A senior manager commented that from a more general teambuilding perspective, the use of
contractors could be problematic:

"If you had a lot of contract staff that really didn't fit the culture it tends to create a
bit of a 'thent and us' atmosphere which can be detrintental to teambuilding on the

whole."

According to this manager, when selecting perrnanent members of a team, managers should
pay attention to the personalities of individuals and the extent to which they would be likely
to fit into the work team as well as the Company E culture generally. With contractors,
managers were less able to create this fit.

Several managers and workers commented on the above issues. However, they did not create

insurmountable difficulties and managers in this case had found ways of dealing, at least

adequately, with them.

Performance and Eoductivity
Managers identified several ways in which contractors' productivity could suffer. This might
be through the contractor deliberately slowing down towards the end of the job, or through
difficulties in handing over ongoing work when the contractor finished. As a senior manager

expressed the former case:

"The only time contractors become less productive is, I think, near the end of the job
when they can see the end of the job coming so they may tend to spin it out a bit."

Frequently, with engineering projects, the contractor does not get to finish the project. As the
project nears completion and the peak workload demands are over, the company will let the
contractors go. As a senior manager explained it:
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"They inevitably will be part way through what they are doing so they'Il have to hand
that over to someone else to finish off and it's just that process tlmt inevitably
produces things that were not completely thought through..."

One line manager commented that he liked to have contractors join the company for a
reasonable period of time (for example, months rather than weeks) in order to gain the

benefits from the company time and money that is invested in familiarising the contractor
with the company.

Another way in which performance issues arise with contractors is when contractors produce
that fails to fit within the desired format or standards. This work may be of acceptable

ity and yet not match with the company's desired way of doing things. As a line manager
plained the situation:

"I guess tlrc problems we are likely to have is tlrc contractor wanting to do the

drawing.... the way they normally would do it, not the way (Comparry E) would do it,
so a lot more of my time is spent checking tlrc output. We want everything the way we

want it to be done, not their way...."

veral of the potential impediments to performance outlined here are less of a problem as

contractor spends more time with the organisation. Repeated contracting and the

t of close working relationships are likely to enhance the productivity of
tractors.

Worker Perspectives

nature of the engineering and drafting work done by the companies in this study meant

at workers were engaged in a wide variety of project work, some of which required a range

specialised skills. Therefore, the employees and contractors interviewed here were quite a

terogeneous group, as compared to the meter readers in earlier cases. They were working as

mployees or contractors for a variety of reasons. For example, one had been made redundant

a pennanent position and was continuing to work for the company as a contractor as an

terim measure. Another was working as a contractor, hoping to gain a more secure position.

nother worker was now an employee, after having worked for the company in a contracting
. Almost all of those interviewed were positive about their experience at this company.

e following section focuses on key factors that were identified in the experience of working
a contractor or employee.

desire for autonomy is often given as a reason for preferring contracting to employment.

ll of those working as contractors in this firm commented that autonomy was a positive
'eature, albeit to different degrees. One contractor corrrmented that for him autonomy was a

jor factor. As he put it:

"Probably the most dominant (reason for contracting) is that I like to have control of
my own destiny. I guess I have been around long enough that I feel I have less control
as an employee."
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Another contractor and a former contractor commented that they liked the feeling of working
for themselves. However, another former contractor took the view that autonomy was more to
do with how the work is performed. He commented that as an engineer he had a high degree
of autonomy regardless of employment status. The advantages of autonomy mentioned above
are largely psychological, in the sense that they are about a 'feeling' of control over one's
own destiny, or more generalised perceptions of empowerment.

Earning Potential
Assuming the work is available, there was universal agreement that contracting offered
greater earning potential. The variability of market conditions is obviously a factor in the
level of economic advantage. One contractor commented that she had taken a considerable
pay cut in order to become a perrnanent employee, and that market conditions were a factor in
this decision. A former contractor commonted that, from a financial perspective, contracting
and employment were something to be weighed up carefully, as there is an element of risk
associated with it:

"You lxave got to make sure that you are getting a premium onyour income to make
up for the time that you are not at work and also for the risk associated with it. But
there is the potential there if you can market yourself weII. With an employment
contract, there is a structure and not much room to move. I think contracting gives
you nxore opportuniry, particularly as far as performance-based remuneration is
concerned."

Another contractor saw the benefits as being able to vary one's income, to seek extra work
when desired. Howevef, financial arguments can be made in favour of employment as well.
For example, a former contractor, who had moved into management position, commented
that he had chosen employment because of some long-term financial benefits. He commented
that by becoming an employee, he was able to get to the stage of being a shareholder in the
company:

"... and that was the motivation for tossittg irt the conftacting. There were some

financial implications, but in the long-term, I think that tlrc move I made has been
probably beneficial."

4mployees at Company E had the possibility of becoming shareholders in the firm, thus
providing an opportunity to share in the profits of the firm. However, this factor did not
qmerge in other interviews. Presumably, following the above path was only open to a few.

Security
f;erceptions of both market conditions and the level of security that employment offers,
ifrfluenced workers' thinking about contracting and employment. While some had confidence
if their ability to win further work, others commented that insecurity was a factor in

ferring employment. As one worker commented on his switch to employment:

"There was not a great abundrmce of ',vork so partly I was looking for job security."
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However the advantages of employment should not be overstated, as an employee pointed
out:

"You could say that it (employmerlt) does give you job security but... we are all on a
ntonth's notice here. So the only thing we have that a conftactor doesn't is maybe four
weeks. We don't have any redundancy agreenxent, so in some ways we are not much
better off than a contrector."

One contractor described the lack of job security that comes from contracting as being very
stressful. Being married with dependants and financial commitments has created pressures to
maintain a flow of income. Finding ways to deal with this stress was an issue for this
contractor. Conversely, a former contractor commented that for her security was not an issue:

"That rxever worried me. I thirtk because of my lifestyle,... because I was travelling. I
don't have any financial commitments. It might be dffirent if I had a mortgage or
kids or something like that. I'm not worried because I lcnow I canfind work."

Clearly life circumstances have a major impact on the level of security that is perceived or
desired.

Change
By change is meant that some individuals might prefer a constantly changing work experience

with new people, places and projects. Others may prefer a more stable work experience, in a

more familiar environment. This is, in some ways, closely related to security, but relates

specifically to individuals' need for variety in what they do. It is in the nature of engineering

consulting work that that it provides opportunities to work on different projects. Therefore,

for many, a certain amount of variety is provided in the work.

One former contractor, now an employee, commented that for her, increased stability was a

factor in becoming permanent. While the changing nature of confiacting work did have

positive aspects, it was also tiring. As she commented:

"I was tired of not quite knowing where I'm going to be next week. I was tired of
being the new face on the block ... always being the new person and having to make

that effort."

For another former contractor, now a line manager, a positive feature of the experience of
contracting was that it forces the person to push themselves into new and uncertain situations.

In addition:

"One of the beauties of contracting was the job variety, the exposure to a lot of
dffirent areas and that is something that qttite ofien brings contractors in here,

getting experience tlrut they would not otherwise have. You can get stale.... I often.

thinkthat it might be nice to spend six months in another company."

So for this individual, change was a factor that had been traded off in accepting a permanent

position. The amount of desired change can, therefore, be a basis for preferring contracting or
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elhployment and for that reason it is
choice between structures.

likely that the factor of change may provide a basis for

nln
availability of training opportunities can be seen as a factor both for and against

tracting. For example, contracting can provide a wide variety of challenges and provide
unity for exposure to different types of work and techniques. lt can also be

velopmental in a wider sense of developing both personal and administrative skills.
ver, contracting can make skill acquisition more difficult as contractors do not have the
access as employees do to company funded training, and so must make their own

gements. This is particularly important in technical disciplines, where new developments
make old technologies and techniques obsolete.

veral contractors pointed out that, in a general sense, contracting could offer an advantage

terms of exposing the worker to a wider variety of work experiences, although this was

early only the case in certain circumstances. Training opportunities also depend upon the

and the extent to which colleagues or peers provide opportunities for learning. Several

ors, in the drafting area, commented on how they had to teach themselves. One

that he spent a lot of time training himself and that it was a style of learning that

ited

lated to training and skill acquisition is the effect that contracting might have on one's

aspirations. As a former contractor, now a senior manager, pointed out, the contractor
getting re-engaged at the same status and does not get the opportunity to develop

management and project management skills. one's career as a contractor reaches a

according to one's previous technical experience and movement into a management

ition is less likely. This senior manager added that contractors are engaged to be part of

iect teams rather than to lead them, meaning that the contractor has fewer opportunities to
fluence how the work is done.

Flexibilit
were differences in opinion over whether working as a contractor offered greater

flexibility to the worker. Clearly, it depends on what is meant by flexibility and the

donstraints of the situation. For our purposes here, flexibility can be taken to mean the ability
to vary one's hours of work to suit one's needs.

nn some contracting situations, the contractor would be expected to work on the job, at

Company E, sometimes as part of a team. Generally, contractors would not be expected to

keep the regular hours employees did and therefore usually had greater flexibility. As one

contractor commented:

"... as a contractor I could start work at three in the afternoon and work through the

night if tlmt was easier for me rather tltan worki.ng from eight until five."

Several contractors commented that travelling and overseas experience led them into
contracting. As one explained:
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"I wanted the freedom and the mobility to work only for so many months and then
decide to go travelling. It was mainly the freedom, but the increase in money was also
afactor."

Ir1 some situations, on a day-to-day level, contractors had no more flexibility than employees
dild. However, by virtue of the temporary nature of their engagement, contractors were more
aQle to pursue other activities.

Bbine an Outsider
Cirntracting and employment ean differ in the extent to which the worker is regarded by
others as part of a team and feels a part of the firm. All three contractors commented that
ttfere was possibly some underlying resentment of them, at times, by employees. One
contractor commented that some people had a tendency to look down on contractors due to
their temporary status.

I{aving a more distant relationship to the firm, and hence less involvement in general
ulorkplace issues, could be seen by some as an advantage. Being more involved and being
part of a workplace may be attractive to some people, and less important for others. In short,
tliose that desire a close involvement with the firm are likely to prefer employment.

4fe Circumstances
An important theme that emerged from discussions with contractors and former contractors

Was the extent to which choices of employment structures were influenced by life
circumstances. For example, many of the drafting workers had tried contracting early in their
chreers. They might have worked as a contractor when travel or sporting priorities demanded

o[ when they were young and free from family ties. Later on in their careers, with different
lilfe circumstances, several switched to become employees, trading off the increased earnings
uhd lo*e. stability for a steady income and more stable working life. One former contractor's
cbmments illustrate how changing life circumstances can make contracting seem less

a[tractive:

"As a contractor I was newly nzarried and we ended up having a baby and that put a
Iot of pressure on. For a while I was on a nine-month conffact and that was all roses,

and then when that contract frnished aII of a sudden, what will we do? I guess your
experience and etbilities get youwork but it is not always as regular as you would
like..."

$everal other contractors commented that changing life circumstances had brought about a
rbassessment of priorities leading to a change in employment status. One contractor
iommented that despite changing life circumstances, he liked the experience of contracting so

rhuch that he was prepared to deal with the difficulties changing circumstances, in his case

qtarting a family, had brought.

4.0 Summary

$ompany E is a large engineering consulting firm with in excess of 300 full-time equivalent
dtaff, five percent of whom were contractors. Company E operates with a core, employed

lvorkforce, and periphery of other employment types.
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Managers identified a number of benefits that using the services of contractors brought.
Fqremost among these was numerical and financial flexibility, as it provided a means to

to the fluctuations of project-based work. Additional benefits to using contractors,
luded bringing in fresh ideas, and being able to respond to worker demands for contracting

gements. However, contracting also had costs. Negative factors included the disruptive
that contractors could have on workplace relationships, the fact that contractors might

an unknown quantity, remuneration issues, and productivity issues. Overall, these negative
ors did not outweigh the need to use contractors, or restrict their use in any significant

y. These factors offer clues as to some of the less visible costs of contracting. For example,
discussion of productivity showed that a balanced view would take account of the
plex nature of pedormance. The performance of contractors was focused upon short-term

livery of agreed objectives rather than wider organisational involvement.

need for numerical flexibility was the most important factor in employment structure
ice. Managers responded to the variable demand for quantity of labour and specific skills,

ven by a cyclical product market, by engaging contractors. The 'federalist' structure of the
meant that managers were free to use contractors. This is a clear example of the sort of
-periphery employment practices discussed in the literature review. However, the overall

was for more stable permanent employment stnrctures, as managers preferred to
anage stable teams with members whose performance was of known quality and quantity.
is case also illustrates that in a decentralized environment, managers' personal preferences

ill affect their staffing decisions. Some managers found the use of contractors disruptive and
to minimise their use, rather than discontinue using them. For example, the use of

ors was seen by some managers as making team development more difficult.

m the worker perspective, a number of key factors were identified that show how
ing and employment can provide very different work experiences. Contracting was

as offering the potential for greater autonomy and control. Contracting also provided a
gher level of change than one might expect from employment. Some saw employment as

iding greater security, and better opportunity for formal training and career development.
wever, individual circumstances emerged as an important factor impacting on how

vyorkers might view issues such as security and earning potential. Worker comments on each

df the factors identified in the case show wide variations in how the factor was perceived and
how much weight was attached to it. For example, change was described as an effort and
stressful while for another worker it brought variety and experience. Similarly, security was
described as not a worry for one worker and yet sought after by another. Clearly, workers'
choices are more complex than is sometimes depicted in the literature.
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The Case of Company F: Building the Business with Core Staff

In the course of research at Company F, eleven interviews were conducted as follows:

Sonior Managers: Two
Line Managers: Two
Cpntractors: Six
Einployees: One

The fieldwork at this company provided an opportunity to increase the total number of
contractors interviewed for this study. Several of the contractors had experience of working as

ernployees at this and other firms, and therefore, only one employee was interviewed.

The case of Company F is outlined in three main sections. The first section backgrounds the

company and gives an overview of its employment structures. The second section describes

costs and benefits that have guided management decision-making on whether to employ or
contract draftspersons and engineers. The third section outlines worker evaluations of the

structures and circumstances that have surrounded them. The case study concludes with a

summary of the main features of the case.

1,0 Company Background and Employment Structures.

Company F is a large engineering consulting firm located in one of New Zealand's largest

cities. At the time of writing, there were in excess of 400 full-time equivalent staff. It was

established in New Zealand in the early part of the last century and has subsequently extended

its operations through Australia and South East Asia. It also operates in South America and

Europe. The company is employee owned, and approximately 3OVo of the employees hold

shares.

In similar fashion to the other engineering firms studied here, Company F has a core

workforce of employees and a periphery of various other relationships. These include part-

time employees, casual employees, agency temporaries, fixed-term employees, and

contractors. As with other firms, there was often confusion regarding the exact status of
certain individuals. The term 'contractor' was sometimes used as a blanket term for all non-

perrnanent staff, but more often was applied to fixed-term employees. The term 'invoice staff'

was sometimes used at Company F to denote self-employed contractors, the group of interest

here. One senior manager also used the term 'sub-consultant' to describe such a person.

Contractors, or 'invoice staff', are a small proportion of the total workforce that, according to

a senior manager, varies between 2 and l07o across the whole firm. This manager described

the mix as being 'typical of the industry', and stated that fluctuations in contractor numbers

were primarily due to the project-based nature of the company's work. Further, the percentage

of contractors was higher in the part of the business that handled large industrial projects, and

therefore needed more Just-in-time' labour and skills.

Tracking the exact numbers of each category of worker across the firm was difficult due to

the constant change and difficulties of clarifying the exact status of particular workers. One

long serving line manager commented that contractors had been less cotrunon in the company
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prior to the economic crisis of the late-1980s, and that since that time a more cautious

approach to employment had resulted in contracting becoming more common. Another senior

manager commented that the difficutt economic times that were forecasted would result in a
reduction in the number of contractors, but overall this senior manager anticipated steadily

increasing numbers of contractors being utilised.

At a senior management level, the utilisation of contractors had not been addressed at

Company F. According to a senior manager, management had not devoted much thought to

the use of contractors. As at E, a 'federalist' structure (e.g. Boxall & Steeneveld, 1999) meant

that managers had considerable autonomy to draw up whatever contracts they felt were

needed at the time. However, according to this senior manager, line managers were

encouraged to staff their departments for the base workload and utilise contractors as needed

for the peaks. This avoids under-utilisation of existing resources. Thus we can see an explicit

utilisation of a core-periphery model to provide numerical flexibility.

2.0 Bmploying or Contracting

Line and senior managers at Company F identified a range of costs and benefits of using

contractors that guided their decision-making. Overall, there was a preference for the use of
employees although, according to two senior managers, some line mangers are more positive

towards the use of contractors than others. One senior manager commented that some saw

them as a 'necessary evil', and others were more enthusiastic. According to one senior

manager:

"People have different preferences. Certainly our preference and our prioriry would

be to use our ow,t people (employees) first. However, in terms of assessing the

requiremenrts we make a decision on a case-by-case basis."

A senior manager commented that an ideal scenario as he saw it was for the company to use

all employees but have its own agency from which it could draw from a known pool of

contractors to add extra labour and skills and required. While managers described a range of

costs and benefits as outlined below, the operational requirements for numerical and financial

flexibility were of primary importance'

2.1 Benefits

Numerical Flexibility
As with Company E, the main driver behind the use of contractors was the need for numerical

flexibility. As a senior manager commented:

"(We feel) more contfortable with a higher level of contract stffi mainly because you

have a fallback position if things get tight. Thar is the main driving factor and if you

take people orx pernxanently there is a commitment there during lean times to hang ott

to them."

Being able to quickly add and remove staff is therefore a key factor that was identified by all

of the managers.
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Company F is often involved in complex and highly technical engineering projects. These can

require skills that either do not exist within the firm, or are not often needed. As a senior
nrlanager explained:

"The other benefit is obviously you can call in particular expertise for a particular
project. That is a real advantage for us. We work on such a vast range of projects that
you can't possibly contain aII the expertise from our perrnanent staff."

This manager added that an additional benefit was the bringing in of new faces and new ideas

into project teams and into the organisation. Another manager added that, in occasional cases,

bfnging contractors in provides an opportunity to check out their skills and suitability for
pirmanent employment. As a senior manager commented:

" Obviously if you see good people with good skills, you try and offer them a job and
that is the other benefit. You get a screening process for your peftnanent staff. The

most desirable way of employing someorxe is to bring them through a contract
situation.... You have a chance to assess them, and they get a change to assess you.

Not a lot of people do come in that way though."

So while using contracting arrangements as a screening process is a benefit of using

contractors, it was not a factor in deciding to use contractors in the first instance. However,

accessing particular skills was vital. An example was given of acoustic engineering skills that

the company rarely had a need for.

Accountinq Systems
A senior manager and a line manager both commented that the accounting and administration

system created an incentive to use contractors in some circumstances. As the senior manager

explained:

"(lfl they get paid. through the tintesheet system, tlrcn we will cost 607o overheads to

cover administrative costs of employing them. If we bring them into a proiect, and iust
ir:oice them directly to tlrc project, they just show up as a disbttrsement, so the

opportunity is tlrcre to make a much better margin."

Therefore, managers can perceive an advantage to using contractors that is driven by internal

considerations of how accounting systems operate. This manager believed that such thinking

was widespread at Company F in the absence of clear guidelines. Such considerations cannot

be seen as a benefit of contracting in the same way as the previous two factors. However, they

can have significant effects on decision-making in some situations.

2.2 Costs

Managers at Company F identified a number of factors that could be seen as disadvantageous

in the use of contractors.

Lack of Commitment
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Several managers commented that contractors can lack commitment to the organisation and
that this can make working with contractors less satisfactory. As a manager commented, some
contractors:

"... are primadonnas, they are independent and have got their own agenda. They can
be quite "bullish" in trying to maximise their return. We have to manage what we ask
them to do and if they see it outside of their scope, it's a case for a variation or an
increase in cost".

This mercenary or transactional orientation to work was confirmed by another line manager

who commented:

"They're not really interested in anything other than the dollar that they make."

The possibility that the contractor might be more interested in meeting their own needsn rather
than those of the firm, can sometimes be disruptive in a project team situation. However, this
was not always the case and managers pointed out that good relationships with contractors
were possible. A senior manager offered a typical comment:

"We have had some very good ongoing relationships with contract employees over
the years and they actually develop a loyalty to the firm and you develop a loyalry to
them. If you nurture those relationships then that can work exffemely well."

This manager believed that over time it was possible to form close working relationships with
contractors. With repeated contracting with the same individuals, and maintaining good

communication, productive relationships could be formed that avoid some of the potential
problems mentioned above.

Buildine the Business with Employees
Several managers commented on the importance of having a workforce of known skills and

abilities who are trained and developed and able to respond to the needs of their clients. As a

senior manager commented, long-term client relationships are an important part of
competitive advantage:

"(Contractors) do not have an ongoittg commitment to the company and therefore
they will build up expertise and client relationships which benefit us on a temporary
basis, not on a longer term basis. We believe for us to be able to offer an expertise to
the market then we need to have a base of people with expertise that allows us to
market that."

As one would expect in a context where the product that the company is selling is the

professional expertise of its people, building up the intellectual capital of the firm is vital. As
a senior manager commented:

" It is a real strategic issue because I think you have to invest in your permanent

employees. That is wlrcre you build your business up on the basis of your permanent
employees, as opposed to your contractors."
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As the contractor moves on and takes away the skills and knowledge that they have acquired,
they sometimes do not contribute to the building up of knowledge within the firm, unless

management can devise ways to ensure that the knowledge and skills are passed on. In
addition to questioning the abiliry of contractors to make a long-term contribution to the firm,
there was a suspicion on the part of several managers that some contractors were not the most
desirable workers. As a line manager commented:

"A lot of the guys on contracts are the guys that people don't want to employ because

they haven't got that much to offer anyway (as opposed to) good employees who are
resourceful, conscientious people. On contract they just drift from place to place....,
the ones that are any good are usually snapped up."

So this manager's feeling was that if a contractor was any good, then he or she would be

offered a perrnanent position in a company. This manager added that building a strong team

of employees was preferable to using contractors, as a lesser number of 'good' staff would
outperform a greater number of 'bad' staff. In summary, managers at this company saw

competitive advantage as coming through the core-employed workforce, and that contractors,

at best, made a temporary contribution to the firm.

Fitting in to Company Systems
One of the things that can affect the productivity of a worker coming into a new workplace is

their ability to fit in with existing work practices, and their knowledge of company systems

and processes. As a senior manager commented:

"They don't htow your systems, that is a real issue. You cant't take certain things for
granted as you can with pernxanent employees about lcnowing things and how things
work and what is required. (One of the problems is) just gettittg on to the infurmation

networks."

Such factors can be a particular annoyance for the line managers who must ensure that issues

such as information technology compatibility and standardisation of work output are taken

care of. A line manager commented that there were often situations where the work that

contractors produced was not exactly in the company's desired format, and needed further

work to bring it into line.

Related to this point was the issue of continuity. When a project nears the end and the bulk of
the work is done, the contractor is usually no longer required. However, there is often work
that continues which can create difficulties for the organisation. As a senior manager

commented:

"(With an employee) they are still there for the phone calls that come in, andyou can

go and talk to them and get infornzation, so there is that continuity. Wtereas, when

the contractor leaves, you are Iefi to pick the whole thing up and that is a major
problemfor Lts."

{n such a scenario, additional work is required by managers and permanent staff to manage

he project to a satisfactory conclusion.
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the course of their work, contractors and employees have access to information that, if it
available to competitors, could damage Company F, or weaken its competitive

tion. A senior manager commented that there was the possibility of information regarding
-million dollar contracts making its way to competitors through contractors. In addition

concerns over the security of information, another senior manager mentioned the
ibility of poaching clients:

"There's a risk. If they are local they build up a relatiortship with the client and they
could potentially take the client away from us. They could compete because there is
no loyalty."

the threat to the company is twofold. Contractors could become competitors, or
ractors could take with them valuable information that could make its way to competitors

contractors move from company to company.

agers were asked to comment on any differences in productivity between contractors and

oyees. Most found it hard to make generalisations and attributed any differences to
aracteristics of the individuals concerned. However, utilising contractors had productivity

ications that showed up in several ways. For example, a senior manager made the point
the productivity of contractors was affected by the ability of the company to 'package'

As this manager commented:

"They are quite focused. So provided we have defined tltat in quite a tight package,

then their productivity's high. So you can say their productivity's high for a defined
task, but where you lose is defining what you want them to do and wlrcther you get
value for money... because qf that lack of abiliry to deftne it."

Often 'packaging' is difficult where the company does not have expertise in the area

concerned, and managers do not know what will be required to complete the task.
'Packaging' work can be demanding in terms of management expertise and time.

Two managers suggested ways in which the productivity of contractors could be maximised.
One manager talked about the importance of getting accurate progress reporting and

maintaining dialogue and communication. The other manager focused on the importance of
interpersonal aspects of relationship building and maintenance. As he commented:

"I think you've got to build relationships with them. YoLt've got to treat them as

employees, treat them with respect. You talk to them, you communicate and you are
open and honest. That's it I think. Treat them with respect."

Repeated contracting also facilitated the development of positive relationships and one line
manager talked about finding additional work for a contractor that he liked working with.

Therefore, getting the best productivity out of a contractor can be seen as demanding a certain
style of management. This style of management is not one that all managers or organisations
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are geared up to adopt. Failure to 'package' work appropriately, or to develop a 'relational'
component to the contracting relationship, can potentially lead to an unproductive situation.

In summary, managers identified a range of real and potential cost factors relating to the use

of contractors. In their collectivity, these factors can be seen as reasons for Company F to be

cautious in its use of contractors. However, none of these drawbacks outweighed the demand

for labour and specialist skills required for the engineering projects that are a major part of
Company F's business.

3.0 Worker Perspectives

Workers at Company F offered a variety of factors that were central to their decisions to work
as contractors. Of the contractors interviewed, four had gone into contracting initially through

either redundancy or being forced to leave organisations. The remaining two had chosen

contracting on their return from overseas, perceiving it to be an attractive option at the time.

The following factors were identified by the workers as being relevant in assessing the

relative merits of contracting versus employment.

3.l Autonomy
Autonomy was rated as an important factor by all of the contractors. They differed in how

they expressed this and focused on different aspects of autonomy. One contractor stated that

he liked being his own boss, with the ability to make decisions about his own future.

According to another contractor, it was the feeling of being in control of one's own destiny

that was most important. As this contractor stated:

"Absolutely, contol. It is probably the main reason wlry I do il. The control over a lot

of d,ffirent things. Control over the hours that I work to a ceriain degree, control

over when I can take my holidays, control over where I work and on what conditions I
work. Control over nxy income and to be able to say 'this is nty rate, take it or leave

it'."

Another contractor commented on being able to have the choice of where to work and what

projects to get involved with. Another contractor, who had once been made redundant, felt

ihut 
"ontructing 

gave him control over his own destiny and the ability to avoid the experience

of ever being made redundant again. For this individual, having the ability to control one's

own destiny was key.

Another contractor liked the self-reliance aspects of contracting work. As he put it:

"You find that it really makes you alert, puts you on your feet. You've got to think for
yourself. You are responsible for your own welfare, your own marketing, (and) you

are as successfuI as yolt make yourself. You become very resou.rceful, you have to get

out there and lookfor the work, you lookfor the contacts, you make the contacts...

when you are self ernployed, you can actually choose which direction you want to 80
in."

Aspects of autonomy featured prominently in contractors' explanations of why they chose

contracting and came across more strongly than other factors discussed below.
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3.2 Earnine Potential
The contractors interviewed regarded increased earning potential as a factor in their decisions
to work as a contractor. However, none gave it as being of primary importance. Several

commented that, taking everything into account, the financial benefits were not particularly
gqeat. As one contractor commented:

I

"Sometimes it is better. But ttot that much better because you've got to forfeit holidoy
pay, you've gat to forfeit sick pay, and you are not always definitely going to have

work. You might be fi.nancially bener off but you've actually got to work harder and
be commercially aware and sell yourself. You've alwoys got to be fiUing in your tax
and all those little things that sit in the background that chew away at you and take up
your free time. The bottom line is that yott make more money, but only marginally
more, and that probably is because you might work longer hours or put in more."

This contractor's comments resonate with Rainbird's (1991) argument that increased earning

oh the part of contractors can be attributed to them working harder and for more hours than

ttlreir employed counterparts. Another contractor commented on the additional costs that

cpntractors face in doing business:

"You probably get paid more but of course (tlrcre are) insurance premiums and those

sorts of things. You have to provide your owrx car. I think in the end, financially you

are about the sanrc or maybe marginally better off."

In examining the economic benefits of contracting one needs to take into account the absence

of holiday pay and account for periods of time spent without work. One contractor explained

how he carefully calculated how many hours in the year he intended to work in order to factor
sbme holiday pay into his pay rate.

A major aspect of the increased earning was the ability to work extra hours or to be paid for
overy hour that is worked. As another contractor commented:

"The money thing comes ilt a close second. If I were an employee I wouldn't have the

eaning potential I have now. That is a good thing and I can control that. If I don't
want to workfor a few weeks, then I don't have to. If I want to work 60 lnurs a week

for 3 or 4 weeks, then I can."

In addition, contracting offered the benefit of being paid for long hours spent on a project

where an employee, on a salary, might not see all of those hours rewarded in the same way.

However, having one's pay exposed more directly to the external labour market caused

hardship for some. As one contractor expressed it:

"When times are tough, times are real tough because you can't get any work, and no

work, no pay. For two years, it was very light work Not a lot was going. In one year
it halved and in another year it was down to a quarter of what it was."
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Tfrere are clearly financial incentives for being a contractor, and these accrue in a number of
diifferent ways. However, the benefits may appear greater than a closer examination might
rf veal. Most contractors acknowledged it as a factor in their decision to contract but not as the

niost important factor.

313 Jccunly
The ability to deal with the stress of less secure employment arrangements is important in
worker choices of employment structures. For example, an employee cited the desire for
gfeater security in his decision to stop contracting and move into a permanent position.

Contractors can feel relatively secure if they perceive that there is work out there for them.

flowever, there are things that contractors can do to give themselves a greater sense of
spcurity. As one contractor put it:

"I think when youfirst set out to be a contractor, it can be quite neme wracking,
again it depends on how you build up your relationships with people, how well you do
your job and what sort of reputation you have and the networks that you develop. If
you do all of those things correctly and thoroughly enough you will build up your
level of conft.dence and reassurance that you can get further work. The more
established that you become, the less risk there is (although) you are still exposed to

market conditions."

Other contractors shared this relative lack of concern over security, either through always

leing able to find work or though having a somewhat fatalistic view of the possibilities for
security. A typical comment was 'there is no such thing' as security anymore.

f'he stresses of working as a contractor came through from all but one of the contractors. Two
contractors commented on how personal life circumstances made the insecurity of contracting

rnore or less bearable:

" I think it is rislry, you never lcnow where your next job is coming from. You very

much live from contract to contact. I am very luclq in that I am married with a wife
who can pick up casual work quite easily. Now that we are both working again, with
children, it is not such an issue if I don't have work."

The stress brought on by insecurity and uncertainty is the major reason why people choose to

avoid contracting. For a contractor, the perceived ability to gain ongoing contracts provides a

rneasure of security. Building networks of relationships to ensure a stream of work can

€nhance this. For at least one contractor at Company F, the ability to control his own work

situation made him feel more secure than he did as an employee.

3.+ StaUititv anO C

$ome people desire a certain amount of stability and continuity in their working life, while
pthers enjoy change and opportunities to work with different people and in different
workplaces. Some contractors gave the desire for change as a positive factor, although not an

bverwhelmingly influential one, as these two quotes illustrate:
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"I enjoy the variety and learning new skills all the time and learning things from
other people, The people that you are working with are a key thing as well. Every

ffice that I work in I learn sonxething dffirent."

"I don't like routine day after day, same place, week after week, and 9 to 5. One of
the advantages of it (deciding to contract) was that I didn't have that routine."

The point was also made that the project nature of work in engineering consultancies meant
that there was a reasonably constant amount of change naturally occurring. As a contractor
said:

"Evenwhen I was an employee I was goingfrom one project to anothcr anyway. A
dffirent environmerfi, dffirent client, dffirent project teanxs...."

Working as a contract engineer or draftsperson entails a greater degree to change and

irrstability, and requires of the worker at least a degree of tolerance for change. Change was

seen as a benefit of contracting by some but acknowledged as a reason that some might avoid
ir.

3.5 Training and Skill Development
Access to training and development opportunities and the development of skills on the job are

critical to 'knowledge workers' such as draftspeople and engineers. Attending formal training

and gaining qualifications is more difficult for contractors as they must pay for it themselves,

organise it themselves, and forgo earnings during the training. However, the experience of
contracting can be developmental in that it potentially exposes the worker to a wider variety

of types of work and workplace settings than they might be exposed to in normal
employment. Several contractors commented on the difficulties of upgrading skills and lack

of access to formal training:

"Generally you don't get formal training. In my case I train myself on the job often

with new products and things but you certainly don't get paid to go on training
courses. So you are very much lefr up to your own devices to keep yourself to be

conunercially attactive to employn ent."

"You really haven't got time to go and trainyourself because you are working on a
project..... You are double hit because you are paying $2000 for a week course plus
losing the amount of time you were employed... so I find it hard to stntallow."

Aside from the difficulty of accessing formal training, contractors may miss out on mentoring
and peer relationships that can form in a more stable work environment. As a contractor
expressed it:

"You do miss out. You don't have a peer relationship if you like. Some professional
engineering consultancies have a graduate and peer relationship system, and they

have a senior engineer looking after them, mapping out their whole career path up to

registration level You don't have that obviously if you are a contractor and I am

aware of that."
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A major implication of the contracting experience is that it implies self-responsibility for

triining and skill development. Several contractors detailed the steps that they had taken to

eflsure that their skills were current and being further developed. These included doing things

such as studying part-time, self-training on new software, subscribing to trade publications,

arld seeking out people who are willing to share their expertise and knowledge.

One contractor commented that she did not see training and skill issues as being particularly

dlfficult as she could gain the skills she needed from working in different organisations. As

she expressed it:

"It is actually not too much of issue for me. As I say, working in contracting, it has

taken me to so many dffirent companies and I learn so muchwithin those companies

from dffirent people I workwith, that I feel nry skills are constantly behzg updated

anyway. I actually offired a company to work for them at a lower rate for a learning

period and in exchange for training."

Another contractor commented on the advantage of getting to work in many different

organisations:

"I can work in a number of companies getting experience aII the time within dffirent
areaE. I gain more experience by working in numerous companies. I get afeeling of
how dffirent companies work and best methods. So when I go to another company I
can say I've done this and I think this is ctctually better because I have had past

experience."

While accessing training and development does create some difficulties for contractors, those

interviewed at Company F felt that they could gain the skills they need to remain up-to-date

in their chosen field through what they were able to learn in an informal and self-directed

fashion. Therefore, contracting, for some workers can enhance their employability.

3.6 Flexibility
A benefit of contracting is the increased flexibility that it potentially offers. For example, this

might mean flexibility of working hours, the ability to pursue other interests or to take periods

of time off. Contractors at Company F identified flexibility as a minor factor in their

decisions to contract. As one contractor expressed it:

"It is a dream actually. Once you get involvedwith a client and start working, you're

there and you've got to work. You have got to stay healthy, don't take days off sick. I
don't think tlmt it is aII that flexible quite frankly. Not in this line of business."

This contractor commented how the demands of the client, and client expectations of

4vailability, take precedence over other aspects of his life. Another contractor confirmed this

view that contracting inhibits some aspects of flexibility:

"You are there to do a job and if they need you to work 12 hours a day, then you

come in anl work 12 hours a day. You have to be mindfiil of what is expected of you.

You can't just go in at any time of day and swan out."
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Another contractor commented on the difficulties of taking time off when he wanted to for

holidays. So clearly contracting in the engineering industry is not a quick avenue to increased

work flexibility. However, if the contractor has some control over the timeframe in which the

work needs to be done, or is in a position to manage the breaks in between contracts, then

flexibility is enhanced. Therefore, a balanced assessment would be that flexibility could be

both gained and lost through contracting.

3,7 Being an Outsider
Bleing an insider implies becoming a full member of the organisation and being involved not

just in many aspects of work process, but in the social milieu as well. Being an outsider

irnplies exclusion from some aspects of workplace activity. Contractors are often not fully

ilrvolved in workplace events as they are often temporary and there are often different

expectations of their level of involvement. This lesser level of involvement could be seen as a

gobd or a bad thing and comments from contractors at Company F illustrate the two-sided

nature of being an outsider.

Two contractors commented that an aspect of contracting that they liked was the lack of

involvement with the political side of organisational life. As one commented:

"I don't have to ploy those political games anymora I don't have to be woffied about

sucking up to the bosses."

Another saw it similarly and appreciated not having to be involved in political issues and

meetings. In contrast, one contractor regretted what she described as the 'narrower'

contribution that contractors are able to make because they are not fully integrated with the

business. As she commented:

"They feel that we are here for a speciftc project, not here for anything other than the

project we are working on, so ofien our contribution to staff nreetings is not

necessary. Infact, I've very rarely been invited to staff meetings anytvhere I've

worked. I've kind of regrened it in some ways because I feel that our contribution

could be quite valuable and it does make youfeel like a bit of an outsider"'

On balance, contracting can provide less involvement both socially and practically. This can

have both positive and negative implications for the worker, and will surely depend on the

level of involvement that is desired.

4.0 Summary

Company F is a large engineering consulting firm located in one of New Zealand's largest

cities with over 400 full-time equivalent staff. The company is employee owned, and

approximately 30Vo of the employees hold shares. Company F has a core workforce of

employees and a periphery of part-time employees, casual employees, agency temporaries,

fixed-term employees, and contractors.

Contractors, or invoice staff, are a small proportion of the total workforce that, according to a

senior manager, varies between 2 and l07o across the whole firm. This manager described the

mix as being 'typical of the industry', and stated that fluctuations in contractor numbers were
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pt'imarily due to the project-based nature of the company's work. Further, the percentage of
centractors was higher in the part of the business that handled large industrial projects, and

tllerefore needed more Just-in-time' labour and skills. Tracking the exact numbers of each

cdtegory of worker across the firm was difficult due to the constant change and difficulties of
clarifying the exact status of particular workers.

I

Fiom a centralised perspective, the utilisation ofcontractors had not been addressed at

C[mpany F. According to a senior manager, senior management had not devoted much

tt{ought to the use of contractors. Line managers have considerable autonomy to draw up

u,{hatever contracts thev feel are needed at the time.
I

Iufunug"rs at Company F identified a number of costs and benefits associated with the use of
cbntractors versus employees. The major drivers of contracting were the need for numerical

fllexibility and the need for specialist skills. Negative factors associated with the use of
cfntractors were their lack of commitment, the impact upon the intellectual capital of the

filrm, problems with fitting them into company systems, and issues of risk, confidentiality,

apd productivity. On balance, however, these negative factors did no more than create a

dfisincentive to use contractors in some situations rather than provide a compelling reason not

to use them in larger numbers.

Workers at Company F offered a variety of factors that were central to their decisions to work

as contractors. Factors such as autonomy, earning potential, security, change, skill

development, flexibility, degree of attachment to the organisation all emerged during the

interviews. Of these factors, autonomy considerations seemed to be particularly persuasive,

allong with the potential to earn more money.

This case illustrates a number of key themes regarding employment stnrcture choices. It
illustrates the awareness that managers in such a knowledge intensive industry have, and

ought to have, regarding the importance of building the business through their employees.

Having access to a workforce of skilled professionals was the basis of this firm's competitive

advantage and gave it credibility when marketing services to clients. Managers saw the

capabilities of the firm as being enhanced by long-term employment relationships with skilled

and capable staff rather than through more transitory contracting relationships' The 'high

stakes' nature of some of the contracts meant that issues of confidentiality and risk could be

more adequately dealt with through employment.

For a worker perspective, this case provided evidence that workers with sufficient labour

market power are sometimes in a position to dictate the terms of their employment

relationship with the firm. At this company there were some contractors that the company

would willingly employ, but contracted with out of necessity. This provides a good example

of what Osterman (1982) described as a 'craft' sub-system, where workers are highly mobile,

have non firm-specific skills, and identify with their profession rather than with a particular

llrm. These individuals have more market power and are able to operate outside of traditional

employment relationships by choice.
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it can be linked to issues of skill, autonomy, and control. It raises the possibility that a
contractor may be more secure than an employed counterpart.

An important implication for workers, highlighted in this case, was the impact of employment

structures on human capital. As suggested by the literature, contractors found it difficult to
r4ake provision for formal training. Despite this, several stated that their mobility gave them

silgnificant opportunity to develop themselves through their work. An important concern,

hbwever, was the fact that contractors often miss out on mentoring and peer relationships that
chn add to human capital in important ways. Being part of an internal labour market provided
adcess to management positions and progression through an organisational hierarchy that was

not as available to those in the external labour market.

Finally, this case also illustrated the two-sided nature of flexibility. While contractors agreed

that contracting offers the potential for certain kinds of flexibility, they also pointed out the

ways in which flexibility was lost through contracting- The literature review section discussed

the paradox of flexibility, from a management perspective, and it appears that workers also

face losing flexibility in some ways while gaining it in others.
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The Case of Company G: A Necessary Evil

In the course of research at Company G nine interviews were conducted as follows:

Senior Managers: Two
Line Managers: Two
Contractors: Three
Employees: Two

The case of Company G is outlined in three main sections. The first section backgrounds the

company and gives an overview of its employment structures. The second section describes

costs and benefits that have guided management decision-making on whether to employ or
contract draftspersons and engineers. The third section outlines worker evaluations of the

structures and circumstances that have surrounded them. The case study concludes with a

summary of the main features of the case.

1.0 Company Background and Employment Structures.

Company G is a medium sizecl engineering consulting firm located in one of New Zealand's

largest cities. At the time of writing, there was approximately 160 perrnanent staff. The

company grew to its present size through merging with other engineering-consulting firms

and recently merged with a large multinational engineering firm.

In similar fashion to the other engineering firms studied here, Company G has a core

workforce of employees and a periphery of various other relationships. These include part-

time employees, casual employees, agency temporaries, fixed-term employees, and

contractors. Company G has no specialist human resources function, and one result of this is

that there is no tracking of exact numbers of workers engaged under different arrangements.

Operational managers are responsible for making employment decisions and have discretion

to enter into contracts as required with no centralised process. A senior manager described the

employment status of people working there as 'confusing and quite a mix'.

According to the General Manager, contractors would average less than lU%o of the workforce

across the whole firm. The percentages of contractors varied across business units and over

time according to workload demand. The recent merger had not affected the employment mix

directly. However, some large overseas projects gained as a result of the merger meant that

gt"ut"i numbers of contractors had to be engaged to accommodate the workload fluctuation.

Senior managers did not anticipate major changes in the employment mix in the foreseeable

future. Contracting was more common among drafting workers than among engineers.

Contractors could comprise as much as 507o of the drafting workforce during busy times and

is often as high as20Vo.

One senior manager described the overall approach to the employment mix as 'common-

sense'. This means that operational managers were left to staff their departments, as they felt

best, with no policy constraint from senior managers. However, managers were expected to

fully utilise permanent staff before engaging contractors. Thus, G displayed the 'federalist'

structure (Boxall & Steeneveld, 1999) common in these firms'
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U{tren asked about the organisational culture at Company G, a senior manager described a

very flat structure with project teams as the dominant mode of organising work. He stated that

workplace relations were vely positive and added that the company had a loyal and

ccimmitted workforce.

2"0 Employing or Contracting

Line and senior managers at Company G identified a range of costs and benefits of using

contractors that guided their decision-making. As a senior manager summarised the situation:

"We certainly would look to keep ourfull-time or part-time employees fully engaged,

fully biltable, before we would take on a contractor. But you have got to have the

right skills. We have no problem with taking on contractors if they are billable andfor
aworkload siruafion if we have a backlog in that area. We generally try to encourage

people to use employees rather thant contractors...."

The other managers that were interviewed shared this pragmatic approach to the use of

conractors.

2.1 Benefits

Numerical Flexibility

Clearly the most compelling reason for the use of contractors was to assist with variations in

workload demand. As the General Manager commented:

"T'hey really are just brought in to help with the overload situation. The project

manager will make a decision that he needs e)cta resources, .',we wiII take someone

in on contract but the moment we don't needhim it's 'goodbye""

Other managers commented on the need to bring in additional staff to meet the demands of

busy periodi. R tin. manager commented that a benefit of using contractors was that he could

ensure that all of his employed staff were busy and met their goals for chargeable hours.

Then, when the capabilities of the core were exceeded, contractors would be brought in.

Another, more minor benefit of using contractors, identified by two managers was the fact

that contractors are easy to remove from the organisation when no longer needed. As a senior

manager explained:

"At the end of the job I can say 'thanks very much' and not feel bad, and not go

through all the lrassles of employing tlrcm rntd then un-employing them. We've never

reatly laidpeople off and I'd hate to tlo that. I iust see employment issues being a lot

more strai ghtfu rward when you are cont racting. "

So contracting offers both the practical advantages of managing workforce numbers as well

avoiding the irauma involved when the services of employees a"re no longer needed. As at the

other engineering firms, it was the need for numerical flexibility that was the most important

driver of employment structure choice.
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Specialist Skills

As with the other engineering consulting firms, there was sometimes a need to bring in a
c$ntractor to perform work that required specialist skills that were not possessed by
psrmanent staff. An example was given of the need to bring in a person with specialist skills
i4 the area of design of wastewater piping for a particular project. In order to be responsive to

a lwiAe variety of customer needs, locating and engaging contractors was therefore necessary

arhd vital, and contractors were an important part of the employment mix'

Ptoductivity

Two managers commented that contractors could be more productive than permanent staff.

One manager described contractors as being more focused, and less distracted, although it
sltrould be noted that contract staff do not have their time taken up by other matters such as

staff meetings. A contractor would be expected to put in 40 hours of chargeable time, but as

one manager colrunented, for an employee that figure may drop to 30-35 hours.

Another manager commented that the use of contractors was a good way to get a lot of work

done in a very short period. This manager said that he could get a contractor to work 60 hours

per week, whereas he could not get staff to do that. He added:

"I don't feel as bad about leaning on them if someone needs to work aII weekend

when the pressure is on."

Although contractors can be more productive, this manager qualified his comments by saying

that thii is partly due to the fact that they have tried a number of contractors and tend to only

invite back those known to be of highest quality. Otherwise he commented that there was

little difference in terms of productivity. In short, managers at G saw benefits in having

contractors deliver more intensive performance over a short period of time.

2.2 Costs

Despite the compelling reasons outlined above that require the use of contracts at various

times, managers identified a number of factors that could be seen as costs or disadvantages to

the use of contractors.

Accessins Quality Labour

'Iwo related problems with the use of contractors were the difficulty of accessing labour when

required, and the fact that their skills and abilities may be unknown. One senior manager

stated that sometimes the whole market is busy and you cannot find anyone, but in slow times

people would work for relatively low rates of pay. Three managers commented that this

situation was more difficult in the engineering area than the drafting area. Good contract

engineers were considered Scafce. As one senior manager commented:

"I'm reluctant to bring in a contract engineer unless we lcnow them. They might have

been an employee who has left, or someone we've used in the past. In the two or three
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occasions that I've used contract engineers through an agency I've always been
disappointed with the result I've got."

As another manager commented:

t "If you have not used the person before you don't really htow what their attributes
are. Whether they are fast or slow or whether they know what they are doing. You can

I read a resume but that does not necessarily tell the whole storv."

I

Oire manager suggested that companies tended to try to employ engineers that they came
a$ross who did good work. The situation of an ex employee who had left the company for
lifestyle reasons and who was available for contract work was cited as an example of a
ddsirable contracting situation, from the point of view of management. Managers at G

P{efened to use contractors whom they had worked with before and whose abilities were not
ufknown, thus avoiding the problems of moral hazard and adverse selection discussed in the
egonomics chapter. With repeated contracting, these problems disappeared.

Productivity

Managers offered a number of problems with the use of contractors that can be subsumed
under the general heading of productivity issues. That is to say, they are all issues that may
prevent the worker from being as productive as they might otherwise be.

One issue was the downtime that any new contractor requires in order to learn company
standards and procedures. For example, contractors may need to be familiarised with various
policy and procedure manuals. A line manager stated that he would spend half a day on
setting up the contract, covering the manual, and briefing. Briefing by intemal clients might
also be required and there may be issues related to information technology and getting the
contractor set up. In addition, the level of the contractor's understanding of software might
not be at the right standard, which may cause them to work more slowly for a while.

Another cluster of productivity issues arises from work processes. The company might bring
a contractor in to work on a particular project and it is not usually possible to have them fill
any surplus time with other tasks. A senior manager suggested that dead time might arise
because of the nature of the job and relationships with outside agencies, clients and sub-
contractors. Where an employee might work on another job while awaiting a response from a
client, the contractor will not usually do this, and the company may end up paying for time
when the contractor is physically present but not fully productive. As a senior manager
explained, it was hard to get a contractor 'up to speed' with a few small jobs whereas an
employee might be easy to keep productively involved with five or ten different projects.

Another manager commented that it was quite a challenge to ensure that the company got full
value for money from a contractor, as even if they are not fully occupied they are still
charglng for their time. There is also an incentive to not work too hard, as he explained:

"If he works hard the contractor might do himself out of a job by Thursday, but he
can make it last until Friday. Employees in our group are all highly utilised... as we
stack it up ahead of them."

_l
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this manager believed that it was easier to keep employees busy, arguing that even if a

was not performing billable work they may be doing something else of value to the

y. Contractors can in some circumstances have an incentive to do the opposite and

to finish the job. As another line manager commented:

"(Contractors) tend to be a bit more task orientated and they wiII rush through and

finish. They don't necessarily buy into providing service to the client quite as much as

they see the task. They complete it and say 'what's next?' Quite a bit of management

time is taken up deciding whether they have finished the task. You virtually have to

have quite a close involvement otherwise it will not be until they have Ieft tlmt you

realise that there is a problem."

nother problem was the handing over work when the contractor is no longer required. Often

needs to be picked up and carried on by an employee, which creates difficulties of co-

nation. Although drafting work is more easily packaged than engineering work, similar
lems can occur. As a line manager explained:

"They are really task oriented. You give them some work and descibe what you want

and they'Il fire in and get a drawing done and you miss out on the co-ordination.
They are focused on getting their drawing done rather than looking at the iob. Some

drawing needs to be contpletely reworked and you canfeel as though you have just
wasted a hell of a lot of time and effort."

line manager commented that the lack of co-ordination and relationships between people

with using contractors and one that he had come toing on a project was a fact of life

use of contractors raised the possibility of conflict between groups of workers, due to the

ferent terms and conditions of employment for workers doing the same work. All of the

mentioned that there had been some conflict, although they disagreed over its

ty. A line manager commented that treating contractors as if they were regular

employees could cause difficulties:

"There is an issue tlxat people feel jealous that they (the contractors) are being

compensated extrafor not having otlxer benefits but then they appear to be getting

some of those benefits."

A senior manager explained that policies have had to be adjusted to reduce areas of conflict:

"The majority of (contractors) tend to work in the CAD area and so we have overtime

policies available to our CAD staff. If we ask contractors to work Saturdays and

Sundays and all night to get a job done and our people are working alongside them,

th.en our people get compensated. It was an issue but we have dealt with it."
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This policy involves allowing staff earning Iess than $60,000 to be paid for overtime, to avoid

them being disadvantaged relative to contractors who are being paid for every hour that they

work.

I-oyaltv and Commitment

A senior manager explained his overall preference for permanent employees over contractors

by commenting that contractors lack an overall commitment to the projects that they are

working on and to the company as a whole. As he expressed it, they lack:

"... ownership of the job that they are working on. Loyalty is not quite the right word,

but loyalty to the job or ilte actual project I guess. If they are an employee and they

spot an error or think something that can be done better, they'Il certainly say so. With

a contract personyou don't necessarily get that sort offeedback. They are just there

to do the job and move on."

This manager also expressed concerns over the possibility that mistakes might be found in a

project and not uncovered until after the contractor moved on. As this manager explained it:

" lt's the nature of the industry. Engineers are nxore conservative. What we are selling

is time and skills. If we design a bridge wrong it falls down. The impact is quite

signfficant whatever you are doing. We believe we get the greater comntitment or
ownership of the project from people who want to have a long term career with the

company."

This manager added that with repeated contracting, relationships were built up that created a

certain amount of loyalty towards the organisation. This lack of a strong relationship with the

firm was also a concern when it came to working on confidential projects. A senior manager

stated that even though contractors would be asked to sign a confidentiality agreement, this

would not remove the concerns that he had with using contractors:

"We would try to minimise the amount of time that they (contractors) would work on

conftdentiat jobs and try to use our own staff on those conftdential iobs. I'm not

aware that we would have contract staffmeeting clierts in atry event."

This senior manager added that ideally the usage of contractors would be confined to the

lower-skilled end of the project. As he explained:

"We are reluctant to take on contract staff at a level where they would have

significant input ittto the technical aspects of the proiect. We would use them more for
the drafting or CAD work rather than get them involved in the design or design

philosophy, unless they were a recognised expert in that field."

The reasoning behind this was to ensure that the fundamentals of the design is not led by

people who might not have the same loyalty to the company, and not give what the manager

described as 'the proper thought, approach and consideration'. He went on to give an example

of the company giving contractors higher-level input into a project where the company lacked

expertise, and the result being unsatisfactory.
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It is clear that at this company, senior managers had a sense of what work employees should
do and what work was appropriate for contractors to do. The basis of the distinction appeared
to surround 'higher order' design and philosophy issues, versus 'lower order' skills related to
drawing and production.

I-egal Issues

A final issue that concerned managers at Company G was dealing with the employment status
of long-term contractors. If a contractor works exclusively for one company for an extended
period, then they come close to legal and tax definitions of employment. This exposes the
company to some risk should the status of the worker be questioned by tax officials or by a
disgruntled worker. Concerns over legal obligations had lead to one contractor being asked to
alter their relationship with the company and become an employee. Thus, a background factor
was the possibility that the real nature of the employment:urangement could lead to legal
difficulties.

3.0 Worker Perspectives

The five workers at Company G offered a variety of factors that were central to their
decisions to work as contractors or employees.

3.1 Autonomy

In contrast to contractors interviewed at other companies, those interviewed at Company G
professed no great desire for greater autonomy through contracting. For them, autonomy in a
more limited sense of flexibility was identified and is discussed later. Three of the contractors
and former contractors suggested that the autonomy that one gains from conracting is
somewhat illusory. As one expressed it:

"You are you own boss but you are still working for the client as a part of their team.

So rfl's not as if you are on your own creating you own business, you still have to work
with tlrcm."

According to another:

"OK I'm self employed but there is no way that I'm my own boss. I don't have any
control over what I do or when I work."

So for this selection of contractors, the autonomy gained through being self-employed and
operating one's own business was highly limited by their dependence on the organisations
providing the work. In this sense, describing them as 'independent contractors' seems
somewhat inaccurate.
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3.2 Earning Potential

Contractors offered varying estimates of the financial incentives of contracting. Two
contractors commented that the experience of working alongside contractors doing the same
work and getting paid more, led them into contracting as one explained it:

"I workedfor 8 months on salary and just decided that it wasn't worth it anymore
when I was doing exactly the same job as the person sitting beside me and getting
paid a significant anxount less than they were."

As for earning more as a contractor, workers appreciated the trade-off between a regular
income and total income. As a contractor explained:

"Up to now it has not been very consistent mainly because I have not been working
hard enough to get more work. But I'm sure if I spent more effort I would earn a lot
more."

$ow much greater earning potential contractors enjoyed depends on the perspective one

ished to adopt. Or as one contractor stated:

"It depends who you are trying to cotwince, the tax department or the bank. You

probably end up eaming about the same in a year or maybe 20Vo more than being a

fuIl-time worker. But over that 12 montlxs I might only work40-45 weeks. But then

there is all the time I spend doing the tax returns and GST and all that."

contractors estimated the potential earnings as being twice as much as they would expect

earn as an employee. However, after deducting all of the expenses associated with
tracting (such as equipment costn travelling, administrative time, holiday pay, accounting

etc) estimates from each of the contractors suggested that they would earn slightly more

about the same as their employed counterparts.

Securit

ll of the contractors agreed that working as a contractor could be stressful at times, and they

fchoed the fatalistic view of job security that other contractors expressed. One contractor

bommented that security was nonexistent for employees as well as contractors.

Despite the view that security no longer existed, the reality of contracting is that one is more

vulnerable to fluctuations in the supply of work, and this fact can produce considerable stress.

As one conractor explained:

"It cen be a bit anxiotts and stressfuI at times. A lot of firms have the idea that if you

are a contractor and paid by the hour, they are only obliged to give you an hour's
notice. So they tend to keep you in the dark as long as they can and you might iust
turn up to work on day and they might say 'finish after lunch' or'finish at the end of
the day'."
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i*o 
"on,ru.tors 

explained how they had learned to deal with the insecurity by working hard
to maintain a wide base of potential client organisations. Thus, they were attempting to
provide themselves with security through their own actions. Another source of security for
contractors was through repeated or long-term contracts with companies. The formation of
relationships, over time, with managers at these companies meant that there might be better
communication over the duration of the contract, likelihood of future contracts, and generally
befter treatment. Therefore, the emergence of relational elements in an otherwise transactional
contract was in itself a source of securitv.

3.4 Stability and Chanp

For two contractors, working as a contractor provided change and variety that they found
desirable. One commented that he did not like being tied to an organisation and contracting
made it easy to terminate his employment and move. Another added that the idea of being
stuck in one place did not appeal:

"I enjoy tlrc change. There will alwoys come a situation where you start somewhere
new but you slot in really easily. "

Maintaining regular contacts with the same company meant that they could enjoy the change
aspects of contracting but still enjoy a certain amount of stability.

ln contrast, the other contractor commented that change was an undesirable feature of
contracting:

"l like predictability. I'm not very adventurous. I like to know what is expected of me.

I'm sure it is goodfor you to be thrown into unfamiliar conditions, I'm sure it would
lmve done me a lot of good over the years if I have made myself more available (for
other contracti,tg work). "

For this worker, contracting repeatedly with the same company provided a degree of stability
that a constantly mobile contract would lack. However, for the others, change was seen as

being something desirable, at least in controlled amounts. Clearly, individual personality and
preferences play a role in desire for or tolerance for change.

3.5 Training and Skill Development

The acquisition of skills was not seen as a major issue by those interviewed at Company G.

Most downplayed the importance of formal training and explained how they picked up the
skills and knowledge they needed, as they worked. One commented that he had not realised
how much he was missing out on until a group of employees from Company G went off to a
training session on the latest computer software and he missed out. An employee who had
previously been a contractor stated that the access to training was a good benefit of
employment but not in itself a factor to justify choosing employment over contracting.

More of a preoccupation for two of the contractors at G was how contracting impacted their
future marketability, and they talked about their anxieties for their future, as they became
older. As one commented:
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"The only thing that disturbs me about the whole thing is 'where will I be fufive or
six years from now by the time I get to the other side of forty'? I do think about
whether tlzere is a 'use by' date as a contractor."

Another contractor had similar concerns and stated that he had observed fewer older
contractors around and speculated why this might be, without reaching any particular
conclusion. So, while skill development and marketability were not concems for these
workers in the short-term, there were longer-term anxieties about their labour market
position.

3.6 Lifestyle Benefits

The flexibility of contracting was a major issue for the workers interviewed for a number of
rdasons. One contractor enjoyed being able to choose his hours of work. For another, it was
the flexibility of being able to manage music interests and other life interests. For another, it
enabled her to live a semi-rural existence and to not have to commute to work every day. For
another, flexibility was not such a huge factor but definitely a benefit of contracting.

A line manager commented that there were other contractors working for Company G who
had left employment with the company for the lifestyle benefits that the flexibility of
cpntracting allows.

leing less involved and having a more arms-length relationship with the firm can also be

sden as a lifestyle benefit. As one contractor expressed it:

"You don't feel like you are tied into the company politics so much. You are just
there, you tunx ap for work, you get paidfor the hours your work, you go home."

A former contractor stated that a factor she liked about contracting was that it enabled her to
remain 'aloof' from the organisation. Another contractor liked to have it both ways, being
involved at times and having the ability to finish the particular job and walk away. So for
him, contracting allowed to him to manage his level of involvement in organisational life.

The impact of individual life circumstances can be seen in the lifestyle angle on employment
structure choice, and many of the factors outlined above. Other contractors reflected on how a
change in circumstance might cause them to reassess their choice of employment structure.
As one expressed his thinking about switching to employment:

"If I was ten years older and was married with a couple of kids I'd probably think
about it."

Another contractor talked about how changing financial commitments had led him to reassess

his priorities. For this worker, finding a greater degree of job security had become important.

Qverall, it is clear that for some workers, contracting enables them to better manage the

demands of their chosen lifestyle at that particular time. As such, they may judge contracting
tp be more or less attractive over the course of their working lives.
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Summary

Company G is a medium-sized engineering consulting firm located in one of New Zealand's
largest cities with approximately 160 permanent staff. As with other engineering firms, G has

a core workforce of employees and a periphery of various other relationships. These include
part-time employees, casual employees, agency temporaries, fixed-term employees, and
contractors. Company G has no specialist human resources function to track the exact
nilmbers of workers engaged under different arrangements.

According to the General Manager, contractors comprise less than lOVo of the workforce
across the whole firm. The percentages of contractors varied across business units and over
time according to workload demand. Contracting was more common among drafting workers
than among engineers, and in these areas contractors could comprise as much as 5OVo of the
workforce during busy times and was often as high as207o.

One senior manager described the overall approach as 'common-sense'. This means that
operational managers were left to staff their depatments, as they felt best, with no policy
constraint from senior managers, in a form of 'federalist' structure. One guideline was that
managers were expected to fully utilise perrnanent staff before engaging contractors.

Line and senior managers at Company G identified a range of costs and benefits of using
contractors that guided their decision-making. Numerical flexibility reasons were the most
important, as managers needed to respond to workload fluctuations. An additional key factor
was the periodic requirement for specialist skills. Considerations working against the use of
contractors were the difficulty of accessing labour when required, the fact that the skills and

abilities of contractors might be unknown or misrepresented, and difficulties with maximising
the productivity of contractors. Managers at Company G believed that they had addressed
issues that might lead to conflicts between their permanent staff and the contractors. Concerns
over the legality of long term contracting arrangements were highlighted in this case, as were
more generalised concerns about loyalty and commitment and the impact of this on the work
that contractors perform.

Workers at Company G offered a variety of factors that were central to their decisions to
work as contractors. These factors included autonomy, earning potential, security, change,

skill development, and lifestyle advantages. Earning potential and lifestyle advantages

appeared to be the two most compelling of the factors for those interviewed in this case.

This case illustrates a number of themes regarding the management of employees and

contractors. As with the other engineering cases, it was numerical flexibility that was the

important driver of choices. Beyond this, however, was a desire to only use contractors
the work exceeded the capabilities of the employed workforce. Some managers

suspicious of contractors and believed that their lower levels of loyalty and
tment to the firm limited their ability to make a contribution. In shorl, they were seen

a 'necessary evil', and senior managers preferred to see them used sparingly and in work
t did not involve customer contact.

case was illustrative of ways in which the productivity of employees and contractors can

was suggested in the case that contractors might sometimes hurry and rush through

I

iffer. It
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work in order to get started on the next project, or they may go slow and string work out to

fill in the available time. While these comments could also be made of their employed

counterparts it draws our attention to the dangers of generalising about productivity.

Managers at this company did, however, point out how their transient nature made it difficult
to get maximum value out of a contractor's time. This discussion leads to the question of
whether these are inherent difficulties in the use of contractors, or a challenge for managers to

manage more effectively. It is likely that by adopting a different style of management, G

could have maximised their benefits from the use of contractors. For example, instead of
managing the contractors as if they were hourly paid temporary employees, more attention

could have been given to 'packaging' work and paying by the job rather than by the hour.

This case illustrated the difficulty that managers face in ensuring a continuous availability of
labour. By using a core-periphery model, they were vulnerable to the vagaries of the external

labour market. The periphery was not always full of readily available labour and even when it
was, the skills and abilities of the peripheral workforce were sometimes unknown. Therefore,

in seeking numerical flexibility the company was exposed to a certain amount of risk. Not

surprisingly, managers at G were risk averse and preferred to work with contractors with
whom they had prior experience.

A key theme, from a worker perspective, was the career implications of contracting. This

theme was mentioned in the case of F, but came across more clearly in this case. Two

contractors commented on their anxiety about the future for them as they became older, and

whether, as contractors they would be seen as employable by organisations. This anxiety was

not related to skill acquisition and their ability to do the job. Rather, it was anxiety about how

they would be 'perceived' by those making employment decisions. It could be argued that

contractors are more vulnerable to prejudices against older workers, or those who have

moved around many organisations over the years.

Workers at G highlighted the lifestyle advantages of contracting. Whereas the previous cases

illustrated how contracting can involve trade-offs of one form of flexibility against another,

this case illustrated how it enables a better work-life balance. This work-life balance can

relate to quite specific things, such as time off to play music, or scheduling flexibility. It can

also be much more general, as it related to the feeling of being able to better manage one's

involvement in the firm, and being able to walk away from organisational issues when the

need arose.
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Summary Table for Engineering Cases

Company Employment
Model

Management
Drivers

Management
Problems

Worker
Drivers

Worker
Problems

E Core /
Periphery

Numerical
flexibility.
Need for
specific
skills.

Disruption to
teamwork.
Adverse
selection.
Initial concern
with pay
levels.

Autonomy.
Eaming
Potential.
Desire for
change.

Unrelenting
change.
Accessing
training.

F Core /
Periphery

Numerical
Flexibility.
Need for
specific
Skills.

Reduced
worker
commitment.
Costs of
unfamiliarity
with the firm.
Potential loss

of competitive
or proprietarY
knowledge.

Autonomy.
Earning
Potential.
Desire for
change.

Stress of
insecurity.
Inflexibility
about
working
times.

G Core I
Periphery

Numerical
Flexibility.
Need for
specific
Skills.

Accessing the
right people at

the right time.
Productivity.
Interpersonal
conflict.
Loyalty and
commitment.

Earning
Potential.
Lifestyle
benefits.
Desire for
change.

Decaying
human
capital.
Stress of
insecurity.

The above summary table shows that all of the engineering firms utilised similar employment

mixes. For each of the firms, the key drivers of employment choice were numerical flexibility

and the need for specific skills. More differences arose between the cases with regard to

specific management issues they faced with the use of contractors. ln contrast to the energy

cases, workers here had a greater degree of choice of employment status' Across the three

firms, workers identified a range of factors to be balanced in their choices.
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Chapter Nine

Cross- Case Analysis : Management Perspectives

9.1 Objective and Overview.

The objective of this section is to present an analysis of the two sets of cases and to compare
and contrast the factors that drove management decision making regarding contracting and

employment. There are two main sections to this chapter. The first section provides an overall
perspective on choices and a discussion of the key drjvers of choice in the cases and between

the industries. The bulk of the chapter analyses the factors that managers identified as being

costs and benefits of contracting and employment, and the similarities and differences

between the cases and the industries and groups of workers concerned. The chapter examines

four key sets of considerations affecting employment structure choice. These are

considerations to do with the unit of work or job concerned, considerations linked to the

contpetitive strategy of the organisation, financial considerations, and finally, considerations

related to the nature of the relationship between the worker and the firm. These sections start

with a descriptive analysis of management thinking, and move on to a prescriptive analysis

suggesting how decision-making might have been improved.

9,2 Management Decisions - Energy and Engineering Cases

Perhaps the most immediately striking feature of the four energy industry case studies is the

difference in approach to structuring the employment of their field staff, despite very similar
irrdustry circumstances. With regard to fieldwork generally, Company A chose to form a joint
venture company and simply transferred their employed workforce to this new company.

Companies B and D chose to contract out all of their fieldwork. Company C chose to remain

with a core employed workforce and supplement that with contractors and joint venture

contractors. This degree of difference suggests that the companies had a considerable freedom

of choice over employment structures.

With regard to meter readers, there was more similarity. All had considered and tried an

inclividual contracting model at some point, and in most cases this arrangement did not

endure over time. Company A investigated contracting but elected to remain with an

employment model, except for one individual contractor. Company C largely used an

eimployment model but had utilised a fluid mixture of arrangements. Companies B and D
tried an individual contracting model with their meter readers but ultimately offered the work
to an outside contracting company. The experiences of these companies tell us much about

the factors that can be taken into account when assessing alternative employment structures.

The reasoning behind management decisions about employment structures was very different.

At Company A, customer service considerations came to the fore and provided the decisive

arguments in favour of an employment structure. This company saw meter readers as core

customer service staff and decided that an employment relationship was appropriate. This
contrasts with Company B where management were chiefly interested in cost reduction and

simplifying organisational structures and processes. In this regard, contracting was seen as

ideal. Meter readers were seen as 'harvesters of data' rather than customer services staff and
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thus a contracting model was deemed appropriate. At Company C, the situation was
somewhat more complex. Overall, management believed that they could meet the demands of
a competitive environment using a core-employed workforce, and managers were aware of
the customer service role that meter readers played. However, they experimented with the use
of contractors in meter reading as part of a union avoidance strategy and, in rural areas, to
increase productivity. In Company D, the key driver of contracting was cost reduction. In this
case a senior manager drove a move to contracting out all of the work in the field. Meter
reading was contracted out before the introduction of the main contracting model, and was
less successful than subsequent attempts at contracting.

While the energy companies initially operated in a highly unionised environment, the lack of
union response to the actions of management was notable. A senior manager at Company D
stated that the unions had simply been unprepared for the scale of the changes that were
proposed, and that the changes were announced and implemented rapidly, before significant
union response was possible. In the other cases the unions also seemed unwilling or unable to
mount an effective response to the restructuring of employment, and they found themselves
overtaken by events,

Vy'here the energy companies were notable for their similar motivations, but large differences
in employment choices, the engineering companies are noticeable for their similarity on both

counts. The three large engineering consulting firms in this study all had similar employment
mixes. All had a majority of permanent full-time employees across the firm and

silpplemented these with a variety of other arrangements, such as fixed-term employment,
chsual and part-time employment, agency temporaries, and self-employed contractors. The

engineering firms seemed to operate with a core of full-time permanent staff and a periphery

df other employment types. The mixes were stable over time and any variation of total

*orkforce numbers and numbers within each of the employment categories were due to

fluctuations in demand for engineering services. In none of these companies had there been a

major contracting event such as was seen in the energy supply industry. The cyclical nature of
the product market, combined with the need to develop new graduates through to professional

certification, and the generally conservative nature of these firms, all contribute to the

similarity.

In all of the engineering companies, contracting was a recognised and legitimate form of
relationship. Many of the permanent staff and managers had previous experience working as a

contfactor in New 7-ealand, or while working overseas. Contract draftspeople were more

cornmon in each of the companies than were engineers, and the reasons for this are discussed

below.

In each of the three engineering cases, the key driver for the use of contractors was numerical

flexibility and the need to access specific skills at particular times. While other reasons did

occasionally present, numerical flexibility was the key. This can be seen as a rational

response to fluctuating workload levels and the nature of project work.
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9.3 Analysis of Costs and Benefits of Contracting and Employment - Management
Perspective

This section examines in more detail the analysis that managers conducted in the engineering
and energy cases. More importantly, it asks what lessons we can draw that might lead to more
rational decisions and better outcomes. Thus, each section starts with descriptive analysis
before moving on to the prescriptive implications.

It seems logical that a starting point in an employment structure decision might be a
comprehensive analysis of the unit of work in question. By 'analysis of the unit of work' is
meant an examination of the job itself, the interdependencies of the job, the supervisory
requirements, and factors related to the workflow and process.

Examining the iob in question

Despite the fact that a close examination of the job in question appears obvious, the only
utility company that had devoted time to a detailed analysis of meter reading was Company

A. This analysis was only conducted after consultants had already recommended the

contracting of the work, on cost grounds. ln contrast, the decisions of the engineering firms
were much more driven by the needs of a particular project. A close examination of even

rdlatively low skilled and mundane work can reveal important issues that have ramifications
for the choice of whether to contract or employ.

'Iihe analysis that the meter reader manager at Company A conducted revealed some useful

ipformation about the work. For example, he estimated that between a third to a half of
customers were at home when the meter reader called. Therefore, meter readers have a lot of
customer contract. There are considerable efficiency gains after early reading rounds due to

ipiosyncratic knowledge of meter locations and related issues, thus making continuity
desirable. Teamwork is important in the sense that the quality of the work affects the meter

reacling team and the customer services team generally. Teamwork in the field is important

when there is a problem like missing an appointment with a customer, or when other help is

needed.

Close inspection reveals that a successful meter reader needs a variety of knowledge, skills
and abilities. According to a one meter reading manager, they require knowledge of billing
procedures, and meter reading systems. They must be able to operate the hand-held reading

device, which requires moderate computing skill. They must be physically fit, and must have

some interpersonal and customer service skills. Knowledge of legislation relating to entering

people's homes and properties and relating to dogs is required. Workers must complete a

Hazards Identification Course. They should enjoy people contact, be self-motivated, take

pride in their work, and be motivated to achieve and have a sense of urgency. They must be

sufficiently trustworthy to have unsupervised access to customers' premises. Company A
management determined that there were five key performance indicators for meter reading.

These were meters read per hour, elrors, timed appointments met, percentage of successful

reads, and overall customer satisfaction. At Company A, the information generated by this

work process analysis was instrumental in the decision to choose an employment structure

rather than a contractor structure.
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At Company B, no such analysis was performed. As a result, problems emerged with various

aspects of how the work was done. For example, a high error rate caused problems in the

billing process that were expensive to fix. Readings missed by contractors meant that

company employees had to go out and catch up on the work. Lack of professionalism in how

the work was carried out led to some spectacular customer relations disasters. In one

situation, Police detained workers on suspicion of attempted burglary. Contractors had no

provision for someone to do their work if they were unable, and so had to work continuously

without proper holidays and making up their own sick days. Interestingly, workers themselves

qommented that contracting the work out appeared to make no sense from a practical point of
view. As one contractor commented:

"So I got throttgh three years without holidays..... It was a bit Mickey Mouse in the

end and I think (Company B) saw that because they gave all the meter reading

contracts to one big company who can cover it aII and do it all (with employees)."

One contractor commented that the contracting scheme was more to do with a General

Manager who favoured contracting out rather than any line manager trying to find a better

way to get the job done. This contractor commented on the loss of useful aspects of teamwork

that came from having the work done on contract and added:

"The meters have to be read regularly aII the tinte anyway. So it is ttot as if the

company can say to the contractor 'sorry there no work out there today', because

with meter reading there alway,s is. So I thought that it was a bit sort of pohtless from
the comPanY's Point of view."

At Company C, there was also a lack of clear analysis of the work involved in meter reading

and the employment decision was driven by other factors. A key factor was the uncertainty

ever the n"id fo. labour. The imminent restructuring of the company meant that there was

$ome uncertaintv over whether meter reading would continue to be done by company c or by

ih. .o1npuny that was to purchase the retail side of their business. Uncertainty, in this case'

was offered as a reason ntt to enter into, or renew, contracts but rather to re-employ the

workers who had been doing the work.

At Company D, contracting was driven by factors other than a clear analysis of the best way

to get the wtrk done. One major work process benefit was anticipated from the move to

contracting. It was anticipated that contractors would take on additional related work,

including, for example, riading water meters. This would, according to management, lead to

greater elfficiencies and a lower cost to Company D. These benefits did not occur. In fact,

when asked to take on additional duties, the contractors were ideally placed to negotiate what

were according to one contractor, very favourable terms' Company D managers regarded their

contracting1nod"t as being very successful, but the contracting of meter reading was

ultimately not successful.

What might a work process analysis look like?

What work process analysis might these companies, and the engineering companies' have

performed in order to enhance their chanc", of tu.""ss? The section that follows outlines the

Ley elements of a work process analysis, as it relates to choices of employment structure'
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Answers to the following questions, in their collectivity, should provide an argument for
favouring one employment structure over another. In incorporating two very different
industries, groups of workers, and work situations, this discussion aftempts to draw lessons

that have wide applicability while at the sa.me time recognising the vast diversity that exists in
the specific context in which such decisions are made.

What flexibility is required? This is to ask questions relating to the ongoing need for labour,
or the variability of demand for labour, and the need to be able to move workers around.

There is often a tension between numerical flexibility and functional flexibility that managers

must resolve.

If the workflow is continuous and the need for the work to be done is likely to remain for the

foreseeable future, then a stable employment relationship might be more logical. Employing
workers in a situation where the workflow is highly variable or uncertain could be

uneconomical unless workers are easily re-deployed elsewhere. This provides a strong

argument for contracting with engineering and drafting work but not with meter reading, as

the work is constant. A senior manager at Company E described a 'resource balancing

exercise' where contractors were taken on and laid off according to the stage in the project

work cycle. Permanent staffing levels were based upon a minimum level of work; to ensure

that all perrnanent staff were fully utilised most of the time. The nature of the project work

demanded numerical flexibility and the use of contractors met this demand. In addition, there

might be an occasional demand for a particular skill or expertise that was not often needed.

Therefore, numerical flexibility applies to the ability to contract with (for example, an

acoustic engineer) for a short period of time.

ln order to avoid inefficient utilisation of labour resources, managers at the engineering firms

need to look at the demand created by both the pattern of work flowing though their work

units and the demands of particular projects. lnformation for this part of a work process

analysis can be gained from the first hand experience of managing the work flow and forming

an impression about how many workers were need to do the work. A more quantitative

picture can be gained through the use of time sheets and the number of hours each worker

charges to various projects and activities.

In their use of contractors, both engineering companies and energy companies found that

functional flexibility was impeded. Using employees meant that the company could re-deploy

meter readers to cover problem areas or to fill in for a worker unable to read a meter or to

keep a particular appointment with a customef. As a line manager explained:

"It is not a level playing field and you need to have the abiliry to move people around,

not just saying this is just your set little piece. You need to have Jlexibility to meet

demand...."

Similarly, a line manager at Company G talked about not getting the maximum productivity

out of contractors, as it was not a simple matter of moving them temporarily onto another

project.

'Overall, contracting provided the engineering companies with the numerical flexibility that

lwas vital, and the loss of functional flexibility was a cost that was relatively minor' While
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generally perform the work with little reference to the company. Management's role became

one of setting up contracts, allocating the work, and collecting the data at the end of process.

, despite the theory that the contractor is self-managing, there was evidence from the

studies here that this was not always the case. Indeed, much to the consternation of
agement at several companies, meter-reading contractors continued to look to
agement for assistance and to solve problems. Managers in Company D complained that

contractors had not shifted their mindset, and continued to act as if they were still
ployees. Similar comments came from line managers in Company B. Clearly the change of

e{nployment status made little difference to how some performed their work. Some may even

ve felt that under a contractual relationship they could simply refer back to the company
y problems that occurred rather than use initiative to solve problems that might not fall
ctly within their job description. Comments from a line manager at Company B suggested

the latter was the case with at least one of the contractors that he was responsible for.

nother line manager at Company B commented that contractors could be more difficult to
than employees. This manager was specifically referring to difficulties in enforcing

orrnance expectations. Several line managers commented on the difficulty of managing

tractors. One manager commented that it was difficult to get contractors to do tasks

e6actly when and how the company would like, and that it was difficult to force contractors to

do things. Thus it would seem that some managers are guilty of the same thing that some of
the contractors were accused of. That is, of conducting the relationship as if it were an

ernployment relationship.

Using contractors clearly implies less management in a conventional sense. After all, one of
the tests of employment status is whether or not the worker performs the task without direct

supervisory management. However, it remains clear that contractors and their contracts still
need to be carefully managed. This is illustrated by the contrasting experiences of Companies

B and D. B found that they had made inadequate provision for contract management. In

contrast, Company D made surc from the outset that they had a specialised contract

management system. The style and philosophy of management differed in these cases.

Company D adopted a deliberate approach to changing their style of management. This is
encapsulated in the title of that case, 'managing contracts, not contractors'. They saw

Company B as trying to manage contractors using a traditional management approach that

was not very dissimilar to the management of employees.

From the foregoing discussion we can see that to imply that the use of contractors should

result in less management is an oversimplification. Clearly it depends on the particular set

circumstances in question. It also hinges on how the word 'management' is interpreted. /
interpersonal level, attention needs to be paid to managing the relationship between the'
and the contractor. At an organisational level, attention needs to be paid to how that

relationship is set up. In both cases, it is not simply a case of less management but rath

different kind of management, that focuses more on outcomes than it does on process

relies on giving the contractor the discretion to perform the task in the most efficient
possible while having the structures in place to ensure that the task is completed sat'

In the engineering cases, the management of contractors appeared to present fewe'
Managers at the engineering firms tended to manage contractors in a similar fash'

employees. Several managers commented that not much attention had been paid



systems and processes by which contractors were managed. The firms had relatively simple
'dontract' documents and contractors entered and exited the firms frequently, although some
remained for several months at a time. A senior manager at Company E commented that
managing contracts forced a grcater awareness of outcomes rather than focusing on time spent

orh a particular project. This manger saw this as a desirable focus that should be applied to the

nianagement of all workers.

I

Ir,fanaging contractual relationships and employment relationships require different skills and

e{nphases. Contracting work out so that the firm does not have to 'manage' it anymore is
clearly simplistic and short-sighted. The leaders of firms should look closely at whether they
hive the managerial resources to manage the kind of employment relationship desired, or
u,fhether they are prepared to devote resources into acquiring that capacity.

mt kind of perfonnance is desired? Among the benefits claimed for externalised work is

t$at workers engaged in these types of employment actually work harder and do a better job
t$an other employees. The most obvious reason is that individuals engaged under fixed or
v[riable terrn arrangements may be more motivated by fear of non-renewal of contract. This

ay result in greater concern for making sure management are pleased with the standard of
vlrork being done. The employee or contractor in this situation could be described as adopting

al 'vendor-minded attitude', in that, the linkage between employer satisfaction and re-

ehgagement is more explicit than in a perrnanent employment situation. Pfeffer and Baron

(1988) have argued that due to the tenuousness of their employment, externalised workers

may not only work harder but also sometimes take on tasks that other more secure workers,

for whatever reason, will not do.

In the energy cases, with the exception of Company A, the analysis of desired petformance

was simplistic or not fully considered. While contractors may have worked 'harder' or faster

t[ran employees did, there were many examples of performance problems of a minor or major

nature. These ranged from neglect of non-essential tasks, to more serious issues of
negligence.

trn the engineering cases, contractors provided a means to get a large amount of work done,

$ometimes within a short period of time. For example, a line manager at Company G stated

that when the pressure was on and there was a great deal of work to be done he could ask a

contractor to work hours that would be unacceptable to a pennanent staff member. For

instance, a contractor might work l2-hour days or may work on a project all weekend in order

to get it completed. The use of contractors can be seen to enhance productivity through the

provision of additional labour and additional labour hours, as well as additional intensity.

Some managers also commented that contractors could be more productive through being

more focused and task orientated. However, the productivity question is a complex one. On

the one hand, a contractor might offer greater productivity through greater task orientation

and not being distracted by other organisational issues. On the other hand, overall
productivity may suffer through the contractor's unfamiliarity with the organisation and its

systems, though 'milking' a contract to make it last longer, or though problems with fitting
the piece of work done by the contractor into the rest of the work that was done. The

contractor may work quickly through a project without awareness of some of the finer points'

isation. For example, several line managers talked about the difficulty of keeping
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cqntractors busy when there was a slow period during the project, where an employee might
bQ more productive through being able to work on several different projects simultaneously.

Apother problem that may detract from the productivity of the contractor is that the contractor
mlight not be well known to the organisation and not have the requisite skills and abilities that
thley claim. Therefore, instances of 'adverse selection' may affect performance negatively.

Tfre choice of employment structure provides an opportunity to align incentives with the types
o{ behaviours required. As some companies in this study discovered, their contracting
qhangements failed to incentivise the kinds of behaviours they wanted. In these cases,

s{bsequent contract refinement more closely specified the behaviours sought and in some
c{ses aligned the incentives to those behaviours. Contracting arangements seem naturally to
draw attention to the key outputs of the work rather than some of the more peripheral aspects

of the task. This is advantageous in some situations and disadvantageous in others. The link
bCtween employment structure and performance is a complex one, and managers should think
c{refully about the types of performance desired. In some cases, managers will have to
a{commodate shortfalls in performance brought about by particular employment structures,
apd accept this as a cost outweighed by other factors.

flhat are the control needs? Questions here relate to the extent to which the firm needs to be

aple to control how the work is done, both in terrns of outputs and processes. Control also

rdlates to security of information or security of relationships with customers.

I

A major disadvantage of extemalised employees is the decreased control over their work
(Pfeffer & Baron, 1988, Nollen & Axel, 1996). As the contractor has fewer ties to the

drganisation, they may feel less need to represent the organisation in a positive light. For the

cbntractor, the customer is the firm and the relationship to the end client is less direct.
Rousseau and Wade-Benzoni (1994) identified limitations to customer relationships and

customer service as a possible disadvantage of contingent employment.

The control issue involves more than customer relationships. Firms may be unwilling to

contract out functions that are central to their production process. Areas that do not need to be

closely controlled may present as being areas for externalisation. Some might argue meter
reading is a good example of such a function.

Issues of control, as discussed above, were clearly evident in each of the cases. With regard to
the need to control behaviour, this issue was the critical issue in deciding to keep the meter
readers as employees at Company A. An employment relationship was seen as offering
greater control over the behaviour and attitude of the workers, thus enabling the firm to offer
better customer service. Company B gave up a lot of control when they contracted their meter

reading. The loss of control was exacerbated by contracts that were loosely constructed.
Several incidents highlighted the need for Company B to closely examine the amount of
control that they had over the meter readers. These included incidents of poor public
relations, incidences of contractors failing to read meters, and the rate of errors of reading. In
an attempt to regain some measure of control, the company renegotiated the contracts and

included tighter performance criteria. At Company D, poorly written contracts were also

blamed for some meter readers not making as much effort as they might otherwise do, to read

difficult meters.
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Security considerations provided a reason why the companies would need to have some

control over the workers doing the meter reading. In addition to customer service concerns,

there were concerns over the behaviour of workers who had access to customer's premises.

As a senior manager at Company C explained it:

"We still have sonrcthing like /6000 keys to people's houses because sonrc of the old

meters are actually inside. ....you want to make sure from an employment

perspective..., that they are a trustworthy person, that you have direct control over

who that person is."

There were also security considerations in the engineering cases. Some project work involved

issues of confidentiality and security. Typically, staff working on such projects would be

asked to sign a confidentiality agreement with the company. However, such an agreement

obviously does not guarantee that confidential information will not be passed outside the

organisation. Engineering consulting firms are sometimes involved in projects worth many

millions of dollars. To have a contractor working on such a project and then within a short

period on time be working for a competing company creates concems for some managers. A

senior manager at Company G commented that they tried to minimise the exposure of

contractors to projects that were commercially sensitive.

Closely related to the above point is the possibility of 'poaching' customers. A senior

manager at Company G stated that it was not desirable for contractors to be dealing with the

,ornpuny', clienis. fh" r"o*oning behind this might be concerns over potential conflicts of

interest with the contractor being both self-employed and representing the organisation to

which they are cuffently contracied. In addition, there may be doubts about the contractor's

ability to adequately represent the company and to promote and sell other company services

to the client. So from amarketing perspective client contact is a matter of some sensitivity'

In summary, managers need to be able to control a variety of issues relating to how work

&ctually gets done. the choice of employment structure has implications for how much

fon,roi iI possible and how control mechanisms can be structured. Among the wide variety of

ln"un, thai manaeement have to control the behaviour of their workers is the nature of the

tontract or relatiJnship between the parties. The above discussion has highlighted customer

lrelationships and information security considerations as important things that managers need

[o ,on,rol.'Whether a more loosely specified employment relationship or a tightly specified

lontract best meets management needs is an area for careful consideration.

As discussed earlier, a major theme in the human resource management literature is that

employment choices should be linked to the overall strategy of the firm. This section adopts a

wider perspective on srrategy encompassing the philosophies and ideologies that influence
lctroices of employment stluctures. So what can be said regarding the strategic thinking of
l-unug"rr, in tire.ur", pr"*"nted here? The link between employment stnrcture choice and

.o-p-titiue strategy was not explicitly made in any of the cases, although several cases

present apparenr or implicit links. The discussion of management thinking across the cases is
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below accordi ng to management phi losophies, competi ti ve consi derations,
i sed I abour considerati on s, and structural considerations.

philosophical dimension of strategy was apparent in some of the energy cases. For
le, at Company A, a C.E.O. entered the organisation with a track record of

ructuring firms by contracting out parts of the operations. This individual was known to
vour contracting, and this was based, in part, on previously successful restructuring

pts. Likewise, the consulting firm assisting with restructuring found contracting options
t$ be a way of reducing costs and improving productivity across the organisation as a whole.
Tfrus, there was an overall predisposition towards examining contracting options. Running
a$ainst this was another philosophy, articulated by several managers, that employment
decisions be driven by the operational needs of the department concerned. Managers should
bp free to decide what arrangement best met the needs their area, and that this not be pre-
ert'npted by senior management directives.

At Company B, it was known that the C.E.O. favoured contracting out where possible.
Irlfluencing this was what a senior manager saw as:

".... a world-wide philosophy thqt outsourcing was the way to go."

However, the move to contracting was essentially cost driven in this case. According to a
human resources manager, the Company aims to be least cost producer so everything comes

from that. Another senior manager expressed the overall philosophy as follows:

"Everything around here is about being minimalist. And that basically means we

outsource everything and our C.E.O. is quite happy with being a mininmlist as long
as it's the minimum cost."

Unfortunately for Company B, minimalism did not deliver the outcomes they had hoped for.

At Company C, we can see an overall philosophical approach related to managing a core

workforce, rather than 'trading labour' as one senior manager put it. This stemmed from an

overall belief that the company could best manage risk, maintain control, and maintain its
network with a core, employed workforce.

With Company D, a senior manager drove the choice of the contracting model. This manager
came from a construction and engineering environment where contracting was commonplace
and, therefore, his worldview was one in which contracting arrangements were natural. So in
this case, despite the fact that explanations were offered in terms of making the business more
competitive, there was an underlying vision of what a contracting-based organisation might
look like.

None of the three engineering firms had an overall company-wide philosophy on the use of
contractors. The tendency at all three was to allow line managers the freedom to choose what
employment structures best suited the needs of their work unit at a particular time. Boxall and

Steeneveld (1999) described this as a 'federalist' philosophy which can be seen here as

informing employment structure choice. Senior mangers at Company E had discussed the

Phi
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issue of company strategy, with regard to the use of contractors. They reached the conclusion
that inflexibility might result from issuing policies on the use of contractors. At Company F,
the use of contractors had not been addressed at senior levels, and operational managers were
expected to ensure that their permanent staff were fully utilised before contractors were
engaged. A similar situation existed at Company G.

Unsurprisingly, individual managers differed with regard to their own personal philosophies
of management. Some liked to use contractors and would use more of them if circumstances
allowed. Others were distrustful of contractors and believed that, where possible, employment
relationships were to be preferred. Comments from various managers hinted at their
underlying thinking about how employment relations should be structured. For example, a

senior manager at Company E talked about how he liked to operate within a team

environment and how too many contractors could undermine this. In contrast, another senior
manager at the same company commented that having contractors around was a good thing
because it forced managers to become more focussed on outputs. Having contractors around
could force managers and employees to think more in terrns of outputs and contributions to
the firm rather than hours spent on a project. Other managers questioned the loyalty and

commitment of contractors and the extent to which they might feel ownership of a project.

Overall, philosophical considerations played a major part in contracting decisions in the firms
studied.

The ComLetitive Dimension
Of the firms studied here, Companies A and C saw the meter readers as being potential

sources of competitive advantage, through their customer relations role. This was more

clearly developed in Company A. Company C had initiated some moves towards enhancing

the customer services role of meter readers although this was not implemented during the

time of this study. As discussed in an earlier section, Company A sought to compete through

superior customer services, and meter readers, in an employment structure, were seen as

having a role in supporting this. Competitive advantage considerations can be seen at

Company B in the sense that the priority was to remove costs from the business in order to

seek competitive advantage through being a least-cost energy supplier. The attempt to

minimise costs by contracting meter reading can be seen as an example of employment

choices being influenced by competitive considerations.

It is important to distinguish here between competitive survival and sustained competitive
advantage (Boxall & Steeneveld, 1999). For all of the companies in this study, competitive
pressures meant that the use of contractors was something that they had to consider. For the

engineering companies, the use of contractors was necessary in order to contain costs and

avoid paying for surplus labour that would, in turn, have made them uncompetitive.

In a knowledge and skill intensive industry such as engineering consulting, there are obvious
strategic implications related to having a highly trained and capable workforce. From the

perspective of business strategy it is important to note that these companies compete largely
on the basis of the knowledge and capabilities of their workers. They need to be able to

represent to their clients that they have the staff to be able to perform the work at the highest

standards. Thus, employees arc central to the competitive advantage of engineering
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consulton.ies, and the extent to which highly mobile contractors can be said to add to this

competitive advantage is questionable.

The Oreanised Labour Dimension
In each of the energy cases, the companies were faced with a highly unionised workforce in
tr1e early 1990s. Management saw the level of union involvement as a hindrance to the types

of changes that were desired. Companies B and D essentially ended union involvement by

offering a choice between redundancy or self-employed status. Unions in these cases were

eilther unable or unwilling to respond. A senior manager suggested that excessive union

idfluence was a reason for introducing competition in fieldwork at Company C. As he

efipressed it:

"We had nryo collective employment contracts...That exposed us to sonxe risk in ternxs

of the unions andfronz the workforce in ternls of strikes and so fonh. Part of the

philosophy or rationale behind some of this restructuring was to reduce that

employment-driven risk to us. We needed to break some of that up...(so) we can't be

held to ransom."

The clearest example of union avoidance as a rationale for contracting was at Company C. A
spnior manager commented that the use of contractors might be considered as what she

described as a 'union defence strategy.' 'Union avoidance' was a background issue in the

e.nergy cases, but was not a factor in the engineering cases, which operated in a largely non-

union environment.

The Structural Dimension
Aspects of organisational structure can affect managers' choices of employment structure.

Pfeffer and Baron (1988) suggested that externalised employment options offer the ability to

avoid bureaucratic restrictions such as hiring freezes complicated approval processes' In

highly bureaucratic organisations, contracting may be a valuable tool to get things done

quickly. This structural dimension is important as it reflects operational strategies that may or

may not be in alignment with wider organisational goals.

The engineering cases provide examples of managers' decisions being shaped by structural

factors. For example, management control systems might create an incentive for a manager to

use a contractor on certain projects and at certain times. A line manager at Company G

commented that an advantage of having some contractors around was that it enabled him to

ensure that his employed staff were fully utilised at all times and high percentages of billable

hours. Billable hours are monitored and are a performance measure of a department.

Situations where managers' decisions are influenced by structural factors are not necessarily a

problem, except where the factors encourage decisions that conflict with other desired

outcomes. In his important paper Ken (1989) offers several examples of how organisational

rules can inadvertently encourage counter-productive behaviour. Therefore, managers should

be careful to avoid situations where rules drive decisions in ways that a wider perspective

could suggest is inappropriate.

Performing a Competitive Analysis
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How might an organisation conduct a competitive analysis in order to enhance their chances

ofi success with contracting? The section that follows outlines the key elements of a
competitive analysis, as it relates to choices of employment structure. For reasons of brevity
this analysis must presuppose a sound strategic plan for the business and a clear vision of
what business the company is in, and where the company is heading in the future. The type of
competitive analysis suggested here involves four sets of issues. These relate to overall
competitive strategy, management philosophy, access to labour, and organisational structures.

How do employment structures align with competitive strategies? It is scarcely novel to
suggest that strategies for the management of workers should be closely aligned with overall
cornpetitive strategy. Managers should examine closely what the 'core business' of the
organisation is and where sources of competitive advantage might lie. Of the two concepts,
core business and competitive advantage, the former is the least useful. Managers'
assessments of core competence can be heavily value laden (Purcell, 1996) and hence are

better considered as parts of a prevailing management philosophy discussed below.
Understanding sources of competitive advantage may offer a clearer sense of which groups of
workers should be kept within the boundaries of the firm.

Company B aimed to compete on the basis of cost and meter readers were seen as mere
'harvesters of data', and thus not needing to be part of the organisation. In contrast, at

Company A, competing on the basis of superior customer service, meter readers were seen as

key customer services staff and thus needing to be part of the organisation. In the engineering
firms, competing on the basis of the knowledge and skills of their staff, there was an overall
preference for employees except in situations where contractors were seen as necessary in
order to get the job done. These examples show how competitive strategy can provide a

sound basis for choosing an employment structure. Other shorter-term strategic
considerations or particular operational considerations might come into play and should be
assessed. For example, contracting was tried at Company C to gain greater leverage over the
union as part of employment contract negotiations.

As discussed in the chapter reviewing the human resource management literature, people can
be an important source of competitive advantage for the firm. It was argued that contractors
might not provide a source of competitive advantage as they typically fail to meet the criteria
of inimitability and non-substitutability. Furthermore, contracting can run contrary to
management techniques such as enlargement of jobs and teamwork (Milner, 1995). A
prerequisite for the success of these techniques is a degree of stability of membership and
preparedness on the part of employees to widen the scope of their inputs to the organisation.
Stability and firm or team-specific skills are all important to the success of teams (Milner,
1995). The problem with teamwork and the loss of other idiosyncratic skills has been

described as one of the paradoxes of externalisation (Cappelli, 1995). Benson (1995) talks
about the inherent contradiction involved in trying to maintain competitive advantage through
human resources with a contingent workforce. Boxall (1996, 1999) suggests that perceiving
and resolving these critical tensions of labour management, may provide an opportunity to
develop competitive advantages.

Of the energy companies, A and C saw the meter readers as being potential sources of
competitive advantage through their customer relations role. This was more clearly developed
in Company A. Company C had initiated some moves towards enhancing the customer
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{nices role of meter readers although this was not implemented during the time of this
stfrdy. Competitive advantage considerations can be seen at Company B in the sense that the
p$ority was to remove costs from the business in order to seek competitive advantage as a

lelast-cost energy supplier. The attempt to minimise costs by contracting meter reading can be

s{en as an example of employment choices being influenced by competitive advantage
c0nsiderations.

I

Spme managers at the engineering firms were aware of the competitive advantage

c$nsiderations of using contractors, and this was reflected in the fact that contractors were

f{und in areas of the companies that did work that was relatively routine (for example,
dtafting) and had little customer contact. Competitive advantage, for these firms, was more
lifiely to be found in their ability to innovatively solve customers' problems, or through
nf aintaining strong customer relationships, than through production-oriented tasks such as

dfawing designs. These companies traded upon the expertise of their employees and their
apility to continue to do so depended upon maintaining strong relationships with them.

I

fart of a competitive analysis should be an examination of exactly how workers contribute to
c[mpetitive advantage. Decisions to employ or contract should take into account the wide
sbope of factors that people bring to, and offer, the enterprise. Among the factors that can be

cpnsidered are the extent to which the skills developed in the job are highly firm-specific, or
d,hether an employment structure better facilitates organisational learning and innovation.
While removing fixed costs and overhead may appear attractive, it may come at a cost to the

human capital of the firm (Mckan Parks & Kidder, 1994), and 'hollow' the organisation
(Rousseau, 1995). Long{erm employment relationships allow the firm to capture firm-
Specific skills and allow a retum on firm-specific training (Pfeffer & Baron, 1988). A key
problem with 'hollow' organisations is their lack of in-house expertise @ttorre, 1994). In-
house expertise can be quite broadly defined in terms of knowledge of the way things are

done in the firm, firm-specific work practices, and rules and procedures. This knowledge has

been identified as being vital for the smooth running of the organisation (for example, Lado

& Wilson, 1994, Nollen & Axel, 1996).

Contracting has the potential to work against, or for, the acquisition of knowledge or skills

that would be beneficial to the firm. While reporting and information sharing could be built in

to a contract, sharing of information is not usually incentivised. However, if the contractors

work closely alongside company employees then information transfer may happen by default.

Indeed, if a succession of contractors performed the work, the company could benefit by
gaining knowledge from these individuals as they 'pass through' the organisation. Indeed, in

at least one of the engineering cases managers developed employees' skills by having them

work alongside specialist contractors. Therefore, knowledge and skill acquisition could
provide a reason for, or a reason against, contracting.

Wat managetnent philosophies should be accounted for? The philosophical or ideological

bases for contracting decisions can be difficult to pin down. Often they are not explicit or
clearly articulated. While there may be a belief that a certain type of alrangement is a 'good

thing', 'the way things are going', or 'a necessary evil', it is not often presented as a coherent

philosophy. Despite this, each of the cases showed evidence of the influence of ceftain

management philosophies on choices of employment structure. Therefore, these philosophies

should be taken into account and where appropriate, made explicit and any conflicts
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gnised as part of employment structure decision-making. The point here is that

agement preferences, driven by underlying philosophies may have a powerful effect of
ployment choices, both at the level of the work team, and for the firm as a whole. Yet, of
companies studied here, only Company D had explicitly addressed these issues and

a coherent and consistent management approach. Such an approach would be

ul in both decision-making about employment structures, and subsequent management of
structures.

access to labour be protected? Other questions that need to be asked, from a competitive
pective, relate to the level and type of dependence that the firm has on labour. For

ej<ample, one might ask whether the work involves knowledge, skills, or abilities that are

li[<ely to be in short supply. All organisations depend on a supply of labour and how they deal

qiith sources of dependency is a key issue. If the dependency is likely to be significant, then

tfre organisation may wish to internalise this, in order to ensure access. Alternatively, they

qhay seek alternative sources, or reduce dependence in other ways. The engineering firms
dbalt with dependency by ensuring that they were staffed, where possible with employees

with the range of knowledge and skills that enabled them to win work. Line managers

reported various ways of making sure that they had a pool or list of available contractors to

bring in when the need arose.

Are operational structures appropriately aligned with competitive choices? lt has been

argued that structure should follow strategy (following the landmark work of Chandler,

1962). At the very least, stnrcture should not work against competitive strategy. Structures

and systems, policies and procedures, have a powerful effect on management action. This

being the case, managers should consider both the aspects of structures that are set up to

manage contractors and the aspects of structure that less directly affect employment structure

choices. An example of the former is the contract management structure set up by Company

D, which was credited by them for the succoss of their contracting systems. This can be

contrasted with belated recognition at Company B of the importance of a strong contract

management structure. Engineering companies on the other hand had less need for dedicated

contract management systems, yet some managers commented upon a deficiency in terms of
policies and guidelines for the management of contractors. There was evidence in the cases

that managers sometimes chose to use contractors because of headcount restrictions or

because of the way in which internal accounting procedures worked. While structures like this

may be important they should not, in isolation to other factors, become drivers of employment

choices.

In summary, a range of competitive issues should be accounted for in employment structure

choice. Failure to account for these issues may result in employment structures that are

inconsistent and possibly contradictory to other initiatives and practices within the

organisation. This section has identified five areas that a competitive analysis might

encompass and has suggested a set of questions that might be asked as part of such an

analysis.

A careful financial cost analysis should also be a part of any rational choice between

alternative employment structures. However, this analysis is sometimes complex. Costs may
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difficult to separate out, and management may lack the expertise or resources to devote to
problem. As a senior manager at Company D pointed out, working out these costs is a

ajor task and one that managers in his industry had not traditionally been good at.

obvious as financial cost analysis might be, it was clear that some companies in this study

d not pay proper attention to it, despite the fact that cost considerations are often given as a

ification for decisions. Assumptions that one arrangement will be more cost-effective than

other are easy to make but more difficult to support without detailed analysis. A formal
alysis should account for direct costs such as pay and benefits, and costs of equipment as

I as indirect costs such as administration costs, training costs and overhead costs.

most commonly cited reason for firms using contingent forms of employment is cost

trol (Polivka & Nardone, 1989). Almost universally managers in this study commented on

savings in overheads and administrative costs. However, managers could not quantify

savings. It appeared that it was more of an assumption that money was being saved than

a demonstrable fact. Where an attempt had been made to quantify these savings, by the

cbnsultants in Company A, the figures arrived at were questionable.

When asked why they might prefer to use contractors, managers typically said things like
'because they are cheaper', 'because they are more cost-effective', 'because we only pay for
them when we need them', and similar justifications relating to cost. However, when

questioned further, most could only provide vague references to reduced overheads, and only
payrng for things when you need them, albeit at a higher rate. In discussing whether

contracting was in fact cheaper than employing, a senior manager at Company B admitted:

"It's very hard to quantify, to be honest with you. I'd say in sotne areas definitely...
but maybe not in other areas. But it's hard to measure. I'd say overall, yes, but
there's been no quantifrcation of that."

Chapter Three discussed how repeated short-term contracting incurs transaction costs which

are reduced by, using the words of Herbert Simon (1991), bringing individuals inside the

'skins' of firms. Williamson's (e.g. 1975, 1986) transaction costs approach provides an

economic rationale as to why long-term employment contracts might be more efficient than

short-term ones. Perhaps the best illustration of this in the present study came from Company

B where they found themselves unable to cope with the large number of small transactions.

This led to them reducing the number of contractors that they had to deal with. To some

extent, contracting replaces costs with another set of costs. Etorre (1994) points to the

complexity of administration, and Simmons and Bramble (1996) point to the costs of
monitoring the behaviour and co-ordinating the activities of subcontractors. According to a

senior manager at Company B:

"The whole process of contract managenrcnt was pretty onerous."

An efficient contracting process requires the setting up of a process for tendering and a means

[o communicate tendering information to the market. There are expenses in advertising the

tenders or requesting proposals. There are costs associated with selecting an appropriate

contractor, and there are costs associated with the drawing up and agreeing upon the contracts
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t\bmselves. However, meter reading contracts tended to be offered on a relatively long-term
b{sis and therefore required renegotiation only every two or three years.

Cpnverting employed meter readers into individual contractors was difficult to justify on cost
g{ounds alone. In three of the four cases, managers had attempted to answer the question of
wlhich arrangement was better on purely economic terrns. Company A did it as part of their
r{structuring and company B did it when it became apparent that their contracting model was

nrbt delivering the benefits that they sought. Both reviews found that employing was the

slightly cheaper option. Company C determined that the unit cost per meter read was,

according to a line manager, 'about the same'.

At company B, consultants produced a report recommending contracting out the fieldwork.
However, no detailed analysis was performed on the financial costs involved with meter
reading. Indeed, according to a human resources manager, the rate of pay for the meter
reading contractors was set by estimating what a reasonable level of income for a meter
reader might be and setting the rate per meter such that an average performed would end up

earning that figure. Subsequently, and as a result of dissatisfaction with how the contracting
rnodel was working, management performed a more detailed analysis of many aspects of
fieldwork, and the finding was that employing meter readers was cheaper than contracting
them. However, the cost difference was not sufficient to demand an immediate move back to

an employment model, although this was something that was being considered. At company

C, no detailed analysis was performed on the financial costs of meter reading. Likewise at

company D, there was no evidence of a detailed analysis for meter reading. Overall, there was

a lack of detailed analysis of what meter reading work cost the company. Where there was, it
was found that the cost difference was negligible.

In the engineering cases, the actual cost of the arrangements was secondary to other factors.

The prevailing view seemed to be that if additional labour was required then that should be

sought regardless of cost. Additional labour costs could be attributed to the project in
question. Managers in the engineering companies seemed to be no better than those in the

utilities when it came to having an accurate picture of what the financial cost of various

arrangements were to the company. A senior manager at Company E offered a typical
comment:

"I dotx't get too worried about (ntoney). OK, if you get a contractor who comes along
and wants too ntuch morxey, then unless you are desperate you are not Soing to pay. I
do ttot think that necessarily they are ntuch more expensive by the time you take sick
leave and holiday pay..."

Managers seemed to work on the assumption that the employment-related costs of contracting

and employing were not vastly different. No managers were able to provide an accurate

analysis of the actual costs to the organisation.

Despite the fact that financial costs were not a major factor in employment structure choice,
several financial cost issues were highlighted. One such implication was the impact of
contracting on the remuneration structure. Having relatively highly paid contractors working
alongside salaried employees creates obvious equity considerations when the workers are

doing the same or similar work. This is even more the case when overtime is required and the
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contractors are being paid for every hour worked and the employees remain on their fixed
salary. In response to this, companies E and G had policies of paying staff below a certain
salary (e.g. $60,000 at Company G) overtime. Prior to introducing this policy, company E
paid all staff overtime, which was a considerable expense. The practice of 'loading'
(temporarily increasing) the salaries of staff working alongside contractors was not evident in
the three companies studied.

A second potential problem with the remuneration structure occurs with the process of
employing workers who have previously been working on contract. In these cases, the

company would be in the difficult position of trying to pay the contractor enough to make
employment an attractive proposition without causing a costly ripple effect on salaries across

the whole firm and potentially across the industry as a whole. Of course, a benefit of using
contractors can be that the company is able to pay the high wages needed to attract certain in-
demand workers without causing such a ripple.

To minimise transaction costs, line managers at the engineering firms typically had a list of
people that were potentially available for contract work and used as a contract a simple letter
roughly outlining the nature of the duties and a rate of pay. Managers faced higher transaction

costs when they ran out of known candidates and had to spend time locating the required

contractors. In this situation, managers typically used informal networks or contacted an

agency. A contractor that is new to the company would create cost both directly and indirectly
through costs associated with orientating the worker, making them familiar with company
policies and procedures, and making them compatible with the information technology

systems in use at the company.

Several senior and line managers commented that the dynamics of the internal accounting
systems could affect the financial attractiveness of contracting and employment. As a senior
manager at Company F explained, contractors can appear more attractive because:

"You can actually bury their costs inside your disbursements and not collect an
overhead on them, ... it helps your P&L (profit and loss). (lfl they get paid through the

timesheet system, then we will cost 607o overheads to cover administrative costs of
employing them. If we..- just irroice them directly to the project, they just show up as

a disbursement so (there is) the opportunity to make a much better ntargin."

Therefore, managers can perceive an advantage to using contractors that is driven by
considerations of how accounting systems operate. Thus, there may be differing perspectives

on the financial cost implications of an employment structure depending on whether one

examines it from the perspective of a manager of a project or an accountant considering the

overall financial implications for the company.

Performing a financial cost analysis

This section does not attempt to provide a formula for calculating the cost of a particular
arrangement. Rather, it argues that there should be a full accounting for the actual financial
cost differences between employment structures and suggests what questions might be asked.
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What is tlrc labour cost? A starting point is the labour cost or cost per unit of work
completed. In the case of meter reading, determining the 'cost per meter tead' is more

straightforward than for other more complex jobs. In determining the true labour cost, one

must account for the direct and indirect costs of labour, such as holiday pay, and sickness pay.

What are the training costs? ln the case of employees, there will likely be some expectation

or requirement that the company pay for training related to the work in question. For
contractors, these costs are less likely. However, there are often costs associated with the

newcomer being orientated, learning company systems and procedures, and other related

costs.

What are the costs of administering the relationship? Perhaps one of the most complex

calculations is how much a relationship costs to administer. These costs can be considerable.

As discussed earlier, transaction costs alone can provide a strong argument for employing

rather than contracting. Costs of administering should include factors such as the cost of
search and selection, the cost of developing a suitable contract, and the costs of any legal and

compliance responsibilities that the relationship entails. I-egal risk should also be seen as a

cost, as in some circumstances, contracting relationships can pose potential difficulties for tax

purposes and in terms of employment law.

Who bears the administration costs will differ in different situations. In the engineering firms,

it was the line managers who faced the costs in terms of the time to locate contractors and

reach agreement with them on a contract. Human resources or other administrative staff bear

the costs of handling the transactions associated with payment. The latter typically also bear

the costs of compliance with various legislative requirements. The situation was similar in

cases A, B, and C of the energy industry, whereas D had more centralised contract

management

Are there signiftcant equipment costs? In some situations, the organisation may be able to

pass on signlficant equipment and other overhead costs to third parties through contracting. In

other situations, this will not be significant. In the case of meter readersn the significant items

were the vehicle and the hand-held computer. The former was a significant cost passed on to

the contractor and the company retained the latter. For engineers and draftspeople, the

significant factor was the computer. ln some cases, the company was able to pass these costs

on to others and in others the company preferred to provide the necessary equipment.

In summary, a financial cost analysis should be an integral part of employment structure

choice, and therefore it is surprising that managers in both of the industries studied here had

such a limited awareness of the actual financial costs. Calculation of the full range of costs

can be a complex exercise and this is even more the case when the nature of the work in

complex, highly interrelated with other work, and where costs are hidden or moved elsewhere

in the organisation.

Examining the Prospects for Acceptable Relationships

Examining the prospects for 'acceptable relationships' means determining whether the

particular employment structure being considered would be acceptable to both parties, and to

other relevant stakeholders. Acceptance is used here in a wider sense than if it were to be
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ta$en literally. One party might accept an employment arrangement perceiving little other

c$oice, and this may lead to outcomes that are less than optimal for both parties. Issues of
p$*rr may mean that one party may be able to dictate terrns and entering into relationships
that lack mutuality is likely to produce sub-optimal outcomes. Therefore, acceptance in this

context should mean acceptance beyond a minimum level of acceptability. The question

bfing addressed in this section is the extent to which the utility and engineering firms
cqbnsidered these issues when making their choices of employment and contracting.

A,jn important consideration in employment structure choice is how choices impact upon the

dpgree of trust between management and the workforce. Research by Pearce (1993) suggests

tlpat use of contractual workers leads to mistrust of the organisation, on the part of permanent

elnployees. According to Pearce, this mistrust stems from the fact that the contractors provide

vfisible evidence of 'low commitment' employment practices. Permanent employees, working
afongside contractors were brought face to face with the possibility that their own jobs might

one day be externalised. Trust can be developed through repeated contracting, but the longer-

term nature of an employment relationship is seen as being more conducive to the

development of trust (Ouchi, 1980).

This study did not directly investigate the impact that contracting had upon the trust of other

workers in the organisation. What was clearly evident was the mistrust and ill-feeling that

was encountered when utility companies attempted to change the terms and conditions of
employment and convert employees into conffactors. [n most cases, large amounts of mistrust

and ill-feeling emerged when management broached the subject of contracting out the

workforce. In company A, it led to mass resignations. The proposal to move to a contracting

system and the subsequent change of heart on the part of management damaged the level of
trust between the workers and management and resulted in their rejection of any employment

stmcture at all. In company B, the leaking of contracting plans heightened emotions, and

contributed to a legacy of mistrust. In company C, management did note some resentment at

the introduction of contractors, and the fact that one line manager refused to let his meter

readers be interviewed was indicative of the sensitivity of the issue. In company D, managers

and workers commented that there was a certain amount of mistrust and ill-feeling among the

fieldworkers generally, as well as the meter readers. Despite this, company D did a better job

of managing the situation than the others.

Negative reactions to contracting manifested themselves in some ways that were detrimental

to the organisation. Obviously the resignations at company A were harmful, but in the long

term they allowed a beneficial restructuring of the meter reader contracts. For companies B

and D, there was a change in attitude on the part of the workers that harmed the company in

various ways. As a former meter reader from B expressed it:

"The first tlting I'd say is stuff (company B). They've given me this contract and I'm
going to do it in the way I want to. I will retrieve their infurmation. If they leave me

alone, I'lI be happy."

At company D, mistrust became an issue as the meter readers believed that in setting up the

contracts, the company had miscalculated the numbers of meters, thus financially
disadvantaging them. They believed that the company had gone back on their word to

compensate them for any issues such as this. Mistrust was evident in several of the cases



where workers believed that they had been offered a contracting deal in a 'take it or leave it'
fashion.

The level of mistrust and ill-feeling may provide one explanation for why line managers were

dissatisfied with the performance of the meter reading contractors in cases B and D. These

difficulties did not appear to have been fully anticipated. It is likely that the attitudinal and

behavioural consequences of failing to manage the transition to a changed employment status

or establish trust among newcomers will harm the organisation. [n psychological contract

terms, the companies in this study did not pay much attention to transforming the 'old'
contract into a onew' one. The work of Rousseau (1996) provides guidance as to how

companies might go about making these kinds of transitions while maintaining elements of
commitment and trust.

There is a widespread assumption that the organisational psychology of contractors and

workers may differ @earce, 1993). While the difference may be difficult to pin down

conceptually and empirically, it nevertheless has strong intuitive appeal. In the chapter

reviewing literature on psychology, the psychological contracts framework was used to

integrate work related attitudes and behaviours to employment contract types. It was

suggested that contractors and employees might differ in terms of their commitment and

involvement with the organisation. Engendering loyalty and promoting teamwork among

contractors is likely to be difficult (Nollen & Axel, 1996). However, this study has shown that

it would be overly simplistic to assume that because one worked as a contractor that one

would be less committed. Almost universally managers and workers commented that much

depended upon the individual, suggesting that generalisations might be unwise. Certainly line

managers at Company D commented that they had the pleasure of working with some 'loyal'

and 'committed' contractors, and some contractors (former employees) commented that they

still felt a strong affinity to the company.

In the energy industry cases, the contractors being studied were norrnally former employees

and the contracting was tied to a specific event. In the engineering firms contracting was

ongoing and was with former employees as well as outsiders. Another difference was that the

contracts entered into by the companies with the workers were of short duration, from several

days to several months, rather than over several years. Companies might have several

contracts with an individual over the course of a year. Therefore, the contracting relationships

wsre much more flexible and easy for both parties to enter into and exit from. The

engineering firms had none of the difficulties experienced by the electricity and gas

companies of converting long-serving employees into contractors. However, 'relationship

acceptance' issues were evident. Creating the type of relationships that managers desired

created challenges in terms of the contractors and for those who were required to work with

them.

Managers reported that they sometimes had experienced difficulties with contractors with

whom they were unfamiliar. Repeated contracting with the same gloup of contractors was

seen as a good way of developing and maintaining positive working relationships. For this

reason, managers preferred to keep a list of workers with whom they were familiar.
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At the level of the work group, managers at all of the companies commented that the use of
cdntractors could be disruptive to the relationships within their work areas. The comments of
two line managers illustrate this:

"It has been my expeience that contractors catx be quite unsettlirtg.... they are

usually on a much higher rate paywise.... That can cause a bit of friction within the

company, so you have to be aware of that all the tinxe."

"... if you had a lot of contract staffthat really didn't fit the culture, it tends to create

a bit of a 'them and us' atm.osphere, which can be detrimental to teambuildfug on the

whole."

Clearly issues of equity and familiarity meant that working relationships were not always as

smooth as managers would have liked, and this may be regarded as a cost of using

contractors.

It should be notecl that it was not always the case that the company was dictating the terms of
the relationship. On occasions, it was the individual worker who was driving the choice of
contracting or employment (e.g. Osterman, 1987). Several managers gave examples of
situations where an individual was contracted to provide services when the company would

rather hire that person permanently. In such cases, the relationship may lack mutuality from

the point of view of the company. Another example, cited by a senior manager at company G,

was of a contractor who demanded a rate of pay at the top end of what the company was

prepared to pay. In such cases, this manager indicated that the relationship would be

terminated as soon as possible.

Performin g a relationshi p acceptance anal ysi s

How can organisations and managers ensure that the relationships they enter into with their

workers are acceptable to both parties, beyond a minimum level? Furthermore, what can be

done to ensure that these relationships endure over time? lrssons from the cases suggest

several approaches to these questions.

Wat is the worker perspective? It may appear obvious to suggest that there are benefits to

viewing matters from the perspective of the other person in a relationship. However, it seems

obvious from the experiences of managers in some of the cases that they lacked an awareness

of how their actions would be perceived and how workers would respond. A psychological

contract perspective is helpful in understanding some of the worker reactions to their work

situations. For example, clearly some of the meter readers perceived that their psychological

contracts had been violated in the shift from one employment structure to another.

Furthermore, some managers seemed to be surprised at some of the reactions that contractors

exhibited to aspects of the work relationships. For example, contractors at Company D were

unwilling to take on extra work without renegotiating the contract, and managers at that

company believed that they had failed to change their 'mindset'. It seemed as though

managers somewhat naively believed that they could switch to a 'transactional' contract while

continuing to enjoy the benefits of a more flexible and open-ended relationship. The failure of
some managers to fully consider the worker perspective also meant that they held paternalistic

assumptions about what would be good or desirable for the workers.
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Wat might other stakeholders think? Part of adopting a wider perspective involves

consideration of other stakeholders. In many situations, the views and attitudes of other

gfoups of workers will be important. In the engineering industry, the presence of limited

ntrmbers of contractors was accepted. However, managers were aware of problems that might

emerge from having too many contractors around and the impact of that on teamwork and

interpersonal relations. In the energy sectof, the changes to employment structures were

revolutionary and would have caused all workers to consider their future with the companies

concerned.

Adopting an even wider perspective, managers should be aware of the impacts of their

choices on other stakeholders. Some stakeholders may have direct interests, for example tax

authorities, or unions, or have less direct interests, such as the government. With regard to tax

authorities, several managers expressed concerns that their use of contractors might lead to

difficulties should the employment status of some of their workers be contested. In terms of

the wider political environment, the status of contractors, particularly those described as

'dependent contractors' has emerged as an issue for those concerned with this potentially

vulnerable group of workers. It is, therefore, possible that these groups of workers may be the

subject of moves towards increased government regulation in the future.

Wtat techniqnes can be used to help gain acceptance? In the energy cases, obtaining worker

qcceptance of contracting created difficulties. Without a doubt, if managers were to do it

again ttrey would do it differently. These cases, in particular, provide a guide to creating and

maintaining 'relationship acceptance' though what they did and failed to do. Managers at

Company D suggested that their efforts in providing training and support were central to the

success of contracting arrangements. Operating as a self-employed worker entails acquiring

some knowledge and skills and it may be in the interests of the company to assist the worker

in this regard. The role of communication is critical in the establishment of contracting

*ung"*nts as it is in their ongoing success. The difficulties experienced by Company B,

with the premature leakage of their contracting plans, illustrate the need to carefully

communicate and 'sell' changes to employment structures. Psychological contracts are highly

resistant to change, and exhortations to 'adopt a different mindset' are unlikely to be

sufficient to bring about the change needed. It is likely that greater levels of communication,

education, support, and where possible involvement, would increase the likelihood of genuine

acceptance of changes to psychological contracts.

For workers such as engineers and draftspeople, the communication and support needs were

different. Contractors commented that a 'good' company to work for might be one that

communicated the needs of the project clearly, that gave plenty of notice when services were

likely to be no longer required, that paid promptly for work completed, and that provided a

pleaiant work environment. The latter comment was contrasting to other situations where the

iontractor may be placed in an isolated corner of the workplace or in an unsatisfactory

workspace. Another positive factor was the opportunity to be involved in some social aspects

of the workplace during the contracting assignment. These factors, from a contractor

perspective, were ones that enhanced the relationship and made the contractor more willing to

repeatedly contract with that company,
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fq4 Summary

This section has provided a cross-case analysis of how managers evaluated the costs and

bgnefits of contracting and employment. It began with an overview of the key factors that

dfove overall decision-making and how this differed, both between the cases, and between the

two industries. The chapter then moved into a more detailed examination of the factors that

managers identified as being either costs or benefits of particular structure. The chapter

provided both a descriptive and a normative analysis. Taking as a logical starting point the

unit of work or job itself, the analysis examined the extent to which managers in each case

and in each industry had considered the match between employment structure and the

demands of the job. The discussion then considered what questions might have been asked,

had managers wished to perform an analysis in a more rigorous fashion, This cycle of

examining the analysis that managers performed and what analysis they might have

performed was repeated with regard to the nature of the work itself, competitive concerns'

iinancial 
"onc"*i, 

and finally, relationship concerns. This analysis has provided a solid basis

fpr more rational employment structure choice and provides a basis for suggesting when

dertain choices are more likely to be successful than others. This latter point is expanded upon

in Chapter Eleven.
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Chapter Ten

Cross-Case Analysis: Worker Perspectives

10.1 Objective and Overview

The objective of this section is to discuss worker perspectives on contracting and

employment, from cases A-D (the energy industry cases), and E-G in the engineering

industry. The chapter on worker choices of contracting arrangements offered several factors

that the literature suggests are relevant in evaluating contracting versus employment. These

factors provide an overall structure for the analysis. The chapter starts with an overall

commentary on they key drivers of worker decisions, before moving on to an examination of
various factors in more detail.

10.2 Worker Decisions - Energy and Engineering Cases

In response to the various initiatives introduced by managers in cases A-D, meter readers

were forced to make their own decisions about what best met their needs. As in the discussion

of management perspectives, the energy industry cases provide examples of a wide variety of
reactions, whereas in the engineering cases there was more similarity.

Company A provides an example of almost complete worker rejection of contracting as an

alternative to redundancy. As a group, they decided that they would rather accept the

redundancy offer than remain in the employment of company A. The exception to this was

one individual who saw contracting as an attractive option and it was agreed that he could

pursue that option. In this case, the key drivers of worker behaviour, for the majority, were an

attractive redundancy offer and anger at management attempts to break existing employment

relationships.

Mistrust and anger were also features of worker responses at Company B. The meter readers

had limited alternative options and approximately half accepted the contracting option. In

doing so, greater eaming potential and the opportunity to operate autonomously were key

reasons. Other workers did not find contracting sufficiently attractive and either accepted the

redundancy offer or in some cases were redeployed within the company.

At Company C the option was presented to workers as a trial and they were free of accept the

contracting deal or remain as employees. For those that chose to contract, greater earning

potential was a key factor, along with autonomy. At Company D, the meter readers accepted

the contracting option. As at the other companies, they tended to be long- serving employees

with few labour market alternatives. Faced with a choice between redundancy and

contracting, they chose the latter.

Workers in the engineering cases did not face radical restructuring of their employment like

the meter readers. As a detailed analysis below shows, a wide number of factors are relevant

in their decision-making. Drafting and engineering work is more highly skilled than meter

reading and requires both formal education and extensive experience. These workers had

more labour market power than the meter readers and had a higher degree of choice'
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nerally, they worked as contractors because they wanted to, rather than because it was the

ly option open to them. The key drivers for the workers in Cases E-G were the desire for

, the greater earning potential, and the desire for change.

Analysis of Costs and Benefits of Contracting and Employment - Worker

identified in the literature review as being important in worker decision-making were

tonomy, earning potential, security, change, human capital, involvement, situational

nstraints, and individual differences. The latter two factors will be considered first as they

hlad important effects upon how workers evaluated the other factors.

fhe decision regarding what employment structure best meets their needs takes place within

qonstraints. In some cases an arrangement might be freely chosen and in other case it might

be seen as the only or best option in difficult circumstances. For example, in the British study

dn self-employed by Hakim (1989), the third leading reason for transferring to self-

dmployment *ur that the respondent was unlikely to, or could not find, employment. The

qeventh leading reason was redundancy. To use the terms of Stanworth and Stanworth (1995)'

i[ is relevant to ask whether the move between employment structures is motivated by
,entrepreneurial pull' or 'unemployment push'. To ignore the situational constraints acting on

workers is to ignore the power imbalances that often exist between workers and

organisations.

A whole host of factors might act to constrain the choices made by workers. For meter

readers, the threat of unemployment was a clear factor where the option offered was

redundancy or a contracting deal. Not surprising, the majority of the meter readers put in that

position chose to continue with their work under the new arrangement. There were a couple

of interesting exceptions, After Company A reversed its decision to contract out' one worker

decided to accept the contracting offer. At Company C, the contracting deal was more of a

negotiated situation and workers who did not wish to become contractors were allowed to

continue as employees. At Companies B and D, the workers' choices were limited. As one

Company B contractor exPressed it:

"ht one way, nobody had a choice but in arxother way they did everything possible to

actually lrclp us become a self-employed contractor."

Several contractors commented that they really had little choice but to become contractors,

given their age, lack of skills, and limited employment prospects' However, as the above

comment illustrates, some of the companies took steps to assist workers in the transition. For

these workers, contracting was more of a way of continuing to do the work that they had been

doing for years, for a few more years. While no one was forcing them to become contractors,

the extent to which they were free to choose is questionable. Essentially, the move to

contracting was a *unug"-*nt initiative, and worker responses were driven by the threat of

unemployment. Although some managers thought they were providing the workers with an

excellent opportunity, it is clear that not all workers viewed it as such.
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Id contrast, contract engineers and draftspeople in this study were largely contractors though a

choice of their own, and not as a result of a contracting-out event initiated by the company'

Nevertheless, these workers identified issues such as family commitments, their financial

siltuation, and other factors that made working as a contractor or an employee more or less

attractive and more stressful. For other contractors it was the demands of travel and sporting

qfr"rt. that made employment less attractive. A contractor who enjoyed contracting was being

to consider employment as financial commitments forced him to find a more stable

ream of earnings, thus illustrating the changing nature of situational constraints. An

ineer whose wife had recently returned to the workforce provides another example. He

as now less constrained in his ability to choose his preferred employment structure and he

contracting over employment. Thus, the constantly changing life circumstances of each

vidual can have a powerful effect upon the choices that workers make'

lis paper does not attempt to canvass the vast array of literature that deals with the

ycliology of individual differences. Nor does the method applied in this study allow for

ts to be made about the psychological make-up of contractors or employees. [t is

, obvious that individuals differ with regard to personality, attitudes, ability, identity,

f-concept and emotions, and these factors will affect worker evaluations of various aspects

the employment or contracting experience.

example, different individuals in this study had completely different ways of looking at

evaluating such things as security. Several contractors had fatalistic views towards job

urity. They commented that it was a thing of the past and that employees were no more

ure than contractors. Security can be seen as something that can be gained through one's

r actions. For example, by maintaining a good base of contacts and by marketing oneself,

contractor can be relatively assured of a continuing stream of work. Thus, security was

ined by being active and 'in control' of the stream of work. An extreme example of this

sition was a contractor who commented that he could not be secure working for an

'ganisation where they was the prospect of him being made redundant' An opposite extreme

as the more traditional view that contracting was an activity lacking in security, and that

security was gained through employment. Because of this, contracting can be a

I activity.

learly contractors need to have at least a tolerance for security-related stress. It would seem

Lat those with an 'internal locus of control' might find the relative insecurity of contracting

more easy to deal with. Indeed, they may deem it to be more secure, based on their ability to

ntrol their stream of work.

Another example of how individual differences affect evaluation of the factors is in attitudes

towards changi. For some, the constantly changing nature of contracting work is attractive, as

is working in different workplaces each week and with an alray of different people. They like

being able to work on particular project, complete it, and move on to another. They may like

being able to work in several different companies during a week. Others may find such

unreienting change tiring. In fact, many of the contractors spoken to in this study were

working on projects of several weeks or months'
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The foregoing discussion illustrates that a consideration of individual differences must colour

one's overall consideration ofeach ofthe seven factors. Individual needs, preferences, and

abilities will affect each factor, and the following discussion reflects this'

Autonomv

The Collins Dictionary (1987) defines autonomy as a right or state of self-government, and

fiteedom to determine one's own actions and behaviours. Indeed, one of the defining features

of a contractor is that they are expected to work unsupervised and be self-managlng. In this

r$search, autonomy was conceptualised as having several components. These were the ability

td have control over how the work was actually done, the ability to chose the time and place

ttirat one would do the work, and the more generalised feeling of autonomy that comes from

vrlorking for oneself. Some individuals will have no particular desire for the kinds of
airtonomy described above, while others will have a strong desire for control over their own

{estiny. It is important to note that it is worker perceptions of autonomy that are being

cliiscussed here.

{'he literature review suggested that contracting offers a means to achieve significant

autonomy. The ability to work unsupervised and enjoy control over ones' work are often

considered key benefits (e.g. Rainbird, 1991). The challenge of working for oneself and the

holistic nature of work involvement can be considered advantages. Van Den Heuvel and

Wooden (1997) suggest that autonomy is central to job satisfaction in contractors. Expressing

it in various ways, several meter reading contractors suggested that autonomy was being

important. As one explained it:

" Personally I felt that being on contract was far better than being on wages. In tlrc

situatiott we had anyway.... You were your own boss, you did the same job, you did

not have tofill tlrc rest of the day if youwerefinished-"

According to another:

"The good thing was tlrc independ,ence. Another sort of psychological thing was that

intemally I went.from being the lowest grad.e employee to a self-employed

businessman. I was Chairman of the Board, Managing Director, aII at the same

time... I enjoyed doing it... doing my owtt tax, doing my own bookwork, and stufflike

that."

Another contractor commented:

"l enjoy the freedom of not being an employee. I feel that having your independence is

weII worth,while."

These comments illustrate that for some, greater autonomy was a desirable part of the

contracting experience. However, other meter readers pointed out that the nature of the job

was quite autonomous anyway, and that performing the work under contract did not add that

much. But, overall, autonomy was a strong theme.
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orking as a contract draftsperson or engineer can provide opportunities for greater levels of
aspects of autonomy. The desire for autonomy in its more global sense emerged as a

rong theme in this study. Most contractors offered various aspects of autonomy as being

fluential in their choice to work as contractors. For example, one contractor commented:

"Probably the most dominant (reasonfor contractitrg) is that I like to have control of
tny owtx destitty. I guess I have been around long enough that I feel I have less control

as an entployee."

contractors and former contractors commented that they liked the feeling of working

themselves. Autonomy can be seen as being about control over aspects one's life. As a

cbntractor stated:

"Absolutely, control. It is probably tlrc main reason why I do it. Contol over the

hours that I work to a certain degree, control over when I can take my holidays,

control over where I work and on what conditions I work, control over my income and

to be able to say 'this is my rate, take it or leave it'."

Another contractor commented on being able to have the choice of where to work and what

projects to get involved with. Another contractor, who had once been made redundant, felt

;hai contracting gave him control over his own destiny and the ability to avoid the experience

of ever being made redundant again. For this individual, having the ability to control one's

own destiny *ur key. For anothir, it was the self-reliance aspects of contracting work.

Aspects of autonomy featured prominently in contractors' explanations of why they chose

contraCting and Came across more strongly than other factors. However, responses for both

meter readers and engineers and draftspeople showed that two conflicting views were

predominant. On one hand, contracting.un b" seen as offering significant autonomy through

ihe experience of self-employment, being one's own boss, and the feeling of greater control'

The opposite perspective holds that contiacting offer little real autonomy and the 'being one's

own boss' is overstating the reality of the situation. Some workers in this study saw autonomy

as coming from the nature of the work and that a change in employment status would make

little difference. Therefore, autonomy could be used as a reason to seek out contracting, or as

a reason to seek out employment, given the contractor's continued dependence on large-scale

capital.

Flexibility

Contracting has the potential to offer greater flexibility than employment. Rather than being

locked into keeping th" hou.t designated by the employer, the contractor may be able to vary

their hours of work to suit. For several groups of people this has major benefits- For those

with significant non-work responsibilities and interests, there is a greater possibility to

manage time around those responsibilities and interests. The ability to manage child-rearing

respoisibilities is often cited as an advantage of contingent work arrangements (Polivka &

Nardone, I989). Other responsibilities and interests could include other business projects or

sporring and leisure acrivities. Contracting offers lifestyle advantages such as the possibility

o? extra vacation time and freedom from the nine to five routine.
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Fbr those whose services are in demand it is also possible that contracting offers them the

u$itlty to choose between projects, only accepting contracts involving the kind of work that

trfppens to suit them. Those promoting the benefits of contracting or self-employment often

ci]tl flexibility and lifestyle advantages. The ability to vary hours to accommodate

childrearing responsibility or sport or leisure activities is obviously a major benefit. However,

as with the literature on organisational flexibility, there are many types of flexibility and ways

o[ looking at flexibility issues. Flexibility can relate to day-to-day scheduling flexibility, or

more general flexibility to take time off and manage work-life balance issues.

The amount of flexibility that meter readers had varied according to the exact systems on

place. To some extent, the degree of flexibility depended upon how the reading cycle was

structured at each firm. As one contractor explained it:

" . . .. you were tied down to a strict routine anyway. There was not too much variation

tl?at you could. clo. Yott could not shift things around because you had dates to read

thittgs on. You could not go and do three weeks work in one week and then have wo

weeks off because it iust didn't work like that."

Meter reading contractors, however, enjoyed some flexibility in terms of work timing' As one

contractor expressed it:

" ... we were given a set of work to do and time frame within which to do the work and

bring it back in to the ffice to download it. If you did not want to ?et up until ten in

the morning it was OK as long as your work was in at a certabt time"'

Flexibility was a positive for meter readers as it related to organising their day, but a negative

as it related to wider issues such as planning ahead or taking time off work for a holiday' In

this regard, they had less flexibility than employees' The problem of finding cover for

themselves when they were unable to work or wanted to take a holiday was a major issue' A

former meter reader who did not accept a contracting alrangement commented that:

.One of the main drawbacks of having inclividual contracts was that the meter

readers were expected to prorid, their own relief, which is iust about impossible to

do. This was a big negative and I believe that some ... were looking at it thinking that

it might work and this was the biggest problent"'

As the above quotes illustrate, the operational requirements of individual contracting can

severely limit flexibility and impact greatly on th; worker's quality of life' This, combined

with the hard physical nature of the work, meant that the work could become debilitating'

One contractor described how one of his colleagues found the pressure of working aS a

contractor:

"It was too hard. We are a lot like posties you htow. We work rain or shine and it is

very hard. When we walkwe walkiery hard. It just got to the stage where she could

not take it anYmore."

Thus, individual contracting, in jobs like meter reading, is not necessarily a path to gleater

flexibility. Draftspeople and 
"ngin..r, 

echoed this mixed response to questions of flexibility'
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They identified a number of ways in which flexibility could occur. For example, this might

mean flexibility of working hours, the ability to pursue other interests or to take periods of
time off. In some contracting situations, the contractor would be expected to work on the job,

at a company's premises, sometimes as part of a team. Generally, contractors would not be

expected to keep the regular hours that employees did and therefore generally had greater

flexibility. As one contractor commented:

" ... as a contractor I could start work at three in the afternoon and work through the

night if that was easier for me rather than working from eight until five'"

Several contractors commented that travelling and overseas experience led them into

contracting. As one exPlained:

"I wanted the freedom and the mobility to work only for so many months and then

decide to go tiavelling. It was mainly the freedom, but tlrc increase in money was also

a factor."

On the other hand, contracting can be said to reduce flexibility in a number of ways. As one

contractor expressed it:

"It (flexibiliry) is a dream actually. Once you get involved with a client and start

working, yon're there and you've 7ot to work. They want you to work and you are

there to fitl a need of tlrcirs and they don't want you to take the afternoon offto go

fishing. I don't think that it is all that flexible quite frankly"'

Other contractors confirmed this view that contracting inhibits some aspects of flexibility' A

typical comment was:

"I am very ntuch tied dowtt to working probably as much as the employee if not more'

I always feet guilry about askhtg the employer for time off because of m1' limited time

in the ,o*poiy, so I always feel like the only times I can 7et off are between

contrQcts."

This contractor went on to talk about the difficulties of taking time off when he wanted to, for

holidays. So, clearly, contracting in the engineering industry is not a quick avenue to

increased work fleiibility. Howiver, if the contractor has some control over the timeframe in

which the work needs to be done, or is in a position to manage the breaks in between

contracts, then flexibility is enhanced.

There were differences in opinion over whether working as a contractor offered greater

flexibility to the worker. Cliarly, it depends on what type of flexibility one is talking about,

how important it is to the individual, and the constraints of the situation.

On one hand, flexibility can provide an argument in favour of contracting through being able

to choose the hours of work, to choose where to do the work, to take time off for personal

interests or extended periods of time off for overseas travel. In contrast, some saw the

flexibility aspecr as iliusory and indicated how the demands of contracting can take away

flexibility from one's life. Some contractors pointed out how the demands of the client often
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took precedence over their own time, even their own personal time at the weekend. Some

employing organisations had an expectation that the contractor would keep the same hours as

employees. Thus, for both meter reading and engineering workers, contracting is a two-edged

sword.

Human Capital

Firms often make investments in their employees in the form of training and development

opportunities. For workers in highly skilled occupations, these investments can be vital in

ensuring their continued viability in the labour market. Failure to take steps to enhance

knowledge, skills, and abilities may mean that not only will one not be in a position to seek

advancement, but that one might be left with obsolete skills. Generally, contractors must

make investments in their own training and development. lnvestments in skills by the firm are

less likely and opportunities to develop marketable skills will be incidental (Rousseau &
Wade-Benzoni,1994). The study by Rainbird (1991) found that the self-employed in her

sample had difficulty making provision for their own training-

From a worker perspective, human capital is all about their future employability. Despite the

fact that meter reading does involve a certain amount of skill, the skill and knowledge gained

though doing this work is largely firm-specific, and therefore does not greatly enhance the

worker's viability in a wider labour market. This situation is little different whether the work

is performed as a self-employed contractor oJ as an employee. In a wider sense, however'

contracting does add to human capital through the experience of operating a business. For

example, the contractor from Company B who talked about the developmental aspects of

operating his own business found it enhanced his human capital in a more general sense.

Furthermore, it is likely that this worker, empowered and educated from his experience of

contracting, might be in a better position to pursue other opportunities. Indeed, this worker

talked about going into business for himself doing work completely unrelated to meter

reading and the energy industrY.

Therefore, contracting versus employment made little difference to the human capital of the

meter readers. Contraiting did, however, offer opportunities for development of a set of skills

and competencies related to running a business.

For engineers and draftspeople, contracting can be seen as offering opportunities to enhance

human capital in some important ways. For example, it can provide a wide variety of

challengei and provide opportunity for exposure to different types of work and techniques.

Several contractors pointed out that, in a general sense, contracting could offer an advantage

in terms of exposing the worker to a wider variety of work experiences. However, learning

opportunities depended on the job. As one contractor expressed it:

"(In) some of the jobs, the company or lhe person in charge would invest some tinte

even though I was a contractor. But I am talking about on-the-spot leaning, not

fficial coltrses."

Several contractors, in the drafting area, commented on how they had to teach themselves.

One commented that he spent a lot of time training himself and that it was a style of learning
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suited him. He added that the experience of working as a contractor was also

developmental in a more general sense:

"... it was a buildhtg exercise, dealing with people, asking for money and all tlxat sort
of stuff."

One contractor commented how contracting enabled him to push himself and develop new

skills. He commented that he looked for particular kinds of jobs to develop particular kinds of

skills. Another former contractor commented that he liked being pushed into situations that

forced him to the edge of his comfort zone. As he expressed it:

"One of the beauties of contacting was the job variety, the exposure to a lot of
dffirent areas and tlmt is something that quite ofien bings contractors in here,

gefting experience that they would ttot otherwise have."

Another contractor commented on the advantage of getting to work in many different

organisations:

"I can work in a number of companies getting experience all the tinrc within dffirent
areas. I gain more experience by working in numerous companies. I get to 9et a

feeling of how different companies work and best methods. So when I 8o to another

company I can say I've done this and I think this is actually better because I have had

past experience."

Clearly, contractors were able to enhance their human capital though informal learning,

seeking out opportunities, and experiencing a wide variety of work. Despite this, contracting

can be seen as having detrimental effects on human capital. As a former contractor, now a

senior manager, pointed out, contractors are often re-engaged at the same status and do not

get the opportunity to develop general management and project management skills. One's

career as a contractor can plateau according to one's previous technical experience and

movement into management positions is less likely. This senior manager added that

conrracrors *" 
"ngugld 

to bepart of project teams rather than to lead them, meaning that the

contractor has fewer opportunities to influence how the work is done.

Access to training and development opportunities and the development of skills on the job are

critical to 'knowledge workers' such as draftspeople and engineers. Attending formal training

and gaining qualifications is more difficult for contractors as they must pay for it themselves,

orgunir. itihlmselves, and forgo earnings during the training. Several contractors commented

on the difficulties of upgrading skills and lack of access to formal training. As one explained:

"You really lmven't got tinte to go and train yourself because you are working on a

project ancl you can'| just say 'I'm lmving two weeks off to go and train'. The other

thing is training for a contractor is really expensive. You are double hit because you

are paying $2000 for a week course plus losing the amount of time you were

employed... sa I find it hard to swallow"'

Aside from formal training, contractors miss out on mentoring and peer relationships that can

form in a more stable work environment. As a contractor expressed it:
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"You do miss out. You d.on't have a peer relationship if you like. Some professional

engineering consultancies have a graduate and peer relationship system, and they

have a senior engineer looking after them, nmpping out their whole career path up to

registration level. You don't have that obviously if you are a contractor and I am

aware of that.

d major implication of the contracting experience is that it implies self-responsibility for

tlarning and skill development. Several contractors detailed the steps that they had taken to

elnsure-that their skills were current and being further developed. These included doing things

such as studying part-time, self-training on new software, subscribing to trade publications,

dnd seeking out people who are willing to share their expertise and knowledge'

Therefore, contracting clearly offers potential for enhancing human capital through the variety

of work experience, und g.n.rally through the experience of operating as a business in one's

dwn right. Ho*"uer, by choosing contracting, contractors are turning their backs on

tiraditional career progression, and moving into positions of greater management

iesponsibility within a firm. Contractors can, sometimes with difficulty, maintain and

develop their knowledge and skills through taking responsibility for their own learning' One

,*n *uk" a case for contracting as either enhancing or depleting human capital. Contractors

appreciated the developmental aspects of the variety of work assignments, the on-the-job

learning opportunities and being ubt" to actively seek out chatlenging work assignments. The

"omment, 
of some contractors showed an awareness of the dangers of contracting in this

regard.

It is likely that both situational and individual factors colour worker assessments of the

importance of human capital clevelopment as a factor in contracting decisions. At a situational

level, we can see how some workers were fortunate in being able to access development

opportunities on particular assignments in particular companies. At an individual level, those

workers with more experience may be less affected by lack of company-provided training'

I-ess experienced *ork".* will be more vulnerable, and their needs for development will be

greater. Concem to progress into management and supervisory roles will also be related to

individual-level factors. As with the other factors identified here, human capital

considerations provide an important basis for choice between employment and contracting,

conditioned by situational and individual factors.

Earnins Potential

As previously stated, one of the most obvious benefits of some contracting arrangements is

the increased earning potential. Firms typically pay a premium to make short-term prqect

type work artractive- The financial benefits of contracting include the opportunity for taxation

and other benefits such as the operation of a company vehicle and the claiming back of work

related expenses. Contractors can be more directly rewarded for the work that they do' That

same excellence may not be rewarded to the Same extent or in the same way within the

confines of a standaid employment relationship. As a contractor is generally paid by the job

and not by the hour, they1nuy Ut prepared to work longer hours in order to maximise their

income.



the contractor able to ensure a continuous supply of work, there is a good possibility of
ings exceeding those that would be expected from standard employment. However, the

tractor bears an element of risk involved in ensuring a continuous supply of work. This

s that there is something of a trade-off between the possibility of higher wages and the

pfssibility of irregular wages. In other words, there is a trade-off between the stability of
income and the amount of income. Furthermore, the contractor is not paid for time spent not

working such as on holidays or sickdays.

Meter readers agreed that contracting did offer the benefit of increased earnings. For some

individuals, the increase was dramatic and for others less so depending on the nature of their

contract. Some commented that while their increased earnings may look impressive when

tAken as an hourly rate, the earnings would not look so impressive if one took into account all

of the hours required running a business. If one factored in administrative time, for example,

the hourly rate would be closer to what one might earn as an employee. A full accounting

would also include other monetary and non-monetary benefits that the workers might have

enjoyed as employees.

Several of the workers in the study had gone from being employed to contracting, to being

employed again. One such worker considered eaming potential to be the main consideration:

"More money involved, that's number one. But other than that I must admit there's

not much dffirence really betvveen the iob structures."

In his 'new' job as an employee of a meter reading company, he is paid by the meter, whereas

before as an employee (of the Gas Company) he was paid by the hour. Interestingly, while his

employment relationship went from employment to contracting, to employment by a

contracting company, he continued to read the same meters in the same territory. A colleague

of the above contractor commented that, as a contractor, he had 'never earned so much in is

life'.

Another worker stated that his income had almost doubled under the contracting arangement.

Interestingly, this individual (this time at an Electricity Company) then saw his income

slashed when he became an employee of the meter reading company that took over the work

when the contract with ex-employees was not renewed. Another contractor commented that

the money was not such a large factor:

"Not really because I was on a very good salary with (Company). I had reached the

top of the tree. By the time I added on all the superannuation and the sick pay and all
the gratuities and the bonuses and things that they had going, I reckon it worked out

that I was on about $21 an hour whichwas good money."

Other workers acknowledged the increased earning potential of contracting arrangements, but

for them this was not enough of a factor to overcome other concerns that they had about

becoming self employed.

For the draftspeople and engineers, earning potential came through as a major factor in the

]decision to contract. There was universal agreement that contracting offered greater earning

potential, with variability of market conditions obviously a factor in the level of economic
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apvantage. Furthermore, each contractor is able to attract a greater or lesser rate for his or her

sbrvices depending on skills or the demands of a particular job. For example, a draftsperson

than he would as an employee. In contrast, a draftsperson with a more basic level

skills and experience commented that a 30Vo earnings advantage would be anticipated.

contractor linked earning potential to autonomy, as being a contractor allowed one to

ary one's income, to seek extra work when desired and have greater control over income.

is ability to increase earnings through working extra hours or to be paid for every hour that

worked was a major factor for many. A typical comment was:

"The money thing comes in a close second. If I were an employee I wouldn't have the

earning potential I have now. That is a good thing and I can control that. lf I don't
want to workfor afew weeks, then I clon't hsve to. If I want to work 60 hours a week

for 3 or 4 weeks, then I can."

at another way, contracting can appear less attractive. A former contractor

that, from a financial perspective, contracting and employment were something to

: weighed up carefully, due to the associated risk. A former contractor, who had moved into

management position, commented that he had moved into employment with the firm

of some long-term financial benefits, rather than the short-term financial benefits of

ing. He commented that by becoming an employee, he was able to get to the stage of

ing a shareholder in the comPany:

"... and that was the motivation for tossing in the contracting. There were some

financial implicatiotts, but in tlrc long ternx, I think that the move I made has been

probably beneficial."

Employees at Company E had the possibility of becoming shareholders in the firm, thus

prouiAing an opporrunity to share in the profits of the firm. However, this factor did not

"*.rg" 
in other interviews. Several contractors commented that, taking everything into

account, the financial benefits were not particularly great when one took into account such

things as holidays, time of for sickness, vehicle operating expenses and other costs of

business. One contractor summed up the views of several in commenting:

"sometimes it is better but ttot that muclt better because you've got to forfeit holiday

pay. You've got to forfeit sick pay, andyou are not always definitely going to have

work. The bbnont line is you make more money, but only marginally more and that

probably is because you might work longer hours, or put in more."

In summary, there are clearly financial incentives for being a contractor, and these accrue in a

number of different ways. However, the benefits may appear greater than a closer

examination might reveal. Despite the fact that some employees appeared jealous of the

contractor's higher hourly rate of pay, contractors seemed to appreciate that these earnings

come at a cost. Most contractors acknowledged earning potential as an important factor in

their decision to contract, but not aS the most important factor.
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Flmployment arrangements vary in the extent to which the offer predictability and stability, or

rt'rore generally, change. An arrangement with little change may be characterised by a stable

attachment to the firm, continuity of income, predictability of time and place of working,

srability of co-workers, predictability of career path, or stability of type of work. While
contracting arrangements generally offer less stability and more change, the contracts offered
to the meter readers did not expose them to a great deal of change. On the contrary, in most

cases they continued to do the work exactly as they had been doing as employees, but in a

fixed-term contract. Cleady some found the latter change to their employment status

threatening and unacceptable. Others went along with the contracting arrangements but were,

according to management, resistant to further attempts to get them to change the way they

worked (for example the contractors at Company D not taking on other meter reading work).

Draftspeople and engineers experienced greater change and instability than the meter readers

in this study. Contractors could not be sure exactly when and where their services would be

required, and while some contracts may last several months, a stream of different workplaces,

colleagues, and work assignments would be the norrn.

Despite the fact that a certain amount of stability in working life might be desirable, the

unpredictable nature of some contracting work can be attractive. For some, the constant

change and variety of contracting may be a positive or a least something that can be tolerated,

while for others more stable work arrangements may appear attractive. However, it should be

noted that the project nature of work in engineering consultancies meant that there was a

reasonably constant amount of change naturally occurring. Some contractors offered the

desire for change as a positive factor, although not an overwhelmingly influential one, as this

typical quote illustrates:

"I enjoy the variety and learning new skilts aII the time and learning things from
other people. Tlrc people that you are workhtg with are a key thing as weII' Every

ffice that I work in I learn somethittg dffirent."

A former contractor, now a line manager, commented that a positive feature of the experience

of contracting was that it forces the person to push themselves into new and uncertain

situations.

Working as a contract engineer or draftsperson requires of the worker at least a degree of
tolerance for change. Some acknowledged that the constant change and instability is a reason

that some might avoid contracting. For example, a former contractor, now an employee,

commented that increased stability was a factor in switching to employment. While the

changing nature of contracting work did have positive aspects, it was also tiring. As she

commented:

"I was tired of not quite knowing where I'nt going to be next week' I was tired of
being the new face on the block, always being the new person and lmving to make that

effort."
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t{ot att types of contract offer the potential for a great deal of change. However, for those who

t{rrive on change or at least have a tolerance for it, contracting can appear an attractive

efnployment structure. For those with less tolerance for change or with a desire for stable

{ork experiences, employment may be more attractive, and contracting may be stressful.

Qhange was clearly an important factor in workers' choices, and for some it was a decisive

fhctor. For most, however, the degree of change was described as a positive factor in the

lxperience of contracting.

$ecurity

Security can be operationalised as a generalised feeling, or perception, that there is a

continuous supply of work available. To choose to work as a contractor, to varying extents, is

tp choose a less secure option. Despite rhetoric about the end of jobs as we know them, and

dcknowledging that no job is truly 'permanent', the reality is that employment does carry with

i[ a large amount of de facto security. This security comes in the form of the legislation that

applies to employees and protects them from the excesses of exploitative employers. The

ability of firms to terminate the employment of individuals without reasonable cause is

legally proscribed. Furthermore, the termination of employment often comes with some form

of financial compensation that eases the separation between the individual and the

organisation, and allows the individual time to find new avenues of employment. Security is

likely to be more important to some individuals than others, and it should be noted that it is

perceived security that is being discussed here.

Unlike other some other contractors at the energy companies, meter readers were offered

some degree of security. They knew how many meters there were to be read within their

territories, how often they needed to be read, and how much they got paid per meter.

Therefore their income was fairly constant throughout the contract period. In most cases, they

were offered a three-year contract to get them established as contractors. However, despite the

relatively secure contracting arrangement that was offered, one worker chose to remain as an

employee of Company C due to the greater security he saw there:

"At that stage I was 54 and it was a three year contract with no (guarantee ofl
renewal. I c-ould stay on and get my (retirement beneftt) and the job would probably

be safe until 60 at least and then I could look at retirement'"

Most of the contractors agreed that contracting entailed a gteater degree of stress than

employment. However, iishould be noted that several contractors commented that they had

previous experience in self-employment and this reduced their anxiety about it.

Engineers and draftspeople had mixed feelings about the security involved in contracting and

"-ploy111"nt. 
On one hand, contracting can provide its own sense of security, and security in

the traditional sense can appear less relevant. Being self-employed and being in control over

ones' own working life can provide security of its own. In addition, some contractors had a

somewhat fatalistic view of the level of security offered by employment. As an employee

pointed out:
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"You could say that it (employment) does give you job security but... we are aII on a

month's ttotice here. So the only thing we have that a contractor doesn't is maybe four
weeks (notice)."

$everal other contractors agreed that there was no longer such a thing as job security. The

insecurity they encountered was financial insecurity. As one contractor expressed it:

"If you change that from job securiry n ft.nancial security, then I can understand the

stresses that people suffer. I've certainly stffired lots of stress financially and

emotionally during the times when there hasn't been a lot of work."

For others, security was not an issue and it was something that they coped with. As a former

contractor commented:

"That never worried me. I think because of my liftsryIe,... because I was travelling. I
don't have any financial commitments. lt might be dffirent if I had a mortgage or

', kids or something like that. I'm not worried because I hzow I can ftnd work"'

I

rilearly life circumstances and confidence in being able to find work have a major impact on

{tre levet of security that is perceived or desired. Having this confidence provided its own

$ense of job security. One contractor provided a typical comment:
I

I| "l think when you first set out to be a contractor, it can be quite nerve racking.

Again, it depends on how you build up your relationships with people, how weII you

di your job and what sort of reputatian you have and the networks that you develop.

If you do aII of those things correctly andthoroughly enoughyouwill build up your

Ievel of confidence and reassurance th(tt you can 7et farther work."

For others, contracting appeared less secure and more stressful than being employed. Several

rcontractors and former contractors commented that insecurity was a factor in preferring

lemployment. One worker commented that his switch to employment was driven by a desire

for greater security in the face of a shortage of work. A common theme from interviews withrvr Ervslvr

contractors was the stress of working in a less secure position. For example, being married

with dependants and financial commitments created pressures to maintain flow of income.

lThe level of desired security and individuals' abilities to deal with the stress of less secure

employment arrangements is important in choices of employment structures. The stresses of

working as a contractor came through from all but one of the contractors. Other contractors

commented on how personal life circumstances made the insecurity of contracting more or

less bearable:

"I think it is rislcy, you never know where your next job is coming from. You very

much live from contract to contract. I ant very luclq in that I am married with a wife

who can pick up casual work quite easily. Now that we are both working again, with

children, it is not such an issue if I don't have work."

One contractor suggested that the stress brought on by insecurity and uncertainty is the major

reason why people choose to avoid contracting.
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ln summary, workers in this study challenged the conventional wisdom that contracting is less

sbcure. Some were unworried about the lack of security, and some suggested that there was

security to be found through contracting. It was often pointed out that employees had little

r*rore real security than contractors On the other hand, some workers were aware of their

ihsecure status as contractors and worried about their futures.

Involvement

Employment and contracting offer contrasting prospects for involvement with the

drganisation.By 'involvement' is meant opportunity to become a full member of the social

:ind operational fabric of the organisation. To use Rousseau's (1995) terminology of insiders

Jnd outslders, being an insider implies becoming a full member of the organisation and being

i[rvolved not just in many aspects of the work process but in the social milieu as well. Being

an outsider implies exclusion from some aspects of workplace activity and an involvement

directed primarily to the task at hand. Contractors are often not fully involved in workplace

gvents as they are often temporary and there are often different expectations of their level of

lnvolvement. Contractors are often seen as not being part of the organisation and hence may

tniss out on the affiliation and identification process that comes from belonging to something.

Attached to this is the possibility that members of the organisation might treat contractors

with some ambivalence.

by tne nature of their work, meter readers are somewhat remote from the organisation' In

bo-" ,.nr"s they are outsiders regardless of their employment status. Contractors indicated

lhut thry had few problems with the resr of the employed work force. Several indicated that

hny indication of diff"r"n." was limited to the occasional remark. One contractor commented

that there might have been a certain amount of suspicion on the part of workers who remained

as employees:

"We were working harder than they were of course. It worried them that they may be

expected to work as hard QS we were'"

The extent to which companies treated contractors differently to employees differed. For

example, contractors ut.o-puny D were treated as if they were employees, while those at B

did not get invited to company events'

A line manager at Company A suggested that meter readers are typically independent people,

so for them being an 'outsider' may not be as much of a major factor as it might be for other

groups of workers. For one contractor in particular, cutting ties with the company and being

self-employed was a positive experience, and less stressful:

".... just having the listance from working from lrcme and movittg away from the

employee - boss relationship lzas relieved a lot of that'"

Notwithstanding the above comments, involvement was not a major factor in meter reader

choices of empl,oyment structure. It did, however, emerge as more of a factor with the

draftspeopl" und engineers. Several contractors commented that an aspect of contracting that



liked was the lack of involvement with the political side of organisational life. A typical

" One of the things that I really appreciated about going out and working for myself

was (that) I don't have to play those political Sames anymora"

Conversely, one contractor regretted the sometimes-narrower contribution that contractors are

able to make because they are not fully integrated with the business. As she commented:

"They feel that we are lrcre for a specific project, not here for anything other than the

project we are working on, so often our contribution to staffmeetings is not

necessary. In fact, I've very rarely been invited to staff meetings anywhere I've
worked. I've kind of regrened it in some ways because I feel that our contribution

could be quite valuable and it does make you feel like a bit of an outsider."

fine factor that can highlight the contractor's status as an outsider is with interpersonal

flicts and jealousies between them and the employed workforce. Most contractors in this

commented that they had experienced very little in the way of conflict or interpersonal

ifficulties with permanent staff. However, all commented that there was possibly some

nderlying resentment at times, over the fact that they are higher paid for doing essentially the

work. One contractor commented that some people had a tendency to look down on

, due to their temporary status, although this was rarely overt.

ng more involved and being part of a workplace is attractive to some people. Several

mployees commented that they liked being more involved in the workplace than was

orlibl" or likely in a contracting relationship. Therefore, for those who seek closer working

relationships and to become more embedded in the organisation, employment may appear a

more attractive option. Equally, contracting can appear more attractive for those desiring a

more arms-length relationship where there is no need to become involved in aspects of

organisational life not directly related to the task in hand. In choosing a desired level of

involvement, individual factors are likely to be key determinants.

10.4 Summary

This chapter has presented an analysis and discussion of worker perspectives on contracting

and empioyment across all of the case studies, and identified key factors in their decision-

making. The two groups of workers faced very different sets of circumstances when making

choices about contracting and employment. The meter readers were forced to respond to

management initiatives towards contracting, whereas the engineers chose contracting for a

wide variety of reasons and at various times in their careers. The degree of choice and the

relative labour market power of the two groups were also very different, thus providing an

interesting contrast in how they evaluated the merits of one arrangement over another'

The analysis suggested that there are seven key factors that are influential when a worker is

considering whether contracting or employment might best meet their needs. Each of these

factors can be used to make a case in favour of contracting or employment. It was interesting

to note that workers often had markedly different perceptions of the role that each factor

played in their thinking about employment. For example, some considered job security to be
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velyir,relev,anJ, and hdeed, an outdated concept. Others sawseeurity as being important

Itrilked ts a deoiniofl to,,prefoJemplogm,ent.,Oftets'saw eecuri{y as bei!,g something to be

througfionds own aetiorw ruherthm though membechip of an organisation. In
g the-ss di,ff-ene_ncss, Sds chapter has suggestod that nro differeit oets of fhctoru auy

felsvant. [t has suggested that,forces er(terilal to ttre indiv,idual, rsifirbtional factors'n will
rcsponsgs to, md the irnportance of, eaeh of the seven fdotor$. It has also suggesbd that

'individual fastorr', such as personality and personal preferences, will also haMe an

role to play- Howev,er, despite the fact that wsrkers oho.ice are highly personal and

ly driven, ii. is possible to identify key factors diiving decisisns and thesdse about

powibilities for employnoent reladonslaips that arcmutua.lly accoptable frorn the

lpectives of both B rx to that relationship. It ie with this end it rnind that we turnto the

ehapter.
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Chapter Bleven

Discussion and Conclusions

1.1 Objective and Overview

objective of this section is to discuss manager and worker perspectives on choices of
ployment structures in the two sets of case studies, and to draw together the main findings.

does this by way of two theoretical models and a discussion of key themes from this

s chapter builds upon the analysis chapters by proposing two models that map the key

with regard to management and worker analysis of the costs and benefits of alternative

ployment structures, and how this might be used to improve decision-making. Several sets

f theoretic propositions arising from the discussion are outlined. The discussion then moves

integrating the worker and management perspectives. The attention here is upon the

ibilities for 'mutuality', the possibilities for mutually satisfactory contracting and

loyment choices. Again, several theoretical propositions emerge from the discussion. The

lance of this chapter discusses a number of key themes that have emerged from this

;earch. the areas in which this thesis has made a contribution, and areas for further research'

1..2 Management Choices: A Theoretical Model

results section showed that what triggered management consideration of alternative

ployment structures in each set of cases was somewhat different. In the energy cases, it
ai industry reform and the ensuing pressures to respond to a highly competitive market'

his meant that Companies A - D had to consider how they could drive costs down and

ncrease productivity. In large part, they sought competitive advantage through reducing costs

introducing contracting where possible. While cost considerations were paramount,

isions were rarely made with detailed analysis of financial cost implications or of the

ny other implications that this research has suggested are relevant when assessing the

merits of contracting and employment. This lack of careful consideration led in most cases to

initial attempts at contracting that were neither successful nor enduring. Only Company A

conducted anything resembling a thorough analysis. Furthermore, this analysis was only

performed on the initiative of a line manager and in the face of recommendations to the

contrary. Overall, the decision-making appeared haphazard and driven by factors other than

tional requirements. While a significant range of factors were identified as being costs

and benefits of contracting, the decision to contract was driven by short-term cost reduction,

ideological and philosophical concerns, and a desire to simplify organisational structures and

systemi. ln several of the cases, the costs of contracting appeared to outweigh the benefits,

pointing to poor analysis on the part of management. This research suggests that when a

ihoi"" of employment structure is driven by factors not related to the job itself that success is

unlikely.

In the engineering consulting firms, where no widespread industry reform was present, the

key driveis for considering alternative employment structures were workload variability, and

skill demand variability. These factors demanded that the organisation have mechanisms to
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provide numerical flexibility. In these cases, employment structure choices were driven by

pragmatic concerns of workload management. In none of the cases had management given

detailed consideration to the many other implications suggested above. In none of the cases

was there a co-ordinated approach to the management of contractors. Several line managers

oommented on the lack of systems and processes for managing contractors. As a result, most

managers relied on informal lists of contacts, and managed contractors in their own way.

Illowever, as their decisions were driven by an operational level appreciation of the work

dituation, the use of contractors worked reasonably well, and produced outcomes that were
jenerally satisfactory from the perspective of management. This shows, the effectiveness of
dfre 'federalist' management structure (Boxall & Steeneveld, 1999) common in these firms.

I

fhir r"*"*ch has suggested that managers deciding between alternative employment

$tructures should analyse four main aspects. This section encapsulates these analyses in a

$eneral model suitable for application in a range of different employment settings. This thesis

fias shown how the framework can operate with regard to two very different groups of

{vorkers in two very different industry settings. However, despite the general applicability of

ihe analysis, the detail will obviously vary on a case-by-case basis. No model could hope to

fnecifV 
every possible variable or factor.

I

h model that tries to analyse or explain aspects of employment relationship or their formation

[nust take account of the contextual or environmental forces that inevitably shape those

[elationships. The introductory chapter of the thesis outlined some of the major forces and

Itrends present in the New Zealand context. The literature review used the work of Beer et al

lf f gS+lio explain how HRM policies and practices should be designed and implemented to

lu..ount for a variety of situational factors, both internal and external to the firm. Among

ith.r. factors were workforce characteristics, business strategy, labour market conditions,
junions, task technology, and laws and societal values. Other contextual factors were also

ldiscussed in that section, both relatively concrete and specific, and those that are part of the

lwider political, legal, moral, cultural, and economic environment in which businesses must

lop.rur". In the intJrests of parsimony, Model A categorises the forces using two sets of
jcont"^tuat influences suggested by Boxall (1995). These are economic and technological

I forces, and social and political forces.
I

I O u*i",n of economic and technological forces might affect employment decisions. For

l.^u.pt.. managers should be aware of the general economic forces that might impact on their

I Uurin"5. In thJcontext of an industry that is sensitive to fluctuations in economic conditions,

I such as engineering, this may lead to reluctance to hire employees. A buoyant economy may

I uff""t labour markit conditions and create shortages of labour. Highly competitive market

I conditions can also influence management choices, and clearly did so for the energy

I companies. Gospel (lgg2) notes that capital market structures and conditions can be a factor

] of significance. For example, the nature of the ownership or shareholding arrangements may

I .r"u[ pressures for more immediate returns on investments, possibly at the cost of longer-

I ,"rrn investments in people. Constantly changing technology has obvious implications for

] ,nuno*"rr' choices as the nature of the demand for labour may change or demands that the
I orguni-isotion might have of that labour in terms of knowledge, skills and abilities might

change. It also provides opportunities to get work done in different ways and in different

places. Managers of meter readers were aware of the future impact of technology upon that

work, and noted that technology would soon supplant human labour. Managers in the



ng industry were aware of the constant stream of new software, and other

novations in their field.

and political forces also provide a context that shapes decision-making. A number of
could be subsumed under this heading. Boxall (1995) identifies social norms and

onventions as being a factor, and gives as an example societal notions of what constitutes

irness and justice in employment relations. Another example might be demographic

that may influence the extent to which ceftain types of employment relationship are

as desirable or acceptable. For example, a more educated workforce or a more diverse

orce increasingly trying to balance work and non-work priorities, might create pressure

non-traditional forms of employment relationship. Political changes may influence the

I framework within which employment relationships are formed. Political factors were

direct cause of the restructuring and the volatile nature of the energy sector in the 1990s.

ng that the decisions managers make regarding employment and contracting are

ndirectly or more directly shaped by a wide variety of contextual factors, let us examine

iome of the more specific factors that management might consider. These form the heart of
odel A.
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The model suggests that decisions regarding whether to use employees or individual self-

dmployed contractors should be taken after conducting four separate but interrelated analyses.

section that follows suggests elements that ought to be included in these analyses. No one

of analysis will provide all of the answers, or indeed all of the questions that should be

ked. This section considers both industries together. In incorporating two very different

ies, groups of workers, and work situations, this discussion attempts to draw lessons

t have wide applicability while at the same time recognising the vast diversity that exists in

specific context in which such decisions are made.

ork process analysis (WPA) should investigate factors related to the job itself, the

nterdependencies of the job, the supervisory requirements, and factors related to the

and process. The results section suggested that managers should ask questions

g rheir need for flexibility and the ongoing need for labour or variability of demand

labour. This provides a strong argument for contracting with engineering and drafting

but not with meter reading. Other questions about the work should include whether the

ob in question is a discrete unit of work. Questions here relate to whether the work in

uestion is a discrete 'chunk' of work that can be 'detached' and performed in relative

solation to other tasks. Does the work involve a high level of firm-specific skills where a

table anangement is needed that retains those skills within the firm? Questions should also

asked whether the firm needs to be able to control how the work is done, both in terms of
tputs and processes. There was evidence from the cases that management were concerned

the use of contractors where customer contact occurs, and where the behaviour of the

reflects upon the organisation. Related to this is the kind of performance that is being

ght. Among the behavioural implications of employment contract choice are how different

incentivise productivity and performance. While this link is a complex one, there is

idence from the cases that some arrangements failed to incentivise the kinds of behaviours

managers wanted. Other questions to be asked in the WPA relate to the need for
functional flexibility, and how employment structures impact on the ability of management to

move workers around and redeploy them on a variety of tasks. Finally, questions should be

asked regarding whether the firm has the managerial capabilities to manage the employment

relationships in question.

model of employment structure choice proposed here allows us to theorise about the

likelihood that a chosen employment structure will be successful. Focusing on contracting,

the overall proposition here is that the use of a contracting structure is most likely to

successful when this choice is based upon a careful WPA. This, in turn, allows us to make

several sub-propositions regarding the success of this employment structure. Contracting is

more likely to be successful when:

o the unit of work contains low numbers of interdependencies
o the work requires generalised rather than firm-specific skills
o the performance requirements of the work are clearly identifiable
o there is low need for management control over work performance
o there is a need for numerical flexibility
o there is low need for functional flexibility
. there is a need for a high intensity of performance

2s3



o workers are able to be chosen from a known pool of candidates

o there is little need for customer contact
o the work is of limited duration.

Competitive Analysis
Competitive Analysis (CA) should be an examination of the set of management philosophies

4nd competitive srategies that have implications for the choice of employment stmctures.

Also relevant to a CA are the extent to which an arrangement develops skills that are highly

firm-specific, whether their skills may be a source of dependency, and whether an

employment structure better facilitates organisational learning and innovation. The results

section suggested that managers might consider several considerations. Imponantly, managers

should examine closely what the core business of the organisation is and where sources of

competitive advantage lie. Understanding sources of competitive advantage offers a clearer

sense of which groups of workers should be kept within the boundaries of the firm. The

contrasting positions of Companies A and B illustrate this'

In attempting to understand how a group of workers may contribute to competitive advantage,

one should have an understanding of how the knowledge, skills and abilities of the group of

workers in question contribute to the overall intellectual capital of the firm. Key questions

here relate to whether the work involves acquisition of knowledge or skills that would be

beneficial to the firm. In addition, how knowledge is acquired and passed on in the

organisation may be relevant. The experience of Company B illustrates how the flow of

useful information can be cut off when knowledge is held by contractors. While certain kinds

of information may be helpful but not critical, all organisations are to some extent dependent

on certain knowledge, skills, or abilities. These may be readily accessible or in relative short

supply. Managers face choices about how best to deal with these dependencies. If the form of

labour dependency is likely to be significant, then the organisation may wish to internalise

this, in order to ensure access. Alternatively, they may seek alternative sources, or reduce

dependence in other ways, such as the methods used in case D. The cases revealed instances

of companies responding in different ways to this problem.

How does this discussion of CA, and the earlier analysis of the cases, allow us to theorise

about the likelihood that a chosen employment structure will be successful? Again, using

contracting as a focus, the overall proposition here is that the use of a contracting structure is

most likely to successful when the firm has a clear view of the connection between labour use

and wider competitive strategies. This, in turn, allows us to make several sub-propositions

regarding the success of this employment structure'

Contracting is more likely to be successful when:

it supports competitive strategies

it allows the firm to manage its dependency on key forms of labour, by mitigating risk

of exposure in the event of labour dispute or skill shonage

it does not create dependency on a mobile source of labour

it supports, rather than undermines, sources of competitive advantage

it adds to the intellectual capital of the firm by bringing in new skills and knowledge

the knowledge and experience gained through work perforrnance is able to be passed

a

a

a

a

a

a

on to other members of the organisation
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o it is supported by appropriate policies and guidelines

financial Cost Analysis (FCA) should involve analysis of the direct and indirect factors that

comprise the cost of a particular employment structure. The results section showed that a full

4ccounting of the actual financial cost differences between employment structures must

dxamine the labour cost, or cost per unit of work completed. It would include direct and

lndirect costs, such as holiday pay, and sickness pay. Costs related to training and orientation,

and costs relating to administering the relationship are also relevant, as well as sundry legal

and compliance costs. For some types of work, equipment represents a significant cost for

business and, in some cases, it might be desirable to pass these on to others. Administrative

And transaction costs may also be factors on which to base a decision.

How does this discussion of FCA, and the earlier analysis of the cases, allow us to theorise

about the likelihood that a chosen employment structure will be successful? Again, using

contracting as a focus, the overall proposition here is that the use of a contracting structure is

most likely to successful when the firm has a clear understanding of the full range of financial

costs associated with it. This, in turn, allows us to make several sub-propositions regarding

the success of this employment structure. Contracting is more likely to be successful when:

the organisation is able to quantify employment-related costs

transaction costs can be controlled by appropriate management structures, such as

contract management structures or maintaining a pool of easily accessible labour

the organisation is able to pass on significant employment-related costs, such as

training costs or equipment costs, to the worker
the nature of the contracting arrangement is such that it does not expose the

organisation to undue legal risk in the event of a dispute over employment status

internal accounting systems do not allow employment-related costs to be 'hidden'

Relationship Acceptance Analysis
Finally, Relationship Acceptance Analysis (RAA) should be a consideration of whether the

particular employment structure being considered would be acceptable to both parties,

assuming that relationships with mutuality are more likely to produce optimal outcomes for
management. The model places RAA last, on the basis that managers must to be aware of
what they want before they are in a position to measure this against the wants of others

(Herriot & Pemberton, 1997). The results section suggested that viewing matters from the

perspective of workers and anticipating how management actions might be perceived is

important. The idea of psychological contracts provides a framework for understanding why

we should pay careful attention to contract formation, and any attempt to subsequently change

the contract. The perspective of those groups of workers less directly affected is also

important.

This study provided evidence that having chosen a particular employment structure certain

managerial actions might enhance the development of mutual acceptance. These actions

included paying particular attention to communication and providing workers with certain

kinds of suppoft and training.

a

a
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does this discussion of RAA, and the earlier analysis of the cases, allow us to theorise

the likelihood that a chosen employment structure will be successful? Again, using

ing as a focus, the overall proposition here is that the use of a contracting structure is

t likely to be successful when it facilitates, maintains, or promotes acceptable working

lationships. Contracting is more likely to be successful:

o when it is offered as a freely chosen option, rather than one offered under pressure or
duress

when it does not lead to perceptions of inequity on the part of other workers

where repeated contracting has allowed the development of a stronger relationship
between the parties

where the presence of contractors does not unduly disrupt team-work
where the use of contractors is seen by organisation members as serving a legitimate

business purpose, and is not in conflict with the culture of the organisation

where there is open and clear communication between the parties regarding contract

duration and expectations
o where the use of contractors is supported by organisational infrastructure such as

systems for timely payment and the provision of appropriate workspace and

conditions.

Making a Decision
According to Model A, the analyses outlined above should generate the basis for a decision to

favour one employment arrangement over another. The model treats this decision as a 'black

box' in the sense that it does not examine, prescribe, or predict how the actual decision will

lbe taken, Rather, the model maps the factors that should form the basis for a decision, and

leaves open the question of how that decision might be made. Managers' perceptions of the

renvironment and contextual forces will unquestionably shape each of these analyses and the

decision process and outcome. This model does not imply that managerial action is

determined by an objective understanding of the relevant factors, or even that the eventual

decision will be perfectly rational. Indeed, managerial decisions are likely to be impacted by

cognitive limitations. This model adopts the perspective that any final decision will only be

lrational within bounds as, suggested by the work of Simon (1955). The purpose of the model

/is to provide a framework for organising thinking and conducting analysis, without perfect
lprecision. Each of the analyses should be regarded as a hurdle, or a test, that should be

]overcome. Should one of the analyses suggest that there is a problem then even if the

I arrangement passes other tests, one might want to reassess the viability of contracting.

11.3 Modelling Worker Choices

Worker choices regarding contracting and employment, in this study, were conditioned by

two very different sets of circumstances. The meter readers, in most cases, were placed in a
position of having their long-standing terms and conditions of employment terminated. They

were forced to choose between contracting and a redundancy payment. They faced a certain

degree of uncertainty and change, regardless of their choice . Many were relatively unskilled

workers, with relatively weak labour market prospects. Engineers and draftspeople, on the

other hand, self-selected themselves into contracting alrangements, rather than having it
forced upon them by employers. Many had experienced working under both contracting and

employment arrangements and those doing contracting were doing so largely through their
256
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wn choice. They were relatively more highly skilled than meter readers and had a higher

felations with which each group were familiar. In the energy industry contracting was a novel

{nd controversial arrangement. At the time, the mere mention of the word 'contracting' was

fssociated with management attempts to undermine terrns and conditions of employment,

bownsize, and limit the influence of unions. Contracting had not been a feature of the

bmployment systems at Companies A-D prior to the timeframe of this study. For the

bngineering firms, the situation was radically different as contracting had a long-standing

place in the employment systems of their firms and of the construction industry, with which

they have close links.

Clearly these differing sets of circumstances had an impact on the acceptability of certain

employment arrangement and the likelihood of their success. The decisions made by meter

readers were emotionally charged and complicated by fear, powerlessness, and uncertainty.

The decisions made by engineers and craftspeople were free from such a context

A model that attempts to capture the key variables in work choices of employment or

contracting is presented below. Overall, Model B suggests that there are six key factors that

form a basis for choice between contracting and employment, and that evaluation of these six

factors is affected by individual and situational factors.
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,fs with Model A discussed previously, worker choices of employment structure are

i]nfluenced by the context in which they are made. The same broad economic and

{echnological factors and social and political factors influence workers' choices, although

frbviously, the ways in which the factors are interpreted differs. The contextual factors

$pecifically relevant to workers might be perceptions of the general economic climate,

taxation issues, or the level of social acceptance of various forms of employment. Modern

fechnology such as cellular telephones, emails, and web-based commerce make running a

Small business easier. Again, it is the perceptions that workers have of the context that is

important.

At the heart of the model is a map of the factors that a worker might take into account when

deciding between two altemative employment structures. It is suggested that the decision

should be founded upon six concrete decision factors. Evaluation of these decision factors is

shaped by two further sets of factors. The first set of factors is related to the individual
making the choice, and the second, to the specific and constantly changing set of life
circumstances that constrain or enable decision-making. The former is labelled as 'Individual

Factors' and the latter 'Situational Factors'.

Individual factors and situational factors are important because they cut across all six factors

that could form the basis of a decision. They are not decisive in themselves, but contribute to

the decision either through influencing how the decision factors are evaluated or by

constraining the domain of choice.

Individual factors are those related to the person making the choice. Situational factors are

those that relate to the specific circumstances that affect an individual's choice. The box

'Individual Factors' refers to the fact that individuals differ along a number of imponant

dimensions. These dimensions influence how an individual would evaluate, for example, job

security or autonomy. Individual factors likely to affect employment choices include skill

levels, abilities, knowledge, age, health, beliefs, preferences, and personality factors'

The 'situational Factors' box captures the factors that could potentially limit the domain of

worker choice or weight the importance of one of the decision factors at the time a decision is

being made. These are both factors related to the worker's life circumstances and to the types

of contract or employment options that might be available. Situational factors are elements of
the specific context that constrain or enable certain choices. Factors might include financial

circumstances, family commitments, or other demands. This recognises that in many

situations, the worker may have limited choice as to how employment will be structured.

The six decision factors appear at the centre of the model. Were a worker to be considering

whether or not to seek contracting or employment opportunities, these factors may assist in

making a decision. Discussion of each factor includes a consideration of how individual

factors and situational factors might impact on any decision.

Autonomy
In accordance with the literature cited previously, autonomy emerged as a significant factor,

perhaps the most significant factor, in the experience of contracting, for both groups of
workers. For the purposes of the model, autonomy is seen as having two dimensions' Firstly,

a macro-level dimeniion referring to the ability to have control over how the work is actually
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done, when and where the work will be done and, and the more generalised feeling of self-
governance that comes from working for oneself. Secondly, a more micro-level and

$ragmatic dimension related to flexibility. This is related to the potential for variation in time,

$lace, or duration of work such that it fits more easily with other life interests and

dommitments, The first dimension is related to the more globalised 'feeling' of being in

fontrol over one's own life and destiny and the second is about the ability to do what one

fvants when one wants.

fhe results section showed two conflicting views. Some saw themselves, as contractors,

lainlng significant autonomy through the experience of self-employment, being one's own

boss, and the feeling of greater control. An opposite perspective held that contracting offers

little real autonomy and the 'being one's own boss' is overstating the reality of the situation.

Some workers in this study saw autonomy as coming from the nature of the work and that a

change in employment status would make little difference. Some workers saw themselves as

gaining more flexibility through contracting through being able to choose the hours of work,

to choose where to do the work, to take time off for personal interests or extended periods of

1[ime off for overseas travel. In contrast, some saw this as illusory and explained how

flexibility is lost through contracting, as the demands of the client often take precedence and

make planning one's life difficult.

The contrasting views about aspects of autonomy can be explained by both individual and

situational factors. With regard to the former, some contractors indicated that they had

previous experience of self-employment, and that this had given them an appreciation of
autonomy as a benefit. Several of the meter readers had been self-employed in other fields

prior to meter reading. Several of the draftspeople stated that they had worked as contractors

while travelling and working overseas. Individual factors influence perceptions themselves in

the sense that some people may perceive themselves as being somewhat powerless and in a
dependent position whereas others saw themselves as being relatively independent.

Obviously, a host of individual variables might explain why one individual might have a

strong desire for autonomy and another might not.

Situational factors relevant here would relate to the nature of the contract that has been

] offered and the type of work being undertaken. Different organisations might have different

expectations of how and where the work is done. Also affecting the need for autonomy and

flexibility were siruational factors such as family commitments and other life interests and

commitments such as involvement with sports.

ln summary, individual factors and situational constraints affected evaluations of autonomy.

Some workers clearly valued autonomy highly and gave it as a key reason why they liked

contracting. Other contractors did not see autonomy as a factor, either because autonomy was

not particularly important to them or their reading of the situation told them that they were

not autonomous in any meaningful sense.

The development of a model to map the factors affecting worker choices allows us to develop

a number of theoretical propositions as to when an individual may prefer one employment

structure to another. A worker's preference might encompass their assessment of each of the

six factors in the model, and would reflect their perception, on balance, of the relative merits

of an employment arrangement. A general proposition might be that desire for greater
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autonomy might lead to a preference for contracting over employment. Contracting is more

likely to be a preferred option where the individual:

o desires relatively more control over how the work is to be performed
o wishes to be able to choose when and where to do the work. For example, 'scheduling

flexibility'
o desires the more generalised feeling of independence and control over their working

life
. wishes to have the option to more easily take significant periods of time off work
o wishes to choose the type or nature of the work to be performed
. does not wish to commit to pedorm work for one organisation for an indefinite period

of time.

The propositions outlined above could be reversed, and stated in favour of employment' For

reasons of space, this has not been done here.

Earning Potential
Earning potential simply referred to the opportunity to maximise income. Like autonomy, this

factor was significant in the workers' choices of contracting or employment. Despite this,

contractors offered a mixture of comments. Several contractors commented that they earned

significantly more than as employees but a more common response was more circumspect

and took into account a number of variables that affected actual earnings. Some contractors

appreciated that contracting provided a higher hourly rate, opportunity to work more hours,

opportunity to be paid for all hours worked, and some taxation benefits. A contrasting view

was that while increased eerning potential exists, it is only marginal due to time lost between

contracts, loss of benefits such as holidays and sickness, administrative time, and the variable

flow of income.

Clearly, individual level factors play a role in the extent to which money is a motivator. Over

and above the instrumental value of money, it may satisfy a need for achievement and

recognition.

Situational factors that might impact on perceptions of earning potential were factors such as

the overall financial circumstances of a worker, and the level of financial commitments and

responsibilities that a person might have. Some contractors were able to secure long-term

contracts and therefore had relatively stable streams of income.

A number of theoretical propositions can be developed regarding earning potential as a basis

for preferring contracting over employment. A general proposition might be that desire for

income maximisation might lead to a preference for contracting over employment.

Contracting is more likely to be a preferred option where the individual:

o believes they can secure a relatively continuous supply of work assignments

o wishes to maximise earnings by working at high levels of intensity

o desires explicit financial recognition for the work that they perform

. can tolerate variation in earnings flow

26r



is prepared to make self-provision for non-financial aspects of remuneration, such as

sick leave and holidaYs

is prepared to forgo financial benefits linkecl to organisational membership, such as

share ownership (where available)

o is prepared to manage the administrative aspect to running a business, for example

dealing with taxation matters

o is prepared to invest time and other resources in activities that will lead to the

generation of new sources of work, for example, marketing activities'

Human Capital
Thr g.rt.r 

"" 
skills and knowledge demands of an occupation, the more one would expect

workers to be concerned with enhancing or maintaining their human capital. Indeed, human

capital concerns were much more relevant to draftspeople and engineers than for meter

readers.

Human capital considerations were not a major factor in the decision to work as a contractor,

for those spoken to in this research. However, it was an area of concern for many, once in a

contracting affangement. As the results sections illustrated, some contractors saw positive

implications for their human capital development through contracting and some noted ways

in which contracting created human capital problems'

One could argue that the experience of contracting adds to human capital through variety of

work assignments, on-the-j;b learning opportunities, being able to active seek out challenging

work assignments, and seli-teaching. Stacked against this were the difficulties of accessing

training and staying up-to-date, the problem of being trapped into a nturow range of contract

work, and lack of opportunities to move into management roles.

Individual factors clearly play a role in shaping attitudes to human capital and its

development. For example, some people will be happy to take responsibility for their own

development and replacl ro*puny-funOrd formal training with self-directed learning and an

active policy of seeking out experiences and information. l.ess self-motivated and confident

individuals would find this difficult, and would likely be more dependent upon organisational

suppon.

Situational factors are clearly relevant as some came into play though the nature of the work

and the skill levels involved. Some contractors were more fortunate than others in being able

to access the training that they needed. In some instances, companies were prepared to make

some investments in-"ontractbrs to help them develop their skills, and in some cases give

them project management responsibilities.

As stated earlier, the development of the model allows us to develop a number of theoretical

propositions as to when an individual may prefer one employment structure to another'

Unlike autonomy, human capital did not emerge as a major factor driving worker preferences'

but remains an impoftant factor to be taken into account. A general proposition might be that

an individual might have a preference for contracting, over employment, to the extent that

they are pr.pur.d to take responsibility for acquisition and development of knowledge, skills,

and abilities that enhance their human capital. An individual might prefer contracting over

employment to the extent that; 
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. they wish to actively guide their own human capital development through appropriate

selection of work
they wish to expose themselves to a wide variety of work experiences, thus

maximising their opportunities for learning

they are prepared to forgo, or self-fund, formal training activities

they wish to develop skills through operating as a self-employed business person

they regard further human capital development as unimportant

they prefer self-directed development to that imposed or provided externally

they are prepared to forgo career progression that is dependent upon long-term

oryanisational membership, such as management development'

Chanee
D*prt" the potential for a wide variety of contracting experience, many of the contractors

,poi.n to i;this study had worked for the same company for long periods of time or had

eiperienced little change. As the results section showed, change could be a positive feature of

the contracting experience. Some liked working in different workplaces, with different

colleagues, meeting new people, and having to deal with different situations. Contracting

preverited some from getting stuck in a routine. As with the other factors there was a

Lontrasting position. Th" .onrtunt instability of contracting can be tiring and stressful due to

the effort of coping with the demands of new situations and meeting new people'

Again, situational constraints and individual factors play a role in influencing reactions to

change. Tolerance for change, uncertainty, and ambiguity are factors that can be linked to

underlying personality consiructs. The extent to which one might desire working relationships

that are stable or develop over time or are constantly changing is a matter of individual

preference. For some contractors a natural extroversion may assist them in fitttng in to a

u*i.ty of situations and for others moving around may be associated with unpleasant anxiety'

Situational factors may influence one's desire for, or tolerance for, change' The degree of

stability or instability in other aspects of one's life is likely to make a difference. For somen

the change involved with the project nature of engineering work provided sufficient variety to

meet their needs.

A number of theoretical propositions can be developed regarding desire or tolerance for

change, as a basis for preferring contracting over employment. A general proposition might

be that desire for a high level of change and variety of work experiences might lead to a

preference for contraJting over employment. Contracting is more likely to be a preferred

option where the individual:

r has a high tolerance for uncertainty and ambiguity

o becomes easily bored when working in a particular environment, or on a particular

project
dislikes the routine imposed by normal business working hours

wishes to be stimulated or extended by unusual or novel work situations

has little difficulty adapting to unfamiliar work environments and work colleagues'

o

a

o

o

o
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Security
Ihe traditional assumption is that employment offers security through explicit or implicit

promises of ongoing employment, und that contracting is less secure. Workers in this study

:hallenged this conventional wisdom. Again, there was a bi-polar reaction to the importance

of this factor. Some were unworried about the lack of security, and some suggested that there

was security to be found through contracting. Security could be gained through continually

marketing oneself and more generally through being proactive about one's own future, rather

than relying on an employer. It was often pointed out that employees had little more real

security than contractors. On the other hand, some workers were aware of their insecure status

as contractors and worried about their futures. Contractors have different legal protections to

employees, and can be separated from the organisation with minimal notice, and with no

redundancy.

Individual factors come into play through characteristics that might enable an individual to

cope with the lack of securiry, or indeed not see security as important. Some may value the

security that comes from self-reliance. Some may have their security need met internally and

others externallY.

Situational factors affecting the desire for security might be family commitments, financial

commitments, or the possibility that an individual may have other sources of security in their

life.

A general theoretical proposition related to the security factor, and the impact of perceptions

of iecurity on employment structure choice, might be that individuals with low needs for

security might find c'ontracting to be a preferred option. More specifically, contracting is more

likely to be a preferred option where the individual:

r seeks security through self-reliance, and their own actions in accessing a supply of

work
o perceives that there is a ready available supply of work

o perceives relatively little security in organisational employment

o seeks security through a diversified array of work sources

o has high tolerance for uncertainty

o is able to deal with the stress that may come from insecure work situations'

Involvement
The final factor in the model is involvement. By involvement is meant opportunity to become

a full member of the social and operational fabric of the organisation' Ordinarily, contracting

offers more limited opportuniti., fo. involvement than employment does' lnvolvement can be

used to make 
^n 

u.gu-"nt in favour of contracting as it can liberate one from involvement in

organisational politics and gossip.It can allow one to focus more on the task at hand' While

inJolvement may be limiteJ in a particular workplace, the worker has the opportunity to

move around and possibly have many different involvements' For some' the more alms-

length relationshii with t-he firm may be desirable. Conversely, a contractor might miss the

,"gul. social contacts with the same group of people and the deeper involvement in

orlanisation life and issues thar is facilitated by length of tenure. A worker might fail to have

i*jportant social and developmental needs met by the lesser level of involvement' and

therefore might find their needs met more effectively through employment' 
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As with the other factors, individual personality and preferences will play a role. Whether one

ilesires a close attachment to the organisation or whether one prefers more of an arm's length

involvement may be related to ones afflliation needs or the extent to which organisational

involvement provides a sense of identity. Situational factors may mean that an individual may

have other involvements in their life that replace any need for involvement in the workplace.

A general theoretical proposition related to involvement, and the impact of preferences on

employment structure choice, might be that individuals with low needs for involvement might
find contracting desirable. More specifically, contracting is more likely to be a preferred

option where the individual:

has low needs for affiliation
finds it easy to meet people and rapidly form appropriate working relationships

has low needs to become accepted socially when in the workplace
prefers a more limited involvement in organisational life (for example, not being

involved in organisational matters less directly related to the task at hand)

has tolerance for being unfamiliar with organisational systems and structures

has tolerance for being unfamiliar with social, cultural, and interpersonal dynamics

within the firm.

Summarry
Model B presents a way in which a worker might attempt to evaluate the costs and benefits of
working as a self-employed contractor versus working as an employee. It suggests that there

are six key decision factors that might form the basis of a decision. It suggests that for each

individual, whether that factor provides an argument for contracting or employment will
depend on individual factors and situational constraints. Having evaluated each of the factors,

the worker will have a preferred employment structure. The actual decision will depend on

the specific context, that is to say the availability of that option. As with the previous model

of employer choice, this research does not deal with the decision process as such. The model

does not make a statement about the rationality or otherwise of evaluations and decisions. The

model does, however, suggest throughout that it is worker perceptions of the various factors

that are critical.

11.4 Bringing Together the Management and Worker Perspectives

Models A and B have been proposed to map the key factors to be taken into account in

manager and workers' choices of employment structures. How then can these perspectives be

integrated? The parties to an employment relationship will make their own assessment of
what employment structure is ideal from their perspective. However, it is the intersection of
these analyses that will determine the success or otherwise of the relationship. Only when

there is an adequate match between the needs of the parties, or 'mutuality', will the

relationship endure.

Both workers and managers make decisions within a general environmental context. This

environment is the same for both parties, although how they understand and interpret it will
vary. Managers and workers will make a decision regarding their preferred employment

structure. In some cases, the choice will be the preferred option, and in others, the choice
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inight be made reluctantly or forced by particular circumstances. For example, a worker might

pr"-f.r to be employed byan organisation but might only be able to gain contract work.

Alternatively, a managei mighiwish to employ a worker for a particular job but find the

worker unwilling to accept a perrnanent position, and only prepared to perform the work

under contract. One should not, of .ourri, assume that the relative power of the two parties is

equivalent when it comes to determining the exact nature of the employment relationship' On

the contrary, it should be acknowledged that the parties are likely to differ markedly in terms

of their relative economic power. Often it will be managers who are in a position to dictate

the terms of the relationship, and it is in the negotiation process that power will be most

evident (Herriot & Pemberton, 1996, 1997). However, as the cases showed, there are

sometimes circumstances where workers, with certain critical skills, can be in a position to

dictate terms.

Where the choice of employment structure is arrived at reluctantly it is likely to be terminated

by one of the parties at their earliest opportunity, as one or other seek a more satisfactory

arrangement. Where it is arrived at positively, the relationship is more likely to endure over

time. This may mean an ongoing employment relationship or a series of repeated contracts'

While it seems obvious to zuggest that relationships, employment and otherwise, operate best

when there is mutuality, this polnt is worth exploring in more detail specifically as it relates to

contracting.

Bringing together the worker and the management perspectives entails asking questions

related to the success of the relationship to be entered into, In their study of contracting,

Millward and Brewerton (1999) suggested the term 'strategic partnership' to describe the

relationship between the agency providing contract labour and the client company. However,

it is possible to view the relationihip b.t*"en a company and an individual contractor in the

same way, as an opportunity for coliaboration where value is added for both parties. Using the

above terms, we might ask under what conditions will a strategic partnership between firm

and worker be enterecl into, under what conditions will the 'strategic partnership' be

successful?

The answer to the former question comes from an analysis as suggested by Models A and B'

In relarion to the title of this work 'Evaluating the costs and benefits of alternative

employment structures', the models suggest that managers and workers will analyse their

situations and choose employment struciures that they think will offer them certain benefits,

taking into account certain costs. This is a relatively independent process and one palty has

little control over how the other will perceive their situation. However, this is where the RAA

becomes critical in ensuring that certain factors related to strategic partnership are considered,

at least on the part of **ug"*"nt. As suggested earlier, how the relationship is presented is

important in acceptance of it. This was less problematic in the case of engineers and

draftspeople where contracting was an accepted paft of the industry and contracts were

entered into and exited from with some frequency. In the situation of attempting to change

contract type, the situation is more complex and sensitive. Where an organisation wishes to

enter a different type of strategic partneiship, the presentation of these proposals needs to be

handled with some care. Rousseau (1996) suggests managers take a number of steps

including educating people about the need for change, sharing information and allowing

participation, and foilowing through with the correct alignment of structures and policies'

Where a contract is entered into unwillingly, or with some sense of resentment, it can hardly
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be described as a strategic partnership. It may be 'strategic' in some sense' but not a true
.partnership'. A relationshrp is similarly flawed when it is entered into without a clear sense

of what the expectations are and what key outcomes afe expected. The experiences of

contracting in the energy supply industry showed evidence of relationships lacking these

features.

In general terms, mutuality will occur when both managers and workers favour employment

strictures that they think will offer them desirable benefits, taking into account likely costs

and alternative opportunities. However, we can further theorise about the likelihood of

mutuality occurring, as in the list of propositions below. Contracting is more likely to produce

high levels of mutualitY when:

o both parties have experience of contracting and managing contracts

o when both parties perceive that they have a degree of power to shape or alter the terms

of the relationshiP
o when the relationship does not expose either party to undue risk, in terms of access to

future work, or access to labour in the future

r when the naturc of the contract is clear and the basic framework of expectations and

obligations are clear
o when the relationship is supported by administrative systems and processes that

enable the relationship to operate smoothly

. repeated contracting facilitates the formation of working relationships between the

parties
. managers do not need to supervise the work closely and workers can work

autonomously
r the relationship adds to the intellectual and human capital of both parties

r both parties desire a close link between remuneration and actual work performed'

Mutuality is, of course, a relative concept, and there can be no definitive list of factors that

will lead to it. However, the factors outiined above will, at the very least, increase the chances

that mutualitY will occur.

11.5 Key Themes from the Research

This section highlights several key themes from this research. In keeping with the multi-

disciplinary upproi"h that this study has taken, these are discussed under thematic headings

rather than headings related to specific academic disciplines.

Thg Paradoxical Nature of Flexibility
The literature review section discussed the somewhat paradoxical nature of flexibility. The

case studies showed how flexibility issues created challenges for management, and showed

that in seeking to gain flexibility, inflexibilities can be created. Flexibility issues are complex

and multi-dimensilnal, u, rnunug"rs in several cases discovered to their cost. Because of their

limited analysis rhey appeared to lack an appreciation of the ways in which flexibility can be

lost. The downside tf hlxlUifiry can be seen in the engineering cases, where flexibility of a

numerical nature was the key driver of contracting, but contracting created difficulties of

coordination and teamwork. In the energy sector cases, flexibility was not an issue in
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pontracting meter reading, although some functional flexibility was lost through this
arrangement.

ln seeking numerical flexibility,line managers found that some functional flexibility was

threatened. Managers talked about problems of keeping contractors fully occupied during

times where the project they were working on was in a slow phase. The problem was not just

getting the contractor to vary their original agreement. Rather, it was more to do with the

practicalities of acquainting a person with the particular project and of handing over work

between individuals as they entered and exited project teams.

In using contractors, the engineering firms gained financial flexibility. They were able to

lnegotiate individual terrns for each worker, in accordance with the demands of each project

and the external labour market conditions. In this context, this usually meant paying more to

contractors than employees. It was apparent from the cases that this created occasional

problems for management when trying to bring these individuals inside the existing
remuneration structure. It also created something of a two-tier system where workers with
different terms and conditions of employment work alongside each other. The literature

review noted the potential for such situations to undermine teamwork and harmonious work

relations. Managers in this study also noted the potential for disruption of teamwork. For

managers in the engineering firms the tension between the need for functional flexibility and

the downsides created by this were simply issues to be managed. Managing these issues was

made easier by the fact that prqect teams often only contained a few contractors, and

managers attempted to maintain links with contractors they knew, and had worked with

before. These tensions become easier to manage with repeated contracting, which allowed

contractors and managers to form closer working relationships, which in turn may have acted

to mitigate some of the issues mentioned above.

The energy companies sought cost reduction through externalising their labour force. A driver

for considering contracting at those companies was the opportunity to get the work done more

cheaply than through an internal labour market. However, as the case of Company B clearly

illustrates, this strategy of externatising dependency on labour has risks. lnstead of creating a

situation where the company could choose from a pool of competing contractors, in a highly

flexible fashion, they ended up in a situation of inflexibility. They became dependent upon a

small number of large contracting companies who were able to charge more than the

company considered appropri ate.

Workers faced their own paradoxes of flexibility with the trade-off between managing the

demands of their clients, and being able to take time off between or during contracts. It is

clear that while contracting offers workers the potential for flexibility, the picture is more

complex than some enthusiasts for contracting would have us believe. For some meter

readers, contracting created such inflexibility that they had to work for several years without

being able to take a break. The nature of the work demanded some functional flexibility, and

the meter readers, operating in isolation, could not easily achieve this. The engineers and

draftspeople, despite being in a stronger labour market position, faced a loss of flexibility, in

some respects, due to their dependency on large-scale capital.

In general, contractors gained some scheduling flexibility on a day-to-day basis, and those on

short-term contracts gained flexibility to easily take extended periods off work. However, for
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those on longer-term contracts and those that needed to find as much work as possible,

contracting created flexibility problems. Thus, to suggest that contracting offers greater

flexibility would not be correct without qualification and elaboration.

Mutuality
This study indicates that if the interests of workers and management are aligned, then

concepts such as 'loyalty' and 'commitment' need not be alien when applied to contracting.

Where mutuality existed, so too did the potential for relationships that were both enduring

over time and extended beyond purely transactional terms. In the cases there were examples

of highly satisfactory relationships where the organisation benefited from both a flexible
supply of contracting labour and the sorts of positive OCBs that one might hope for from
employees. Contractors benefited from working, on their own terms with an organisation, or
with several organisations with which they had existing relationships.

The energy companies faced a huge challenge in creating mutually acceptable contracting

relationships because they were breaking existing psychological contracts. The strain of
breaking an existing employment relationship and attempting to replace it with a contractual

one was not conducive to developing mutuality. Despite the difficult circumstances, some

workers found that the transition suited them, and in some cases management were happy

with the relationships that had been created. This study also showed that there are specific

actions that companies can take to increase their success in making these kinds of changes.

Company D, for example, with their approach of communication and support, succeeded with

some groups of workers, in forming contracting relationships that contained elements of
'loyalty' and'commitment'.

While this study did not specifically investigate the organisational psychology of contractors

and employees, it does allow some discussion based on some of the literature cited earlier. It
seems to confirm other research suggesting that contractors are not necessarily less committed

than their employed counterparts (for example Pearce, 1993, Millward & Brewerton, 1999).

Indeed, some contract engineers and draftspeple spoke very positively of the organisations

they had been involved with. It was evident that having transactional contracts did not

preclude relational elements. The repeated naturc of some of the engineering contracting

seemed to lead to the formation of strong working relationships.

This study has also provided evidence of what happens when mutuality is not present, and

where workers have accepted contracts because there is little or no alternative, and there is

bitterness and resentment towards the employer. In the energy cases, there were examples of
workers doing only the work that was explicitly required of them and in some cases acting in
ways that harmed the performance and reputation of the company they were contracting to.

Manaeing Contracts or Contractors
Agency theory, as discussed in the literature review, draws our attsntion to the importance of
the contract between principal and agent. Had the managers in some of the energy cases been

aware of agency theory, they may have paid more attention to the detail of the contracts that

they were entering into with meter readers. It did not appear to be calculated opportunism that

led to some of the less desirable aspects of contractor behaviour, but rather poor contract

specification and monitoring, and hence poor performance. Several cases in this study
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highlight the need for careful contract development, specification, and monitoring' The

attempts to contract out meter reading at Company B appear particularly naive in this respect'

Of all of the companies in this study, D appeared to have the best systems in place for the

management of contracts, despite their failure to apply this to meter reading. All companies

usinglhe services of contractors might find elements of their contractor management system

useful. Managers at D recognised that different employment structures require different styles

of management and that managers should be specifically trained in contract management' In

addition, the company should;ffer training and support to contractors to ensure that the

process of contracting goes smoothly and to ensure a viable pool of contractors to contract

with.

Using a radical economic analysis, one might argue that companies B-D usedcontracting as a

tool to leverage purchased labour power inlo work actually done. Unfortunately, the lever did

not operate in ttrl way in which it was intended, and the result was unsatisfactory

performance. Moreover, some of the behaviours, such as those related to good customer

service or maintaining accurate records, were the sorts of things that relied on what

Williamson (1991) called the 'atmosphere of co-operation'. The type of relationships entered

into by some of the companies failedto produce this 'atmosphere'. Clearly, it is not accurate

to Say that contracting entails less managt-"nt. Different employment Stnrctures demand

different styles of ma:nagement, and contracting should not been seen as a quick route to

management and ,up"rirory cost savings. Noi should it be assumed that traditional modes

and models of management will apply equally to contractor and employees'

Ideology and RationalitY
Th" r*ly.* 

"arlier 
treated some managerial actions and decisions in some of the cases as

highly questionable. Ir is certainly the case that some decisions discussed earlier were taken

with insufficient analysis. This research clearly demonstrates the importance of careful

consideration of employment structure choices, and suggests how this can be improved'

Managers in some cases tended to assume that contracting was cheaper than employment and

there was little hardheaded analysis.

At another level, one can question the assumption that management decision-making in this

area is rationally based or at least boundedlyiational. The cases provided evidence that

management decisions are heavily influenced by ideological and philosophical

considerations, perhaps more strongly than the work of Godard (1997) would suggest' The

energy industry cases provided particularly strong examples of how key decision makers with

a strong commitment to a particular worldview can affect employment structure choices in a

,*""ping fashion that overrides analysis. It is not controversial to observe that management

.fads, come and go and managers are often captured by transient notions of what constitutes

,good management practice'. Managers can bi assisted in this by industry-wide fads and

trends. The energy industry in the tgqOs provides an excellent example of this faddish nature'

and companies' enthusiasm for contracting can be seen aS the enactment at an organisational

level of the free-market ideology driving iidutt.y-*ide, if not economy-wide, deregulation'

At a more subtle level, the engineering cases revealed that managers often have strong

personal preferences, and thaithese dive employment structure choices to some extent' Some

managers, for example, disliked having contractors around at all and were suspicious of them'
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Conversely, some managers believed that having contractors around was a good thing, as it

fitted with their own philosophies of management. These preferences are likely to have been

developed over time, and would have some basis in managers' prior experience of managing

in different contexts.

The cultures of an industry or organisation can also having a role to play in the decisions that

managers make. The introduction of contracting in the energy supply industry was very much

counter-cultural when it occurred in the early 1990s. The industry had no tradition of

contracting and had a strong tradition of internal labour markets and long-term employment

relationships. The introduction of contracting was controversial and signalled a radical shift

in how energy companies were to be organised and managed. For managers wishing to shake

up existing work practices and arrangements, contracting offered a means to bring about

radicat change. If those same contracting proposals were to be introduced today they would

be less controversial in an industry with a now widespread experience of alternative

employment structures. This can be contrasted with the engineering firms where contracting

was not controversial. Contracting is a long established and legitimate alternative to

employment and, in the closely t tut"d construction industry, it is the dominant employment

structure. Nevertheless, the conservative culture of the engineering firms meant that overall

there was a preference for employment. Thus, cultural considerations, and custom and

practice, also play a role in management decision making'

Redefining the Core

e* Oirrurr.d previously, defining the 'core' of a business is problematic. This study supports

Purcell's (1996, 1999) view that management can find the question of how to define the

firm's core competence, and thus its core workforce, quite vexatious. This can be seen clearly

among the energy supply companies where there were contesting views regarding the status

of meier readers. Are they simply 'data harvesters' or frontline customer servlce

representatives? In the formeriase, they are non-core and are managed as a cost to be reduced

as much as possible. In the latter case, ih"y u." core and should be managed as an asset to be

developed so as to contribute towards competitive advantage.

The energy companies seemed to lack a clear sense of their core and particularly in the case

of C adopted an experimental approach, in other words an 'emergent strategy' (Mintzberg'

1978). In contrast, managem"ntln the engineering consultancies showed a much clearer

understanding of the distinctive competenie of their firms. This would be expected given the

knowledge-inlensive nature of their business. They needed to have long-term employment

relationships with key staff to make the firm's competencies available and marketable to

clients. This researct', t",igtrllgttts the importance of an analysis of distinctive competence and

its employment imPlications.

self
1.t ir ..r.--.f, .t"*ty t gtttigfttt ttt. trade-ofis involved in employment structure choices' As

the trend of growth in self-employment continues, it becomes more important to understand

these trade-offs in order to understand the impacts both upon the workers themselves and the

implications of these for organisations. Some contractors can be described as

'"r,tr"pr"n"urial' workers and others as 'reluctant entrepreneurs' (for example, Boyle' L994)'

Some contractors are truly independent and others are dependent and essentially disguised

wage labourers. This research suggests that the difference is important, and needs to be
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Accounted for when attempting to understand the experience of contracting. To ignore the

difference is to ignore the large differences that exist in labour market position and

opportunity.

Security through the promise of ongoing employment is traded off against the security of
seeking to develop a whole series of labour market opportunities. Close involvement with one

organisation and one set of work colleagues is traded off against a whole series of
involvements with different workplaces and different colleagues. Change and variety through
gaining additional responsibility and roles within one organisation is traded off against the

change and variety of taking on different or even similar assignments but within several

different organisations. Stability of income is traded off against a variable, possibly higher

income. These are among the choices that have been highlighted by this research. While it is
possible to map the factors and account for the likely variables, the choices that individuals
make are likely to be highly personal. This research offers the worker contemplating a choice

between contracting and employment some guidance and a basis to consider how these

factors fit within their own unique life situation.

11.6 Contribution and Areas of Future Research

This research makes a number of contributions and furthers our understanding of employment

relationships in a number of ways. It has explicitly attempted to redress what was earlier
identified as a deficit in the literature on employment. Rather than focus on one side of the

relationship, this research has considered both sides of the employment relationship with a
view to developing a greater understanding of how both the needs of organisations and

workers can be reconciled. Only through such an approach can one start to consider the

possibilities for mutuality and genuine 'partnerships'.

The multidisciplinary approach adopted here is also a contribution. While many discipline-
based approaches add to our understanding in different ways, none are satisfactory in
isolation as they fail to capture the complexities of employment relationships. Clearly the way

forward is through multi-disciplinary approaches such as the one adopted here.

The longitudinal approach used here provides insights in ways that other approaches cannot.

Had one only interviewed the managers at Company B shortly after contracting out their
meter reading, one would have gained a very different picture of their actions. Indeed, it took

several years for the full implications of their decision to contract to become visible.
Likewise, the contractors and managers in the engineering firms were encouraged to reflect
upon their differing experiences with both forms of employment over time. As mentioned
earlier, many managers and contractors had experience of working under both employment

alTangements.

The very breadth of factors affecting employment structure choices posed a huge challenge
for this research. Mapping the many factors and their important interrelationships is therefore
one of its major contributions. The large number of considerations indicated by the literature,

and those identified by respondents, were grouped into various factors and included into
theoretical models. Given the complexity of the issues and the acknowledged limits of
human decision-making capacity, it is useful to have a model that might assist managers and

workers in their decision-making. To this end, the discussion identified a number of general
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and specific theoretical propositions that

basis for further research and theoretical
might not only assist decision making, but provide a

advancement.

Areas for Further Research

1.f.rir rtuAy has raised a large number of areas for further research. For example, it challenges

us to understand more about the paradoxes of flexibility. Further research might address

specifically the trade-offs involved when seeking flexibility, both from an organisational

point of view and a worker point of view.

This research suggested that managers should have a clear view of what the core business of

the firm is. Further research is needed into how different forms of knowledge can contribute

toward competitive advantage and hence should be part of the 'core'.

Aside from the work of Godard (e.g. 1997), the impact of ideology on managerial decisions is

relatively under researched. In the energy cases, the effects of ideology were particularly

strong. Ii the effects can be as strong as the findings of this research suggests, then there is

considerable value in further studies of the relative strength of ideological and philosophical

factors in important business decisions.

The models presented earlier in this chapter need to be tested, as do the numerous theoretical

propositionr. ttt" models appear to stand up against two very different contexts, with two

Aifflr.nt groups of workers. However, without examining its application in other settings we

cannot know whether the models are sufficiently robust to capture all of the variables of

interest. It is possible that one or other of the factors identified in the models are of greater

strength or importance than some of the others, and this relative influence might be tested'

This research has suggested a greater likelihood of positive outcomes where worker and

management interests-are atigned. Further research should investigate the extent to which

theorj fanslates into reality and also investigate the impact of relative strengths of alignment

on ourcomes. Research identifying situations of alignment and misalignment might add to our

understanding of how parties to a relationship identify alignment and what they do about it'

The literature review suggested that research into the 'confactual personality' has been

unsatisfactory. Some individuals are clearly more suited to contracting than others, and this

study showei evidence of how different workers evaluated factors such as security and

uutono-y very differently. The prospect of progress towards identifying 'homo contracticus'

is a tantalising one. Research toward this goal would need to clearly target specific groups of

workers, as this research has done, and be founded upon a clear conceptualisation of

contracting.

This research has indicated what some features of successful contractor management systems

might look like. Further research is needed into the management of contractors and the

*ulnug"rn"nt styles and systems that might enable firms to more effectively capitalise on the

benefits of contracting and reduce the costs.

The organisational psychology of contractors and employees is different. But exactly how

these differen.", op"iute and what conditions these differences needs further study. This

study confirms the complexity of the differences and warns against oversimplified answers'
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lMor" sophisticated conceptual tools and psychological measures might enable us to say more

about the difference between employees and contractors.

11.7 Summary and Conclusion

Through a study of employment structure choices of managers and workers across seven case

studies in two industries, this thesis has offered models of employer and employee
,employment structure choice'. This research seeks to deepen our understanding of the

inteiaciional dynamics of employment relationships. The discussion has drawn upon the

experience, of ,"n"n case studies to illustrate the importance, for management, of carefully

assessing the extent to which a particular employment structure best meets the needs of both

parties. tn tt i. way, manag*-"nt will be better placed to build highly effective relationships'

Effective and enduring reiationships need to be founded upon clearly understood and matched

expectations, they need to add value to each party, and they need to be supported by

maintenance activity of a practical and psychological nature.
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Appendices : Interview Schedules

Questions for Senior Management

r What employment structures (mixture of employees and contractors) are in use (for the

target group of workers)?
. Wtti"tt groups of workers do management view as targets for the introduction of

contracting now or in the future?
o What has been the employment structure of (the target group) in the past?

o What changes are anticipated to these structures in the medium tenn future? (eg. more

contractors or less)
r What does a contractors contract look like and how does it differ from that of an

employee? (KPI's, Bonus etc.).

r How does the use of contractors impact on remuneration strategy?

o Why do it questions: Benefits: What are the reasons why the firm has chosen to structure

"-itoy*"nt 
in the way rhat it has? What do contractors offer that employees do not? Are

contractors more productive than employees? What alTangement is best from purely an

economic point oi view? What do employees offer that contractors do not? To what extent

do management desire employees to be committed and to identify with the employing

organisat-ion? What ilrangement is best from a psychological perspective?

o Costs: How do management weigh up the costs of contracting versus employment?

Specifically what sorts of long and short term costs are foreseen?

r In an ideal world how would you choose to structure employment? What factors constrain

your ability to do this?
r Is the use of contractors part of a formal human resources strategy? Does the structure fit

with any organisational Jtrategy or philosophy? Where does any philosophy come from

CEO/Shared? Does your p"rr6nA pnitosoptry aiffert Proactive or reactive? How was the

strategy developed, what was the process?

r What needs for flexibility to you have and how is this achieved?

o To what extent does the turbulent business environment affect choices about the

employment mix?
r Do you use agencies, if not why not? Do you prefer contractors who are ex employees?

o Aside from changing the actual conditions of employment of employees, are management

a6empting to refiatrie the employment relationship in other ways, such as attempting to

create a more transactional oi 'vendor-minded' or 'contestable' culture? How would you

evaluate this to see if it is beneficial?



Questions for Line Managers

o What is the employment mix? Why is employment structured the way that it is? Has it

always been done itris wayt Why/not? How will it likely be structured in the future?

o If there was a contracting out 'event' how was it managed?

o under what circumstances would you prefer to hire a contractor or an employee'

(or if circumstances a fixed, what wouid need to change for you to consider doing it

differently?)
r What does a typical contractor's contract look like and how does it differ from an

employees contract?
o Are contractors more productive than employees? Why/not?

o What are the costs and benefits of using a contractor instead of employing someone?

economicallYlPsYchologicall Y?

r ln an ideal world, how would you choose to structure employment and what factors

constrain you from doing this.
o Have you ever managed employees and contractors? Is it easier to manage contractors or

employees? What specific management issues arise? Are the contractors known to you

and the company oi*" they strangers? How does the management of employees and

contractors differ?
o Does the use of contractors have a negative impact on other groups of workers?

r What do think are the key factors in creating and maintaining productive relationships

with contractors/emPloYees ?

o Is there an overall philosophy regarding the use of contractors in this company?

r Are contractors utilized for generally higher or lower skilled work'



Questions for Contractors and Employees

o How long have you been with the company? What did you do before? Have you ever

worked as a contractor before?
o What can you tell me about why the company chose to structure your employment in the

way that it has and the circumstances that surrounded that decision.

o How do you feel about that decision? Was it the right one? Why? Has your opinion

changed over time?
o Do you work alongside employees/contractors, and how is your relationship with them?

How do your workmates feel about this?

r How does the work that contractors do differ from the work that employees do? How

does their performance differ? How does their contribution to the firm differ?

o What difference would it make to the way that you work if you changed from being and

employee to being a contractor or vice versa?

o In an ideal world would your rather perform this work as an employee or as a self

employed contractor?
r What do you think the company gains or loses through using contractors or employees?

r From a workers perspective what do you think people stand to gain or lose through doing

work on a contractual basis rather than an employment basis?

What about:

Autonomy:
Do you feel that issues of autonomy and freedom are a major consideration in deciding

whether contracting or employmeni ir a good option? (If a contractor do they really think

they have any or anymore than if they were an employee)

Earning potential
Oo you fiel that the difference in earning potential is a major consideration in deciding

whether contracting or employment is a good option? (Do they really think they would earn

any more or less? How imponant is it to have a steady income?)

Security
Do youfeel that job security is a major consideration in deciding whether contracting or

employment is a good oPtion?

Predictability and stability - Change

Do you feel that predictability and stability (continuity as well as of time and place) in you

*oit Ir a major consideration in deciding whether contracting or employment is a good

option?

Training opportunities
Oo you feel that access to training and development opportunities are a major consideration

in dlciding whether contracting or employment is a good option? (What training is relevant

here?)

Flexibility
Do you feel that flexibility is a major consideration in deciding whether contracting or

employment is a good oPtion?
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